
International Registration designating India 

Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 02/12/2019; Application No. : 2019-151251 ;Japan 

4425306    12/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1510699]
Daicel-Evonik Ltd.

2-3-1, Nishi-shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 163-0913 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Adhesives and glues for industrial purposes.

8056



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 2 
 

 

4425311    15/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1510701]
ITK TEKSTIL KIMYA LIMITED SIRKETI

MAHMUT YESARI CAD. NO.15, KOSUYOLU, KADIKOY TR-34718 ISTANBUL Turkey

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants, dyes; inks for 
printing, marking and engraving; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing 
and art.

8057



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/08/2013; Application No. : 86045125 ;United States of America 

2710443    15/01/2014

[International Registration No. : 1192152]
CLINIQUE LABORATORIES, LLC

767 Fifth Avenue New York, NY 10153 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI

D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
902703, 1001157, 2670115

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated skin care preparations.

8058



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/02/2014; Application No. : 86199503 ;United States of America 

2788801    03/03/2014

[International Registration No. : 1210847]
MAKE-UP ART COSMETICS INC.

767 Fifth Avenue New York, NY 10153 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI

D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics.

8059



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4121980    17/12/2018

[International Registration No. : 1455577]
LIU QIN

Shimashan Base Reception Office, (Yuan 468 Team) 418 Team, No. 930, Xinxing South Road, Louxing District, Loudi Hunan China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD

NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; perfumes; false eyelashes; false nails; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic pencils; cakes of toilet soap; facial cleanser; 
beauty masks; nail varnish.

8060



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/10/2019; Application No. : 88654054 ;United States of America 

4417787    18/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509511]
Codex Beauty LLC

Suite 200, 3130 Alpine Road Portola Valley CA 94028 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; non-medicated skin care preparations; beauty products, namely, gel and skin lotion cleansers; moisturizing 
preparations for the skin; non-medicated skin serums; anti-aging creams; sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning lotions 
and oils; essential oils; massage oils; body lotions; belly skin lotions; belly skin creams; body washes for humans; skin 
creams for hands and legs; skin and body topical oils and creams for cosmetic use specifically intended for use on feet; 
facial mists; make-up removers; non-medicated soaps; non-medicated diaper rash creams; baby lotions; baby oils; hair 
care preparations; perfumes.

8061



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/10/2019; Application No. : 88654052 ;United States of America 

4417788    18/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509513]
Codex Beauty LLC

Suite 200, 3130 Alpine Road Portola Valley CA 94028 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetic preparations; non-medicated skin care preparations; cosmetics; beauty products, namely, skin gel and lotion 
cleansers; moisturizing preparations for the skin; non-medicated skin serums; anti-aging creams; sunscreen preparations; 
suntanning lotions and oils; essential oils; massage oils; body lotions; belly skin lotions; belly skin creams; body washes 
for humans; skin creams for hands and legs; skin and body topical oils and creams for cosmetic use specifically intended 
for use on feet; facial mists; make-up removers; non-medicated soaps; non-medicated diaper rash creams; baby lotions; 
baby oils; hair care preparations; perfumes.

8062



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/10/2019; Application No. : 4020190165342 ;Republic of Korea 

4420640    01/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509821]
FARMSKIN Inc.

510, SB Plaza, 194-25, Osongsaengmyeong 1-ro, Osong-eup, Heungdeok-gu, Cheongju-si Chungcheongbuk-do 28160 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; aromatic essential oils; dentifrices; incense; cuticle removing preparations; 
cosmetic preparations for body care; wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser; facial cleansers; perfumes; hair care 
preparations; non-medicated toiletry preparations; skin moisturizer masks; skin soap; cosmetic facial packs; functional 
cosmetics being skin care preparations; skin moisturizer (cosmetics); pre-moistened skin cleansing tissues; sun block 
cosmetics; non-medicated foaming face wash.

8063



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4420679    07/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1510000]
CEFINE CO., LTD.

Seven building 3F, 2-8-1, Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 160-0022 Japan

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1596615

IR DIVISION
Soap and detergents; facial soaps; body soaps; cosmetic creams for skin care; milky lotions for skin care; beauty serums 
for skin care; toilet water for skin care; gel for skin care; essential oils for skin care; facial beauty masks; massage gels 
other than for medical purposes; facial peel preparations for cosmetic use; toilet water for facial peeling; milky lotions for 
facial peeling; creams for facial peeling; toilet water toners for cosmetic use; cleansing toilet water; skin whitening lotions; 
wrinkle resistant toilet water; facial toilet water; moisturizing toilet water; skin care cosmetics; blush; eye shadows; eye 
liner; moisturizing creams; massage creams; cosmetic massage creams; skin whitening creams; moisturizing gels 
[cosmetic]; massage gels other than for medical purposes; whitening gel; cleansing creams [cosmetic]; hand creams; 
sunscreen creams; hair lotions; shampoos; hair treatments; hair care lotions; hair care gel; hair care creams; hair creams; 
hair spray; hair rinses [shampoo-conditioners]; hair conditioners; pressed face powder; make-up powder; make-up 
primers; facial concealer; creamy foundation; foundation powder; liquid foundation; lipstick; mascaras; eyebrow pencils; 
make-up removing gels; make-up removing toilet water; make-up removing oils; make-up removing creams; skin cleansing 
foams; cleansing milk for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; nail polish; sun protection gel; sun protection spray; sun 
protection toilet water; lip glosses; facial washes; body washes; essential oils; dentifrices; depilatories; cotton sticks for 
cosmetic purposes; cosmetic cotton wool.

8064



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/06/2019; Application No. : 4557905 ;France 

4420703    29/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509918]
L'OREAL

14 rue Royale F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetic products; make-up products; skin care preparations; sun protection preparations.

8065



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/06/2019; Application No. : 4557884 ;France 

4420704    29/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509910]
L'OREAL

14 rue Royale F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetic products; make-up products; skin care preparations; sun protection preparations.

8066



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/06/2019; Application No. : 018082148 ;European Union 

4425012    21/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1511754]
ALKEMIE GROUP Spólka z o.o.

ul. Inzynierska 13 PL-81-512 Gdynia Poland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics, cosmetic preparations for skin care, cosmetic creams, cleansing milk for toilet purposes, oils (term considered 
too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations), lotions, balms, liquids (term considered 
too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations), gels (term considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations), washing preparations, shampoos.

8067



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/11/2019; Application No. : 01405479 ;Benelux 

4425130    15/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1511578]
Gerrit Cornelis Johan Stein

Smalbroeksweg 3 NL-9442 PD Elp Netherlands

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Ethereal oils; ethereal essences and oils; aromatic oils; essential oils for aromatherapy use; essential oils for use in the 
manufacture of scented products; essential oils for personal use; scented oils; skin care oils [non-medicated]; natural oils 
for cosmetic purposes; perfumery; distilled oils for beauty care; oils for perfumes and scents; aromatherapy oil; 
cosmetics; cosmetics and cosmetic preparations; facial preparations; non-medicated cosmetics; cosmetics in the form of 
oils; cosmetics for personal use; cosmetic preparations for body care; organic cosmetics; body cleaning and beauty care 
preparations; perfumery and fragrances; skin care preparations; skin care oils [cosmetic]; skin care lotions [cosmetic]; 
anti-aging skincare preparations; skin care creams, other than for medical use; exfoliants for the care of the skin; 
essences for skin care; cleansing milks for skin care; cosmetic preparations for skin care.

8068



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-087012 ;Japan 

4425245    27/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1510555]
MATSUSHITA Hiromi

1-6-13, Higashi-Tamagawa, Setagaya-ku Tokyo 158-0084 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; cosmetic creams for skin care; milky lotions for skin care; beauty serums for skin care; toilet water for skin 
care; gel for skin care; essential oils for skin care; facial beauty masks; massage gels other than for medical purposes; 
facial peel preparations for cosmetic use; toilet water for facial peeling; milky lotions for facial peeling for cosmetic use; 
creams for facial peeling for cosmetic use; toilet water toners for cosmetic use; cleansing toilet water; skin whitening 
lotions; wrinkle resistant toilet water; facial toilet water; moisturizing toilet water; skin care cosmetics; blush; eye 
shadows; eye liner; moisturizing creams; massage creams; cosmetic massage creams; skin whitening creams; 
moisturizing gels [cosmetic]; massage gels other than for medical purposes; whitening gel; cleansing creams [cosmetic]; 
hand creams; sunscreen creams; hair lotions; shampoos; hair treatments; hair care lotions; hair care gel; hair care 
creams; hair creams; hair spray; hair rinses [shampoo-conditioners]; hair conditioners; pressed face powder; make-up 
powder; make-up primers; facial concealer; creamy foundation; foundation powder; liquid foundation; lipstick; mascaras; 
eyebrow pencils; make-up removing gels; make-up removing toilet water; make-up removing oils; make-up removing 
creams; skin cleansing foams; cleansing milk for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; nail polish; sun protection gel 
[cosmetic]; sun protection spray; sun protection toilet water; lip glosses; facial washes; body washes; essential oils; 
soaps for personal use; detergent soap; facial soaps; body soaps; dentifrices; perfumery.

8069



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4425372    13/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1510792]
ATTENIR CORPORATION

53, Iijima-cho, Sakae-ku, Yokohama-shi Kanagawa 247-8588 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; make-up powder; toilet water; skin lotions; milky lotions; hand lotions; shaving lotions; cosmetic creams; 
cleansing creams [cosmetic]; hand creams; lip creams; cosmetic rouges; lipsticks; cheek colors; hair care preparations; 
hair tonics; hair rinses [shampoo conditioners]; perfumes; eye shadows; deodorants for human beings; nail polish; nail 
polish removers; beauty masks; mascaras; eyebrow pencils; make-up removing preparations; skin whitening creams; 
cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; nail care preparations; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; bath 
preparations, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations for skin care; sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning 
preparations [cosmetics]; make-up preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; soaps and detergents; toilet soap; 
shampoos; laundry soap; hand cleaners [hand cleaning preparations]; deodorant soap; facial washes; perfume and 
flavour enhancers for food [essential oils]; essential oils; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes.

8070



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 88491693 ;United States of America 

4417744    20/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509431]
Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

6154 Nancy Ridge Drive San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; pharmaceutical preparations for human use to treat ulcerative colitis, 
diseases and disorders of the gastrointestinal tract, Crohn's disease, irritable bowel syndrome, autoimmune diseases and 
dermatological diseases and disorders.

8071



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 88491698 ;United States of America 

4417746    20/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509432]
Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

6154 Nancy Ridge Drive San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; pharmaceutical preparations for human use to treat ulcerative colitis, 
diseases and disorders of the gastrointestinal tract, Crohn's disease, irritable bowel syndrome, autoimmune diseases and 
dermatological diseases and disorders.

8072



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 88491558 ;United States of America 

4417747    20/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509433]
Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

6154 Nancy Ridge Drive San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; pharmaceutical preparations for human use to treat ulcerative colitis, 
diseases and disorders of the gastrointestinal tract, Crohn's disease, irritable bowel syndrome, autoimmune diseases and 
dermatological diseases and disorders.

8073



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/09/2019; Application No. : 2019-122805 ;Japan 

4417800    20/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1510296]
Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

2-9 Kanda-Tsukasamachi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-8535 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases; diuretics; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hyponatremia; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
hyponatremia in patients with syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone (SIADH), heart failure, and cirrhosis; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of polycystic kidney diseases (PKD).

8074



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/10/2019; Application No. : 1993099 ;Canada 

4417801    26/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1510303]
BIOLYTICAL LABORATORIES INC.

1108-13351 Commerce Parkway Richmond BC V6V2X7 Canada

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
In vitro diagnostic test kits comprising of reagents and instructions for detection of the presence of antibodies against 
blood borne pathogens including human immunodeficiency viruses (hiv), viral hepatitis (hav, hbv, hcv), and syphilis.

8075



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/10/2019; Application No. : 1993098 ;Canada 

4417802    26/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1510310]
BIOLYTICAL LABORATORIES INC.

1108-13351 Commerce Parkway Richmond BC V6V2X7 Canada

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
In vitro diagnostic test kits comprising of reagents and instructions for detection of the presence of antibodies against 
blood borne pathogens including human immunodeficiency viruses (hiv), viral hepatitis (hav, hbv, hcv), and syphilis.

8076



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/06/2019; Application No. : 88478478 ;United States of America 

4417858    17/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509609]
Blueprint Medicines Corporation

45 Sidney Street Cambridge MA 02139 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for treating cancer and mastocytosis.

8077



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/06/2019; Application No. : 88488678 ;United States of America 

4418561    18/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509660]
Bonnie & Claus Inc.

3960 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 500 Las Vegas NV 89169 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Calcium supplements; dietary and nutritional supplements; dietary food supplements; dietary supplemental drinks; dietary 
supplemental drinks in the nature of vitamin and mineral beverages; dietary supplements; dietary supplements for 
controlling cholesterol; dietary supplements in the nature of weight loss powders; dietary supplements with a cosmetic 
effect; homeopathic supplements; ketogenic dietary and nutritional supplements; mineral food supplements; natural 
herbal supplements; dietary supplement drink mixes; dietary supplements for human consumption; food supplements; 
herbal supplements; natural dietary supplements; nutraceuticals for use as a dietary supplement; nutritional supplements; 
nutritional supplements in lotion form sold as a component of nutritional skin care products; protein supplements; vitamin 
supplements.

8078



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 88491612 ;United States of America 

4420622    20/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509794]
Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

6154 Nancy Ridge Drive San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; pharmaceutical preparations for human use to treat ulcerative colitis, 
diseases and disorders of the gastrointestinal tract, Crohn's disease, irritable bowel syndrome, autoimmune diseases and 
dermatological diseases and disorders.

8079



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/11/2019; Application No. : 739451 ;Switzerland 

4420700    06/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509911]
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG

Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Herbicides.

8080



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/11/2019; Application No. : 739374 ;Switzerland 

4420702    06/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509968]
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG

Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Herbicides.

8081



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/11/2019; Application No. : 739449 ;Switzerland 

4420706    05/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509924]
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG

Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Herbicides.

8082



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/11/2019; Application No. : 739454 ;Switzerland 

4420709    06/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509932]
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG

Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Herbicides.

8083



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/09/2019; Application No. : 2019-122807 ;Japan 

4425168    20/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1510455]
Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

2-9 Kanda-Tsukasamachi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-8535 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases; diuretics; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hyponatremia; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
hyponatremia in patients with syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone (SIADH), heart failure, and cirrhosis; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of polycystic kidney diseases (PKD).

8084



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/05/2018; Application No. : 2018-061243 ;Japan 

3972133    06/06/2018

[International Registration No. : 1427652]
TMT MACHINERY, INC.

6th Floor, Osaka Green Building, 6-26, Kitahama 2-chome Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka-fu 541-0041 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.

AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Yarn winding machines; yarn rewinders; machines for the textile industry; textile machines and apparatus.

8085



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4417833    09/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509577]
Wanner Engineering, Incorporated

1204 Chestnut Avenue Minneapolis MN 55403 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hydraulically balanced diaphragm pumps for use in industrial processes and equipment.

8086



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4418774    22/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1509746]
Shandong Hite CNC Machine Tool Co., Ltd.

Tengzhou Economic Development Zone, Zaozhuang city, Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Galvanizing machines; lathes [machine tools]; carbon dioxide producing apparatus being parts of machines; air pumps 
[garage installations]; axles for machines; sifting installations; central vacuum cleaning installations; machine tools; 
electron industry equipment [machine tools]; soldering irons, electric.

8087



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4425196    24/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1510506]
LAIZHOU JINGCHENG RUBBER CO.,LTD.

Lang Village, Hutou Cliff Town, Laizhou County, Yantai City 250102 Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Belts for machines; pumps, namely machines; pumps, namely parts of machines, engines or motors; adhesive bands for 
pulleys; parallel rubber belts for conveyors (including transmission belts, conveyor belts, not including land vehicle 
engine belts).

8088



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4425243    21/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1510545]
Jinan zhangli machinery Co., LTD.

(South of sangyuan village), Sangyuan industrial park, Xianggongzhuang street, Zhangqiu district, Jinan city Shandong province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Metalworking machines; drilling machine; drilling heads [parts of machines]; embossing machines; cutters [machines]; 
milling-drilling machine; electron industry equipment, namely, electron beam welding robots; electromechanical machines 
for chemical industry; electric portable drill; presses [machines for industrial purposes].

8089



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4425367    16/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1510789]
TAIZHOU QIANTAO PUMPS CO., LTD.

Dayang Cheng Industrial Area, Daxi Town, Wenling City 317525 Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of gases; starters for motors and engines; driving 
motors, other than for land vehicles; centrifugal pumps; pumps [parts of machines, engines, or motors]; vacuum pumps 
[machines]; compressed air machines; compressors [machines]; blowing machines.

8090



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4425378    16/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1510814]
Guangdong Metal Forming Machine Works Co., Ltd.

No.1, Jintu Road, Damen Neighborhood Committee, Daliang Subdistrict Office, Shunde District, Foshan 528000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cutting machines; punches for punching machines; presses [machines for industrial purposes]; machine tools; punching 
machines; swaging machines; metalworking machines; guards [parts of machines]; die-stamping machines; power 
hammers.

8091



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 10/01/2014; Application No. : 86163027 ;United States of America 

2747501    28/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1202488]
KEYSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

1400 Fountaingrove Parkway Santa Rosa CA 95403 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI

D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic test and measurement instruments, namely, oscilloscopes and parts therefor; electronic instruments in the 
nature of signal generators, namely, analog and vector signal generators, waveform generators, function generators in the 
nature of electronic devices used to generate various types of repeating waveform signals over a wide range of 
frequencies, pulse and data generators, arbitrary waveform generators, noise generators in the nature of electronic 
devices that produce random signals, and signal generation devices synthesizing electronic signals, and synchronization 
modules for various types of signal generators; electronic test and measurement instruments in the nature of analyzers, 
namely, spectrum, vector, signal, network, power and power source, protocol, radio frequency, microwave, logic, 
modulation-domain, optical component, light wave component, optical modulation, time-interval, polarization, and 
photonic dispersion and loss analyzers; automatic test equipment for integrated circuits, circuit boards and electronic 
equipment, namely, flat panel display testers, system on a chip (SOC) testers, memory testers, parametric testers, 
automated optical inspection testers, and in-circuit testers; electronic and optical communications instruments, namely, 
light wave testers and light wave multimeters; electronic component of digital multi-meters for testing and measuring 
voltage in electrical products; measuring instrumentation and apparatus, namely, digitizers; test and measurement 
equipment, namely, electromagnetic interference receivers, radio frequency interference receivers, and electromagnetic 
compliance products, namely, electromagnetic interference receivers for testing electromagnetic compliance and making 
conductive emission measurements; polarization controller units used to change light from any polarized or unpolarized 
light source into any well-defined state of polarization; electronic test and measurement instruments, namely, electric 
meters, inductance meters, capacitance meters, resistance meters, impedance meters, testing meters, wavelength meters, 

8092



frequency meters, and frequency counters; electrical and electronic measuring and testing devices, namely, DC electronic 
load measurers and testers; electronic test and measurement instruments in the nature of testers, namely, cable, antenna, 
voltage, amperage, telephone line, and continuity testers; electronic test and measurement instruments, namely, handheld 
cable and antenna tester with optional spectrum analyzer, network analyzer, and power meter; electronic testing 
equipment, namely, power meters for testing radio frequency and microwave signals; electronic and optical 
communications instruments and components, namely, communication link testers for testing communication links and 
telecommunication line integrity testing apparatus; testing apparatus for testing circuit boards; electronic apparatus for 
testing electromagnetic properties and characteristics of industrial materials; electronic test and measurement 
instruments, namely, voltmeters and source measure units; test and measurement equipment, namely, one box testers 
containing a signal. source and a signal analyzer for testing microwave and wireless communication devices and designs; 
electronic test and measurement instruments, namely, interferometers, electrical transducers, and vibration transducers; 
electronic test and measurement instruments, namely, nano-indenters for nano-mechanical testing of semiconductors, 
thin films, wafer applications, hard coatings and DLC films, composite materials, fibers, polymers, metals, ceramics, and 
biomaterials; component features of electronic testing, signaling, diagnostic and measurement systems and equipment 
used in signal generators, signal analyzers, arbitrary waveform generators, pulse generators, and one-box testers, namely, 
mobile cellular and wireless local area network (WLAN) testers and network analyzers; electronic component in the nature 
of software and hardware, namely, digital signal processor and its controlling algorithm, sold as integral components of 
waveform generators, for improving signal fidelity and signal breadth; encoders; data processing equipment, namely, 
couplers; amplifiers; electrical signal attenuators; electricity limiters; multipliers; testing apparatus for testing fiber optics; 
electric switches; electronic switches; optical switches; probes for testing integrated circuits, semiconductors, and 
telecommunication networks; electronic, opto-electronic, photonic and nano-scale test, signaling, imaging, and 
measurement apparatus and instruments, namely, amplifiers, attenuators, filters in the nature of signal processors that 
function to remove unwanted frequency components from the signal, to enhance wanted ones, or both, conditioners in the 
nature of devices used to prepare sensor output signals for processing, converters, mixers in the nature of devices for 
creating new frequencies from two or more signals applied to it, modulators in the nature of devices for varying one or 
more properties of a periodic waveform in order to carry a signal, demodulators, prescalers, dividers in the nature of 
devices for coupling a portion of the signal in a transmission line to a port enabling the portion signal to be used in 
another circuit, combiners in the nature of devices for combining the signals at a port into the signals already present in a 
transmission line, isolators in the nature of a non-reciprocal 2 port device that allows signals to pass in one direction only, 
circulators in the nature of a non-reciprocal multi-port device in which a signal entering any port is transmitted only to the 
next port in rotation, integrated diode limiters, switches and routers for performing signal generation, signal processing, 
signal amplification, signal conversion, and signal control; lasers for measuring purposes and accessories therefor, 
namely, monolithic laser combiners, laser heads, beam splitters, beam benders, beam translators, retro reflectors, 
adjustable mounts, plane mirrors, plane mirror converters, plane mirror reflectors, and turning mirrors; lasers not for 
medical use; microscopes; microscopes, namely, atomic force microscopes; microscopes, namely, scanning electron 
microscopes; recording apparatus for recording traffic on telecommunications networks; portable electronic recorder for 
measuring and recording multiple voltage, current and thermocouple readings from various transducers; electric sensors; 
industrial calibration sensors; optical sensors; timing sensors; ultrasonic sensors; surface acoustic wave sensors; 
sensors for measuring air pressure, temperature, and humidity; sensors for monitoring the temperature of an object being 
measured; transmitters of electronic signals; electronic and optical communications instruments and components, 
namely, optical transmitters and electro-optical transmitters; wireless transmitters and receivers; receivers of electronic 
signals; electronic and optical communications instruments and components, namely, optical and opto-electrical 
receivers; remote controls for electronic test, signaling and measurement apparatus, systems, and equipment; computer 
hardware; computer peripherals; a full line of operating system software programs for non-medical scientific instruments 
and for electronic test, signaling, and measurement instruments and equipment; a full line of computer software for 
designing, configuring, calibrating, and testing non-medical scientific instruments and electronic test, signaling, and 
measurement instruments and equipment; a full line of computer software for collecting, measuring, analyzing, storing, 
manipulating, and managing data obtained from non-medical scientific instruments and from electronic test, signaling, and 
measurement instruments and equipment; software, namely, electronic design automation (EDA) software for 
communications product design, for RF and microwave circuit, high-speed, signal integrity, device modeling, and signal-
processing design, and for electro-thermal, electromagnetic, circuit and system design and simulation; data processing 
apparatus; power supplies; power supplies and power systems used to power and test the operation of electronic 
equipment and devices under test by providing multiple power levels to the electronic equipment; programmable power 
supplies and power systems for simulating various operating conditions of electronic equipment.

8093



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

4081079    05/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1447455]
Kim, Tae-Kyu

108-1901, Seokjeong 2 gil, (Seokjeong-dong, Shinwon morning city), Anseong-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP

45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Gas masks; respirators for filtering air; respiratory masks, other than for artificial respiration; dust protective goggles; 
dust masks; protection masks; protective face-shields for protective helmets; face-protection shields; safety goggles; 
filters for respiratory masks; dust masks for respiration protection; protective ear plugs; ear plugs for industrial purposes; 
ear protectors and ear protecting devices for industrial purposes.

8094



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 11/07/2018; Application No. : 4468342 ;France 

4090965    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1450130]
SOMFY ACTIVITES SA

50 avenue du Nouveau Monde F-74300 CLUSES France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Switches and controls for shutters, blinds and curtains; computer interfaces (software) for the control and programming of 
shutters, blinds and curtains; electrical or electronic devices for remote control of home automation functions for 
equipment in the home and/or buildings, in particular by means of Internet communication and telecommunication 
network including mobile phones, enabling the installation, configuration, control, management, monitoring, especially 
from a computer or a mobile phone, of home automation functions and applications, automatic controls and/or actuators 
of shutters, blinds, curtains.

8095



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 23/07/2018; Application No. : 32430525 ;China 

4140705    23/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1457932]
XIAOMI INC.

FLOOR 13, RAINBOW CITY SHOPPING MALL II OF CHINA RESOURCES, NO. 68, QINGHE MIDDLE STREET, HAIDIAN 
DISTRICT 100028 BEIJING China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cases for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; selfie sticks for cellphones; dustproof plug for cell 
phone jack; smartphones in the shape of a watch; special bracket for mobile phone; selfie monopod for smart phones or 
cameras; wireless earphone for smart phones; mobile phone cover; computer software applications, downloadable; 
smartphones; television apparatus; spectacles; video screens; remote control apparatus; measuring instruments; 
sensors; chips [integrated circuits]; video projectors; quantity indicators; theft prevention installations, electric; batteries, 
electric; scales for weight, electric; USB cables for cellphones; computers; computer programs, recorded; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; wide area network (WAN) router; wireless router; mobile telephones.

8096



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/06/2019; Application No. : 77794 ;Jamaica 

4417777    03/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509481]
APPLE INC.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software for building user interfaces in software applications; Downloadable computer software 
for application development; Downloadable computer software used in developing other software applications; none of 
the foregoing relating to financial communications or the facilitation of financial transactions.

8097



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/06/2019; Application No. : 88489708 ;United States of America 

4417792    18/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509535]
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.

168 Third Avenue Waltham MA 02451 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chromatography columns for laboratory use.

8098



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

4418363    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509648]
ROBOTINA d.o.o.

OIC - Hrpelje 38 SI-6240 Kozina Slovenia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Programmable controllers; programmable logic controllers; frequency converters and other equipment for automation; 
photovoltaic monitoring systems.

8099



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 29/05/2019; Application No. : 88450641 ;United States of America 

4418590    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509670]
Amphenol Corporation

358 Hall Avenue Wallingford CT 06492 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cable connectors and cable assemblies consisting of electric cables, wires, conductors and connection fittings therefor; 
electrical and electronic connectors; circular electrical connectors; power connectors; coaxial cable connectors; 
automotive electrical connectors; fiber optic cable assemblies, namely, fiber optic connectors and fiber optics.

8100



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

 

4418612    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509715]
Shanghai Electric Group Co., Ltd.

30F, No.8 XingYi Road, Changning District ShangHai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers; photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; chips 
[integrated circuits]; heat regulating apparatus; fire-extinguishing apparatus; radiological apparatus for industrial 
purposes; solar batteries.

8101



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

4420682    11/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509934]
RootPro Co., Ltd.

3324-4, Akaho, Komagane-shi Nagano 399-4417 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Telecommunication machines and apparatus; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; electronic circuits and CD-
ROMs recorded with programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded 
with automatic performance programs for electronic musical instruments; recorded video discs and video tapes; 
electronic publications.

8102



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

4425072    22/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1511042]
SOLTON Acoustic GmbH & Co. KG

Gewerbering 51 94060 Pocking Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electroacoustic amplifiers, mainly consisting of amplifiers; loudspeakers; loudspeaker boxes; mixing consoles and 
electronic keys and electronic recording devices.

8103



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/07/2019; Application No. : 39653408 ;China 

4425160    22/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1511595]
Shenzhen Kaijingda Technology Ltd

6/F Bldg 6, No.29 Makan South Rd, Makan Village, Xili Nanshan Dist, Shenzhen, 518000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer programs [downloadable software]; pedometers; scales; mobile telephones; electronic teaching learning 
machine; earphones; headphones; cabinets for loudspeakers; cameras [photography]; gauges; automatic indicators of 
low pressure in vehicle tyres; wires, electric; USB wire for mobile phone; electric plug; anti-glare glasses; alarms; theft 
prevention installations, electric; smoke alarms; spectacles; chargers for electric batteries; electrified fences; mobile 
phone shell; stand for mobile phone; self-timer monopod for smartphone or camera; wireless earphones for mobile phone; 
ear cushion for mobile phone; music headphone; earbuds; headphone adapter.

8104



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 17/07/2019; Application No. : 2019-097709 ;Japan 

4425252    22/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510565]
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

7-3 Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8310 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Programmable controllers.

8105



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

4425281    03/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510631]
TECNISCO LTD.

2-15, Minami-shinagawa 2-chome, Shinagawa-ku Tokyo 140-0004 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; telecommunication machines and apparatus.

8106



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 9 
 

4425332    02/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510735]
I-TOR LTD

MASHINNAYA STR., D.42A, OFFICE 1002, EKATERINBURG RU-620089 SVERDLOVSK REGION Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
High-frequency apparatus; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; measures; measuring apparatus; 
measuring devices, electric; meteorological instruments; transformers [electricity]; optical apparatus and instruments, 
eyewear; devices for measuring electrical quantities, including digital, not included in other classes.

8107



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 14/05/2013; Application No. : 1268345 ;Benelux 

2706303    05/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190303]
BRUNO NUYTTENS (A BELGIAN CITIZEN)

JBC 5, PO Box 212442, Jumeirah Lake Towers Dubai AE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLA LAW OFFICES

C-129 IIND FLOOR LAJPAT NAGAR-I NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; 
suture materials; apparatus and instruments for therapeutic purposes; massage apparatus and instruments.

8108



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 10 
 

2726063    21/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1195724]
MEDI GMBH & CO. KG

Medicusstraße 1 95448 Bayreuth Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING

10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Articles for heat and cold therapy, namely cooling and warming apparatus and pads for medical and surgical use for the 
treatment of patients; draw-sheets for sick beds; anti-bedsore pads; orthopedic articles; orthopedic articles, namely elastic 
bandages, compression bandages, support bandages, orthopedic braces, medical stockings for arm and leg and parts of 
these goods; orthopedic articles, namely aids for donning on and donning off medical stockings for arm and leg; 
orthopedic articles, namely compression stockings, anti-thrombosis stockings, support stockings, medical tights, 
compression tights, anti-thrombosis tights, support tights, compression trousers, compression shirts, compression 
bustiers, compression bodies; orthopedic articles, namely pads for increasing compression for medical purposes; 
orthopedic articles, namely medical sleeves for arm and leg; orthopedic articles, namely medical and therapeutic 
compression bands; orthopedic articles, namely cervical, trunk, hip, shoulder, arm, hand, leg, knee, foot and ankle joint 
ortheses; orthopedic articles, namely finger splints of plastic for immobilisation; orthopedic articles, namely orthopedic 
shoes, shoes for medical use, prophylactic and therapeutic footwear for diabetics and rheumatics, orthopedic soles; 
medical instruments and apparatus for physiotherapy and rehabilitation; surgical and medical instruments and apparatus; 
artificial limbs; artificial limbs, namely artificial, joints, artificial knee joints, artificial hip joints, artificial shoulder joints, 
prostheses for joints, parts of prostheses, valves for prostheses, knee caps, liners for prostheses, prosthetic feet, covers 
for prostheses, adapters for prostheses, prosthetic shoes; prostheses accessories of silicon; prostheses accessories of 
silicon, namely knee caps, liners for prostheses, prosthetic feet, covers for prostheses; silicone cushions for toes and feet 
for medical purposes; articles for endoprostheses; hip joints; artificial implants; bone screws.

8109



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 13/06/2019; Application No. : 88472941 ;United States of America 

4417770    13/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509454]
DJO, LLC

1430 Decision Street Vista CA 92081 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Orthopedic braces.

8110



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/08/2019; Application No. : 88566862 ;United States of America 

4417840    16/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509602]
Gentuity, LLC

Suite G, 142 North Road Sudbury MA 01776 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical imaging apparatus; probes for medical purposes; intravascular medical imaging apparatus; intravascular medical 
imaging probes; intravascular medical imaging accessories, namely, microcatheters and other introduction catheters and 
guidewires.

8111



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 10 
 

4417859    13/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509612]
Medi-Tate Ltd.

14 Hailan st. 3060000 Or Aqiva Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices for the treatment of benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and related prostatic disorders; medical devices 
for prostate, bladder and/or kidney related treatments, namely, urethral and transurethral stents, probes, obturators, 
temporary or permanent artificial implants, and catheters; medical apparatus for the non-surgical treatment of benign 
prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and related prostatic disorders, comprised of stents, probes, obturators, temporary or 
permanent artificial implants, and catheters; catheter-type medical device for the therapeutic treatment of benign prostatic 
hyperplasia (BPH) and other urological disease states; medical devices for prostate tissue ablation or destruction, namely, 
urethral and transurethral stents, probes, obturators, temporary or permanent artificial implants, and catheters; medical 
devices for use in tissue ablation, and the treatment of prostate cancer, kidney or renal tumors, and benign prostatic 
hyperplasia (BPH); medical apparatus and instruments for treating urological conditions and diseases in humans, namely, 
a medical device that provides a port-like access to the kidneys, ureters, bladder, or urethra of patients to allow access 
and drainage of the urinary system; medical device, namely a stent, temporary or permanent artificial implants, for 
placement in the urethra or prostate intended for removing prostate tissue through the urethra; medical devices, namely, 
stents, probes, obturators, temporary or permanent artificial implants, and catheters used to dilate strictured areas of the 
urethra.

8112



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 10 
 

4425104    11/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1511073]
Shenzhen Besdata Technology Co., Ltd

2/F,Building C,Hongyi Industrial Park, No.4010 Banxuegang Road, Bantian Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cannulae; massage apparatus; body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; apparatus for acne treatment; 
endoscopy cameras for medical purposes; dental apparatus and instruments; x-ray apparatus for medical purposes; 
hearing aids; galvanic therapeutic appliances; apparatus for the treatment of deafness.

8113



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 10 
 

 

4425120    10/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1511083]
PHYSIOL

Parc Scientifique du Sart Tilman, Allée des Noisetiers 4 B-4031 Liège

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments, in particular for eye care; artificial eyes; lenses (intraocular prostheses) 
for surgical implantation; intraocular implants.

8114



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 16/05/2019; Application No. : 4551973 ;France 

4425345    13/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510763]
MEDICAL INNOVATION DEVELOPPEMENT

5-7 et 9 Chemin du Jubin, Bâtiment E F-69570 DARDILLY France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments; medical and surgical apparatus and instruments for drainage, for placing 
gastric, hepatic, vascular, anal, urinary and bladder implants, for suturing wounds; surgically implantable medical devices, 
namely gastric, hepatic, vascular, anal, urinary, bladder, endoscopic, aesthetic and breast implants; suture material; 
prostheses; drainage tubes for medical use; medical tubes and catheters for drainage; suture material for medical use; 
suture threads and needles.

8115



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 17/09/2019; Application No. : UK00003429360 ;United Kingdom 

4420660    17/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509885]
Dyson Technology Limited

Tetbury Hill Malmesbury, Wiltshire SN16 0RP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fans; electric fans; ceiling fans; free-standing fans; wall-mounted fans; electric fans for personal use; electric fans 
incorporating lighting apparatus; air cooling apparatus; air conditioning apparatus; air conditioners; air conditioners for 
vehicles; air sterilisers; air purifiers; air deodorising apparatus; air freshening apparatus; electrostatic air filters; 
humidifiers; dehumidifiers; extractor fans; extractor hoods; heat exchangers; heating apparatus; electric heaters; electric 
fans having combined heating and cooling capabilities; electric heaters having combined heating and cooling capabilities; 
air curtains; air washers; window fans; ventilation installations for vehicles; filters, being parts of household or industrial 
installations; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

8116



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 08/04/2019; Application No. : 4014105 ;Spain 

4420727    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509938]
Debbas Industries SAL

Debbas Building, 1st Floor, Mkalles Main Road, P.O. Box 11 Beirut 0125

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lighting apparatus with light-emitting diodes [LED]; ceiling lights [lamps]; light bulbs; electric light bulbs; lighting 
apparatus and installations; luminous tubes for lighting; lighting apparatus for vehicles; lighting installations for air 
vehicles; sockets for electric lamps; street lamps; electric discharge tubes for lighting.

8117



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 11 
 

4425276    10/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510595]
SHENZHEN KUTU TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

B332, Shenzhen Mingyou Industrial exhibition Procurement Center, Baoyuan Road, Xixiang Street, Baoan District, Shenzhen 518000 
Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lighting installations for air vehicles; lights for vehicles; headlights for automobiles; light bulbs for directional signals for 
vehicles; vehicle headlights; lamps for directional signals of automobiles; lighting apparatus for vehicles; light-emitting 
diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; bicycle lights; motorcycle lights; vehicle 
reflectors; automobile lights; anti-dazzle devices for vehicles [lamp fittings].

8118



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 11 
 

4425336    18/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510740]
Truking Technology Limited

No.1, Xinkang Road, Yutan Town, Ningxiang County, Changsha City 410600 Hunan Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Air purifying apparatus and machines; refrigerating apparatus and machines; drying apparatus and installations; hot air 
ovens; furnaces, other than for laboratory use; ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; distillation 
apparatus; steam generating installations; disinfectant apparatus; water purifying apparatus and machines.

8119



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 12 
 

3536483    08/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1242406]
JIANGSU GENERAL SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Gangxia, Donggang Town, Xishan District, Wuxi City JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P2 LEX PERITUS

E-48, 3RD FLOOR, JHILMIL COLONY, DELHI-110095

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bicycles; luggage trucks; tires for vehicle wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tires [tyres]; bicycle tires [tyres]; vehicle 
wheel tires [tyres]; tires for aeroplanes; tires, solid, for vehicle wheels; automobile tires [tyres]; folding luggage carts.

8120



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 12 
 

3554855    23/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1343735]
SHANDONG FENGYUAN TIRE MANUFACTURING CO., LTD 

Yicheng Economic Development Zone of Zaozhuang Shandong Province CN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD

NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; automobile wheel hubs; electric vehicles; cars; cable cars; trolleys; 
automobile tires [tyres]; inner tubes for pneumatic tires [tyres]; pneumatic tires [tyres]; casings for pneumatic tires [tyres].

8121



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 12 
 

4093808    23/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449871]
SHIMANO INC.

3-77, Oimatsu-cho, Sakai-ku, Sakai City Osaka 590-8577 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING

2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, Gurgaon 122 002, National Captial Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bicycles, including electric bicycles; parts, fittings and accessories of bicycles, including electric bicycles namely, hubs, 
internal gear hubs, bicycle hub which contains dynamo inside, hub quick release levers, hub quick release devices, axles 
of hubs, gear release levers, gear shift levers, gear shifting apparatus, derailleurs, chain guides, freewheels, sprockets, 
pulleys adapted for use with bicycles, chains, shift cables, cranks, crank sets, front chain wheels, pedals, toe clips, brake 
levers, brakes, brake cables, brake shoes, rims, brake rotors, brake pads, wheels, tires, inner tubes, spokes, spoke clips, 
bottom brackets, seat pillars, head parts for frame-fork assembly, suspensions, handlebars, handlebar stems, grips for 
handlebars, bar ends, seat posts, saddles, gear position indicators for bicycles, switches for bicycles.

8122



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 12 
 

4425250    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510558]
Danang Rubber Joint Stock Company

Lot G, Ta Quang Buu Street, Hoa Hiep Bac Ward, Lien Chieu District Da Nang City Viet Nam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tires for bicycles, motorcycles, cars, buses, trucks; adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; rubber foot pegs 
for motorcycles; rubber fenders.

8123



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 14 
 

4418330    12/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1279775]
DE VECCHI MILANO 1935 S.r.l.

Via Goito, 5 I-20121 MILANO (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jewels; charms of precious metals; rings (jewellery, jewelry (Am.)); timepieces; chronometric apparatus and instruments; 
chronographs [watches]; timepieces; silver and its alloys; decorative articles for personal use; paste jewellery [costume 
jewelry (Am.)]; jewellery, including cultured pearls; jewellery, including precious stones; jewellery incorporating diamonds; 
articles of jewellery made from rope chain; articles of jewelry made of precious metals and their alloys, jewellery made of 
plastics, jewellery made of crystal coated with precious metals, pewter jewellery, jade [jewellery], jewellery of semi-
precious metals, jewellery made of glass, jewellery made of crystal, sterling silver jewellery; jewelry for the head; jewellery 
in the form of beads; semi-finished articles of precious stones for use in the manufacture of jewellery; watch pouches; 
bracelets, metal expanding watch bracelets; bracelets; bracelets and watches combined; bracelets of precious metal, 
bracelets coated with precious metals; busts of precious metal; collets being parts of jewellery; gold chains; pendant 
chains for watches, gold plated chains, chains of precious metals, watch chains; rope chain made of precious metal; 
closures for necklaces, jewelry findings, watch clasps; watchstraps, non-leather watch straps, watch straps of polyvinyl 
chloride; charms, charms of common metals, charms of precious metals, trinkets coated with precious metal; jewellery 
and watch cases, cases for jewellery of precious metal, cases and covers for watches, necklaces, cufflinks, tiaras; tie bars; 
tie pins of precious metal, presentation cases for horological articles; diadems; badges of precious metal for wear; flexible 
wire bands for wear as a bracelet; wedding rings; clasps of silver; buckles for watch straps; figurines of precious metal; 
webs of precious metal; threads of precious metal; cufflinks, cufflinks coated in precious metals or plated; gems, pearl and 
precious metals and imitations of precious metals; precious and semi-precious gems; copper tokens; jades; imitation and 
plastic jewellery; cloisonné jewellery [jewelry (Am.)]; ivory jewelry; jewellery of yellow amber; jewellery, including paste 
jewellery; enamelled jewellery; badges of precious metal; alloys of precious metal; ingots of precious metals; platinum 
alloy ingots; watch crowns; movements for clocks and watches; medals and lockets of precious metal; alloys of precious 
metal; model animals of precious or semi-precious metal; commemorative coins; coins made of precious metals; 
collectible coins; works of art of precious metal; objets d'art of enamelled gold, olivine; earrings; jewels; jewellery 
ornaments; jewellery of yellow amber; dress ornaments in the nature of jewellery; hair ornaments of precious metal; 
watches, watches in precious metals or coated therewith, jewellery watches, watches for sporting purposes and diving; 
pendants; imitation pearls, cultured pearls, pearls made of ambroid (pressed amber), imitation pearls; ring holders of 
precious metal; key rings and key fobs made of precious metal or coated therewith, decorative key rings; jewelry boxes of 
precious metal; boxes of precious metal; wooden jewellery boxes; jewel cases, jewelry boxes of precious metal, cases for 
watches; sculptures, sculptures of precious metal; brooches (jewellery), cloisonne pins, tie pins, decorative brooches, 
pins made of precious metal; pins coated with precious metal, statues and statuettes, made from or coated in precious or 
semi-precious metals or stone; ornamental statuettes of precious stones; statuettes coated in or plated with precious 
metals and their alloys; paste jewellery [costume jewelry (Am.)]; bottle caps of precious metals; trophies of precious 
metals, trophies in alloys of precious metals, trophies coated in precious metals and their alloys; synthetic precious 
stones.

8124



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 22/05/2019; Application No. : 4553526 ;France 

4420673    21/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509969]
Monsieur Maximilien Triquigneaux

15 allée de l'Escaladiero F-13500 Martigues France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fine jewelry; jewelry; precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments; precious metals and their alloys; works 
of art of precious metal; jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious metal; watch cases; watch bands; watch chains; watch 
springs; watch glasses; key rings (split rings with trinket or decorative fob); statues of precious metal; figurines 
(statuettes) of precious metal; cases for timepieces; presentation cases for timepieces; medals.

8125



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 20 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/07/2019; Application No. : 018098431 ;European Union 

4420658    27/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509869]
LONGHI S.p.A.

Via Indipendenza 143 I-20821 MEDA (MB) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Furniture for house, office and garden.

8126



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 21 
 

 

4420731    11/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510048]
Beijing Guiyi Trading Co., Ltd.

5 / F 511, No. 4, No. 19 Huangping Road, Huilongguan Town, Changping District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mills for household purposes, hand-operated; daily glassware [including cups, plates, pots, cylinders]; daily porcelain 
[including pots, bowls, plates, pots, cutlery, jars, altars, cans]; drinking vessels; coffee grinders, hand-operated; coffee 
services [tableware]; coffee percolators, non-electric; coffeepots, non-electric; brushes; heat-insulated containers for 
beverages.

8127



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 23 
 

4425235    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510530]
ZHEJIANG ZHONGBAI SPECIAL FIBER CO.,LTD

Office Building A, Yuewang Road NO.339, Shaoxing City 312000 Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Yarn; cotton thread and yarn; elastic thread (for textile use); spun wool; filament yarns; elastic thread and yarn for textile 
use; rayon thread and yarn; silk thread and yarn; darning thread and yarn; polyethylene single thread.

8128



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 26/09/2019; Application No. : 41315901 ;China 

4420636    13/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509820]
FUJIAN ZHONGMINGJIA SPORTS GOODS CO., LTD.

Andou Industry Area, Andou Village, Chendai Town, Jinjiang City, Quanzhou 362211 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hosiery; neckties; swimsuits; layettes [clothing]; footwear; gloves [clothing]; girdles; waterproof clothing; hat; jackets 
[clothing].

8129



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 25 
 

 

Priority claimed from 02/12/2019; Application No. : 4020190186056 ;Republic of Korea 

4420663    03/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509886]
YG ENTERTAINMENT INC.

3, Huiujeong-ro 1-gil, Mapo-gu Seoul 04028 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Outerclothing; ready-made clothing; underwear; mufflers [neck scarves]; caps being headwear; waterproof clothing; 
shirts; sweaters; scarves; skirts; sports wear; footwear; socks; clothing; belts [clothing]; gloves [clothing]; tee-shirts; 
pants; pullovers; bottoms [clothing].

8130



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 25 
 

4425116    26/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1511080]
Shijiazhuang fulin clothing sales co., LTD

No. 29, 1/F, Clothing World, Central Market, Jingxing County, Shijiazhuang City 050000 Hebei Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; underwear.

8131



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 28 
 

4369088    19/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501745]
HOME BOX OFFICE, INC.

30 Hudson Yards New York NY 10001 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI

D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Slot machines.

8132



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 13/10/2015; Application No. : 1318793 ;Benelux 

3378640    13/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1303228]
RIGO TRADING S.A.

Route de Trèves 6 EBBC, Building E L-2633 Senningerberg

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRABHU TANDON

Kochhar & Co.,11th Floor, Tower-A, DLF Towers Jasola,Jasola District Centre,New Delhi -110025, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Confectionery.

8133



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 31 
 

 

4405430    06/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508051]
ÇAGATAY EVCIL HAYVAN MAMALARI VE YEM ÜRÜNLERI SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI

Ümit Mahallesi, 7406/1 Sokak, No: 9 Bornova - Izmir Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Food for animals; dog food.

8134



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/05/2019; Application No. : UK00003396252 ;United Kingdom 

4425164    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1511596]
The Lakes Distillery Company Plc

1st Floor Offices Grandstand Garage, Kenton Road, Gosforth Newcastle Upon Tyne NE3 4NB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic essences; alcoholic beverages [except beers]; spirits [beverages]; liqueurs; alcoholic liquor spirit concentrates; 
pre-mixed alcoholic beverages; gift sets comprised of alcoholic beverages.

8135



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 25/07/2019; Application No. : 01399755 ;Benelux 

4425279    19/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510626]
Toorank B.V.

Edisonstraat 80 NL-6902 PK Zevenaar Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beer).

8136



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 21/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-087392 ;Japan 

4425340    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510759]
Masahiro Shuzo Co., Ltd.

5-8-7, Nishizakicho, Itoman-shi, Okinawa 901-0306 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Awamori [distilled rice spirits]; Japanese sake [Nihonshu]; Sake; Japanese white liquor [Shochu]; Sake substitute; 
Japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor [Shiro-zake]; Naoshi [Japanese liquor]; Japanese Shochu-based mixed liquor 
[Mirin]; gin; western liquors in general; alcoholic fruit beverages; Japanese Shochu-based beverages [Chuhai]; Chinese 
liquors in general; liquor flavored with Japanese plum extracts; flavored liquors; distilled beverages.

8137



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 35 
 

4417287    16/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510191]
WeTTrust Co., Ltd.

(GEUMGOK-DONG) 401-ho, 27 JEONGJAIL-RO, BUNDANG-GU, SEONGNAM-SI GYEONGGI-DO 13616 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wholesale store services featuring urethral syringes; sales agency services for medical apparatus and instruments; 
wholesale store services featuring medical apparatus and instruments other than for dental purposes; wholesale store 
services featuring irrigators for medical use; wholesale store services featuring pharmaceuticals; wholesale store 
services featuring vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; wholesale store services featuring uterine 
syringes; wholesale store services featuring syringes for injections; wholesale store services featuring vaginal syringes.

8138



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 35 
 

 

4417810    20/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510349]
TENDAM RETAIL S.A.

Avda. del Llano Castellano 51 E-28034 Madrid Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertisements and advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration services; wholesale and 
retail services in stores and via global computer networks for all types of clothing, footwear and headwear; customer 
relationship management; customer account management; organization of customer loyalty programs for commercial, 
promotional or advertising purposes; providing commercial information via web sites; commercial information and 
counseling for consumers in the selection of goods and services.

8139



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 20/06/2019; Application No. : 88482416 ;United States of America 

4417837    17/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509582]
Bonnie & Claus Inc.

3960 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 500 Las Vegas NV 89169 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
On-line retail store services featuring cosmetics; retail stores featuring cosmetics.

8140



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 20/06/2019; Application No. : 88482413 ;United States of America 

4418594    17/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509677]
Bonnie & Claus Inc.

3960 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 500 Las Vegas NV 89169 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
On-line retail store services featuring dietary supplements; retail stores featuring dietary supplements.

8141



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 36 
 

4417773    01/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509462]
Bank of America Corporation

100 North Tryon Street Charlotte NC 28255 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic financial trading services.

8142



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 36 
 

4417785    20/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509508]
McLarty Capital Advisors SBIC II, LLC

1 Rockefeller Plaza, Suite 1203 New York NY 10020 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial services, namely, investment management, investment advice, investment advisory services, investment of 
funds for others, and funds investment services.

8143



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 38 
 

4425354    15/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510764]
Robert Sharpe

Westleigh Farm, Broomfield, Bridgwater Somerset TA5 2EH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Telecommunications services; chat room services; portal services (terms considered too vague by the International 
Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); e-mail services; SMS services; providing user access to the Internet; 
radio and television broadcasting.

8144



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 39 
 

4418338    12/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1387354]
CARWIZ International d.o.o.

Savska cesta 106 HR-10000 Zagreb Croatia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Transport; transport services; road transport services for passengers, especially transport of travellers by car, hired car, 
motor buses, armed vehicles; guarded transportation; transport by private vehicles; vehicle rental; chauffeur driven 
vehicle hire services; chauffeur services; rental of private vehicles; rental of vehicle roof racks; rental of garages and 
parking places; rental of automobile trailers; vehicle parking and storage; providing information relating to transport; 
transport consultancy; transport brokerage.

8145



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 39 
 

4420696    28/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501641]
ZEPLIN TURIZM TASIMACILIK YATIRIM SANAYI VE TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI

Fener Mah. Tekelioglu Cad. 1946. Sk. Sengül Apt. A Blok No:2/4 Antalya Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Land, air and sea transport services: transport brokerage services, freight brokerage services, ship agency services, 
ambulance services, private chauffeur services, piloting services, tourist offices (except hotel reservations), reservation 
for travel (reservation services), tour arrangement services, message and goods forwarding courier services, goods 
delivery services by mail, product transportation and delivery services, newspaper delivery services, package delivery 
services, land, air and watercraft rental services, car parking services, garage rental services, boat hosting services, 
diving cell rental services, diving suit rental services.

8146



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 40 
 

4095364    14/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1412569]
Lonza Ltd.

Lonzastrasse CH-3930 Visp CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.

Express Towers, 23rd Floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400 021, Maharashtra, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Custom manufacturing services for others in the pharmaceutical and consumer healthcare industries, namely, custom 
manufacture of fine chemicals, advanced intermediates, active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), biologics, and 
functional ingredients.

8147



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 26/07/2017; Application No. : UK00003246415 ;United Kingdom 

3845743    26/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1403470]
PREMIER SPORTS HOLDINGS PLC, TRADING AS PREMIER EDUCATION GROUP

Old Apple Store, Church Road, Shropham Norfolk NR17 1EJ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GROVERLAW ADVO,

H-36 GREEN PARK EXTENSION NEW DELHI 110016

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sports and fitness services; sports coaching; sport camp services; educational and training services relating to sports, 
fitness and/or the performing arts; organization of activities and events relating to sports, fitness and/or the performing 
arts; information services for sports, fitness and/or the performing arts; organization of competitions and awards in the 
field of sports, fitness and/or the performing arts; publication services in the field of sports, fitness and/or the performing 
arts; evening/weekend classes, holiday courses, specialist workshops, after school clubs, lunch clubs, and morning 
clubs in the field of sports, fitness and/or the performing arts.

8148



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 15/08/2018; Application No. : 2018-103826 ;Japan 

4017425    05/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1436923]
COACH A CO., LTD.

2-1-30, Kudan-minami, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 102-0074 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coaching; training; teaching via the Internet; teaching services relating to human resources development; educational 
and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; arranging, conducting and organization of 
seminars; providing electronic publications; reference libraries for literature and documentary records; publication of 
books; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, entertainment or sports (not for movies or television 
programs and not for advertising or publicity); book rental.

8149



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 15/08/2018; Application No. : 2018-103827 ;Japan 

4019080    05/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1437271]
COACH A CO., LTD.

2-1-30, Kudan-minami, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 102-0074 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coaching; training; teaching via the Internet; teaching services relating to human resources development; educational 
and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; arranging, conducting and organization of 
seminars; providing electronic publications; reference libraries for literature and documentary records; publication of 
books; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, entertainment or sports (not for movies or television 
programs and not for advertising or publicity); book rental.

8150



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 10/01/2014; Application No. : 86163027 ;United States of America 

2749628    03/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1203546]
KEYSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

1400 Fountaingrove Parkway Santa Rosa CA 95403 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI

D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Design and development of computer software; computer programming services; maintenance of computer software; 
engineering services; calibration of scientific, electronic, test, signaling, measurement, and optical apparatus, systems, 
and equipment; technical support services in the nature of providing technological information and consulting in the field 
of test, measurement and computer systems, computer system design, computer systems integration, and computer 
software installation, and providing an internet web site featuring technical information related thereto; technical support 
services in the nature of computer systems analysis and computer systems integration services, and providing an 
internet web site featuring technical information related thereto; technical support services in the nature of start-up 
assistance with technology specifications, namely, analyzing technology requirements and developing recommendations 
for the computer software and systems and other technology needed to meet those requirements, in the field of 
electronic, opto-electronic, photonic, and nano-scale test, signaling, imaging, and measurement equipment; computer 
services, namely, hosting online communities for users to obtain information in the fields of electronic test, signaling and  
measurement equipment; providing a website featuring technology that allows computer users the ability to generate and 
share software script and plug-ins and to share software and data with other users.

8151



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 44 
 

Priority claimed from 27/11/2019; Application No. : 4020190183072 ;Republic of Korea 

4417832    02/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509574]
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION

100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Health massage; beauty salon services; make-up services; health care; aromatherapy services; rental of sanitary 
installations; hygienic and beauty care; skin care services; beauty consultancy; scalp care services; skin beauty 
consultancy; skin beauty salons; providing information about beauty; health spa services.

8152



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 44 
 

Priority claimed from 20/06/2019; Application No. : 88482541 ;United States of America 

4417856    17/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509603]
Bonnie & Claus Inc.

3960 Howard Hughes Parkway, Suite 500 Las Vegas NV 89169 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beauty care services; beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care; medical spa services, namely, minimally and 
non-invasive cosmetic and body fitness therapies; cosmetic face care services; hygienic and beauty care.

8153



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 44 
 

Priority claimed from 27/11/2019; Application No. : 4020190183073 ;Republic of Korea 

4418779    02/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509792]
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION

100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Health massage; beauty salon services; make-up services; health care; aromatherapy services; rental of sanitary 
installations; hygienic and beauty care; skin care services; beauty consultancy; scalp care services; skin beauty 
consultancy; skin beauty salons; providing information about beauty; health spa services.

8154



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 44 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/11/2019; Application No. : 4020190183074 ;Republic of Korea 

4420674    02/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510004]
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION

100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Health massage; beauty salon services; make-up services; health care; aromatherapy services; rental of sanitary 
installations; hygienic and beauty care; skin care services; beauty consultancy; scalp care services; skin beauty 
consultancy; skin beauty salons; providing information about beauty; health spa services.

8155



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 20/08/2013; Application No. : 86042448 ;United States of America 

2732454    06/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1199253]
GUARDTIME SA

Avenue d'Ouchy 4 CH-1006 Lausanne CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI

D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; blank magnetic data carriers; 
prerecorded magnetic data carriers featuring software for issuance, management and verification of digital certificates, 
signatures, document authentication markings, and timestamps; calculating machines, data processors; downloadable 
electronic publications, namely, books and magazines in the field of information technology; computer software for 
issuance, management and verification of digital certificates, signatures, document authentication markings, and 
computer hardware

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, providing training in the field of information technology.

Cl.42;Scientific research and development; industrial research and analysis services in the field of information 
technology; rental of computer hardware and software; providing search engines for obtaining data on a global computer 
network; creating and maintaining web sites for others; hosting of web sites; rental of web servers; design and 
development of computer hardware and software; consulting services, namely, development, implementation, testing and 
analysis in the fields of identification, certification, authentication; authorization and encryption systems for computers 
and computer networks; development, integration and operation of computer systems to support issuance and 
management of digital certificates, signatures and document authentication markings; providing technical support in 
connection therewith.

8156



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 99 
 

2742455    26/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201782]
CUMULUS NETWORKS, INC.

650 Castro Street, Suite 120-245 Mountain View CA 94941 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware and software for telecommunications networks for use in configuring, enabling, and 
maintaining computer networks, data center networks, and virtualized network environments, and software for 
telecommunications networks for monitoring and optimizing the performance of and managing data center networks and 
virtualized network environments.

Cl.42;Design, development, maintenance, deployment, installation, implementation, analysis, modification, integration, 
and management of computer software for telecommunication and computer networks; design, development, 
implementation, technological analysis, and integration of computer software for telecommunication and computer 
networks, computer hardware, computer network hardware and computer network software; technical consulting and 
technological research services in the fields of design and development of computer hardware and software and design 
and development of computer network hardware and software for telecommunication and computer networks; 
customization of computer software and computer network software; configuration of computer hardware and software 
and computer networks; technical support services, namely, trouble shooting in the nature of diagnosing computer 
software and computer hardware and computer networks problems.

8157



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 99 
 

2895522    08/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225125]
LOLLYTOGS, LTD.

Suite 1012 100 West 33rd Street New York NY 10001 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDYA BHUSHAN MEHRISH

HIND APARTMENTS B 503 PLOT NO 12, SEC-5, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110075

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, footwear and headgear, namely, head bands, cloth bibs, blouses, booties, bodysuits, baby bunting, 
coats, coveralls, creepers, dresses, footwear, hats, gloves, hosiery, jumpers, layettes, jackets, leggings, nightshirts, 
overalls, pajamas, pants, rompers, shorts, sunsuits, socks, sweaters, vests, shirts, wind resistant jackets, skirts, and 
shortalls

Cl.26;Hair accessories, namely, hair ties, hair barrettes, hair ribbons, twisters, bow hair clips, claw clips, snap clips, jaw 
clips, hair sticks, and scrunchies.

8158



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 99 
 

 

3290078    02/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1280719]
QbD Process Technologies, Inc.

20 Commerce Drive Allendale NJ 07401 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITIN MASILAMANI

B-25, Sector 92 NOIDA, Uttar Pradesh 201304, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software to monitor and control factory manufacturing processes.

Cl.42;Development of computer programs recorded on data media (software) designed for use in pharmaceutical and 
automated manufacturing.

8159



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/08/2015; Application No. : 86731479 ;United States of America 

3314151    08/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1286062]
River Light V, L.P.

11 West 19th Street, 7th Fl. New York NY 10011 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI

D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;All-purpose carrying bags; backpacks; beach bags; cosmetic cases sold empty; duffel bags; general purpose 
bags for carrying yoga equipment; gym bags; handbags; key cases; leather pouches; luggage tags; messenger bags; 
overnight bags; tote bags; travel cases; wristlet bags

Cl.25;Blazers; coats; dresses; footwear; gloves as clothing; headbands; headwear; jackets; loungewear; pants; 
pullovers; scarves; shirts; shorts; skirts; sleepwear; sports bras; sports pants; surf wear; sweaters; sweatshirts; swim 
wear; tops; underwear; vests; wetsuits for surfing; wristbands; yoga pants

8160



Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 09/11/2015; Application No. : 302015000070427 ;Italy 

3397468    06/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308490]
LONATI S.P.A.

Via Francesco Lonati, 3 I-25124 Brescia Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRABHU TANDON

Kochhar & Co.,11th Floor, Tower-A, DLF Towers Jasola,Jasola District Centre,New Delhi -110025, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Knitting machines; circular knitting machines; knitting machines for knitwear; knitting machines for hosiery; 
seamless circular knitting machines; large-diameter circular knitting machines; flat knitting machines; jacquard double 
bed raschel knitting machines; dyeing machines; drying machines for textile materials; steam presses for fabrics; 
spinning machines for yarns, fabrics and textile goods; warping machines; printing machines for textile goods; 
embroidery machines; knitting looms; machines for the production of lace; fabric weaving machines; carding machines; 
wire drawing machines; machines for textile industry; textile washing machines; textile production machines; ironing 
machines; machines for producing and packaging textile goods and clothing; machine tools; motors and engines (except 
for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles).

Cl.9;Components and devices for knitting machines; electronic components; testing devices for textile industry; data 
processing equipment; data storage devices; controllers for industrial use; apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; computers; computer software.

Cl.24;Fabrics; knitted fabrics; apparel fabrics; textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods; textile fabric piece goods 
for use in the manufacture of clothing; fabrics; fabrics being textile piece goods for use in manufacture; textile fabric 
piece goods for use in the manufacture of clothing; labels for clothing.

Cl.25;Clothing; dresses; jackets; trousers; skirts; garments; stockings; hosiery; shoe uppers; shoes; headgear.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions (services for others).
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3406259    07/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312980]
SCOTCH & SODA B.V.

Jacobus Spijkerdreef 20-24 NL-2132 PZ Hoofddorp

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Used Since :16/07/2015

IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; 
jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal 
skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.
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Priority claimed from 06/04/2016; Application No. : 693406 ;Switzerland 

3537621    29/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1333617]
Lizza GmbH

Dornhofstrasse 31 63263 Neu-Isenburg DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS

709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; charcuterie; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, 
compotes; edible nuts and seeds; eggs; milk and dairy products; vegan cheese (cheese substitutes); edible oils and fats; 
coconut oil; sweet lupines.

Cl.30;Cocoa, tapioca and sago; chia seeds, flaxseeds and their components intended for human consumption; grains 
(seeds) for human consumption; flour and cereal preparations; gluten-free flours; edible rice bran; pastry mixes; 
preparations for cakes; baking dough; pizza; pizza dough; bread; bread dough; pastry and confectionery; yeast; baking 
powder; bars, snack foods (snacks), bread chips, chips made from processed seeds, cereals or potatoes; edible ices; 
sugar, sugar substitutes and sweeteners; honey, treacle; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice for 
refreshment, pure proteins for human consumption, namely, soy proteins and whey proteins; tomato sauces.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; retail sale or wholesale services in the food sector; commercial 
advisory services relating to the establishment and operation of franchises; development of marketing concepts and 
design of retail space for visual display and assembly of some assorted elements.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; serving of food and drinks; services providing foodstuffs and beverages to 
take away; take-away food services; catering services in fast-food cafeterias.
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Priority claimed from 24/10/2016; Application No. : 015965271 ;European Union 

3607587    21/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1358446]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING

10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD LED 
APPEARING IN THE MARK ..

Cl.9;Electric power supply units; electronic signs; electrical circuits and circuit boards; lighting control apparatus; LED 
microscopes; road signs (luminous); LED position sensors; light emitting diodes (LEDs); light emitting diode (LED) 
displays; battery charge devices; beacon lights [safety equipment]; computer software for the remote control of electric 
lighting apparatus.

Cl.11;Flameless light-emitting diode candles; electric candles; LED flashlights; lamps; LED landscape lights; LED light 
bulbs; LED light machines; LED light strips; LED lighting assemblies for illuminated signs; lighting fixtures; LED lighting 
installations; luminaires; LED mood lights; strobe lights (light effects); light emitting diode lights for automobiles; LED 
underwater lights; light emitting diodes (LED) lighting apparatus.
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3630331    26/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1364255]
Aqua Engineering GmbH

Technologiepark 4/2 A-8510 Stainz AT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. ROHIT SINGH

ABU-GHAZALEH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY TMP AGENTS INDIA PVT.LTD. HL ARCADE-3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO 14, 
SEC-V (MLU) ABOVE AXIS BANK, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110075

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Physics and chemical apparatus for filtering and dosage measuring of solid, paste, liquid and gaseous materials; 
apparatus for control, checking and analysis, and components therefor.

Cl.11;Installations and apparatus for treating, clarifying, softening, desalinating, purifying, deacidifying, dechlorinating 
and disinfecting water.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions, development and creation of 
professional business feasibility studies in relation to sewage installations, water purification installations and water 
desalination installations, installations and apparatus for treating, clarifying, softening, desalinating, purifying, 
deacidifying, dechlorinating and disinfecting water.
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Cl.37;Repair and installation in relation to sewage installations, water purification installations and water desalination 
installations, installations and apparatus for treating, clarifying, softening, desalinating, purifying, deacidifying, 
dechlorinating and disinfecting water; assembly and maintenance of sewage installations, water purification installations 
and water desalination installations, installations and apparatus for treating, clarifying, softening, desalinating, purifying, 
deacidifying, dechlorinating and disinfecting water.

Cl.40;Desalination of sea water; desalination of brackish water; waste water treatment; purification of groundwater; 
purification of surface water.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; engineering feasibility studies; technical design of sewage installations, water purification installations and 
water desalination installations, installations and apparatus for treating, clarifying, softening, desalinating, purifying, 
deacidifying, dechlorinating and disinfecting water; design and development of computer hardware and computer 
software.
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3631981    28/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1363511]
LOGO YAZILIM SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI

Gebze Organize Sanayi Bölgesi, No:609, Gebze Kocaeli Turkey

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUTHRAN ASSOCIATES

B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID 5/7, NORTH MADA STREET SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI - 600015

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer hardware; magnetic data media; optical data media; compact discs; encoded 
magnetic cards; electronic ID cards; ticket validation mechanisms for automatic gates; electronic cards for counters; 
computer programs [downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable.

Cl.35;Advertising services; office machines and equipment rental; updating and maintenance of data in computer 
databases; systematization of data into computer databases; business management consultancy; statistical analysis and 
reporting services for business purposes; account auditing services; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; promotion services; payroll preparation services; book-keeping services; cost-price analysis 
services; sales account management services; tax preparation and consultancy services; bringing together, for the 
benefit of others of computer software, computer hardware, magnetic data media, optical data media, compact discs, 
encoded magnetic cards, electronic ID cards, ticket validation mechanisms for automatic gates, electronic cards for 
counters, computer programs [downloadable software], downloadable computer software applications (excluding the 
transport thereof) enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods (such services may be provided by 
retail stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media, through mail order catalogues).

Cl.42;Computer programming services; software consultancy services; maintenance of computer software services; 
technical consultancy relating to the installation and maintenance of computer software; computer software updating 
services; consulting services on computer hardware and software; computer system analysis services; rental of 
computer hardware and computer software; consultancy in the field of computer programming and installation of 
computer programs; consultancy services relating to the design, development and use of computer hardware and 
software; cloud computing; server hosting.
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Priority claimed from 28/11/2016; Application No. : 016103277 ;European Union 

3652941    24/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1367566]
JACQUES BRITT INTERNATIONALE MODEN GMBH

Herforder Str. 184 33609 Bielefeld Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P S DAVAR

N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewels, ornaments [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)], horological and chronometric instruments, wristwatches, 
watchstraps, chains [jewelry], bracelets, bracelets, earrings, earrings, rings [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; cuff links, tie pins, 
tie bars, ornamental pins; precious and semi-precious gems; amulets [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)], pendants, key rings 
[trinkets or fobs], key rings and key chains, identity plates of precious metal, pins being jewelry, brooches [jewelry], paste 
jewellery [costume jewelry (Am.)]; cases adapted for jewellery, cases [fitted] for clocks, jewel cases, boxes of precious 
metal; body jewellery, pet jewelry, figures of precious metal, medals, coins, ingots of precious metals.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes, namely 
handbags, bags for men, trunks and travelling bags, travel bags, trolley travel bags, document cases, portfolios, 
briefcases, attaché cases, work bags, belt bags, bumbags and hip bags, pouches of leather and imitations of leather, 
purses (not of precious metal), money pouches (not of precious metal), pocket wallets; empty toiletry bags, travelling 
sets, vanity cases; beach bags, casual bags, bags for campers, net bags for shopping, shopping bags, key cases made of 
leather, credit-card holders, straps (leather -), straps for luggage, backpacks, satchels, kit bags, knitting bags, travel 
garment covers, shore bags; umbrellas, parasols, walking sticks, hiking poles.

Cl.25;Clothing, knitwear [clothing], woven clothing, articles of knitted clothing; sports clothing, leisurewear; clothing 
for sports; evening wear, denims [clothing], leather clothing; shirts, in particular men"s shirts, casual shirts, casual shirts, 
polo shirts, business shirts, short-sleeve shirts, long-sleeved shirts, woven shirts, collared shirts, casual shirts, polo 
shirts, rugby tops, aloha shirts, suit shirts, button down shirts, shirts for suits, dinner shirts, dress shirts; tee-shirts, polo 
shirts, sweat shirts, overshirts, sweaters, hooded pullovers; blouses, chemisettes [shirt fronts], sweaters, slipovers, 
waistcoats; suits, coats, jackets [clothing], sleeveless jackets, blazers, shirt jackets, blousons, blousons, shirt blousons, 
duffel coats, parkas, combinations [clothing]; dresses, skirts; headscarves, scarfs, shawls; belts [clothing]; trousers, 
shorts, sports trousers; neck scarfs [mufflers]; pocket squares; ascots; cuffs; underclothing, sports underclothing; 
sleepwear, dressing gowns; socks, stockings, neckties, gloves; headgear; beachwear and swimwear; bathing trunks, 
bathing suits, bikinis, swimming shorts, beach shorts, bermuda shorts, bath robes, beach clothes and beach robes; 
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articles of knitwear, namely pullovers, slipovers, jackets [clothing], blousons, shirt blousons, waistcoats, sweaters, coats, 
gowns, skirts, trousers, shirts, blouses, caps [headwear], head scarves, shawls, neck scarfs [mufflers], stockings, socks, 
neckties, gloves [clothing] and bed jackets; all the aforesaid goods for women, men and/or children.
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3716918    07/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1381620]
MED BONE - MEDICAL DEVICES, UNIP. LDA

Centro Empresarial Lusoworld II, Rua Pé de Mouro, nº 26 - Linhó P-2710-335 Sintra Portugal

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANALYSIS CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD

KH-368/69, FIRST FLOOR, SULTANPUR, MG ROAD, DELHI 30

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Biological bone implant material; bone void fillers consisting of artificial materials.

Cl.10;Bone replacements; artificial bones; bone graft substitutes; artificial bone materials; substitutes for bones; 
biodegradable bone fixation implants; artificial bones for implantation; artificial bone parts to be implanted in natural 
bones; bone substitutes for surgical use; artificial bone materials of ceramics; bone implants composed of artificial 
materials; prostheses for implantation into the jaw bone.
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Priority claimed from 28/06/2017; Application No. : 1356549 ;Benelux 

3722097    07/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382762]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.

High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO.

2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA MG ROAD GURGAON 122002

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Feeding bottles, inserts for feeding bottles, namely non-metal valves for pressing air from feeding bottles; feeding 
bottle teats.

Cl.21;Kitchen utensil, namely, non-metal flexible lid designed for pressing air from baby bottle.
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Priority claimed from 20/01/2017; Application No. : UK00003207895 ;United Kingdom 

3722173    20/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382394]
HILL & SMITH HOLDINGS PLC

Westhaven House, Arleston Way Shirley, Solihull B90 4LH United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS

709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT THE LABEL SHALL BE USED TOGETHER AS A WHOLE..

Cl.6;Metal building materials; pipes and tubes of metal; pipe clamps of metal; clips of metal; supports of metal; 
restraints of metal for pipes; pipe hangers of metal; pipe fasteners and connectors of metal; pipe holders of metal; 
pipework of metal; spring hangers of metal; constant hangers of metal; spring supports of metal; parts, fittings and 
accessories for all the aforesaid goods; insulated pipe supports of metal; insulated pipe supports in the form of clamp 
bases of metal; insulated pipe supports in the form of pipe clamps of metal.

Cl.7;Hydraulic shock absorbers and dampers; bearings; slide bearings; parts, fittings and accessories for all the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Computer software; computer software applications; electronic publications; electronic databases.
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Cl.17;Packing, shock absorbing, stopping, insulating and dampening materials; finished or semi-finished goods of 
material included in this class, specified for use in shock-absorbing and vibration dampers; flexible pipes, not of metal; 
fittings, not of metal, for pipes; insulation materials and apparatus for pipes, pipe supports, restraints, clips, clamps and 
hangers; insulating foam of plastics; insulating foam of plastics for pipe supports; insulating foam of plastics for 
insulated pipe supports; insulating foam of plastics for clamp bases; insulating foam of plastics for clamp bases as 
insulated pipe supports; insulating foam of plastics for sliding supports, axial stops, fittings of plastics, axial stop 
supports, guiding supports, lateral guiding supports, fixed supports and fixed point supports as clamp bases; insulating 
foam of plastics for pipe clamps; insulating foam of plastics for pipe clamps as insulated pipe supports; insulating foam 
of plastics for riser clamps as pipe clamps and riser clamps as axial stops; insulating foam of plastics for pipe 
attachments, beam clips, U-bolts and pipe saddles; insulating rigid foam shells for use with pipe supports; insulated pipe 
supports of plastics; insulated pipe supports in the form of pipe clamps of plastics for attachment; insulated pipe 
supports in the form of clamp bases of plastics; elastomers; elastomeric strips; elastomeric sheathing; materials for use 
in the isolation and attenuation of noise and vibration in the form of thermoplastic elastomers (isolation), namely cross-
linked thermoplastic vulcanizates; materials for noise protection, absorption and abatement; strips and sheathing made 
of insulating materials; strips and sheathing for attenuation and isolation of noise; insulating coatings; strips and 
sheathing for prevention of corrosion and wear of pipes and tubes, clips, supports, clamps, and parts, fittings and 
accessories for all these goods; insulating coverings for pipes, pipework, pipe clamps, pipe clips and pipe supports; 
parts fittings and accessories for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; non-metallic pipes, beams and tubes; construction materials, namely supports, 
hangers and restraints for all the aforesaid goods; non-metallic supports, hangers and restraints for pipes, beams and 
tubes; parts, fittings and accessories for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.20;Clamps and clips for non-metallic pipes, beams and tubes; non-metallic pipe and beam clamps, clips and 
supports; plastic pipe and beam clips, clamps and supports; U-bolts of plastics for pipe attachment; pipe clips, namely 
pipe saddles of plastics, included in this class; clamp bases of plastics; clamp bases in the form of fixed point supports 
of plastics; parts, fittings and accessories for all the aforesaid goods; pipe clamps of rubber.
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3867576    02/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1406785]
NORD RESINE S.P.A.

Via Fornace Vecchia, 79 I-31058 Susegana (Treviso) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING

2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, Gurgaon 122 002, National Captial Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry; putties 
and other paste fillers; compost, manures, fertilizers; biological preparations for use in industry and science; acrylic 
resins, unprocessed; epoxy resins, unprocessed; polyester resins, unprocessed; polymer resins, unprocessed; synthetic 
resins, unprocessed; chemical additives for concrete; adhesives for floor, ceiling and wall tiles; cement [metallurgy]; 
adhesives for floor tiles; chemical compositions for waterproofing; cement-waterproofing chemicals, except paints.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; 
inks for printing, marking and engraving; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, 
printers and artists; mastic [natural resin]; paints for concrete floors; damp proofing paints; pigments; fixatives 
[varnishes]; synthetic dyes; varnishes for protecting floors; coatings [paints].
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2017; Application No. : 302017000109931 ;Italy 

3910648    30/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415781]
SEGRETERIA PER LA COMUNICAZIONE

I-00120 CITTA' DEL VATICANO Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD NEWS 
APPEARING IN THE MARK ..

Cl.9;Computer software applications, downloadable; computer programs [downloadable software]; prerecorded videos; 
downloadable video and audio files; prerecorded motion picture videos; prerecorded music videos; computer programs 
for editing images, sound and video; software.

Cl.35;Rental of advertising time on communication media; updating of advertising material; updating and maintenance 
of data in computer databases; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; 
administration of consumer loyalty programs; compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; 
compilation of information into computer databases; dissemination of advertising matter; web indexing for commercial or 
advertising purposes; providing business information via a web site; rental of advertising space; organization of 
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; 
production of teleshopping programmes; production of advertising films; design of advertising materials; sales 
promotion for others; publication of publicity texts; advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; radio 
advertising; television advertising; writing of publicity texts; sponsorship search; public relations; marketing research; 
market studies; scriptwriting for advertising purposes; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; arranging 
subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; advertising agency services; news clipping services; secretarial 
services; telemarketing services; pay per click advertising; opinion polling.

Cl.38;Communications by fiber optic networks; radio communications; communications by computer terminals; 
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providing access to databases; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; providing online 
forums; providing internet chatrooms; radio broadcasting; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; 
streaming of data; transmission of digital files; video-on-demand transmission; communication via radio, telegraph, 
telephone and television transmissions; radio broadcasting consultancy; telecommunications consultancy; television 
broadcasting consultancy; audio broadcasting via the Internet and other communications networks; streaming of audio, 
visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network; broadcasting of audiovisual content via the Internet; 
broadcasting of multimedia content via the Internet; broadcasting of television programs, motion picture films, and other 
audiovisual and multimedia content; broadcasting of cable television programs; multimedia broadcasting via the Internet 
and other communications networks; cable casting; broadcasting of radio and television programs by satellite; providing 
user access to search engines; providing user access to global computer networks; providing electronic mail and instant 
messaging services; providing on-line chatrooms for the transmission of messages, comments and multimedia content 
among users; information about telecommunication; rental of telecommunication equipment; rental of radio broadcasting 
equipment; rental of television broadcasting equipment; radio broadcasting of information and other programs; cable 
radio broadcasting; video, audio and television streaming services; Internet broadcasting services; wireless 
broadcasting; mobile media services in the nature of electronic transmission of entertainment media content; radio 
paging services; podcasting; broadband radio communication; Internet radio broadcasting; data transmission and 
telecommunication services; telecommunications services provided via fiber optic, wireless and cable networks; 
telecommunications services provided via platforms and portals on the Internet and other media; broadcasting services; 
Internet protocol television [IPTV] transmission services; radio, television and cable broadcasting services; pay-per-view 
television transmission services; television broadcasting services for cellular phones; telecommunications; teleprinting; 
transmission of television content; broadcasting of film and television features or programs, including on the Internet, on 
mobile communications networks and on other media; transmission of information via national and international 
networks; transmission of radio programs; transmission of radio and television programs; broadcasting of radio and 
television programs; transmission of television programs, television transmission; radio and television transmission; 
radio and television broadcasting; satellite transmission.

Cl.41;Cultural activities; providing of training; entertainment and cultural activities; conducting of training courses in 
the field of technology and innovation; conducting of instructional, educational and training courses for young people 
and adults; conducting of educational conferences; conducting of educational courses; conducting of training seminars; 
dissemination of educational material; directing of radio and television programs; distribution of motion pictures; radio 
entertainment; television entertainment; music publishing services; teaching; arranging and conducting of competitions 
[education or entertainment]; providing non-downloadable films and television programs via pay television; providing 
non-downloadable films and television programs via pay-per-view television channels; providing non-downloadable films 
and television programs via a video-on-demand service; providing movie, television and music video entertainment via an 
interactive web site; providing of training via a global computer network; providing information about entertainment and 
entertainment events via on-line networks and the Internet; providing information about education, training, 
entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; provision of multimedia entertainment programs by television, broadband, 
wireless and on-line services; providing electronic publications, not downloadable, from a global computer network or the 
Internet; providing electronic publications, not downloadable; providing on-line general feature magazines, not 
downloadable; providing of training and education relating to theatrical, musical, television, radio and cinematic shows; 
providing radio and television entertainment services; providing entertainment by means of television, radio, cinema, 
cable television, satellite television and the Internet; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; 
information relating to education or entertainment provided on-line or via television, broadband and wireless 
communications; radio and television entertainment; production of radio and television programmes; rental of radio and 
television sets; rental of television programs; rental of sound recordings and video recordings; rental of recorded data 
carriers for entertainment purposes; organization of competitions or other sporting and cultural events for charitable 
purposes; organization of educational, entertainment, cultural and sporting competitions; arranging of film events, 
musical events, cultural and sporting events and live entertainment events; organization of shows [impresario services]; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, seminars, symposiums and training workshops; 
arranging and conducting of entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; arranging and conducting of seminars, 
workshops [education], congresses, colloquia, distance learning courses and exhibitions for cultural purposes; 
presentation of theatrical performances; presentation of movies, shows, plays or musical performances; production of 
television features; production of live entertainment events; production of motion pictures; production of films, and 
audiovisual and television programs; production of films in studios; production of television films; film production, other 
than advertising films; production of films, video films, radio and television programs; production of radio programs; 
production of television programs; production of sound and video recordings; production of sound recordings; 
production of entertainment in the form of film, television, radio and video shows relating to travel; production of shows; 
production of shows and films; production and distribution of radio and television programs; production and distribution 
of sound, movie and video recordings; showing of films; publication of books; publication of periodicals and books in 
electronic form; publication of books, periodical publications, magazines, newspapers and newsletters; publication of 
texts, other than publicity texts; electronic publication of information on a wide range of topics on-line; presentation of 
live performances; conducting of cultural events; conducting of film festivals; news reporters services; subtitling; writing 
and publication of texts, other than publicity texts.
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Priority claimed from 07/03/2018; Application No. : 017869678 ;European Union 

3995617    05/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1433001]
SCHMECKT GMBH

c/o Lemonaid Beverages GmbH, Neuer Kamp 31 20359 Hamburg Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothes - articles; footwear; headgear; tee-shirts; sweaters; sweat shirts; toe caps; caps [headwear].

Cl.32;Mineral water [beverages]; waters (beverages); non-alcoholic beverages; fruit drinks; juices; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages; extracts for making beverages; energy drinks containing caffeine; cola; colas (soft 
drink); low-calorie soft drinks; carbonated drinks (non-alcoholic); flavoured carbonated beverages; beers and mixed 
drinks containing beer.

Cl.33;Alcoholic drinks (with the exception of beers); alcoholic energy drinks; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than 
beer-based; rum-based beverages. 
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Priority claimed from 06/06/2018; Application No. : 4459182 ;France 

4084093    03/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1448088]
AIRBUS DS GEO SA

5 rue des Satellites F-31400 TOULOUSE France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Interfaces [for computers]; graphical user interface software; computer software for interfacing; compiling 
software; interactive software; downloadable computer software applications; image processing software; digital image 
processing software; computer programs and software; software for processing images, graphics and text; computer 
software designed for the agronomic analysis of agricultural land; software for data and document capture, transmission, 
storage and indexing; improved reality software for the creation of geographical maps; digital geographical maps.

Cl.35;Compilation, updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; computerized database management; 
data processing by means of computers; compilation and systemization of written communications and data; electronic 
data processing services in connection with the agronomic analysis of agricultural land.

Cl.42;Design, development, programming and maintenance of data processing software; design, development, 
programming and maintenance of image processing software; installation of database software; design and development 
of virtual reality software; updating of data processing software; programming of software for database management; 
research in the field of computer programs and software; design and development of computer database software; design 
and development of data reading, transmission and organization software; providing online non-downloadable software 
for the agronomic analysis of agricultural land; data mining; decoding of data; analysis of technical data; design of data 
processing apparatus; database design; computer database design; development of data processing apparatus; creation 
of data processing programs; development of data storage systems; development of programs for data processing; 
hosting of databases; hosting of computer databases; electronic storage services for data and archiving databases, 
images and other electronic data; programming of data reading, transmission and organization software; provision of 
information and data relating to scientific and technological research and development; providing online information in 
the field of the agronomic analysis of agricultural land from a computer or Internet database.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2018; Application No. : 2018-11964 ;Japan 

4096430    26/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1450598]
NIKKEI INC.

3-7, Otemachi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8066 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Providing newspaper, book or magazine article information in connection with business management analysis, 
marketing research or analysis, and commercial sales; providing magazine article information via the Internet in 
connection with business management analysis, marketing research or analysis, and commercial sales; news clipping 
services; business analysis, research and information services; providing information relating to financial statements of 
companies via the Internet; providing business information based on financial statements of companies; providing 
business management information; economic forecasting and analysis; business management analysis or business 
consultancy; marketing research or analysis; providing information concerning commercial sales; business management 
of hotels; providing information relating to market research; business data analysis; business investigations, evaluations, 
expert appraisals, information and research; providing information relating to marketing and business management; 
providing information relating to economic forecasting and analysis; providing statistical information relating to 
economics; computerized file management; office functions, namely filing, in particular documents or magnetic tapes.

Cl.36;Providing financial information.

Cl.42;Computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of computer software; computerized data 
storage; computerized business information storage; providing search engines for the internet; providing computer 
programs via the internet and other communications networks; providing application software via communication 
networks; rental of memory space for computer servers; rental of computers; providing computer programs on data 
networks.
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Priority claimed from 04/07/2018; Application No. : 32028113 ;China 

4096431    26/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1450573]
XIAOMI INC.

FLOOR 13, RAINBOW CITY SHOPPING MALL II OF CHINA RESOURCES, NO. 68, QINGHE MIDDLE STREET, HAIDIAN 
DISTRICT 100028 BEIJING China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Crampons [climbing irons]; fittings of metal for furniture; door bells of metal, non-electric; split rings of common 
metal for keys; keys of metal; safes, electronic; trays of metal; containers of metal [storage, transport]; memorial plaques 
of metal; bells for animals; rods of metal for welding; mooring buoys of metal; identification bracelets of metal; wind 
vanes of metal; tree protectors of metal; traps for wild animals; works of art of common metal; ores of metal; monuments 
of metal; metals in foil or powder form for 3D printers; tubes of metal; door casings of metal; rails of metal; wrapping or 
binding bands of metal; cable joints of metal, non-electric.

Cl.10;Sphygmomanometers; dental apparatus, electric; electric acupuncture instruments; respirator; teething rings; 
pacifiers for babies; contraceptives, non-chemical; surgical implants comprised of artificial materials; orthopaedic 
articles; suture materials.
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Priority claimed from 21/03/2018; Application No. : 4438919 ;France 

4109419    11/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1453329]
BREAK POVERTY FOUNDATION

81 rue de Lille F-75007 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP

45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Fundraising campaign management; public promotion of international need and development of humanitarian 
actions; promotional and awareness campaigns related to humanitarian actions; promotion of the foundation's 
humanitarian aid activities in order to raise funds; organizing and conducting publicity events for fundraising for 
charities; market research with respect to charitable fundraising; dissemination of promotional materials related to 
humanitarian aid; consulting in the development of promotional campaigns in the context of humanitarian and social 
action programs; organizing communication campaigns; dissemination of commercial and advertising information 
concerning humanitarian aid and the solutions to stop it.

Cl.36;Financial services related to humanitarian aid; financing of humanitarian programs; attribution of grants for 
research projects; wealth management services related to the field of humanitarian aid; funding services for educational 
and training programs.

Cl.41;Education; training; organizing and conducting of educational and training programs; organization of 
colloquiums, conferences, congresses; organization of exhibitions; photographic reporting; news reporter services; book 
publication; provision of electronic publications online; awarding services for research projects.

Cl.42;Scientific and technical research services; providing scientific research services; research of a scientific, 
economic, sociological nature with a view to identifying the origin and causes of humanitarian disasters and finding 
solutions to fight them.

Cl.45;Research in the field of human rights, humanitarian disasters to identify their origin and the solutions to fight 
them.
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4126946    21/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1457425]
CPA GLOBAL LIMITED

Liberation House, Castle Street St Helier JE1 1BL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for use to search, update and extract data in the field of intellectual property management and 
legal services; computer software for use in text and data mining and analytics; computer software for use to facilitate 
group collaboration with respect to intellectual property; electronic publications recorded on computer media and CD-
ROM and downloadable electronic publications, namely, reports and manuals in the field of intellectual property 
management and legal services; licensing or intellectual property management software.

Cl.16;Publications, namely, books, newsletters, magazines and user manuals relating to the management and 
maintenance of intellectual property rights.

Cl.35;Providing on-line business and marketing information in the field of intellectual property management and legal 
services; business consulting services in the field of corporate compliance with law and regulations and intellectual 
property management and legal services; business and marketing research.

Cl.38;Leasing access time to an on-line computer database in the field of intellectual property management and legal 
services; leasing of access time to research databases on the Internet for consultation, legal counselling, trademark 
screening and clearance, competitive and legal research.

Cl.42;Database development services for the intellectual property and legal services industries; hosting an on-line 
computer database in the field of intellectual property management and legal services; hosting of research databases via 
the Internet for consultation, legal counselling, trademark screening and clearance, competitive and legal research.

Cl.45;Legal support services; intellectual property watching and searching services; legal research; licensing of 
computer software [legal support services]; intellectual property consultancy services; legal research services namely 
patent and trademark research services, namely, providing comprehensive information as to the use, status, history, and 
ownership of patents, trademarks and company names, to be used as an aid to patent, trademark and company name 
selection, review and protection; intellectual property research and technical and strategy support services, namely, 
providing interactive information about intellectual property rights for consultation, legal counselling, trademark 
screening and clearance, competitive and legal research via online databases.
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Priority claimed from 20/11/2018; Application No. : 88201639 ;United States of America 

4128254    04/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1457189]
IGNITE INTERNATIONAL, LTD.

6005 LAS VEGAS BLVD. SOUTH, Ste. 7 LAS VEGAS NV 89119 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Plant extracts for use in the manufacture of creams, lotions and cosmetic products.

Cl.3;Tanning lotions and oils; non-medicated stimulating lotions for the skin; bar soap; liquid bath soaps; skin soap; 
perfumed soap; make-up removing milk, gel, lotions and creams; make-up primer; facial make-up, namely, power, 
foundation, primer, lipstick, lip gloss.

Cl.5;Herbal teas for medicinal purposes; herbal extracts for medical purposes; medicated lotion; medicated bath soaps 
in liquid, solid or gel form; personal sexual lubricants.

Cl.29;Edible oils.

Cl.30;Bakery goods and dessert items, namely, cakes, cookies, pastries, candies, and confections for retail and 
wholesale distribution and consumption on or off the premises.

Cl.31;Sowing seeds; live plants.

Cl.32;Sports drinks; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with tea; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with coffee; non-
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alcoholic fruit juice beverages; bottled drinking water; beer.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages, except beer.

Cl.34;Cigarette cases; cigarette lighters; cigarette rolling papers; electronic cigarette lanyards; tobacco pipes; tobacco 
water pipes; smokers" clips for securing hand rolled cigarettes; ashtrays for smokers made of non-precious metals; 
smokers" rolling trays; pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; oral vaporizers for smoking purposes.
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Priority claimed from 23/07/2018; Application No. : 017933397 ;European Union 

4136789    23/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458397]
WABCO EUROPE BVBA

Chaussée de la Hulpe 166 B-1170 Brussels

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P S DAVAR

N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; software, in particular for logistics (including vehicle fleet management, fleet control) and telematics in 
the field of transport and communications, including for the capture, transmission, storage, monitoring, evaluation and 
processing of alarms, signalling, measuring, sound, image, video, position, motion, status and operating hour data from 
land, air and water vehicles and conveyor installations, the cargo thereof and of motors, engines and machines; software 
for controlling/regulating electric, electronic and electrotechnical apparatus and installations in land, air and water 
vehicles and conveyor installations, and motors, engines and machines; programs recorded on data carriers for data 
processing; electric, electronic and electrotechnical apparatus and installations (including telematics terminals) for the 
capture, transmission, storage, monitoring, evaluation and processing of alarms, signalling, measuring, sound, image, 
video, position, motion, status and operating hour data, and for controlling/regulating land, air and water vehicles and 
conveyor installations, the cargo thereof and of motors, engines and machines; other data processing and signal 
processing apparatus, including on-board computers, telecommunications apparatus and toll terminals for electronic toll 
capture in the field of communications; magnetic data media.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water and parts therefor, included in this class.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of land, air and water vehicles, conveyor installations, motors, engines and 
machines, including with regard to devices and systems for telematics for transport and communications; telematic 
support via service control centres and alarm stations for transport and traffic, namely control/regulation of technical 
units in land, air and water vehicles, conveyor installations, motors, engines and machines, for restoring the actual status 
(repair) or for preventing wear (maintenance); repair and overhaul of vehicles.

Cl.38;Telecommunications, in particular collating, providing and forwarding of information and data by means of 
telecommunications, satellite communications, mobile network and fixed network communications, computer networks 
and global computer networks, for transport and communications support; traffic telematics.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; creating, installation, maintenance and care of 
computer programs, in particular for logistics (including vehicle fleet management, fleet control) and telematics in the 
field of transport and communications; technical operation of computer centres, central service and alarm stations for 
transport and communications.
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Priority claimed from 19/04/2018; Application No. : 4447501 ;France 

4147698    18/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1460997]
HPS INTERNATIONAL

23 rue d'Anjou F-75008 Paris France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Fasteners and fittings of metal for hydraulic apparatus; metallic lifting rings; pipes for metal fittings.

Cl.7;Jacks [machines]; parts of machines, namely, connectors for molds and cylinders as well as their accessories; 
lifting apparatus and machines.

Cl.35;Retail sale of metal fittings for hydraulic apparatus, lifting rings, hoses for fittings, jacks, mold connectors and 
jacks, lifting machines and apparatus; advertising.
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Priority claimed from 18/06/2018; Application No. : 17918822 ;European Union 

4201784    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1470797]
JULIUS BLUM GMBH

Industriestraße 1 A-6973 Höchst Austria

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING

2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, Gurgaon 122 002, National Captial Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Furniture fittings of metal; drawer slides of metal; guide rails of metal; sliding rails of metal; metal brackets; metal 
hardware; frameworks of metal; furniture casters of metal; furniture sliders of metal; hinges of metal; runners of metal for 
sliding doors; brackets of metal for furniture.

Cl.20;Furniture fittings not of metal; drawer slides not of metal; sliding rails, not of metal for drawers; rails for sliding 
doors, not of metal; fittings for cupboards, not of metal; furniture hinges, not of metal; furniture casters, not of metal; kits 
of parts (sold complete) for assembly into articles of furniture; fasteners not of metal; furniture, in particular household 
furniture and kitchen furniture; furniture doors; furniture parts, in particular drawers and drawer parts; back panels 
(furniture parts); inserts for drawers; fasteners for furniture (not of metal); furniture sliders not of metal; brackets, not of 
metal, for furniture.
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4350279    04/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498114]
Ethoss Regeneration Ltd

8 Ryefield Court, Ryefield Way Silsden, Bradford BD20 0DL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Synthetic material for use in setting bones; synthetic materials for use as dental fillings; synthetic materials for 
dental use for fillings; implantable materials for use in guided tissue regeneration; bone void fillers consisting of natural 
materials; bone growth media consisting of biological materials for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for 
the treatment of bone diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of bone fractures; bone void fillers 
consisting of artificial materials.

Cl.10;Bone graft substitutes; grafts for surgical use; implants [prosthesis] for use in bone grafting; artificial organs and 
implants; bone replacements for surgical purposes, namely, putty for use in the replacement of bones; artificial bones for 
implantation; bone implants comprised of artificial materials; substitutes for bones; biodegradable bone fixation implants; 
biological bone implant material; artificial bones for implantation; artificial bone parts to be implanted in natural bones; 
bone substitutes for surgical use; bone implants made of ceramics; bone implants composed of artificial materials; 
prostheses for implantation into the jaw bone; dental implants; implant abutments for dental purposes; dental apparatus 
and instruments; medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; dental syringes; apparatus for use in the repair of 
bones; dental burs; burs (dental -); dental implants made from artificial materials; surgical apparatus and instruments for 
dental use; implants [prosthesis] for use in jawbone surgery; implant materials [prosthesis] for use in dental surgery; 
implants [prosthesis] for use in dentistry; apparatus for use by dentists; apparatus for dental purposes; apparatus for use 
in the repair of teeth.
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4350608    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498168]
PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

9450 SW Gemini Dr., ECM 90772 Beaverton OR 97008 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI

D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs and downloadable computer programs that implement an object-oriented computer 
programming language.

Cl.42;Providing information relating to an object-oriented computer programming language and its development 
environment.
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Priority claimed from 14/12/2018; Application No. : 1387027 ;Benelux 

4353823    14/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498486]
BUMBO DISTRIBUTION EUROPE B.V.

Minervum 7320 NL-4817 ZD Breda Netherlands

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, registration, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; toilet trainer seats.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; infant and children"s furniture, including baby seats, baby chairs, high chairs, 
baby trays and tray tables, infant walkers, cots and cradles; booster seats, baby bouncer seats.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; activity toys.

Cl.35;Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, including online retails and 
wholesale services; business intermediairy with the purchase and sale of apparatus for lighting, heating, steam 
generating, cooking, registration, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, toilet trainer seats, furniture, 
mirrors, picture frames, goods (not included in other classes) of wood cork, reed, cane wicker, horn, bone and substrates 
for these materials or of plastics, booster seats, baby bouncer seats, games and playthings, activity toys.
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Priority claimed from 18/07/2019; Application No. : 78220 ;Jamaica 

4356033    09/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499222]
Apple Inc.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable and recorded software for database management; downloadable and recorded software for personal 
information management; downloadable and recorded database synchronization software for general use; downloadable 
and recorded software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; downloadable and recorded application 
development software; downloadable and recorded computer software used in developing other software applications; 
downloadable and recorded computer software platforms for application development, deployment, access, and 
management; downloadable and recorded computer software platforms for storing, managing, and sharing of electronic 
data and information; downloadable and recorded application software for mobile phones, portable media players, tablet 
computers, and handheld computers, namely, application hosting, access, sharing, and management.

Cl.42;Providing online non-downloadable software and software as a service (SaaS) services, namely, hosting software 
for use by others for developing and accessing other software applications and database management; providing online 
non-downloadable software and software as a service (Saas) services featuring software for use in application and 
database integration; providing online non-downloadable software and platform as a service (PaaS) featuring computer 
software platforms for use in developing and accessing other software applications and database management; 
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Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), namely, cloud hosting provider services; providing temporary use of on-line non-
downloadable software for use in managing, organizing and sharing data on a global computer network and on local 
computer networks; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for viewing, annotating, storing, 
downloading and distributing electronic files, images, audio, video, data, and documents; providing online non-
downloadable software for accessing, viewing, browsing, searching, annotating, hosting, configuring, and managing 
online databases, electronic files, and personal information, for web hosting of databases, for automating database 
functions, and for communication and collaboration via computer networks; providing temporary use of on-line non-
downloadable software for viewing, annotating, storing, downloading and distributing electronic files, images, audio, 
video, data, and documents; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for personal information 
management, database management, and database synchronization; providing temporary use of on-line non-
downloadable software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; providing temporary use of on-line non-
downloadable software for communication and collaboration via computer networks; providing temporary use of on-line 
non-downloadable software development tools and templates for data management; cloud hosting provider services; 
electronic data storage services; computer software consulting services; consultation services for developing computer 
databases and applications; providing computer software information online; design and development of computer 
software; technical support services, namely, diagnosing and troubleshooting of computer software problems.
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4356522    04/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499639]
NISSIN CORPORATION

6-81 Onoe-cho, Naka-ku, Yokohama-shi Kanagawa 231-8477 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Import-export agency services.

Cl.39;Removal brokerage; removal services; packaging of consigned moving goods; loading and unloading of 
consigned moving goods; warehousing of consigned moving goods; transporting of consigned moving goods by trucks; 
land freight forwarding of consigned moving goods by trucks; ocean freight forwarding of consigned moving goods; air 
freight forwarding of consigned moving goods.
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Priority claimed from 15/05/2019; Application No. : 302019000030703 ;Italy 

4369162    16/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501241]
ANGELINI BEAUTY S.P.A.

Via Melchiorre Gioia, 8 I-20124 Milano Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA

F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; cosmetic kits; astringents for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics for animals; cosmetics for children; 
cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; eyebrow cosmetics; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; 
greases for cosmetic purposes; lotions for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic pencils; oils for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool 
for cosmetic purposes; pomades for cosmetic purposes; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; cosmetic preparations for 
baths; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; massage candles for cosmetic purposes; herbal extracts for cosmetic 
purposes; collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic 
preparations for skin care; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; gel eye 
patches for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; cleansers for intimate personal hygiene 
purposes, non medicated; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; bath 
preparations, not for medical purposes; bath salts, not for medical purposes; detergents, other than for use in 
manufacturing operations and for medical purposes; eye-washes, not for medical purposes; shampoos for pets [non-
medicated grooming preparations]; shampoos for animals [non- medicated grooming preparations]; color-brightening 
chemicals for household purposes [laundry]; perfumes; toilet water; deodorant soap; deodorants for human beings or for 
animals; vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; douching preparations for personal sanitary or 
deodorant purposes [toiletries]; cleaning preparations; chemical cleaning preparations for household purposes; baby 
wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations; potpourris [fragrances]; sachets for perfuming linen; air fragrancing 
preparations; shaving soap; after-shave lotions; eau de Cologne; oils for toilet purposes; cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes; antiperspirants [toiletries]; talcum powder, for toilet use.

Cl.35;Retail services for cosmetic and perfumery products, pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and 
medical supplies; wholesale services for cosmetic and perfumery, pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations 
and medical supplies.
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Priority claimed from 17/12/2018; Application No. : 018001307 ;European Union 

4369336    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1502003]
TUCKER GMBH

Max-Eyth Str. 1 35394 Giessen Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS

RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Push buttons made of plastic, other than for use in building materials; push buttons made of plastic for automotive 
assembly; bus bars made partially of plastics, other than for use in building materials; bus bars made partially of plastics 
for automotive assembly.

Cl.12;Plastic clips for automotive assembly; pins of plastic for automotive assembly; glove box door fasteners; bumper 
spacers made of plastics or partially of plastics, other than for use in building materials; fasteners of plastic for 
automotive assembly; retainers made of plastics or partially of plastics for automotive parts.

Cl.20;Fasteners of plastic, other than for use in building materials; plastic clips, other than for use in building materials; 
retainers, other than for use in building materials; carpet retainers, door trim fasteners, trim component fasteners, inner 
fender fasteners, door trim pad fasteners, door trim panel fasteners, interior trim panel fasteners, exterior trim molding 
fasteners, all the aforesaid goods made of plastics or partially of plastics, none of the aforesaid goods for use in building 
materials; electrical connector plastic fasteners, other than for use in building materials; straps, tie straps, straps for 
attaching to a hole, straps for attaching to a stud, straps to secure a wire bundle, wire bundle clips, wire routing clips, 
tube routing clips, hose routing clips, routing clips, vibration damping routing clips, all the aforesaid goods made of 
plastics or partially of plastics, none of the aforesaid goods for use in building materials; collars of plastic for fastening 
pipes, other than for use in building materials; pins of plastic, other than for use in building materials; grommets, 
grommet fasteners, all the aforesaid goods made of plastics or partially of plastics, none of the aforesaid goods for use in 
building materials; plastic fasteners for electrical connector used in automotive assembly; plastic straps used in 
automotive assembly; plastic collars used for fastening pipes in automotive assembly; grommet fasteners for automotive 
assembly made of plastics or partially of plastics; non-metallic sealing plugs used in automotive assembly.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2019; Application No. : 302019000029093 ;Italy 

4369450    16/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501967]
ANGELINI HOLDING S.P.A.

Viale Amelia, 70 I-00181 Roma Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA

F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Preservatives for use in the pharmaceutical industry; antioxidants for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; 
vitamins for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; antioxidants for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; vitamins 
for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; industrial chemicals; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; 
oenological bactericides [chemical preparations for use in wine making]; stain-preventing chemicals for use on fabrics; 
chemical preparations for scientific purposes, other than for medical or veterinary use.

Cl.3;Cosmetics; cosmetic kits; astringents for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics for animals; cosmetics for children; 
cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; eyebrow cosmetics; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; 
greases for cosmetic purposes; lotions for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic pencils; oils for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool 
for cosmetic purposes; pomades for cosmetic purposes; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; cosmetic preparations for 
baths; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; massage candles for cosmetic purposes; herbal extracts for cosmetic 
purposes; collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic 
preparations for skin care; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; gel eye 
patches for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; cleansers for intimate personal hygiene 
purposes, non medicated; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; bath 
preparations, not for medical purposes; bath salts, not for medical purposes; detergents, other than for use in 
manufacturing operations and for medical purposes; eye-washes, not for medical purposes; shampoos for pets [non-
medicated grooming preparations]; shampoos for animals [non-medicated grooming preparations]; color-brightening 
chemicals for household purposes [laundry]; perfumes; toilet water; deodorant soap; deodorants for human beings or for 
animals; vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; douching preparations for personal sanitary or 
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deodorant purposes [toiletries]; cleaning preparations; chemical cleaning preparations for household purposes; baby 
wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; cachets for pharmaceutical purposes; digestives for pharmaceutical purposes; flour for 
pharmaceutical purposes; ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; yeast for pharmaceutical purposes; lotions for 
pharmaceutical purposes; pastilles for pharmaceutical purposes; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; propolis for 
pharmaceutical purposes; syrups for pharmaceutical purposes; ointments for pharmaceutical purposes; milk ferments for 
pharmaceutical purposes; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for skin 
care; dietary supplements with a cosmetic effect; slimming pills; medical preparations for slimming purposes; veterinary 
preparations; medicines for veterinary purposes; tonics [medicines]; dressings, medical; astringents for medical 
purposes; balms for medical purposes; bandages for dressings; capsules for medicines; candy, medicated; adjuvants for 
medical purposes; cotton for medical purposes; drugs for medical purposes; lint for medical purposes; medicines for 
human purposes; medicines for dental purposes; hormones for medical purposes; oxygen for medical purposes; 
wadding for medical purposes; pomades for medical purposes; surgical dressings; herbal teas for medicinal purposes; 
sugar for medical purposes; nutritional supplements; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; freeze-dried food 
adapted for medical purposes; homogenized food adapted for medical purposes; cotton sticks for medical purposes; 
dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; detergents for medical purposes; balsamic preparations for medical 
purposes; vaginal washes for medical purposes; eyepatches for medical purposes; hydrogen peroxide for medical 
purposes; chemical preparations for medical purposes; phytotherapy preparations for medical purposes; biological 
preparations for medical purposes; pre-filled syringes for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; 
nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes; bath preparations for medical purposes; douching 
preparations for medical purposes; mouthwashes for medical purposes; sanitary towels; incontinence pads; babies" 
diaper-pants; diapers for incontinence; babies" diapers.

Cl.10;Dental apparatus, electric; surgical apparatus and instruments; dental apparatus and instruments; medical 
apparatus and instruments; veterinary apparatus and instruments; orthodontic appliances.

Cl.33;Brandy; spirits [beverages]; bitters; aperitifs; alcoholic beverages, except beer; alcoholic beverages containing 
fruit; cocktails; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; liqueurs; wine.

Cl.35;Retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; wholesale services 
for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies.

Cl.43;Rental of temporary accommodation; hotel reservations; restaurant services; rental of meeting rooms; hotel 
services; reception services for temporary accommodation [management of arrivals and departures]; accommodation 
bureau services [hotels, boarding houses]; retirement home services; food and drink catering; café services; holiday 
camp services [lodging]; canteen services; boarding house services; self-service restaurant services.

Cl.44;Medical screening; medical assistance; medical advice for individuals with disabilities; medical equipment rental; 
medical clinic services; medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes provided by medical 
laboratories.
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4412214    20/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1229207]
Inter IKEA Centre Group A/S

Amager Strandvej 390 DK-2770 Kastrup Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; office functions; advertisement for others on the internet; advertising of the goods of other vendors, 
enabling customers to conveniently view and compare the goods of those vendors; advertising of the services of other 
vendors, enabling customers to conveniently view and compare the services of those vendors; business management for 
shops; dissemination of advertising matter; bill-posting; department store retail services connected with the sale of 
beauty products, toiletries, machines for household use, hand tools, optical goods, domestic electrical and electronic 
equipment; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; advertising by mail order; television 
commercials; office machines and equipment rental; office administration services [for others]; presentation of goods on 
communication media for retail purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; distribution 
of samples; publicity material rental; telephone answering [for unavailable subscribers]; outdoor advertising; rental of 
advertising space; on-line advertising on a computer network; publicity; television advertising; rental of photocopying 
machines; shop window dressing; rental of advertising time on communication media; rental of vending machines; sales 
promotion for others provided through the distribution and the administration of privileged user cards; updating of 
advertising material; sales promotion (for others); organization of regional or national promotional campaigns; retail sale 
services in relation to clothing and accessories, shoes, leather goods, namely belts, wallets, gloves, furniture coverings, 
handbags, suitcases, sport bags, cases, garment bags for travel and luggage, health and beauty, cosmetics, hygiene, 
sports, printed matter, household furnishing and construction, decoration, electronics, office materials, home textile, 
handicraft goods, namely textile crafts, woodcrafts, metal crafts, plastic craft, birch bark crafts, stone crafts, glass craft, 
leather crafts, painting and drawing, gardening, travelling, kids playgrounds, optics, fitness, games and toys, audio, 
video, books and doit-yourself products; retail sale services in relation to food and beverages; all aforementioned 
services in connection with shopping centres or retail parks.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; arranging of leases and rental agreements for real estate; arranging 
of leases of real estate; leasing of real estate; financial evaluation [insurance, banking]; banking; all aforementioned 
services in connection with shopping centres or retail parks.

Cl.39;Storage; rental of warehouses; transport; parking place rental.

Cl.41;Arranging of visual and musical entertainment; children's adventure playground services; children's 
entertainment services; arranging and conducting of congresses; musical entertainment; organization of award 
ceremonies for entertainment purposes; entertainment; training service related to the development of children's 
intellectual capacity; training service related to the development of children's mental capacity; club services 
(entertainment or education); education; operating lotteries; organization of shows (impresario services); organization of 
competitions (education or entertainment); providing of training; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational 
purposes; arrangement of competitions for cultural purposes; organization of cultural events; cultural activities; 
organization, provision and arranging of leisure activites and entertainment.

Cl.42;Architecture; design of interior decor; construction drafting; surveying; architectural consultation.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; restaurants; cooking services.
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4417320    12/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510232]
INOVA Semiconductors GmbH

Grafinger Str. 26 81671 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electric and electronic components, in particular for illuminators, luminaires and lighting installations, lighting 
apparatus and lighting fittings, in particular in the form of ambience light, exterior light or interior light and in particular 
for automotive use, consumer use and industrial use.

Cl.11;Illuminators, luminaires and lighting installations, lighting apparatus and lighting fittings, in particular in the form 
of ambience light, exterior light or interior light and in particular for automotive use, consumer use and industrial use, 
including parts of the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2019; Application No. : 4547711 ;France 

4417712    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510246]
INNOVINCO

37 rue Saint Charles F-78000 VERSAILLES France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Analysis, research and information services relating to business; advertising, marketing and promotional 
services; business management and assistance services and administrative services; advice services relating to 
commercial transactions; linkage between commercial and professional contacts; arranging commercial contract 
services with others; organization of presentations for commercial purposes; subscription services for the publications of 
others; organization of commercial transactions and contracts; arranging of subscriptions for the publications of others 
online; subscription services to information media; intermediary services with respect to business and consulting in the 
field of the sale of goods and provision of services; commercial intermediary services in the framework of bringing 
prospective private investors in contact with entrepreneurs looking for financing; commercial administration of the 
licensing of the goods and services of others; advice services in sales techniques and sales programs; electronic 
commerce services, namely provision of information on goods via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales 
purposes; information and advice relating to foreign trade; commercial information relating to sales methods; 
intermediation services linked to advertising; intermediary services with respect to the rental of advertising space and 
time; business intermediary services with respect to contracts for purchase and sale of goods; commercial intermediation 
relating to contracts for the purchase and sale of goods; intermediary services with respect to commercial transactions 
for others; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; arranging and concluding of commercial 
transactions for others via telecommunication systems; negotiating contracts with respect to purchase and sale of 
products; price analysis; price comparison services;procurement of contracts for others; providing business information 
to consumers concerning products and services; providing advice related to consumer products; provision of 
information on products for customers; provision of sales areas online for sellers and buyers of goods and services; 
information concerning business sales; sales management services; subscription to all information media; consulting 
services relating to company management and organization; advisory services for organization and commercial 
management, including personnel management; advice or information in commercial business; business management 
and organization consultancy; consulting in the field of communication (marketing); e-marketing consulting; planning and 
business strategy consulting; provision of marketing advice; advice regarding communication (public relations); 
company audits (commercial analyses); consultancy and management in the area of work processes; consulting services 
relating to personnel management; business information and consultancy services; business consulting services relating 
to company management; consulting services with respect to company structure; business consulting services with 
respect to company performance; business networking services; professional networking services; linkage between 
commercial and professional contacts; consulting to companies and individuals in the field of business; commercial and 
industrial management assistance; management of commercial projects (for others); business strategy planning; analysis 
of company behavior, namely, market analysis; preparation and analysis of business statistics; consulting services with 
respect to personnel recruitment; outsourcing services consisting of organizing service contracts on behalf of third 
parties; negotiation and conclusion of commercial contractual transactions for others; reconfiguring of organizational 
company processes; services provided by a consultant relating to risk management (business); none of the aforesaid 
services being directly related to services proposed to companies in the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, medical 
equipment and cosmetics sector in the field of consulting relating to product development, regulatory and medical 
business, quality management and compliance, pharmacovigilance, medical equipment vigilance, cosmetovigilance, 
epidemiology and risk management.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publication of magazines and books; online 
publication of specialized electronic books and journals; interpretation and translation; training services; preparation, 
coordination and organization of workshops in the field of business; organization of business management training 
courses; organization of seminars, conferences with respect to business and professional training; conducting of 
educational workshops in the field of business; training and consulting in the professional field; training relating to 
professional skills and opportunities; summer camps [entertainment and education]; coaching (training) for individuals 
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and companies; entertainment services for companies; providing social club services [entertainment]; production of 
audio-visual presentations; production of training videos; production of educational material distributed at professional 
seminars; multimedia publishing of electronic publications; publication of multimedia material online; providing 
multimedia entertainment via a website; multimedia publishing of journals, specialized journals and newspapers
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Priority claimed from 23/05/2019; Application No. : 2011520 ;Australia 

4417725    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510284]
Maxigenes Pty Ltd

5 Irvine Place Bella Vista NSW 2153 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dried milk powder being food for babies; powdered milk foods for infants; lactose free infant's formula; baby food; 
infants' foods; milk powder for alimentary purposes (for babies); milk powder for babies; milk powder for foodstuffs for 
babies; milk powder for nutritional purposes for babies; milk powders (foodstuff for babies); dried milk being food for 
infants; food for infants; milk foods for infants.

Cl.29;Dairy products, milk, milk-based products, powdered milk, cream, cream products, cheese, cheese products, 
butter, butter products, yoghurt and yoghurt products; snack foods in this class, including nut bars, and nut-based 
snacks; edible oils including vegetable oils; goats milk, goats milk cheese and yoghurt made from goats milk; meat, 
poultry, game and fish; preserved, dried, frozen and cooked meat, poultry, game and fish; meat products in this class, 
including beef jerky, ham, bacon, sausages, smallgoods, salamis, meat extracts; poultry products in this class, including 
poultry sausages, poultry smallgoods and poultry extracts; fish products in this class, including fish extracts; kebabs; 
pates; nuts and nut products in this class, including prepared nuts, processed nuts, roasted nuts and salted nuts; fruit-
based snack bars and nut-based snack bars; coconut milk; almond milk.

Cl.30;Food and health food products in this class including flour and flour-based food products; vinegar; condiments; 
spices; marinades; confectionery; chocolate and chocolate-based food products; snack bars in this class, including 
snack bars containing a mixture of fruits, vegetables, grains and/or nuts; sherbets (water ices); sorbets (water ices); ice 
cream including dairy-based ice cream and non-dairy based ice cream; flour-based mixes, including cake mixes, cupcake 
mixes, biscuit mixes, cookie mixes, muffin mixes, brownie mixes, pancake mixes, scone mixes, bread dough mixes, pizza 
dough mixes; sorbets; iced confections; fudge; candy, other than for medical purposes; salt, sea salt and seasoned salt 
for cooking; spiced salt; croutons; frozen yogurt (confectionery ices); chocolate mousses; pasta including dried pasta 
and fresh pasta; bakery products, including bread, breadsticks, cakes, cupcakes, muffins, biscuits and pastries; salad 
dressings; dried herbs (seasonings); popcorn; honeys; sugar and sugar-based food products; risotto; rice; mayonnaise; 
coffee; coffee beans; garlic bread and herb bread; ground coffee; freeze-dried coffee; tea; mixtures of coffee essences 
and coffee extracts; meat products in this class, namely, meat pies, meat gravies and meat dumplings; poultry products 
in this class, namely, poultry pies, poultry gravies and poultry dumplings; game products in this class, namely game pies, 
game gravies and game dumplings; pies and pastries, including pies and pastries containing meat, poultry, game and/or 
fish; flavourings, including meat flavourings, flavourings made from meat, poultry flavourings, flavourings made from 
poultry, game flavourings, flavourings made from game, fish flavourings and flavourings made from fish; crackers and 
biscuits; sweeteners; beverages in this class, including coffee beverages, iced tea and other tea-based beverages; fruit 
ice bars; pizzas and pizza bases; hot chocolate; breakfast cereals; pasta sauce; grain-based products in this class.

Cl.31;Raw and unprocessed agricultural, horticultural and forestry products; food and health food products in this 
class, namely fresh fruit and fresh vegetables; fresh nuts and edible nuts (unprocessed); grains; malt.

Cl.32;Beverages in this class, including, aerated beverages, fruit-based beverages, vegetable-based beverages, fruit 
and vegetable based beverages, fruit juices, vegetable juices, soya-based beverages, rice-based beverages; mineral 
water, flavoured mineral water, soft drinks, soda water, flavoured soda water and non-alcoholic beverages.
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Priority claimed from 03/05/2019; Application No. : LS/M/2019/107 ;Lesitho 

4417772    01/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509457]
Microsoft Corporation

One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 980526399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software, namely software for connecting to the cloud to allow for collaboration among users across 
other software applications; downloadable software, namely software for integrating artificial intelligence and intelligent 
agents into other software; downloadable software, namely software for allowing real time updates to software 
applications accessible by multiple parties; downloadable software, namely software for enabling interconnectivity 
between other software applications and platforms; downloadable software, namely software for transmitting, receiving, 
accessing, viewing, uploading, downloading, sharing, integrating, encoding, decoding, displaying, formatting, organizing, 
storing, caching, transferring and streaming of data, text, digital media, images, music, audio, video, movies and 
animations between multiple users.

Cl.42;Software as a Service (SaaS), namely software for connecting to the cloud to allow for collaboration among users 
across other software applications; Software as a Service (SaaS), namely software for integrating artificial intelligence 
and intelligent agents into other software; Software as a Service (SaaS), namely software for allowing real time updates to 
software applications accessible by multiple parties; Software as a Service (SaaS), namely software for enabling 
interconnectivity between other software applications and platforms; Software as a Service (SaaS), namely software for 
transmitting, receiving, accessing, viewing, uploading, downloading, sharing, integrating, encoding, decoding, displaying, 
formatting, organizing, storing, caching, transferring and streaming of data, text, digital media, images, music, audio, 
video, movies and animations between multiple users.
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4417781    26/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509500]
AVENTOM Ltd

Amshold House, Goldings Hill LOUGHTON, Essex IG10 2RW United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; cosmetics preparations; cosmetics for personal use; 
skincare cosmetics; brush cleaners; facial wipes impregnated with cosmetics; wipes impregnated with cleaning 
preparations; wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser; cleansers; facial cleansers; skin cleansers; hand cleansers; 
perfumes and fragrances; cosmetics in the form of rouge; cosmetics in the form of milks; body milks; baby body milks; 
cleansing milks for skin care; mousses; exfoliant creams; anti-aging creams; massage creams, not medicated; cosmetics 
for bronzing the skin; sun barriers; sun block; sun protecting creams; after-sun milks; cosmetic powders; cosmetics in 
the form of powders; powder compact refills; solid powder for compacts; toilet powders; make-up powder; baby powders; 
soap powders; henna powders; face dusting powders; cosmetics in the form of gels; cleaning gels; eye gels; shaving 
gels; styling gels; tanning gels; make-up removing preparations; make-up removing milks; make-up removing lotions; 
powder for make-up; make-up foundations; paper wipes impregnated with cosmetic preparations; soaps; perfumery, 
essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; hair cosmetics; hairspray; hair balm; hair lacquer; hair colouring; hair gel; hair 
styling waxes; hair cleaning preparations; hair curling preparations; hair protection mousse; dyes for the hair; teeth 
cleaning lotions; dentifrices; cleaning, furbishing, washing, scouring and polishing preparations and substances; 
cosmetics and cosmetic kits; hand, face and body washing preparations; cosmetic goods for care of the skin; cosmetic 
preparations for skin care; cosmetics for use on the skin; barrier creams for the skin; barrier preparations for the skin; 
cleaning preparations for the skin; cleaning products for the skin; cleansing milks for skin care; cleansing preparations 
(non-medicated -) for the skin; cleansing preparations (non-medicated -) for the skin for the alleviation of pimples; 
cleansing preparations (non-medicated -) for the skin for the alleviation of skin blemishes; cleansing preparations (non-
medicated -) for the skin for the alleviation of spots; colour cosmetics for the skin; colour cosmetics for the eyes; 
compounds for skin care after exposure to the sun's rays; conditioning preparations for the skin; cosmetic preparations 
for skin tanning; cosmetics for protecting the skin from sunburn; cosmetics for the treatment of dry skin; cosmetics for 
the treatment of skin conditions; cosmetics for use in the treatment of wrinkled skin; anti-freckle creams; cream for skin 
whitening; creams (non-medicated -) for cleaning the skin; creams (non-medicated -) for hydrating the skin; creams (non-
medicated -) for moisturising the skin; creams (non-medicated -) for moisturizing the skin; creams (non-medicated -) for 
protection of the skin; creams (non-medicated -) for softening the skin; creams (non-medicated -) for soothing the skin; 
creams (non-medicated -) for use in the cleansing of sensitive skins; creams for firming the skin; creams for paling the 
skin; creams for toning the skin; anti-wrinkle creams, anti-wrinkle gels, anti-wrinkle serums; beauty masks; cosmetic 
preparations for slimming purposes; slimming creams and gels for the body; tanning creams; suntanning preparations; 
sunscreens; self-tanning creams and gels; after-sun creams and gels; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; 
cosmetic preparations for baths; bath and shower gels; bath foams; face creams, gels and lotions, for cosmetic 
purposes; skin creams, gels and lotions for cosmetic purposes; moisturising creams; nourishing creams; essences for 
skin care; essential oils for the care of the skin; exfoliants for the care of the skin; exfoliants for the cleansing of the skin; 
gel (non-medicated -) for cleaning the skin; gels (non-medicated -) for cleansing the skin; grease removing preparations 
for use on the skin; ingredients for use in skin creams; ingredients for use in skin lotions; lotions (non-medicated -) for 
application to the skin; lotions (non-medicated -) for the care of the skin; lotions (non-medicated -) for the skin; lotions 
(non-medicated -) for use on the skin; lubricating moisturising jelly for the skin [other than for medical use]; milky lotions 
for skin care; moist burn ointment [non-medicated] for use on exposed skin; moisturising preparations for use on the skin 
[cosmetic]; moisturising skin creams [cosmetic]; moisturising skin lotions [cosmetic]; natural body care products [non-
medicated] for the skin; non-medicated creams for topical application to the skin; non-medicated herbal preparations for 
the care of the skin; non-medicated preparations for application to the skin to facilitate shaving; aftershave moisturising 
creams; shaving soaps; non-medicated skin care beauty products; non-medicated skin clarifying lotions; non-medicated 
skin cleansing preparations impregnated into tissues; non-medicated tinted lotions for the skin for providing a golden 
colour; non-medicated toilet preparations for application to the skin; non-medicated toilet preparations for cleaning the 
skin; non-medicated toilet preparations for the care of the skin; oils for moisturising the skin after sun bathing; oils for the 
skin [cosmetics]; pads for cosmetic use in applying a fluid to the skin; powders for skin care [not for medical use]; 
preparations for application to the skin after exposure to the sun [toiletries]; preparations for application to the skin 
before exposure to the sun [toiletries]; preparations for covering discoloured skin; preparations for freshening the skin 
[other than for medical purposes]; skin jewels (for cosmetic use) [other than jewellery]; skin balms (non-medicated -); skin 
balms [cosmetic]; skin care preparations [non-medicated toilet preparations] containing hyaluronic acid; skin care 
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preparations containing hyaluronic acid; skin foundation; skin fresheners; skin lightening compositions [cosmetic]; skin 
make-up; skin whitening creams; soaps for use on the skin; stones for removing hard skin from the feet; skin cream 
preparations containing herbal ingredients; soaps; hand soaps; almond soaps; essential oils; aromatic oils; cosmetics in 
the form of oils; essential oils; massage oils; baby oils; hair oils; cosmetic oils; etheric oils; hand oils; sun blocking oils; 
toiletries; toilet preparations; dentifrices and tooth care and cleaning preparations; moisturisers; non-medicated gels for 
the body; shower and bath gels and foams; preparations for the hair and scalp; hair care and hair styling products; 
shampoos and hair conditioners; hair permanent treatments and perming products lotions, cream, colorants, colouring 
preparations, colours, dyes, waving and grooming preparations, removing preparations, curling preparations, gels, 
mousse, oils, sprays, cosmetics, rinses, setting lotions, strengthening treatment lotions, styling aids and compositions, 
styling lotions, styling preparations and styling waxes, texturisers, thickeners, tinters, tonic, washing agents, waving 
preparations, bleaches, balm, finishing rinses, moisturisers, neutralisers, fixers, lacquer, adhesives and glue, all for the 
hair; creams, gels, lotions and mousse, all for protecting the hair; hair glue or hair adhesive incorporated in an applicator; 
astringents for cosmetic purposes; beauty masks; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes and for skin care; 
depilatories; eye make-up; make-up crayons; make-up pencils; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow pencils; eyelashes; hair 
colorants; hair dyes; hair sprays; lip oil; lipsticks; lip gloss; lip plumping gloss; lip liners; lip and nail balms; make-up 
preparations; mascara; nail preparations [cosmetics]; adhesives for fixing false nails; artificial nails; artificial nails for 
cosmetic purposes; cosmetic preparations for application to the nails; cosmetics in the form of nail polish; enamel for 
nails; false nails; glaze activator for strengthening nails; glaze for strengthening nails; glue for strengthening nails; goods 
for the care of the nails; materials for strengthening nails; materials for use in making false nails; materials for use in 
making into artificial nails; nail base coat [cosmetics]; nail care preparations; nail care products [cosmetics]; nail enamel 
[cosmetics]; nail enamel remover [cosmetics]; nail gloss [cosmetics]; nail hardeners [cosmetics]; nail manicure products 
[preparations]; nail polish; nail polish removers [cosmetics]; nail polish removing preparations [cosmetics]; nail 
revitalising lotions [cosmetics]; nail tips [cosmetics]; nail treatment creams [cosmetics]; nail treatment gels [cosmetics]; 
nail treatment lotions [cosmetics]; nail varnish; nail varnish remover [cosmetics]; nail varnish removing preparations 
[cosmetics]; non-medicated preparations for the care of the nails; non-medicated preparations for use on the nails; 
powder for forming sculpted finger nail extensions; powder for forming sculpted finger nail tips; preparations for 
application to the nails [toiletries]; preparations for care of the nails [cosmetic]; preparations for care of the nails 
[toiletries]; preparations for nails [other than pharmaceutical]; preparations for reinforcing the nails; preparations for 
removing nail varnish; pomade; sun-tanning preparations; shaving preparations and after-shave lotions; antiperspirants; 
bath salts; preparations for cleaning dentures; deodorants; toilet waters; eau de cologne; non-medicated mouth washes; 
talcum powder; tissues and non-woven fabrics impregnated with toilet preparations and/or perfumes and/or non-
medicated preparations for personal use and/or cleaning preparations and/or with cosmetics; adhesives for cosmetic 
purposes; detergents in powder, bar or liquid form; detergent compositions; detergent rinse aid products for use in 
dishwashing machines; fumigating preparations (perfumes); ionone; musk; synthetic perfumery; perfumed tissues; 
perfumed sachets; perfumed soaps; perfumed creams; perfumed powders; aromatics for perfumes; perfumed toilet 
waters; perfumed talcum powder; flower perfumes; natural oils for perfumes; scents; room perfumes in spray form; 
perfumed body lotions; bleaching preparations; laundry and dry-cleaning preparations; bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; stain removers; antistatic preparations; colour brightening and colour removing 
preparations; cotton wool and cotton wool buds for cosmetic purposes; potpourris; rust removers; toiletry swabs and 
sticks; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; windscreen cleaning preparations; tooth pastes, tooth powders and 
tooth whiteners; cleaning preparations for the teeth; cleaning preparations for artificial teeth; cosmetic preparations for 
cleansing the teeth; disclosing liquid for personal use in indicating tartar on the teeth; disclosing tablets for personal use 
in indicating tartar on the teeth; non-medicated cleaning preparations for the teeth; non-medicated preparations for the 
care of the teeth; preparations for care of the teeth; rinses to prevent tartar forming on the teeth; gels for teeth cleaning; 
liquids for cleaning teeth; pastes for teeth cleaning; powders for teeth cleaning; toothpastes; tooth care preparations; 
tooth cleaning preparations; toothpaste for smokers; deodorants for personal use; teeth whitening strips impregnated 
with teeth whitening preparations; cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth.

Cl.21;Brushes (except paint brushes); plastic bowls [basins]; hand-operated instruments for cleaning make-up 
brushes; household utensils for cleaning make-up brushes; brush-making materials; make-up brushes; cosmetic 
sponges; makeup sponges; make-up removing appliances; household or kitchen utensils and containers; articles for 
cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and 
earthenware; combs and brushes; comb cases; powder puffs; soap boxes, soap dispensers, soap holders; toothbrushes; 
electric toothbrush; dental cleaning articles; stands for toothbrush; toothbrush holders; toothbrush bristles; toothbrush 
containers; sprayers and vaporizers for perfume, sold empty; sponges (not for surgical use); toilet utensils; small 
domestic utensils and containers; cosmetic applicators; toothbrushes; electric toothbrushes; manual toothbrushes; non-
electric toothbrushes; toothbrush containers; toothbrush cases; toothbrush holders; toothbrush bristles; oral care kits 
comprising toothbrushes and floss; household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brush-making 
materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass [except glass used in building]; 
glassware, porcelain and earthenware; face brush; hair brush, boar bristle hair brush, comb, wide tooth combs, fine tooth 
comb and tail comb; nail brush, foot brush, back brush; clothes brush.
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Priority claimed from 08/03/2019; Application No. : 2019-035120 ;Japan 

4417806    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510331]
Penguin System Co., Ltd.

2-1-6, Sengen, Tsukuba-shi Ibaraki 305-0047 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs and computer software; computer programs and computer software for training; computer 
programs and computer software for education; computer programs and computer software for medical care training and 
education; computer programs, recorded; downloadable cloud-computing software; simulators for medical care training 
and education; vital sign simulators for resuscitation training; teaching apparatus and instruments; electronic apparatus 
and instruments for medical care training and education; mobile telecommunications devices for medical care training 
and education; mannequins for medical care training and education; resuscitation mannequins; downloadable image files 
and music files and video files.

Cl.42;Providing computer programs designed to the specifications of others; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable computer software and programs for medical care training and education; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software applications accessible via a web site; providing temporary use of web-based software; software 
as a service [SaaS]; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software; providing online non-downloadable 
software for medical care training and education; providing temporary use of on-line applications and software tools; 
rental of computers and computer software; electronic storage services for archiving databases, images and other 
electronic data; computer software development, computer programming and maintenance of computer software in the 
medical field; design and development of wireless data transmission apparatus, instruments and equipment for medical 
care training and education.
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Priority claimed from 05/06/2019; Application No. : 018077613 ;European Union 

4417808    15/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510337]
Refractory Intellectual Property GmbH & Co. KG

Wienerbergstr. 11 A-1100 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Seals, sealants and fillers; ceramic seals, caulking materials and fillers; heat-resistant seals, caulking materials 
and fillers; refractory seals, caulking materials and fillers; insulating, damping and barrier materials and articles; 
insulating, damping and barrier materials and articles of ceramic; heat-resistant insulating, damping and barrier materials 
and articles; refractory insulating, damping and barrier materials and articles; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid 
goods, included in this class.

Cl.19;Building and construction materials, not of metal; refractory building and construction materials, not of metal; 
refractory ceramic compounds, including refractory casting compounds, not of metal, refractory concrete, and refractory 
dolomite casting, gunning, repair and ramming compounds, not of metal; refractory ceramic workpieces, including 
ceramic refractory blocks, not of metal, and refractory ceramic tiles; refractory mouldings, not of metal, including ceramic 
mouldings for use in refractory furnaces, including refractory ceramic flushers; refractory ceramic mixtures; refractory 
ceramic parts, including composite parts; refractory cement, refractory mortars, not of metal, fire burrs, not of metal; 
refractory linings, not of metal, for building furnaces; silos, not of metal; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.
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4417811    02/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510355]
The Timken Company

4500 Mount Pleasant Street NW North Canton OH 44720 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants.

Cl.7;Machine parts, namely, lubricating machines and central lubricating installations, mainly consisting of lubricant 
containers, lubricant conveyors, pumps, distribution devices, valves, chokes and conduits, in particular for motor 
vehicles, construction equipment, agricultural machines, machines for woodworking and wood processing, machines for 
wind power installations and industrial applications, and machines for the mining industry and the food technology 
industry; grease boxes being parts of machines; lubricating pumps; lubricant spraying installations, namely, machines 
used in particular for releasing lubricants with the admixture of air.

Cl.12;Parts of motor vehicles, namely, lubricating installations for motor vehicles, in particular central lubricating 
installations, mainly consisting of lubricant containers, lubricant conveyors, pumps, distribution devices, valves, chokes 
and conduits; parts of rail vehicles, namely, lubricating installations for rail vehicles; parts of rail vehicles, namely, 
lubricant spraying installations for rail vehicles; lubricant spraying installations as parts of motor vehicles, in particular 
for releasing lubricants with the admixture of air.

Cl.42;Engineering in connection with the design of lubricating installations, in particular central lubricating 
installations; engineering in relation to design of lubricating systems for motor vehicles, construction equipment, 
agricultural machines, machines for woodworking and wood processing, for industrial applications, for the mining 
industry and for the food technology industry; engineering in connection with the design of wind power installations and 
lubricating systems for wind power installations.
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4417813    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510362]
Arlen Ness Enterprises, Inc.

650 DUBLIN BOULEVARD DUBLIN CA 94568 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Exhaust manifold for engines; exhaust mufflers for motors; exhaust silencers for engines; exhausts for motors and 
engines; fuel and air mixture regulators being parts of internal combustion engines; fuel filters for vehicle engines; fuel 
pumps for land vehicle engines; fuel pumps for land vehicles; air filters for motorcycle motors and engines; automotive 
exhaust pipe; engine exhaust tips; enhancement parts for internal combustion engines in the nature of fuel treatment 
devices; headers as part of vehicle exhaust system; kick starters for motorcycles; mounting fasteners adapted for 
exhaust systems for internal combustion engines; particulate air filters for exhaust systems for internal combustion 
engines.

Cl.9;Brake controllers; motorcycle goggles; motorcycle helmet face shields; motorcycle helmets; speedometers; 
tachometers; air-fuel ratio controllers for internal combustion engines; cruise controls for motorcycles; vehicle dip sticks.

Cl.11;Headlights for vehicles; motorcycle headlamps.

Cl.12;Brake calipers for land vehicles; brake cylinders; brake discs for motorcycles; brake disks; brake lines for 
vehicles; fuel line hoses for vehicles; gas caps for land vehicles; license plate fasteners; license plate frames; motorcycle 
accessories, namely, gas tank and radiator shrouds; motorcycle chains; motorcycle drive chains; motorcycle engines; 
motorcycle foot pegs; motorcycle frames; motorcycle kickstands; motorcycle parts, namely, brackets for mounting 
motorcycle saddlebags to motorcycles; motorcycle parts, namely, heel guards; motorcycle saddlebags; motorcycle 
seats; motorcycle sprockets; motorcycle swing arms; motorcycles; rearview mirrors; shock absorbers for motorcycles; 
side view mirrors for vehicles; transmission cases for land vehicles; transmission mechanisms, for land vehicles; turn 
signals for vehicles; chainwheels for motorcycles; cranks for motorcycles; front forks for motorcycles; gear shift covers; 
gear shifts; hydraulic disc brakes; land vehicle parts, namely, fenders; land vehicle parts, namely, windshields; luggage 
racks for motorcycles; motorcycle seats; pannier bags for motorcycles; parts of motorcycles, namely, brake cables; parts 
of motorcycles, namely, brake calipers; parts of motorcycles, namely, brake levers; parts of motorcycles, namely, brake 
master cylinder assemblies; parts of motorcycles, namely, brake pedals; parts of motorcycles, namely, brake rotors; parts 
of motorcycles, namely, clutch cables; parts of motorcycles, namely, clutch master cylinder assemblies; parts of 
motorcycles, namely, fork bearings and races; parts of motorcycles, namely, fork dust boots; parts of motorcycles, 
namely, fork seals; parts of motorcycles, namely, front dash panels; parts of motorcycles, namely, front spacers; parts of 
motorcycles, namely, handle bar control levers; parts of motorcycles, namely, handle bar dampers; parts of motorcycles, 
namely, handle bar grips; parts of motorcycles, namely, handle bar throttles; parts of motorcycles, namely, handle bars; 
parts of motorcycles, namely, headlight mounts; parts of motorcycles, namely, master cylinders; parts of motorcycles, 
namely, shift levers; pedals for motorcycles; saddles for motorcycles; sissy bars for motorcycles; spokes for 
motorcycles; structural parts for motorcycles; vehicle parts, namely, windshield visors; warning horns for motorcycles; 
wheel rims for motorcycles.
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4417814    26/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510364]
Guan Yafei

NO.3-5 Baishi Road, Chahe Town, Rudong County, Nantong City 226000 Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Toilet water; potpourris [fragrances]; cosmetics for animals; dry shampoos; detergent; shining preparations 
[polish]; essential oils; anti-wrinkle cream; dentifrices; cosmetics.

Cl.5;Nutritional supplements; vitamin preparations; proprietary chinese medicines; dietary fiber; powdered milk for 
babies; medicines for human purposes; food for babies; medicinal liquor; mineral food supplements; dietetic substances 
adapted for medical use.

Cl.29;Shellfish, not live; poultry, not live; yogurt; oils for food; milk beverages, milk predominating; fish-based 
foodstuffs; crustaceans, not live; meat; milk; eggs.

Cl.30;Coffee; condiments; confectionery; edible soybean flour; tea; honey; cereal preparations; ice cream; candy; flour.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic fruit extracts; soy drinks; fruit juice; mineral water [beverages]; waters [beverages]; beer; soda 
pops; preparations for making beverages; fruit-based drinks containing lactic acid.

Cl.33;Rice alcohol; yellow rice wine; shochu; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; liqueurs; sake; spirits [beverages]; 
cocktails; alcohol for drinking; sparkling wines.

Cl.35;Advertising planning services; business management assistance; marketing; retail or wholesale services for 
medicinal, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; advertising; book-keeping; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and 
sellers of goods and services; employment agency services; advertising design.
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4417838    18/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509588]
FourTwo IP Holdings Pty Ltd

C/- MSI Taylor Pty Ltd, Toowong Tower, Level 9, 9 Sherwood Road Toowong QLD 4066 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; interactive computer software; computer software applications (downloadable); computer 
software packages; computer software programs.

Cl.42;Computer software design; computer software development; computer software programming services; 
consultancy in the design and development of computer software; development of computer software application 
solutions; writing of computer software.
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4418258    09/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1205056]
Tobias Voss

Isartalstraße 30 80469 München Germany

Erwin Voss

Donaustr. 10 82140 Olching Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Cards; manuals; announcement cards (stationery); teaching materials (except apparatus); printed matter; 
photographs; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus).

Cl.28;Games; parlor games; play balloons; puzzles; ring games; toys; playing balls; counters for games; appliances for 
gymnastics; dice for games; appliances for gymnastics; building blocks [toys]; play balloons; balls for games; card 
games; dice; game cards; playing balls; cups for dice; cups for dice; balls for games; board games; small balls for games.
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4418261    13/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1223381]
XL Beteiligungen GmbH & Co. KG

Industriestrasse 27 73497 Tannhausen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal building materials, namely sheets and pipes of metal for silo and container construction, covers of stainless 
steel for silo installations and bulk containers; containers and silos of metal and sheet metal for storage and conservation 
of liquids, bulk materials and gases; goods of common metal, included in this class, namely welded and folded tanks and 
containers; stainless steel tanks, final storage (containers), fermentation residue storage (containers), containers for gas, 
grain silos, granular sludge tanks, liquid manure tanks, storage containers, mixing and equalisation tanks, process water 
tanks, buffer tanks, sludge storage tanks, storage tanks, water tanks and circulation tanks.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; biogas and desulphurisation plants; machines for operation of silos; machines for 
construction of silos; pump machines and agitators; over-pressure and under-pressure safety devices for silos; 
containers and silos of metal and sheet metal, including treatment machines for liquids, bulk materials and gases.

Cl.42;Technical design and related consultancy of biogas plants, fermenters, tanks, silo and container installations for 
liquids, bulk materials and gases; engineering, in particular plant construction and environmental engineering.
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4418318    09/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1261930]
MBMA

1 rue de la Pépinière F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Preserved, dried and cooked fruit and vegetables; fruit or vegetable jellies, jams, compotes, fruit salads, fruit-
based desserts; milk and dairy products, snacks, creams and desserts based on milk or dairy products, milk beverages 
(milk predominating).

Cl.30;Puddings.
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4418349    15/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1395570]
Profile VOX Sp. z o.o. sp. k.

ul. Gdynska 143 PL-62-004 Czerwonak Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Laths of metal; skirting boards of metal.

Cl.17;Thermal insulation articles and materials; thermal insulating mats; polyurethane film for use as building 
insulation; insulating bands; plastics materials in the form of sections [semi-finished products]; plastics materials in the 
form of plates [semi-finished products]; laminate foil for application to a substrate; laminated plastic surface protection 
materials; composite panels having insulating properties.

Cl.19;Decorative mouldings (non-metallic -); building laths (non-metallic -); skirting boards (non-metallic -); wood 
moldings; non-metal cove bases; cladding panels (non-metallic -); non-metal floor panels; panel mouldings of non-
metallic materials; polystyrene panels for use in building; building boards of plastics materials; suspended ceilings (non-
metallic -); non-metal coverings for ceilings; ceilings, not of metal; ceiling coffers of non-metallic materials; laths, not of 
metal; building and construction materials and elements, not of metal.

Cl.27;Wall and ceiling coverings; padded coverings for existing ceilings; vinyl wall coverings; wall coverings; non-
textile wall coverings.
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4418353    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1442423]
HAROT KOZMETIK ILAÇ VE KIMYEVI MADDELER TICARET SANAYI LIMITED SIRKETI

Topçular Mahallesi Aspendos Bulvari Cevat Alp Plaza No:157/A Muratpasa Antalya Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; 
bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning preparations; adhesives for affixing false hair, 
adhesives for affixing false eyelashes, adhesives for cosmetic purposes, after-shave lotions, air fragrancing preparations, 
almond oil, almond soap, almond milk for cosmetic purposes, aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes, amber 
[perfume], ammonia [volatile alkali] [detergent], antiperspirant soap, antiperspirants [toiletries], antistatic preparations for 
household purposes, aromatics [essential oils], astringents for cosmetic purposes, badian essence; balms, other than for 
medical purposes; bases for flower perfumes; bath salts, not for medical purposes; bath preparations, not for medical 
purposes; beard dyes, beauty masks, bergamot oil, bleaching salts, bleaching soda, bleaching preparations [decolorants] 
for cosmetic purposes, breath freshening sprays, breath freshening strips, cake flavourings [essential oils], cakes of 
soap; canned pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes; cleaning chalk, cleaning preparations, preparations for 
cleaning dentures; cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated; cleansing milk for toilet purposes, 
cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning, collagen preparations for cosmetic purposes, colour-brightening 
chemicals for household purposes [laundry], colorants for toilet purposes, colour-removing preparations, cosmetic 
preparations for baths, cosmetic preparations for eyelashes, cosmetic kits, cosmetic pencils, cosmetic creams, cosmetic 
preparations for skin care, cosmetic dyes, cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes, cosmetics for animals, 
cosmetics, cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes, cotton wool for cosmetic purposes, creams for leather, decorative 
transfers for cosmetic purposes; degreasers, other than for use in manufacturing processes; dental bleaching gels, 
dentifrices, denture polishes, deodorant soap, deodorants for human beings or for animals, depilatory preparations, 
depilatory wax, descaling preparations for household purposes; detergents, other than for use in manufacturing 
operations and for medical purposes; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries], dry 
shampoos, dry-cleaning preparations, drying agents for dishwashing machines, eau de Cologne, essential oils of 
cedarwood, essential oils of lemon, essential oils of citron, ethereal essences, essential oils, extracts of flowers 
[perfumes]; eye-washes, not for medical purposes; eyebrow cosmetics, eyebrow pencils, fabric softeners for laundry use, 
false eyelashes, false nails, flavourings for beverages [essential oils], food flavourings [essential oils], fumigation 
preparations [perfumes], furbishing preparations, gaultheria oil, geraniol, greases for cosmetic purposes, hair lotions, 
hair dyes, hair waving preparations, hair spray, hair conditioners, hair straightening preparations, henna [cosmetic dye], 
herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes, hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes, incense, ionone [perfumery], jasmine 
oil, javelle water, joss sticks, laundry blueing, laundry bleaching preparations, laundry glaze, laundry wax, laundry 
soaking preparations, laundry preparations, lavender water, lavender oil, leather bleaching preparations, leather 
preservatives [polishes], lip glosses, lipstick cases, lipsticks, lotions for cosmetic purposes, make-up preparations, make-
up removing preparations, make-up powder, mascara; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; mint essence 
[essential oil], mint for perfumery, mustache wax; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; musk [perfumery], nail polish, 
nail care preparations, nail art stickers, nail polish removers, oil of turpentine for degreasing, oils for cosmetic purposes, 
oils for cleaning purposes, oils for perfumes and scents, oils for toilet purposes, perfumes, petroleum jelly for cosmetic 
purposes, phytocosmetic preparations, pomades for cosmetic purposes, potpourris [fragrances], quillaia bark for 
washing, rose oil, sachets for perfuming linen, scented wood, scented water, shampoos, shampoos for animals [non-
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medicated grooming preparations], shaving stones [astringents], shaving soap, shaving preparations, skin whitening 
creams / cream for whitening the skin, smoothing preparations [starching], soap, soap for brightening textile, soap for 
foot perspiration, soda lye, stain removers, starch glaze for laundry purposes, starch for laundry purposes / laundry 
starch, sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics], sunscreen preparations; talcum powder, for toilet use; teeth whitening 
strips, terpenes [essential oils], tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, tissues impregnated with make-up removing 
preparations, toilet water, toiletry preparations, volcanic ash for cleaning, wallpaper cleaning preparations; washing soda, 
for cleaning; whiting, windscreen cleaning liquids.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food 
and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides; absorbent cotton/ absorbent wadding, acaricides, acetates for pharmaceutical purposes, 
acids for pharmaceutical purposes, acne treatment preparations, adhesive plasters / sticking plasters, air purifying 
preparations, air deodorising preparations, albumin dietary supplements, albuminous foodstuffs for medical purposes, 
albuminous preparations for medical purposes, alcohol for pharmaceutical purposes, alginate dietary supplements, 
almond milk for pharmaceutical purposes, aloe vera preparations for pharmaceutical purposes, amino acids for medical 
purposes, animal washes [insecticides], antibacterial soap, antibacterial handwashes, antiseptic cotton, antiseptics, 
appetite suppressants for medical purposes, aseptic cotton, asthmatic tea, babies' diapers [napkins], bath preparations 
for medical purposes, bath salts for medical purposes, biocides, by-products of the processing of cereals for dietetic or 
medical purposes, candy for medical purposes, capsules for medicines, casein dietary supplements, castor oil for 
medical purposes, chemical preparations to treat mildew, chemical preparations for medical purposes, chemical 
preparations for veterinary purposes, chewing gum for medical purposes, chloroform, cooling sprays for medical 
purposes, corn rings for the feet, cotton for medical purposes, cotton sticks for medical purposes, dental abrasives; 
deodorants, other than for human beings or for animals; deodorants for clothing and textiles, preparations for destroying 
animals, detergents for medical purposes, diabetic bread adapted for medical use, dietary fibre, dietary supplements for 
animals, dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes, dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes, dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, dill oil for medical purposes, disinfectant soap, disinfectants for hygiene purposes, 
disinfectants for chemical toilets, enzyme dietary supplements, esters for pharmaceutical purposes, ethers for 
pharmaceutical purposes, eucalyptus for pharmaceutical purposes, fennel for medical purposes, flour for pharmaceutical 
purposes, fly catching paper, fly catching adhesives, freeze-dried food adapted for medical purposes, freeze-dried meat 
adapted for medical purposes, glucose dietary supplements, gum for medical purposes, haemorrhoid preparations, 
herbal teas for medicinal purposes, herbal extracts for medical purposes, homogenized food adapted for medical 
purposes, insect repellents, insect repellent incense, insecticidal animal shampoo, insecticides, laxatives, lecithin dietary 
supplements, linseed dietary supplements, linseed oil dietary supplements, lotions for pharmaceutical purposes, malt for 
pharmaceutical purposes, malted milk beverages for medical purposes, medical preparations for slimming purposes, 
medicated after-shave lotions, medicated shampoos, medicated toiletry preparations, medicated hair lotions, medicated 
dry shampoos, medicated soap, medicinal mud, medicinal tea, medicinal oils, medicinal drinks, medicinal hair growth 
preparations, sanitary pads, menthol, mineral waters for medical purposes, mineral water salts, mineral food 
supplements, mint for pharmaceutical purposes, mud for baths, nutritional supplements, pharmaceutical preparations for 
skin care, pharmaceutical preparations for treating dandruff, pollen dietary supplements, propolis for pharmaceutical 
purposes, propolis dietary supplements, protein dietary supplements, protein supplements for animals, remedies for 
perspiration, royal jelly dietary supplements, royal jelly for medical purposes, salts for mineral water baths, slimming pills, 
sunburn ointments, therapeutic preparations for the bath, thermal water, tobacco-free cigarettes for medical purposes, 
tonics [medicines], preparations of trace elements for human and animal use, vitamin preparations, wart pencils, wheat 
germ dietary supplements, yeast dietary supplements.
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4418553    11/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509657]
EURONOVELTY, S.L.

C/ Principe de Vergara, 35 E-28001 Madrid Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Fragrances, namely, perfumes, eau de toilette, body creams, body oil, massage oil, cosmetics, hair lotions, namely, 
shampoo and conditioner, bar of soap and liquid soap.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products for skin care, sanitary products for medical use, medical plasters, materials for dressings, 
namely, gauze, dental impression materials, all for disinfecting use.
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4418603    11/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509689]
SHENZHEN NEW INDUSTRIES BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

21st Floor, Snibe Building, No.23, Jinxiu East Road, Jinsha Community, Kengzi Street, Pingshan District, Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Diagnostic reagents for medical purposes; reagents for medical purposes; chemical reagents for medical or 
veterinary purposes; diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes; diagnostic preparations for medical or 
veterinary purposes; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use; air purifying preparations; diagnostic reagents for veterinary purposes.

Cl.9;Computer programs, recorded; computer operating programs, recorded; computer peripheral devices; computer 
software, recorded; couplers [data processing equipment]; interfaces for computers; monitors [computer programs]; 
electronic publications, downloadable; computer programs, downloadable software; computer software applications, 
downloadable.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; blood testing apparatus; blood 
analyzer; testing apparatus for medical purposes; special containers for the treatment of medical devices, syringes and 
other medical pollution wastes; containers especially made for medical waste; medical ultrasound equipment; suture 
materials; dental apparatus and instruments.
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4418614    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509716]
Monsieur Jean Pierre PEKA

17 rue Traversière F-75012 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; transportable 
buildings not of metal; monuments not of metal; buildings, not of metal; scaffolding, not of metal; building glass; 
insulating glass (building); concrete; cement; works of art made of stone, concrete or marble; statues of stone, concrete 
or marble; figurines (statuettes) of stone, concrete or marble; stained-glass windows; building lumber; manufactured 
timber.

Cl.36;Insurance services; banking services; on-line banking services; provident fund services; issuance of credit 
cards; real estate appraisals; financial management; real property management; financing services; financial analysis; 
raising capital; capital investment; financial consultancy; financial evaluation (insurance, banking, real estate); fund 
investment.

Cl.37;Construction; construction information; construction consultancy; building construction supervision; masonry; 
plastering; plumbing; roofing services; insulation services (building); demolition of buildings; rental of construction 
equipment; cleaning of buildings (interior); cleaning of buildings (exterior surface); window cleaning; vehicle cleaning; 
vehicle maintenance; vehicle breakdown assistance (repair); disinfection; rat exterminating; cleaning of clothing; 
renovation of clothing; leather care, cleaning and repair; fur care, cleaning and repair; linen ironing; shoe repair; 
retreading of tires; vulcanization of tires (repair); office machine and equipment installation, maintenance and repair; 
machinery installation, maintenance and repair; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; maintenance 
and repair of timepieces and chronometric instruments; repair of locks; furniture restoration; shipbuilding.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and beverages; temporary accommodation; bar services; catering services; hotel 
services; temporary accommodation reservation; day-care centers; providing campground facilities; retirement home 
services; pet boarding services.
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Priority claimed from 17/07/2019; Application No. : 88519255 ;United States of America 

4418736    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509732]
The Hugh M. Hefner Foundation

6121 Sunset Blvd. Los Angeles CA 90028 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics and fragrances.

Cl.9;Downloadable video games.

Cl.14;Jewelry and watches.

Cl.25;Clothing, headwear, footwear.

Cl.28;Toys and sporting goods (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations).

Cl.33;Wine and spirits.

Cl.41;Providing online video games.
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Priority claimed from 17/07/2019; Application No. : 88519253 ;United States of America 

4418750    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509744]
The Hugh M. Hefner Foundation

6121 Sunset Blvd. Los Angeles CA 90028 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics and fragrances.

Cl.9;Downloadable video games.

Cl.14;Jewelry and watches.

Cl.25;Clothing, headwear, footwear.

Cl.28;Toys and sporting goods (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations).

Cl.33;Wine and spirits.

Cl.41;Providing online video games.
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Priority claimed from 17/07/2019; Application No. : 88519252 ;United States of America 

4418777    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509750]
The Hugh M. Hefner Foundation

6121 Sunset Blvd. Los Angeles CA 90028 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics and fragrances.

Cl.9;Downloadable video games.

Cl.14;Jewelry and watches.

Cl.25;Clothing, headwear, footwear.

Cl.28;Toys and sporting goods (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations).

Cl.33;Wine and spirits.

Cl.41;Providing online video games.
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Priority claimed from 05/09/2019; Application No. : 2019744404 ;Russian Federation 

4420655    05/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509863]
Limited Liability Company "TPGK"

Aptekarsky pereulok - 4, building 3, floor 2, room II, cabinet 3 RU-105005 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Auxiliary fluids for use with abrasives; power steering fluid; brake fluid; transmission fluid; adhesives for 
billposting; leather glues; adhesives for wall tiles; adhesives for wallpaper; glue for industrial purposes; cement for 
mending broken articles; gums [adhesives] for industrial purposes; birdlime; isinglass, other than for stationery, 
household or alimentary purposes; gluten [glue], other than for stationery or household purposes; starch paste 
[adhesive], other than for stationery or household purposes; anti-boil preparations for engine coolants.

Cl.2;Toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers; ink cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers.

Cl.3;Abrasives; amber [perfume]; descaling preparations for household purposes; antistatic preparations for household 
purposes; air fragrancing preparations; cake flavorings [essential oils]; flavorings for beverages [essential oils]; food 
flavorings [essential oils]; aromatics [essential oils]; breath freshening sprays; canned pressurized air for cleaning and 
dusting purposes; balms, other than for medical purposes; basma [cosmetic dye]; lip glosses; nail glitter; polishing 
stones; abrasive paper; emery paper; polishing paper; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; shoe polish; cobblers' wax; 
cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; sachets for perfuming linen; drying agents for dishwashing machines; adhesives for 
cosmetic purposes; scented water; Javelle water; lavender water; toilet water; wax for parquet floors; floor wax; non-
slipping wax for floors; depilatory wax; mustache wax; tailors' wax; creams for leather; polish for furniture and flooring; 
shoemakers' wax; polishing wax; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; heliotropine; dental bleaching gels; 
geraniol; make-up; deodorants for pets; deodorants for human beings or for animals; depilatory preparations; air 
fragrance reed diffusers; scented wood; perfumes; non-slipping liquids for floors; windshield cleaning liquids; greases 
for cosmetic purposes; volcanic ash for cleaning; perfumery; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; ionone 
[perfumery]; shaving stones [astringents]; smoothing stones; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic pencils; silicon carbide 
[abrasive]; carbides of metal [abrasives]; alum stones [astringents]; tripoli stone for polishing; adhesives for affixing false 
eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false hair; hair conditioners; quillaia bark for washing; corundum [abrasive]; beard dyes; 
colorants for toilet purposes; cosmetic dyes; laundry glaze; laundry starch; shoe cream; polishing creams; cosmetic 
creams; skin whitening creams; polishing rouge; incense; hair spray; nail polish; hair lotions; lotions for cosmetic 
purposes; after-shave lotions; beauty masks; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for toilet 
purposes; essential oils; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of lemon; essential oils of citron; oils for cleaning 
purposes; bergamot oil; gaultheria oil; jasmine oil; lavender oil; almond oil; rose oil; oil of turpentine for degreasing; 
whiting; cleaning chalk; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; musk [perfumery]; 
deodorant soap; shaving soap; soap for brightening textile; cakes of toilet soap; antiperspirant soap; soap for foot 
perspiration; soap; almond soap; mint for perfumery; cosmetic kits; emery; gel eye patches for cosmetic purposes; nail 
art stickers; false nails; eau de Cologne; bases for flower perfumes; joss sticks; pastes for razor strops; dentifrices; 
pumice stone; lipstick cases; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; breath freshening strips; teeth whitening strips; 
abrasive cloth; glass cloth [abrasive cloth]; lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shaving preparations; cosmetic 
preparations for baths; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; hair straightening preparations; hair waving 
preparations; laundry soaking preparations; grinding preparations; smoothing preparations [starching]; color-removing 
preparations; leather bleaching preparations; polishing preparations; denture polishes; mouthwashes, not for medical 
purposes; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; starch glaze for laundry purposes; preparations to make the 
leaves of plants shiny; furbishing preparations; eye-washes, not for medical purposes; fabric softeners for laundry use; 
laundry bleach; dry-cleaning preparations; paint stripping preparations; lacquer-removing preparations; make-up 
removing preparations; floor wax removers [scouring preparations]; varnish-removing preparations; rust removing 
preparations; nail care preparations; cleaning preparations; preparations for cleaning dentures; wallpaper cleaning 
preparations; preparations for unblocking drain pipes; chemical cleaning preparations for household purposes; collagen 
preparations for cosmetic purposes; laundry preparations; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for household purposes; 
aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; sunscreen preparations; color-brightening chemicals for household 
purposes [laundry]; breath freshening preparations for personal hygiene; shining preparations [polish]; make-up powder; 
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diamantine [abrasive]; stain removers; nail varnish removers; vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant 
purposes; scouring solutions; false eyelashes; baby wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations; tissues impregnated 
with cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; safrol; massage candles for cosmetic 
purposes; laundry blueing; turpentine for degreasing; potpourris [fragrances]; bleaching soda; washing soda, for 
cleaning; bath salts, not for medical purposes; bleaching salts; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; preservatives for 
leather [polishes]; ammonia [volatile alkali] [detergent]; astringents for cosmetic purposes; eyebrow cosmetics; make-up 
preparations; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; hair dyes; neutralizers for permanent waving; cosmetic preparations 
for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics; cosmetics for children; cosmetics for animals; mascara; 
cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated; douching preparations for personal sanitary or 
deodorant purposes [toiletries]; detergents, other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes; 
degreasers, other than for use in manufacturing processes; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; 
antiperspirants [toiletries]; toiletry preparations; phytocosmetic preparations; talcum powder, for toilet use; cotton sticks 
for cosmetic purposes; terpenes [essential oils]; emery cloth; cloths impregnated with a detergent for cleaning; henna 
[cosmetic dye]; shampoos for animals [non-medicated grooming preparations]; shampoos for pets [non-medicated 
grooming preparations]; dry shampoos; shampoos; sandpaper; soda lye; herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes; extracts 
of flowers [perfumes]; ethereal essences; badian essence; mint essence [essential oil].

Cl.5;Acaricides; aconitine; alkaloids for medical purposes; alginates for pharmaceutical purposes; algicides; aldehydes 
for pharmaceutical purposes; dental amalgams of gold; dental amalgams; amino acids for veterinary purposes; amino 
acids for medical purposes; analgesics; anaesthetics; antibiotics; antiseptics; medicine cases, portable, filled; first-aid 
boxes, filled; aluminium acetate for pharmaceutical purposes; acetates for pharmaceutical purposes; germicides; balms 
for medical purposes; bandages for dressings; diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes; biocides; bracelets 
impregnated with insect repellent; bromine for pharmaceutical purposes; paper for mustard plasters; fly catching paper; 
reagent paper for veterinary purposes; reagent paper for medical purposes; mothproofing paper; petroleum jelly for 
medical purposes; vaccines; oxygen baths; antiseptic cotton; aseptic cotton; absorbent cotton; wadding for medical 
purposes; cotton for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; radiological contrast substances for 
medical purposes; nutritive substances for microorganisms; radioactive substances for medical purposes; bismuth 
subnitrate for pharmaceutical purposes; melissa water for pharmaceutical purposes; sea water for medicinal bathing; 
mineral waters for medical purposes; thermal water; dietary fiber; molding wax for dentists; gases for medical purposes; 
guaiacol for pharmaceutical purposes; sexual stimulant gels; hematogen; hemoglobin; hydrastine; hydrastinine; 
glycerine for medical purposes; glycerophosphates; glucose for medical purposes; gentian for pharmaceutical purposes; 
hormones for medical purposes; mustard for pharmaceutical purposes; mustard plasters; mud for baths; medicinal mud; 
gamboge for medical purposes; gurjun balsam for medical purposes; air deodorising preparations; deodorants, other 
than for human beings or for animals; deodorants for clothing and textiles; diastase for medical purposes; digitalin; 
vitamin supplement patches; mineral food supplements; nutritional supplements; albumin dietary supplements; dietary 
supplements for animals; yeast dietary supplements; alginate dietary supplements; glucose dietary supplements; casein 
dietary supplements; lecithin dietary supplements; linseed oil dietary supplements; propolis dietary supplements; protein 
dietary supplements; protein supplements for animals; royal jelly dietary supplements; pollen dietary supplements; wheat 
germ dietary supplements; linseed dietary supplements; acai powder dietary supplements; dietary supplements with a 
cosmetic effect; enzyme dietary supplements; yeast for pharmaceutical purposes; gelatine for medical purposes; cod 
liver oil; isotopes for medical purposes; immunostimulants; insecticides; iodine for pharmaceutical purposes; iodides for 
pharmaceutical purposes; alkaline iodides for pharmaceutical purposes; iodoform; calomel [fungicide]; cream of tartar for 
pharmaceutical purposes; tartar for pharmaceutical purposes; camphor for medical purposes; capsules for medicines; 
cachets for pharmaceutical purposes; capsules made of dendrimer-based polymers, for pharmaceuticals; hemostatic 
pencils; wart pencils; caustic pencils; carbolineum [parasiticide]; caustics for pharmaceutical purposes; cachou for 
pharmaceutical purposes; quassia for medical purposes; quebracho for medical purposes; oxygen for medical purposes; 
gallic acid for pharmaceutical purposes; acids for pharmaceutical purposes; adhesives for dentures; surgical glues; 
adhesive tapes for medical purposes; stem cells for veterinary purposes; stem cells for medical purposes; cocaine; 
collagen for medical purposes; collodion for pharmaceutical purposes; corn rings for the feet; candy, medicated; 
angostura bark for medical purposes; barks for pharmaceutical purposes; cedar wood for use as an insect repellent; 
condurango bark for medical purposes; croton bark; mangrove bark for pharmaceutical purposes; myrobalan bark for 
pharmaceutical purposes; quinquina for medical purposes; medicated animal feed; medicinal roots; rhubarb roots for 
pharmaceutical purposes; lint for medical purposes; starch for dietetic or pharmaceutical purposes; creosote for 
pharmaceutical purposes; blood for medical purposes; cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; curare; 
dental lacquer; liquorice for pharmaceutical purposes; lactose for pharmaceutical purposes; candy for medical purposes; 
adhesive plasters; medicines for alleviating constipation; lecithin for medical purposes; lotions for veterinary purposes; 
medicated hair lotions; lotions for pharmaceutical purposes; medicated after-shave lotions; personal sexual lubricants; 
lupulin for pharmaceutical purposes; magnesia for pharmaceutical purposes; liniments; ointments for pharmaceutical 
purposes; sunburn ointments; mercurial ointments; frostbite salve for pharmaceutical purposes; gauze for dressings; 
medicinal oils; mustard oil for medical purposes; camphor oil for medical purposes; castor oil for medical purposes; oil of 
turpentine for pharmaceutical purposes; dill oil for medical purposes; dental mastics; dental abrasives; dental impression 
materials; teeth filling material; dressings, medical; surgical dressings; drugs for medical purposes; medicines for 
veterinary purposes; serotherapeutic medicines; medicines for human purposes; medicines for dental purposes; 
menthol; medicinal drinks; moleskin for medical purposes; almond milk for pharmaceutical purposes; powdered milk for 
babies; royal jelly for pharmaceutical purposes; milk ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; Irish moss for medical 
purposes; flour for pharmaceutical purposes; linseed meal for pharmaceutical purposes; fish meal for pharmaceutical 
purposes; fly glue; antibacterial soap; disinfectant soap; medicated soap; freeze-dried meat adapted for medical 
purposes; mint for pharmaceutical purposes; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; malted milk beverages for 
medical purposes; injectable dermal fillers; narcotics; medicinal infusions; tincture of iodine; eucalyptol for 
pharmaceutical purposes; tinctures for medical purposes; opium; opodeldoc; decoctions for pharmaceutical purposes; 
antiparasitic collars for animals; cotton sticks for medical purposes; stick liquorice for pharmaceutical purposes; sulfur 
sticks [disinfectants]; pastilles for pharmaceutical purposes; medicated dentifrices; pectin for pharmaceutical purposes; 
pepsins for pharmaceutical purposes; peptones for pharmaceutical purposes; hydrogen peroxide for medical purposes; 
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pesticides; food for babies; leeches for medical purposes; blood plasma; nicotine patches for use as aids to stop 
smoking; eyepatches for medical purposes; poultices; compresses; scapulars for surgical purposes; babies' diapers; 
diapers for pets; diapers for incontinence; bunion pads; breast-nursing pads; pomades for medical purposes; powder of 
cantharides; pyrethrum powder; anti-uric preparations; bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use; 
bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use; balsamic preparations for medical purposes; albuminous 
preparations for medical purposes; biological preparations for veterinary purposes; biological preparations for medical 
purposes; veterinary preparations; bismuth preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; vitamin preparations; diagnostic 
preparations for veterinary purposes; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; bath preparations for medical 
purposes; therapeutic preparations for the bath; hemorrhoid preparations; preparations for callouses; lice treatment 
preparations [pediculicides]; acne treatment preparations; preparations to facilitate teething; preparations for the 
treatment of burns; fumigation preparations for medical purposes; opotherapy preparations; air purifying preparations; 
bronchodilating preparations; preparations for reducing sexual activity; sterilising preparations; soil-sterilising 
preparations; corn remedies; pharmaceutical preparations for treating dandruff; preparations for destroying noxious 
animals; herbicides; preparations for destroying dry rot fungus; larvae exterminating preparations; fly destroying 
preparations; preparations for destroying mice; slug exterminating preparations; vermin destroying preparations; 
pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; contact lens cleaning preparations; preparations of microorganisms for 
medical or veterinary use; lime-based pharmaceutical preparations; medicated eyewashes; medicinal hair growth 
preparations; nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes; opiates; anticryptogamic preparations; aloe 
vera preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; preparations of trace elements for human and animal use; sulfonamides 
[medicines]; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for treating sunburn; enzyme preparations for 
veterinary purposes; enzyme preparations for medical purposes; phytotherapy preparations for medical purposes; 
chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; chemical preparations for veterinary purposes; chemical preparations for the 
diagnosis of pregnancy; chemical preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for treating diseases 
affecting cereal plants; chemical preparations for treating wheat blight; chemical preparations for treating diseases 
affecting vine plants; chemical preparations for treating mildew; chemical preparations for treating phylloxera; chemical 
preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; chilblain preparations; mothproofing preparations; collyrium; lead water; 
chemical conductors for electrocardiograph electrodes; albuminous foodstuffs for medical purposes; dietetic foods 
adapted for medical purposes; by-products of the processing of cereals for dietetic or medical purposes; homogenized 
food adapted for medical purposes; freeze-dried food adapted for medical purposes; pharmaceuticals; sanitary towels; 
panty liners [sanitary]; propolis for pharmaceutical purposes; pearl powder for medical purposes; radium for medical 
purposes; hydrated chloral for pharmaceutical purposes; solvents for removing adhesive plasters; vaginal washes for 
medical purposes; solutions for contact lenses; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; gum for medical 
purposes; rubber for dental purposes; chewing gum for medical purposes; nicotine gum for use as an aid to stop 
smoking; insect repellents; insect repellent incense; repellents for dogs; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical 
lotions; sarsaparilla for medical purposes; sugar for medical purposes; asthmatic tea; fumigating sticks; massage 
candles for therapeutic purposes; linseed for pharmaceutical purposes; tobacco-free cigarettes for medical purposes; 
siccatives [drying agents] for medical purposes; syrups for pharmaceutical purposes; turpentine for pharmaceutical 
purposes; milking grease; greases for veterinary purposes; greases for medical purposes; lacteal flour for babies; infant 
formula; soporifics; bicarbonate of soda for pharmaceutical purposes; bath salts for medical purposes; salts for mineral 
water baths; salts for medical purposes; potassium salts for medical purposes; sodium salts for medical purposes; 
smelling salts; mineral water salts; malt for pharmaceutical purposes; semen for artificial insemination; alcohol for 
pharmaceutical purposes; medicinal alcohol; alloys of precious metals for dental purposes; ergot for pharmaceutical 
purposes; cooling sprays for medical purposes; antibacterial handwashes; adjuvants for medical purposes; astringents 
for medical purposes; vermifuges; disinfectants; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; disinfectants for chemical toilets; 
douching preparations for medical purposes; appetite suppressants for medical purposes; medical preparations for 
slimming purposes; parasiticides; mouthwashes for medical purposes; febrifuges; depuratives; animal washes 
[insecticides]; detergents for medical purposes; cattle washes [insecticides]; dog washes [insecticides]; insecticidal 
veterinary washes; vesicants; purgatives; remedies for perspiration; remedies for foot perspiration; chemical 
contraceptives; antiparasitic preparations; sedatives; laxatives; tonics [medicines]; medicated toiletry preparations; 
digestives for pharmaceutical purposes; nervines; media for bacteriological cultures; steroids; strychnine; suppositories; 
serums; tanning pills; appetite suppressant pills; slimming pills; jujube, medicated; antioxidant pills; sanitary tampons; 
vulnerary sponges; thymol for pharmaceutical purposes; biological tissue cultures for veterinary purposes; biological 
tissue cultures for medical purposes; smoking herbs for medical purposes; medicinal herbs; surgical implants comprised 
of living tissues; transplants [living tissues]; pants, absorbent, for incontinence; sanitary panties; babies' diaper-pants; 
charcoal for pharmaceutical purposes; fennel for medical purposes; porcelain for dental prostheses; phenol for 
pharmaceutical purposes; enzymes for veterinary purposes; enzymes for medical purposes; ferments for pharmaceutical 
purposes; formic aldehyde for pharmaceutical purposes; phosphates for pharmaceutical purposes; fungicides; quinine 
for medical purposes; chinoline for medical purposes; diabetic bread adapted for medical use; chloroform; flowers of 
sulfur for pharmaceutical purposes; cement for animal hooves; bone cement for surgical and orthopaedic purposes; 
dental cements; medicinal tea; herbal teas for medicinal purposes; insecticidal animal shampoos; medicated shampoos; 
medicated shampoos for pets; pediculicidal shampoos; medicated dry shampoos; pre-filled syringes for medical 
purposes; eucalyptus for pharmaceutical purposes; herbal extracts for medical purposes; plant extracts for 
pharmaceutical purposes; tobacco extracts [insecticides]; extracts of hops for pharmaceutical purposes; elixirs 
[pharmaceutical preparations]; ethers for pharmaceutical purposes; esters for pharmaceutical purposes; cellulose esters 
for pharmaceutical purposes; cellulose ethers for pharmaceutical purposes; rat poison; poisons; bacterial poisons; jalap.

Cl.7;3D printers; vending machines; welding machines, electric; welding apparatus, gas-operated; vulcanization 
apparatus; acetylene cleaning apparatus; high pressure washers; apparatus for drawing up beer under pressure; 
apparatus for aerating water; apparatus for aerating beverages; electrical apparatus for sealing plastics [packaging]; 
electric arc cutting apparatus; electric arc welding apparatus; electric welding apparatus; inking apparatus for printing 
machines; soldering apparatus, electric; fittings for engine boilers; expansion tanks [parts of machines]; reels, 
mechanical, for flexible hoses; drums [parts of machines]; brake shoes, other than for vehicles; concrete mixers 
[machines]; bobbins for weaving looms; reels [parts of machines]; harrows; journal boxes [parts of machines]; 
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bulldozers; hoppers [mechanical discharging]; mine borers; railway wagon lifts; rolling mill cylinders; crank shafts; 
printing rollers for machines; camshafts for vehicle engines; transmission shafts, other than for land vehicles; valves 
[parts of machines]; fans for motors and engines; saw benches [parts of machines]; winnowers; vibrators [machines] for 
industrial use; bearings [parts of machines]; water heaters [parts of machines]; bellows [parts of machines]; agitators; 
exhausts for motors and engines; drilling rigs, floating or non-floating; lawnmowers [machines]; card clothing [parts of 
carding machines]; nail pullers, electric; emergency power generators; alternators; dynamos; bicycle dynamos; current 
generators; generators of electricity; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; mufflers for motors and 
engines; drilling heads [parts of machines]; drilling bits [parts of machines]; cylinder heads for engines; soldering blow 
pipes, gas-operated; gas-operated blow torches; raking machines; stalk separators [machines]; sieves [machines or parts 
of machines]; mud catchers and collectors [machines]; tarring machines; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on mining 
machines; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on snow ploughs; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on loading-
unloading machines and apparatus; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on agricultural machines; rubber tracks being 
parts of crawlers on construction machines; hydraulic engines and motors; aeronautical engines; aeroplane engines; 
engines for air cushion vehicles; compressed air engines; jet engines, other than for land vehicles; engines for boats; 
driving motors, other than for land vehicles; motors, other than for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms, other than for 
land vehicles; de-aerators for feedwater; disintegrators; tympans [parts of printing presses]; holding devices for machine 
tools; turf removing ploughs; pump diaphragms; chisels for machines; rack and pinion jacks; jacks [machines]; moving 
walkways; electric hand drills; crushers for kitchen use, electric; flues for engine boilers; reapers; reapers and binders; 
millstones; rakes for raking machines; kitchen grinders, electric; shredders [machines] for industrial use; injectors for 
engines; incubators for eggs; ski edge sharpening tools, electric; tools [parts of machines]; hand-held tools, other than 
hand-operated; agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; air condensers; control cables for machines, engines 
or motors; capstans; calenders; rotary steam presses, portable, for fabrics; ditchers [ploughs]; carburetters; carriages for 
knitting machines; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; steamrollers; pressure valves [parts of machines]; 
clack valves [parts of machines]; pressure reducers [parts of machines]; cowlings [parts of machines]; machine wheels; 
freewheels, other than for land vehicles; scale collectors for machine boilers; lasts for shoes [parts of machines]; brake 
pads, other than for vehicles; piston segments; grease rings [parts of machines]; reapers and threshers; coal-cutting 
machines; air pumps [garage installations]; compressors for refrigerators; compressors [machines]; belt conveyors; 
conveyors [machines]; converters for steelworks; aerocondensers; steam condensers [parts of machines]; diggers 
[machines]; rams [machines]; thermic lances [machines]; mechanized livestock feeders; boxes for matrices [printing]; 
gear boxes, other than for land vehicles; grease boxes [parts of machines]; housings [parts of machines]; harvesting 
machines; steam engine boilers; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; roller bridges; mobile cranes; water 
separators; taps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus]; spray guns for paint; 
cranks [parts of machines]; potters' wheels; grindstones [parts of machines]; cultivators [machines]; soldering lamps; 
winches; ploughshares; belts for conveyors; lubricators [parts of machines]; igniting magnetos; handling machines, 
automatic [manipulators]; churns; matrices for use in printing; machine fly-wheels; hair clipping machines for animals; 
paper machines; blowing machines; knitting machines; galvanizing machines; bending machines; ironing machines; 
mineworking machines; blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of gases; blowing machines or 
fans for the compression, sucking and carrying of grain; net hauling machines [fishing]; electroplating machines; bottle 
sealing machines; sealing machines for industrial purposes; embossing machines; engraving machines; finishing 
machines; crushing machines; waste disposal units; blade sharpening [stropping] machines; earth moving machines; 
cord making machines; lace making machines; butter machines; cigarette machines for industrial purposes; sausage 
making machines; stereotype machines; hosiery looms; grinding machines; dyeing machines; bottle washing machines; 
dishwashers; bottle filling machines; racket stringing machines; leather-working machines; dairy machines; glass-
working machines; tobacco processing machines; grain husking machines; painting machines; oil refining machines; 
peeling machines; machines for processing plastics; ore treating machines; printing machines for use on sheet metal; 
brewing machines; whitewashing machines; leather paring machines; road sweeping machines, self-propelled; bitumen 
making machines; papermaking machines; pasta making machines, electric; machines for the production of sugar; 
weeding machines; sifting machines; cinder sifters [machines]; puddling machines; notchers [machine tools]; bread 
cutting machines; road making machines; railroad constructing machines; machines for the textile industry; rammers 
[machines]; rail-laying machines; bottle capping machines; bottle stoppering machines; packaging machines; waste 
compacting machines; die-stamping machines; stamping machines; darning machines; milking machines; drainage 
machines; wrapping machines; grain separators; bookbinding apparatus and machines for industrial purposes; machines 
and apparatus for cleaning, electric; machines and apparatus for carpet shampooing, electric; machines and apparatus 
for polishing [electric]; sizing machines; punching machines; riveting machines; kitchen machines, electric; foundry 
machines; smoothing presses; fleshing machines; rinsing machines; flour mill machines; type-setting machines 
[printing]; hemming machines; grating machines for vegetables; braiding machines; wringing machines for laundry; 
cutting machines; steam engines; printing machines; rotary printing presses; industrial inkjet printing machines; 
compressed air machines; tilling machines for agricultural purposes; trimming machines; spinning machines; filling 
machines; friezing machines; cutters [machines]; satinizing machines; agricultural machines; mixing machines; sorting 
machines for industry; stitching machines; coin-operated washing machines; washing machines [laundry]; clippers 
[machines]; spinning frames; spin driers [not heated]; looms; kneading machines; typographic machines; type-setting 
machines [photocomposition]; beating machines; beaters, electric; packing machines; filtering machines; molding 
machines; carding machines; sewing machines; typecasting machines; electromechanical machines for chemical 
industry; labellers [machines]; mills for household purposes, other than hand-operated; pepper mills, other than hand-
operated; centrifugal mills; mills [machines]; machine wheelwork; feeders [parts of machines]; forge blowers; blenders, 
electric, for household purposes; mixers [machines]; vacuum cleaner bags; threshing machines; pneumatic hammers; tilt 
hammers; power hammers; hammers [parts of machines]; reeling apparatus, mechanical; motorized cultivators; motors 
for boats; clutches, other than for land vehicles; meat choppers [machines]; superchargers; brake linings, other than for 
vehicles; guides for machines; suction nozzles for vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaner attachments for disseminating 
perfumes and disinfectants; aerating pumps for aquaria; vacuum pumps [machines]; compressed air pumps; pumps for 
heating installations; beer pumps; pumps for counter-current swimming; lubricating pumps; self-regulating fuel pumps; 
fuel dispensing pumps for service stations; centrifugal pumps; pumps [machines]; pumps [parts of machines, engines or 
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motors]; hydrogen dispensing pumps for service stations; electric can openers; knives for mowing machines; chaff cutter 
blades; knives, electric; blades [parts of machines]; shears, electric; scissors, electric; vegetable spiralizers, electric; 
engine mounts, other than for land vehicles; bearing brackets for machines; pulverisers [machines]; axles for machines; 
steam traps; drill chucks [parts of machines]; chucks [parts of machines]; exhaust manifold for engines; soldering irons, 
gas-operated; soldering irons, electric; superheaters; gears, other than for land vehicles; reduction gears, other than for 
land vehicles; drilling machines; chain saws; saws [machines]; glue guns, electric; compressed air guns for the extrusion 
of mastics; guns [tools using explosives]; carburetter feeders; feeding apparatus for engine boilers; loading ramps; 
ploughs; pneumatic transporters; pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines; hangers [parts of machines]; 
anti-friction bearings for machines; roller bearings; self-oiling bearings; bearings for transmission shafts; ball-bearings; 
hoists; elevators [lifts]; lifts, other than ski-lifts; pulleys; saw blades [parts of machines]; shock absorber plungers [parts 
of machines]; pistons for engines; pistons for cylinders; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; catalytic converters; 
torque converters, other than for land vehicles; fuel conversion apparatus for internal combustion engines; wine presses; 
basket presses; fodder presses; printing presses; typographic presses; swaging machines; presses [machines for 
industrial purposes]; pedal drives for sewing machines; cleaning appliances utilizing steam; food processors, electric; 
springs [parts of machines]; spinning wheels; punches for punching machines; vacuum cleaners; tambours for 
embroidery machines; radiators [cooling] for motors and engines; sewage pulverizers; air brushes for applying colour; 
pressure regulators [parts of machines]; speed governors for machines, engines and motors; regulators [parts of 
machines]; cutting blow pipes, gas-operated; knives [parts of machines]; blade holders [parts of machines]; loom shafts; 
gears for weaving looms; belts for machines; elevator belts; fan belts for motors and engines; dynamo belts; belts for 
motors and engines; adhesive bands for pulleys; industrial robots; 3D printing pens; kick starters for motorcycles; 
joysticks being parts of machines, other than for game machines; stuffing boxes [parts of machines]; paper feeders 
[printing]; whisks, electric, for household purposes; sparking plugs for internal combustion engines; glow plugs for 
Diesel engines; brake segments, other than for vehicles; tedding machines; steam/oil separators; cream/milk separators; 
ball rings for bearings; sowers [machines]; pigs for cleaning pipes; snow ploughs; sheaf-binding machines; shaft 
couplings [machines]; juice extractors, electric; chaff cutters; suction cups for milking machines; stands for machines; 
machine tools; die-cutting and tapping machines; woodworking machines; sharpening machines; bicycle assembling 
machines; mortising machines; stone-working machines; metalworking machines; threading machines; planing 
machines; lathes [machine tools]; milling machines; trueing machines; metal drawing machines; rolling mills; starters for 
motors and engines; stators [parts of machines]; glaziers' diamonds [parts of machines]; tables for machines; derricks; 
slide rests [parts of machines]; couplings, other than for land vehicles; heat exchangers [parts of machines]; 
transmissions for machines; transmissions, other than for land vehicles; boiler tubes [parts of machines]; wind turbines; 
hydraulic turbines; turbines, other than for land vehicles; turbocompressors; connecting rods for machines, motors and 
engines; joints [parts of engines]; central vacuum cleaning installations; suction machines for industrial purposes; 
machines for the mineralization of drinking water; washing installations for vehicles; degreasers [machines]; dust 
exhausting installations for cleaning purposes; sifting installations; pneumatic tube conveyors; dust removing 
installations for cleaning purposes; condensing installations; pneumatic waste oil drainers; lifting apparatus; air suction 
machines; dividing machines; igniting devices for internal combustion engines; window closers, hydraulic; window 
closers, electric; window closers, pneumatic; washing apparatus; binding apparatus for hay; extractors for mines; door 
openers, hydraulic; door openers, pneumatic; door openers, electric; window openers, hydraulic; window openers, 
pneumatic; window openers, electric; curtain drawing devices, electrically operated; adhesive tape dispensers 
[machines]; anti-pollution devices for motors and engines; beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; food 
preparation machines, electromechanical; elevator operating apparatus; control mechanisms for machines, engines or 
motors; shoe polishers, electric; machines and apparatus for wax-polishing, electric; air cushion devices for moving 
loads; handling apparatus for loading and unloading; elevating apparatus; aprons [parts of machines]; filter presses; 
filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; filters being parts of machines or engines; molds [parts of machines]; printing 
plates; journals [parts of machines]; centrifugal machines; elevator chains [parts of machines]; driving chains, other than 
for land vehicles; transmission chains, other than for land vehicles; cylinders for motors and engines; cylinders for 
machines; printing cylinders; pneumatic jacks; shuttles [parts of machines]; universal joints [Cardan joints]; steam mops; 
pulleys [parts of machines]; vacuum cleaner hoses; screwdrivers, electric; dynamo brushes; brushes for vacuum 
cleaners; brushes, electrically operated [parts of machines]; carbon brushes [electricity]; brushes [parts of machines]; 
ejectors; robotic exoskeleton suits, other than for medical purposes; fuel economisers for motors and engines; 
excavators; shovels, mechanical; agricultural elevators; motors, electric, other than for land vehicles; electrodes for 
welding machines; electric hammers; parquet wax-polishers, electric; cartridges for filtering machines; moving staircases 
[escalators]; automatic grapnels for marine purposes.

Cl.8;Glaziers' diamonds [parts of hand tools]; apparatus for tattooing; laser hair removal apparatus, other than for 
medical purposes; razors, electric or non-electric; sharpening steels; scythe stones; gimlets [hand tools]; borers; 
carpenters' augers; hand drills, hand-operated; augers [hand tools]; pickhammers; levers; table forks; agricultural forks 
[hand tools]; weeding forks [hand tools]; lawn clippers [hand instruments]; harpoons; harpoons for fishing; nail pullers, 
hand-operated; sand trap rakes; rakes [hand tools]; cutter bars [hand tools]; whetstone holders; sculptors' chisels; 
priming irons [hand tools]; lifting jacks, hand-operated; truncheons; clamps for carpenters or coopers; spades [hand 
tools]; rabbeting planes; chisels; engraving needles; tattoo needles; cutlery; edge tools [hand tools]; garden tools, hand-
operated; abrading instruments [hand instruments]; numbering punches; goffering irons; implements for decanting 
liquids [hand tools]; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; sharpening instruments; blade sharpening 
instruments; livestock marking tools; nail clippers, electric or non-electric; oyster openers; polishing irons [glazing tools]; 
ear-piercing apparatus; tube cutting instruments; wire strippers [hand tools]; riveters [hand tools]; expanders [hand 
tools]; cutting tools [hand tools]; ski edge sharpening tools, hand-operated; hand tools, hand-operated; sterile body 
piercing instruments; stamping-out tools [hand tools]; picks [hand tools]; sharpening stones; punch rings [knuckle 
dusters]; trowels; centre punches [hand tools]; daggers; pickaxes; mallets [hand instruments]; pliers; punch pliers [hand 
tools]; blades [weapons]; annular screw plates; tap wrenches; wrenches [hand tools]; foundry ladles [hand tools]; ladles 
[hand tools]; meat claws; breast drills; lasts [shoemakers' hand tools]; scythe rings; instruments for punching tickets; 
diggers [hand tools]; rams [hand tools]; scythes; hainault scythes; fire irons; emery grinding wheels; grindstones [hand 
tools]; sledgehammers; thistle extractors [hand tools]; nail nippers; tree pruners; nail drawers [hand tools]; ice picks; 
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razor blades; blades for planes; plane irons; blades [hand tools]; jig-saws; spoons; table knives, forks and spoons for 
babies; table knives, forks and spoons of plastic; crow bars; trowels [gardening]; shovels [hand tools]; palette knives; 
machetes; beard clippers; hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; hair clippers for animals [hand 
instruments]; taps [hand tools]; fireplace bellows [hand tools]; swords; emergency hammers; fullers [hand tools]; stone 
hammers; masons' hammers; riveting hammers [hand tools]; hammers [hand tools]; mattocks; ditchers [hand tools]; 
mincing knives [hand tools]; manicure sets; manicure sets, electric; pedicure sets; needle files; bits [hand tools]; emery 
files; files [tools]; air pumps, hand-operated; hand pumps; shaving cases; cheese slicers, non-electric; fruit segmenters; 
egg slicers, non-electric; pizza cutters, non-electric; scaling knives; hobby knives [scalpels]; fruit corers; molding irons; 
ceramic knives; can openers, non-electric; farriers' knives; budding knives; hunting knives; penknives; grafting tools 
[hand tools]; braiders [hand tools]; box cutters; billhooks; paring knives; knives; cleavers; wick trimmers [scissors]; 
cattle shearers; shears; border shears; pruning shears; shearers [hand instruments]; scissors; sword scabbards; 
vegetable slicers; kitchen mandolines; vegetable spiralizers, hand-operated; vegetable peelers [hand tools]; agricultural 
implements, hand-operated; side arms, other than firearms; stropping instruments; screwdrivers, non-electric; sabres; 
stirring sticks for mixing paint; reamer sockets; drill holders [hand tools]; perforating tools [hand tools]; pestles for 
pounding [hand tools]; emery boards; nail files; nail files, electric; bow saws; saws [hand tools]; tweezers; hair-removing 
tweezers; non-electric caulking guns; guns, hand-operated, for the extrusion of mastics; guns [hand tools]; dies [hand 
tools]; fruit pickers [hand tools]; saw blades [parts of hand tools]; shear blades; tool belts [holders]; hair braiders, 
electric; table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; crimping irons; hand implements for hair curling; vegetable choppers; 
money scoops; instruments and tools for skinning animals; fingernail polishers, electric or non-electric; hackles [hand 
tools]; pin punches; nail punches; fish tapes [hand tools]; punches [hand tools]; insecticide sprayers [hand tools]; 
syringes for spraying insecticides; reamers; frames for handsaws; saw holders; rasps [hand tools]; cutters; paring irons 
[hand tools]; graving tools [hand tools]; milling cutters [hand tools]; razor strops; leather strops; planes; scythe handles; 
knife handles; handles for hand-operated hand tools; marline spikes; hollowing bits [parts of hand tools]; bits [parts of 
hand tools]; secateurs; silver plate [knives, forks and spoons]; pruning knives; sickles; drawing knives; scrapers for skis; 
scrapers [hand tools]; mortise chisels; caulking irons; gouges [hand tools]; mortars for pounding [hand tools]; mitre 
boxes [hand tools]; branding irons; hatchets; adzes [tools]; vices; bench vices [hand implements]; hoop cutters [hand 
tools]; axes; holing axes; earth rammers [hand tools]; fulling tools [hand tools]; tube cutters [hand tools]; squares [hand 
tools]; extension pieces for braces for screw taps; embossers [hand tools]; apparatus for destroying plant parasites, 
hand-operated; metal wire stretchers [hand tools]; metal band stretchers [hand tools]; flat irons; irons [non-electric hand 
tools]; razor cases; ratchets [hand tools]; scraping tools [hand tools]; awls; choppers [knives]; spatulas for use by artists; 
spatulas [hand tools]; wine bottle foil cutters, hand-operated; bayonets; curling tongs; cuticle tweezers; eyelash curlers.

Cl.9;3D spectacles; DVD players; ticket dispensers; coin-operated musical automata [juke boxes]; fire engines; 
answering machines; electrical adapters; batteries for electronic cigarettes; accumulators, electric; accumulators, 
electric, for vehicles; accelerometers; actinometers; alidades; altimeters; ear pads for headphones; ammeters; 
anemometers; anodes; antennas; anticathodes; apertometers [optics]; high-frequency apparatus; testing apparatus not 
for medical purposes; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of railway points; electro-dynamic apparatus for 
the remote control of signals; remote control apparatus; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; sound 
recording apparatus; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; distillation apparatus for scientific purposes; 
diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; air analysis apparatus; apparatus to check franking; sound transmitting apparatus; 
apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]; breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; breathing apparatus, 
except for artificial respiration; apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays, not for medical purposes; cash 
registers; electric apparatus for commutation; magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] apparatus, not for medical purposes; 
intercommunication apparatus; stills for laboratory experiments; projection apparatus; fire extinguishing apparatus; 
radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; X-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; blueprint apparatus; flashing 
lights [luminous signals]; stereoscopic apparatus; telephone apparatus; facsimile machines; phototelegraphy apparatus; 
igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting at a distance; acid hydrometers; salinometers; acidimeters for batteries; 
aerometers; battery jars; automated teller machines [ATM]; barometers; anode batteries; galvanic batteries; batteries for 
lighting; solar batteries; solar panels for the production of electricity; batteries, electric; balances [steelyards]; betatrons; 
binoculars; biochips; electronic tags for goods; lens hoods; magnetic tape units for computers; computer memory 
devices; fire hose nozzles; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; 
safety tarpaulins; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; bullet-proof clothing; signalling buoys; life buoys; 
marking buoys; vacuum gauges; electrolysers; variometers; scales; baby scales; bathroom scales; letter scales; 
weighbridges; precision balances; scales with body mass analysers; levelling staffs [surveying instruments]; 
camcorders; video baby monitors; video cassettes; video telephones; video screens; viewfinders, photographic; electric 
plugs; micrometer screws for optical instruments; viscosimeters; circuit closers; wavemeters; voltmeters; mechanical 
signs; signs, luminous; switchboxes [electricity]; current rectifiers; gas testing instruments; gasometers [measuring 
instruments]; galvanometers; hands-free kits for telephones; heliographic apparatus; hygrometers; hydrometers; 
weights; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; hairdressing training heads [teaching apparatus]; holograms; plotters; 
Loudspeakers; sounding leads; plumb bobs; range finders; piezoelectric sensors; densimeters; densitometers; detectors; 
smoke detectors; infrared detectors; counterfeit coin detectors; joysticks for use with computers, other than for video 
games; transparencies [photography]; slide projectors; diaphragms [photography]; dictating machines; dynamometers; 
quantum dot light-emitting diodes [QLED]; organic light-emitting diodes [OLED]; light-emitting diodes [LED]; floppy disks; 
sound recording discs; disks, magnetic; optical discs; circular slide rules; disk drives for computers; juke boxes for 
computers; wearable video display monitors; electronic numeric displays; DNA chips; electronic interactive whiteboards; 
electronic notice boards; electric wire harnesses for automobiles; bullet-proof waistcoats; life jackets; reflective safety 
vests; identification threads for electric wires; nose clips for divers and swimmers; locks, electric; alarm bells, electric; 
electric door bells; signal bells; bells [warning devices]; audio interfaces; acoustic conduits; mirrors for inspecting work; 
road signs, luminous or mechanical; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; marine depth finders; probes for 
scientific purposes; buzzers; needles for surveying compasses; needles for record players; eyewear; reflective articles 
for wear, for the prevention of accidents; measures; pressure measuring apparatus; simulators for the steering and 
control of vehicles; inverters [electricity]; pressure indicators; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires; 
temperature indicators; incubators for bacteria culture; measuring instruments; cosmographic instruments; mathematical 
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instruments; levelling instruments; instruments containing eyepieces; surveying instruments; azimuth instruments; 
interfaces for computers; ionization apparatus not for the treatment of air or water; satellite finder meters; spark-guards; 
coaxial cables; fiber optic cables; cables, electric; calipers; slide calipers; screw-tapping gauges; calorimeters; 
calculating machines; pocket calculators; decompression chambers; rearview cameras for vehicles; cinematographic 
cameras; thermal imaging cameras; mouth guards for sports; life-saving capsules for natural disasters; electronic pens 
[visual display units]; holders for electric coils; identity cards, magnetic; video game cartridges; toner cartridges, unfilled, 
for printers and photocopiers; ink cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; memory cards for video game 
machines; encoded magnetic cards; riding helmets; protective helmets; carriers for dark plates [photography]; cathodes; 
choking coils [impedance]; coils, electric; electromagnetic coils; spools [photography]; cinematographic film, exposed; 
computer keyboards; solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; wire connectors [electricity]; thin client computers; 
encoded key cards; electronic book readers; electronic agendas; push buttons for bells; mouse pads; magnetic 
encoders; visors for helmets; collectors, electric; calibrating rings; smart rings; ring sizers; protective suits for aviators; 
commutators; compact discs [audio-video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; comparators; marine compasses; 
computers; laptop computers; tablet computers; notebook computers; wearable computers; condensers [capacitors]; 
contacts, electric; wind socks for indicating wind direction; traffic cones; branch boxes [electricity]; distribution boxes 
[electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; battery boxes; cabinets for loudspeakers; diving suits; galena crystals 
[detectors]; covers for electric outlets; logs [measuring instruments]; lasers, not for medical purposes; lactodensimeters; 
lactometers; vacuum tubes [radio]; darkroom lamps [photography]; thermionic tubes; amplifying tubes; flashlights 
[photography]; head cleaning tapes [recording]; magnetic tapes; videotapes; surveying chains; fire escapes; square 
rulers for measuring; slide-rules; rulers [measuring instruments]; contact lenses; correcting lenses [optics]; optical 
lenses; optical condensers; sounding lines; electricity conduits; measuring spoons; thread counters; magnifying glasses 
[optics]; magnets; decorative magnets; close-up lenses; crash test dummies; resuscitation mannequins [teaching 
apparatus]; mouse [computer peripheral]; trackballs [computer peripherals]; pressure gauges; security tokens 
[encryption devices]; divers' masks; solderers' helmets; protective masks; respiratory masks, other than for artificial 
respiration; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; voting machines; money counting and sorting machines; 
material testing instruments and machines; furniture especially made for laboratories; megaphones; portable media 
players; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; diaphragms [acoustics]; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; 
digital weather stations; metronomes; carpenters' rules; dressmakers' measures; rules [measuring instruments]; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; mechanisms for counter-operated apparatus; coin-operated mechanisms for 
television sets; shutter releases [photography]; micrometers; microprocessors; microscopes; microtomes; microphones; 
audio mixers; modems; lightning rods; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; selfie sticks 
[handheld monopods]; terminals [electricity]; junction sleeves for electric cables; teeth protectors; temperature indicator 
labels, not for medical purposes; knee-pads for workers; headphones; surveyors' levels; sound recording carriers; 
magnetic data media; optical data media; electronic sheet music, downloadable; computer software, recorded; sheaths 
for electric cables; identification sheaths for electric wires; weighing machines; computer hardware; punched card 
machines for offices; life saving apparatus and equipment; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; 
lenses for astrophotography; selfie lenses; objectives [lenses] [optics]; egg-candlers; fire extinguishers; rescue laser 
signalling flares; electrified fences; limiters [electricity]; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; 
clothing for protection against fire; asbestos clothing for protection against fire; clothing especially made for 
laboratories; survival blankets; ozonisers [ozonators]; octants; eyepieces; ohmmeters; wrist rests for use with 
computers; eyeglass frames; oscillographs; plumb lines; mirrors [optics]; sunglasses; goggles for sports; eyeglasses; 
electronic collars to train animals; finger sizers; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; wah-wah pedals; radio 
pagers; pince-nez; electronic pocket translators; telephone transmitters; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitters 
[telecommunication]; switches, electric; periscopes; data gloves; gloves for divers; gloves for protection against 
accidents; gloves for protection against X-rays for industrial purposes; asbestos gloves for protection against accidents; 
furnaces for laboratory use; droppers for measuring, other than for medical or household purposes; laboratory pipettes; 
pyrometers; planimeters; plane tables [surveying instruments]; plates for batteries; computer software platforms, 
recorded or downloadable; wafers for integrated circuits; printed circuit boards; compact disc players; cassette players; 
protective films adapted for computer screens; protective films adapted for smartphones; sound recording strips; X-ray 
films, exposed; films, exposed; life-saving rafts; laboratory trays; digital signs; stands adapted for laptops; semi-
conductors; polarimeters; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; fire pumps; measuring glassware; life belts; fuses; circuit 
breakers; converters, electric; telerupters; food analysis apparatus; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; 
distance recording apparatus; distance measuring apparatus; speed measuring apparatus [photography]; appliances for 
measuring the thickness of leather; apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins; speed checking apparatus for 
vehicles; teaching apparatus; time recording apparatus; apparatus and instruments for astronomy; surveying apparatus 
and instruments; weighing apparatus and instruments; nautical apparatus and instruments; navigational instruments; 
optical apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for physics; chemistry apparatus and instruments; 
measuring apparatus; measuring devices, electric; boiler control instruments; meteorological instruments; naval 
signalling apparatus; observation instruments; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; satellite 
navigational apparatus; regulating apparatus, electric; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; precision 
measuring apparatus; audio- and video-receivers; prisms [optics]; computer software applications, downloadable; 
printers for use with computers; hemline markers; retorts' stands; apparatus for changing record player needles; drainers 
for use in photography; cleaning apparatus for sound recording discs; fire beaters; telescopic sights for firearms; 
telescopic sights for artillery; test tubes; pressure indicator plugs for valves; magnetic wires; telegraph wires; telephone 
wires; wires, electric; conductors, electric; copper wire, insulated; fuse wire; computer programs, recorded; computer 
game software, downloadable; computer game software, recorded; computer programs, downloadable; computer 
operating programs, recorded; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; record players; processors 
[central processing units]; rods for water diviners; electronic publications, downloadable; distribution consoles 
[electricity]; control panels [electricity]; radar apparatus; masts for wireless aerials; transmitting sets 
[telecommunication]; radios; vehicle radios; sprinkler systems for fire protection; frames for photographic 
transparencies; screens for photoengraving; flowmeters; walkie-talkies; voltage surge protectors; voltage regulators for 
vehicles; stage lighting regulators; light dimmers [regulators], electric; speed regulators for record players; cell switches 
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[electricity]; washing trays [photography]; marking gauges [joinery]; T-squares for measuring; time switches, automatic; 
relays, electric; safety restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; X-ray photographs, other than for 
medical purposes; rheostats; respirators for filtering air; retorts; refractometers; refractors; grids for batteries; security 
surveillance robots; laboratory robots; teaching robots; telepresence robots; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; 
electric sockets; height measuring instruments; speaking tubes; horns for loudspeakers; subwoofers; saccharometers; 
optical fibers [light conducting filaments]; traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices]; dog whistles; signalling whistles; 
sports whistles; sextants; inductors [electricity]; safety nets; nets for protection against accidents; fire alarms; signals, 
luminous or mechanical; rescue flares, non-explosive and non-pyrotechnic; sirens; electronic access control systems for 
interlocking doors; scanners [data processing equipment]; hand-held electronic dictionaries; integrated circuit cards 
[smart cards]; smartglasses; smartwatches; smartphones; connections for electric lines; couplings, electric; sonars; 
sound locating instruments; lighting ballasts; resistances, electric; spectrograph apparatus; spectroscopes; speed 
indicators; alcoholmeters; satellites for scientific purposes; protection devices for personal use against accidents; 
audiovisual teaching apparatus; charging stations for electric vehicles; radiotelegraphy sets; radiotelephony sets; 
spectacle lenses; anti-glare glasses; optical glass; personal stereos; stereoscopes; stands for photographic apparatus; 
stroboscopes; fire boats; sulfitometers; bags adapted for laptops; drying racks [photography]; spherometers; integrated 
circuits; printed circuits; counters; parking meters; kilometer recorders for vehicles; revolution counters; abacuses; egg 
timers [sandglasses]; taximeters; ear plugs for divers; tachometers; television apparatus; telegraphs [apparatus]; 
telescopes; teleprompters; teleprinters; cordless telephones; cellular phones; theodolites; interactive touch screen 
terminals; thermo-hygrometers; thermometers, not for medical purposes; thermostats; thermostats for vehicles; climate 
control digital thermostats; crucibles [laboratory]; tone arms for record players; totalizators; transistors [electronic]; 
transponders; protractors [measuring instruments]; step-up transformers; transformers [electricity]; resuscitation 
training simulators; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; triodes; starter cables for motors; discharge tubes, electric, 
other than for lighting; capillary tubes; neon signs; Pitot tubes; X-ray tubes not for medical purposes; telephone 
receivers; headgear being protective helmets; squares for measuring; gauges; quantity indicators; gasoline gauges; 
water level indicators; electric loss indicators; light-emitting electronic pointers; slope indicators; mercury levels; spirit 
levels; levels [instruments for determining the horizontal]; urinometers; amplifiers; particle accelerators; electric 
installations for the remote control of industrial operations; baby monitors; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; 
balancing apparatus; video recorders; sound reproduction apparatus; invoicing machines; tape recorders; protection 
devices against X-rays, not for medical purposes; railway traffic safety appliances; data processing apparatus; oxygen 
transvasing apparatus; theft prevention installations, electric; devices for the projection of virtual keyboards; film cutting 
apparatus; drying apparatus for photographic prints; optical character readers; centering apparatus for photographic 
transparencies; dosage dispensers; battery chargers; chargers for electric batteries; chargers for electronic cigarettes; 
acoustic alarms; sounding apparatus and machines; apparatus for editing cinematographic film; cathodic anti-corrosion 
apparatus; couplers [data processing equipment]; wearable activity trackers; anti-theft warning apparatus; computer 
peripheral devices; anti-interference devices [electricity]; demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes; acoustic couplers; 
alarms; fog signals, non-explosive; whistle alarms; adding machines; readers [data processing equipment]; heat 
regulating apparatus; photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; electric and electronic effects units for musical 
instruments; bar code readers; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable image files; downloadable 
music files; animated cartoons; filters for respiratory masks; filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography; filters for use in 
photography; USB flash drives; magic lanterns; optical lamps; signal lanterns; cameras [photography]; glazing apparatus 
for photographic prints; shutters [photography]; darkrooms [photography]; photometers; flash-bulbs [photography]; 
digital photo frames; enlarging apparatus [photography]; photovoltaic cells; containers for contact lenses; eyeglass 
cases; containers for microscope slides; cases for smartphones; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and 
instruments; chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; chronographs [time recording apparatus]; laboratory 
centrifuges; eyeglass chains; cyclotrons; compasses for measuring; frequency meters; time clocks [time recording 
devices]; Petri dishes; sleeves for laptops; covers for personal digital assistants [PDAs]; covers for tablet computers; 
covers for smartphones; fire blankets; chips [integrated circuits]; jigs [measuring instruments]; pedometers; 
meteorological balloons; electrified rails for mounting spot lights; asbestos screens for firemen; fire hose; virtual reality 
headsets; protective helmets for sports; head guards for sports; lifeboats; snorkels; cell phone straps; eyeglass cords; 
tripods for cameras; switchboards; distribution boards [electricity]; equalizers [audio apparatus]; workmen's protective 
face-shields; projection screens; radiology screens for industrial purposes; fluorescent screens; screens [photography]; 
exposure meters [light meters]; ducts [electricity]; galvanic cells; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; 
epidiascopes; ergometers; armatures [electricity]; black boxes [data recorders]; beacons, luminous; directional 
compasses; verniers.

Cl.10;Analysers for bacterial identification for medical purposes; cholesterol meters; blood testing apparatus; testing 
apparatus for medical purposes; anaesthetic apparatus; galvanic therapeutic appliances; apparatus for artificial 
respiration; apparatus for the treatment of deafness; physical exercise apparatus for medical purposes; body 
rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; dental apparatus and instruments; surgical apparatus and instruments; 
resuscitation apparatus; dental apparatus, electric; physiotherapy apparatus; bed vibrators; hot air therapeutic apparatus; 
diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; traction apparatus for medical purposes; radiotherapy apparatus; 
microdermabrasion apparatus; fumigation apparatus for medical purposes; apparatus for the regeneration of stem cells 
for medical purposes; apparatus for DNA and RNA testing for medical purposes; apparatus and installations for the 
production of X-rays, for medical purposes; magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] apparatus for medical purposes; 
radiological apparatus for medical purposes; X-ray apparatus for medical purposes; hearing aids; nasal aspirators; 
trusses; maternity belts; bandages, elastic; cupping glasses; biomagnetic rings for therapeutic or medical purposes; 
dental burs; acupressure bands; bracelets for medical purposes; anti-nausea wristbands; anti-rheumatism bracelets; 
feeding bottles; air cushions for medical purposes; vaporizers for medical purposes; hot air vibrators for medical 
purposes; vibromassage apparatus; gastroscopes; glucose meters; lice combs; surgical sponges; defibrillators; 
dialyzers; containers especially made for medical waste; clips, surgical; mirrors for dentists; mirrors for surgeons; probes 
for medical purposes; urethral probes; artificial teeth; acupuncture needles; suture needles; needles for medical 
purposes; orthopedic articles; pill crushers; biodegradable bone fixation implants; surgical implants comprised of 
artificial materials; inhalers; hydrogen inhalers; injectors for medical purposes; incubators for medical purposes; 
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incubators for babies; obstetric apparatus; obstetric apparatus for cattle; electric acupuncture instruments; surgical 
cutlery; insufflators; endoscopy cameras for medical purposes; cannulae; droppers for medical purposes; dropper 
bottles for medical purposes; heart monitors; heart pacemakers; catheters; catgut; draw-sheets for sick beds; enema 
apparatus for medical purposes; clips for dummies; artificial skin for surgical purposes; menstrual cups; teething rings; 
anti-rheumatism rings; compressors [surgical]; thermo-electric compresses [surgery]; abdominal corsets; corsets for 
medical purposes; crutches; dentists' armchairs; armchairs for medical or dental purposes; waterbeds for medical 
purposes; beds specially made for medical purposes; feeding bottle valves; love dolls [sex dolls]; lasers for medical 
purposes; lamps for medical purposes; curing lamps for medical purposes; quartz lamps for medical purposes; 
ultraviolet ray lamps for medical purposes; lancets; lenses [intraocular prostheses] for surgical implantation; spoons for 
administering medicine; masks for use by medical personnel; respiratory masks for artificial respiration; anaesthetic 
masks; therapeutic facial masks; gum massagers for babies; suture materials; childbirth mattresses; air mattresses for 
medical purposes; furniture especially made for medical purposes; water bags for medical purposes; douche bags; 
breast pumps; body fat monitors; body composition monitors; urinals being vessels; portable hand-held urinals; teeth 
protectors for dental purposes; temperature indicator labels for medical purposes; knee bandages, orthopaedic; tips for 
crutches; finger guards for medical purposes; medical guidewires; pumps for medical purposes; thread, surgical; knives 
for surgical purposes; scissors for surgery; ambulance stretchers; stretchers, wheeled; boots for medical purposes; 
orthopaedic footwear; clothing especially for operating rooms; compression garments; blankets, electric, for medical 
purposes; supports for flat feet; ophthalmometers; ophthalmoscopes; cooling pads for first aid purposes; slings 
[supporting bandages]; gloves for massage; gloves for medical purposes; pessaries; saws for surgical purposes; ear 
picks; cooling patches for medical purposes; spittoons for medical purposes; plaster bandages for orthopaedic 
purposes; supportive bandages; suspensory bandages; abdominal pads; cushions for medical purposes; pads for 
preventing pressure sores on patient bodies; air pillows for medical purposes; soporific pillows for insomnia; heating 
cushions, electric, for medical purposes; abdominal belts; galvanic belts for medical purposes; hypogastric belts; belts 
for medical purposes; orthopaedic belts; umbilical belts; belts, electric, for medical purposes; condoms; aerosol 
dispensers for medical purposes; sphygmomanometers; pulse meters; esthetic massage apparatus; massage apparatus; 
veterinary apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments; urological apparatus and instruments; 
brushes for cleaning body cavities; invalids' hoists; appliances for washing body cavities; corn knives; incontinence 
sheets; sterile sheets, surgical; surgical drapes; hair prostheses; artificial eyes; artificial breasts; dentures; artificial 
limbs; artificial jaws; ice bags for medical purposes; toe separators for orthopaedic purposes; surgical bougies; 
orthodontic rubber bands; X-ray photographs for medical purposes; respirators for artificial respiration; surgical robots; 
ear trumpets; strait jackets; sex toys; scalpels; tongue scrapers; feeding bottle teats; baby feeding dummies; dummies 
for babies; receptacles for applying medicines; spirometers [medical apparatus]; vaginal syringes; implantable 
subcutaneous drug delivery devices; hearing protectors; contraceptives, non-chemical; orthopaedic soles; stents; 
stethoscopes; operating tables; commode chairs; basins for medical purposes; bed pans; instrument cases for use by 
doctors; arch supports for footwear; ear plugs [ear protection devices]; thermal packs for first aid purposes; 
thermometers for medical purposes; tomographs for medical purposes; trocars; walking sticks for medical purposes; 
drainage tubes for medical purposes; X-ray tubes for medical purposes; radium tubes for medical purposes; balling guns; 
protection devices against X-rays, for medical purposes; apparatus for acne treatment; filters for ultraviolet rays, for 
medical purposes; patient examination gowns; quad canes for medical purposes; wheeled walkers to aid mobility; 
walking frames for disabled persons; cases fitted for medical instruments; elastic stockings for surgical purposes; 
stockings for varices; splints, surgical; tongue depressors for medical purposes; syringes for injections; syringes for 
medical purposes; hypodermic syringes; uterine syringes; urethral syringes; pins for artificial teeth; castrating pincers; 
forceps; robotic exoskeleton suits for medical purposes; radiology screens for medical purposes; electrodes for medical 
use; electrocardiographs; brain pacemakers.

Cl.11;Lamp shades; steam accumulators; heat accumulators; defrosters for vehicles; disinfectant apparatus for 
medical purposes; distillation apparatus; desiccating apparatus; hydromassage bath apparatus; disinfectant apparatus; 
air deodorizing apparatus; tanning apparatus [sun beds]; ionization apparatus for the treatment of air or water; coffee 
roasters; beverage cooling apparatus; hand drying apparatus for washrooms; fruit roasters; water purifying apparatus 
and machines; refrigerating apparatus and machines; drying apparatus and installations; freezers; heating and cooling 
apparatus for dispensing hot and cold beverages; drying apparatus; coolers for furnaces; expansion tanks for central 
heating installations; flushing tanks; refining towers for distillation; bidets; boilers, other than parts of machines; bath 
tubs; bath tubs for sitz baths; spa baths [vessels]; waffle irons, electric; electric fans for personal use; fans [air-
conditioning]; fans [parts of air-conditioning installations]; roasting spits; refrigerating display cabinets; heated display 
cabinets; water heaters; water heaters [apparatus]; water flushing installations; air reheaters; extractor hoods for 
kitchens; gas condensers, other than parts of machines; acetylene generators; microbubble generators for baths; 
hydrants; fairy lights for festive decoration; burners; acetylene burners; gas burners; burners for lamps; germicidal 
burners; incandescent burners; oxyhydrogen burners; laboratory burners; oil burners; alcohol burners; hot water bottles; 
footwarmers, electric or non-electric; bed warmers; USB-powered hand warmers; pocket warmers; warming pans; grills 
[cooking appliances]; food dehydrators, electric; lampshade holders; stills; showers; refrigerating containers; gas 
lighters; lighters; friction lighters for igniting gas; chimney blowers; coils [parts of distilling, heating or cooling 
installations]; furnace ash boxes; evaporators; electric appliances for making yogurt; shower enclosures; Turkish bath 
cabinets, portable; heating apparatus; cool boxes, electric; refrigerating chambers; fireplaces, domestic; chimney flues; 
structural framework for ovens; air valves for steam heating installations; level controlling valves in tanks; thermostatic 
valves [parts of heating installations]; electrically heated carpets; light bulbs; light bulbs, electric; solar thermal collectors 
[heating]; distillation columns; furnace grates; ventilation hoods; ventilation hoods for laboratories; lamp globes; air-
conditioning apparatus; air conditioners for vehicles; gas boilers; laundry room boilers; heating boilers; coffee machines, 
electric; faucets for pipes and pipelines; taps; mixer faucets for water pipes; forges, portable; lava rocks for use in 
barbecue grills; couscous cookers, electric; electric lights for Christmas trees; acetylene flares; safety lamps; gas lamps; 
curling lamps; nail lamps; curing lamps, not for medical purposes; germicidal lamps for purifying air; light bulbs for 
directional signals for vehicles; arc lamps; laboratory lamps; oil lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; 
miners' lamps; electric lamps; chandeliers; barbecues; bread baking machines; watering machines for agricultural 
purposes; ice-cream making machines; pounded rice cake making machines, electric, for household purposes; 
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multicookers; footmuffs, electrically heated; heaters for baths; heaters for heating irons; immersion heaters; brackets for 
gas burners; anti-splash tap nozzles; heat pumps; filaments for electric lamps; magnesium filaments for lighting; heating 
filaments, electric; luminous house numbers; socks, electrically heated; heating apparatus for defrosting vehicle 
windows; hot air bath fittings; bath fittings; loading apparatus for furnaces; kiln furniture [supports]; sauna bath 
installations; refrigerating appliances and installations; directional lights for bicycles; electrically heated clothing; 
blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; fabric steamers; lamp reflectors; vehicle reflectors; hearths; electric 
cooktops; food steamers, electric; steam boilers, other than parts of machines; pasteurisers; lamp mantles; sockets for 
electric lights; coffee percolators, electric; bakers' ovens; hot air ovens; kitchen ranges [ovens]; microwave ovens for 
industrial purposes; microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; incinerators; kilns; solar furnaces; dental ovens; stoves 
[heating apparatus]; furnaces, other than for laboratory use; urinals being sanitary fixtures; feeding apparatus for heating 
boilers; heating plates; cookers; hot plates; wine cellars, electric; heaters, electric, for feeding bottles; aquarium heaters; 
USB-powered cup heaters; aquarium lights; heating cushions, electric, not for medical purposes; clean chambers 
[sanitary installations]; tortilla presses, electric; water intake apparatus; deodorizing apparatus, not for personal use; 
apparatus for dehydrating food waste; fumigation apparatus, not for medical purposes; gas scrubbing apparatus; oil-
scrubbing apparatus; glue-heating appliances; forage drying apparatus; water filtering apparatus; air purifying apparatus 
and machines; ice machines and apparatus; cooling appliances and installations; cooking apparatus and installations; 
lighting apparatus and installations; sanitary apparatus and installations; cooking rings; lighting apparatus for vehicles; 
light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; heating apparatus, 
electric; hot air apparatus; steam facial apparatus [saunas]; safety accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; 
regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; 
regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus; regulating and safety accessories for gas pipes; roasting jacks; 
plate warmers; anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; rotisseries; radiator caps; searchlights; diving lights; 
washers for water faucets; heat guns; central heating radiators; radiators, electric; radiators [heating]; sinks; disinfectant 
dispensers for toilets; drip irrigation emitters [irrigation fittings]; light diffusers; nuclear reactors; heat regenerators; 
pressure water tanks; roasters; lamps; standard lamps; ceiling lights; toilet seats; hydroponic growing systems; lighting 
installations for air vehicles; sous-vide cookers, electric; pressure cookers, electric; gas scrubbers [parts of gas 
installations]; lamp glasses; sterilizers; water sterilizers; air sterilizers; air dryers; laundry dryers, electric; hair dryers; 
malt roasters; tobacco roasters; tajines, electric; heat exchangers, other than parts of machines; thermo-pots, electric; 
bread toasters; discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; lamp chimneys; luminous tubes for lighting; flues for heating 
boilers; boiler pipes [tubes] for heating installations; pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; toilets, portable; toilets [water-
closets]; humidifiers for central heating radiators; wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations]; toilet bowls; water 
conduits installations; bath installations; air-conditioning installations; desalination plants; installations for processing 
nuclear fuel and nuclear moderating material; watering installations, automatic; cooling installations for water; cooling 
installations for liquids; milk cooling installations; cooling installations for tobacco; water purification installations; 
purification installations for sewage; steam generating installations; water distribution installations; air filtering 
installations; swimming pool chlorinating apparatus; ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; ventilation 
[air-conditioning] installations for vehicles; water softening apparatus and installations; cooling installations and 
machines; heating installations; heaters for vehicles; hot water heating installations; polymerisation installations; water 
supply installations; flare stacks for use in the oil industry; ash conveyor installations, automatic; whirlpool-jet apparatus; 
air cooling apparatus; aquarium filtration apparatus; cooking utensils, electric; flaming torches; headlights for 
automobiles; vehicle headlights; filters for air conditioning; filters for drinking water; wicks adapted for oil stoves; lights 
for automobiles; bicycle lights; motorcycle lights; lights for vehicles; electric torches; head torches; lanterns for lighting; 
candle lanterns; street lamps; Chinese lanterns; fountains; ornamental fountains; chocolate fountains, electric; air fryers; 
deep fryers, electric; fittings, shaped, for ovens; oven fittings made of fireclay; bread-making machines; refrigerators; 
refrigerators, cooling apparatus and freezers for medical storage purposes; chromatography apparatus for industrial 
purposes; kettles, electric; dampers [heating]; book sterilization apparatus; refrigerating cabinets; carbon for arc lamps; 
heating elements.

Cl.16;Fountain pens; albums; almanacs; document laminators for office use; mimeograph apparatus and machines; 
atlases; posters; banknotes; banners of paper; paper bows, other than haberdashery or hair decorations; name badges 
[office requisites]; table linen of paper; tickets; baggage claim check tags of paper; forms, printed; announcement cards 
[stationery]; glitter for stationery purposes; note books; drawing pads; pads [stationery]; wristbands for the retention of 
writing instruments; pamphlets; booklets; paper sheets [stationery]; waxed paper; paper for medical examination tables; 
paper for recording machines; paper for radiograms; papers for painting and calligraphy; electrocardiograph paper; 
drawer liners of paper, perfumed or not; wood pulp paper; carbon paper; copying paper [stationery]; parchment paper; 
writing paper; rice paper; luminous paper; toilet paper; wrapping paper; filter paper; Japanese paper; paper; blotters; 
newsletters; rollers for typewriters; house painters' rollers; composing sticks; modelling wax, not for dental purposes; 
signboards of paper or cardboard; sewing patterns; bunting of paper; newspapers; electrotypes; hectographs; modelling 
clay; polymer modelling clay; terrestrial globes; drawing sets; engravings; slate pencils; pencil leads; document holders 
[stationery]; pencil holders; chalk holders; holders for cheque books; holders for stamps [seals]; page holders; name 
badge holders [office requisites]; diagrams; table runners of paper; engraving plates; writing slates; blackboards; galley 
racks [printing]; drawing boards; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; duplicators; punches [office requisites]; 
cream containers of paper; magazines [periodicals]; money clips; clips for name badge holders [office requisites]; tags 
for index cards; pen clips; bookmarkers; etching needles; tracing needles for drawing purposes; periodicals; printed 
publications; paper shredders for office use; graphic representations; credit card imprinters, non-electric; graining 
combs; drawing instruments; calendars; tracing paper; tracing cloth; tracing patterns; gums [adhesives] for stationery or 
household purposes; lithographic stones; ink stones [ink reservoirs]; pencils; pencil lead holders; charcoal pencils; 
pictures; transfers [decalcomanias]; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; wood pulp board [stationery]; cardboard; 
hat boxes of cardboard; files [office requisites]; cards; index cards [stationery]; geographical maps; paper tapes and 
cards for the recordal of computer programmes; trading cards, other than for games; perforated cards for Jacquard 
looms; catalogues; spools for inking ribbons; covers of paper for flower pots; paintbrushes; painters' brushes; writing 
brushes; typewriter keys; glue for stationery or household purposes; isinglass for stationery or household purposes; 
gluten [glue] for stationery or household purposes; starch paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes; printing 
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blocks; books; manifolds [stationery]; comic books; drawing pins; cigar bands; envelopes [stationery]; boxes of paper or 
cardboard; cases for stamps [seals]; paint boxes for use in schools; correcting fluids [office requisites]; printed coupons; 
French curves; stencils [stationery]; paper ribbons, other than haberdashery or hair decorations; typewriter ribbons; 
barcode ribbons; adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; gummed tape [stationery]; correcting tapes 
[office requisites]; inking ribbons; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; self-adhesive tapes for 
stationery or household purposes; square rulers for drawing; drawing rulers; flyers; absorbent sheets of paper or plastic 
for foodstuff packaging; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; viscose sheets for wrapping; 
sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; steel letters; type [numerals 
and letters]; lithographs; paint trays; architects' models; postage stamps; plastics for modelling; graphic prints; 
modelling materials; teaching materials [except apparatus]; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; adhesives 
[glues] for stationery or household purposes; stuffing of paper or cardboard; bookbinding material; packaging material 
made of starches; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of paper or cardboard; filtering materials of paper; addressing 
machines; pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; bookbinding apparatus and machines [office equipment]; 
typewriters, electric or non-electric; paper creasers [office requisites]; franking machines for office use; chalk for 
lithography; writing chalk; tailors' chalk; marking chalk; spray chalk; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; plastic bags for 
pet waste disposal; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; painters' easels; hand-rests for 
painters; printing sets, portable [office requisites]; bibs of paper; bibs, sleeved, of paper; stickers [stationery]; finger-
stalls [office requisites]; writing cases [stationery]; cords for bookbinding; paper knives [letter openers]; printed sheet 
music; numbering apparatus; bottle envelopes of paper or cardboard; sealing wafers; passport holders; covers 
[stationery]; plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; embroidery designs [patterns]; handwriting specimens for 
copying; oleographs; musical greeting cards; greeting cards; postcards; etchings; conical paper bags; paper bags for 
use in the sterilization of medical instruments; bags for microwave cooking; palettes for painters; ink sticks; pantographs 
[drawing instruments]; loose-leaf binders; folders for papers; papier mâché; pastels [crayons]; modelling paste; pen 
cases; pen wipers; office perforators; pens [office requisites]; nibs of gold; nibs; steel pens; drawing pens; song books; 
sealing stamps; seals [stamps]; clipboards; address plates for addressing machines; handkerchiefs of paper; plastic film 
for wrapping; desk mats; letter trays; trays for sorting and counting money; coasters of paper; bookends; stamp stands; 
mats for beer glasses; stands for pens and pencils; photograph stands; obliterating stamps; inking pads; stamp pads; 
binding strips [bookbinding]; towels of paper; inking sheets for document reproducing machines; inking sheets for 
duplicators; bookbinding cloth; gummed cloth for stationery purposes; printers' blankets, not of textile; portraits; 
paperweights; writing cases [sets]; inkstands; office requisites, except furniture; writing materials; writing instruments; 
drawing materials; school supplies [stationery]; adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; hand labelling appliances; 
printed matter; lithographic works of art; prospectuses; printed timetables; ledgers [books]; printers' reglets; indexes; 
paper cutters [office requisites]; rubber erasers; elastic bands for offices; T-squares for drawing; graphic reproductions; 
retractable reels for name badge holders [office requisites]; marking pens [stationery]; tissues of paper for removing 
make-up; paper wipes for cleaning; dental tray covers of paper; face towels of paper; place mats of paper; tablemats of 
paper; tablecloths of paper; paper clasps; document files [stationery]; scrapers [erasers] for offices; paper clips; staples 
for offices; erasing products; biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching materials]; histological sections for 
teaching purposes; figurines of papier mâché; steatite [tailor's chalk]; writing board erasers; composing frames [printing]; 
sealing wax; arithmetical tables; placards of paper or cardboard; writing or drawing books; fabrics for bookbinding; 
stationery; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; transparencies [stationery]; stencil plates; stencils for decorating 
food and beverages; cardboard tubes; Indian inks; moisteners for gummed surfaces [office requisites]; moisteners [office 
requisites]; squares for drawing; chart pointers, non-electronic; bottle wrappers of paper or cardboard; envelope sealing 
machines for offices; sealing machines for offices; vignetting apparatus; apparatus for mounting photographs; stapling 
presses [office requisites]; manuals [handbooks]; paper coffee filters; flags of paper; silver paper; molds for modelling 
clays [artists' materials]; photo-engravings; photographs [printed]; stencil cases; canvas for painting; chromolithographs 
[chromos]; animation cels; compasses for drawing; numbers [type]; artists' watercolor saucers; correcting ink 
[heliography]; ink; inkwells; blueprints; stencils; erasing shields; balls for ball-point pens; cabinets for stationery [office 
requisites]; printing type; address stamps; stamps [seals]; shields [paper seals]; prints [engravings]; labels of paper or 
cardboard.

Cl.17;Shock-absorbing buffers of rubber; fittings, not of metal, for compressed air lines; asbestos; cellulose acetate, 
semi-processed; balata; floating anti-pollution barriers; asbestos paper; paper for electrical capacitors; insulating paper; 
cotton wool for packing [caulking]; mineral wool [insulator]; asbestos felt; insulating felt; asbestos fibers; plastic fibers, 
other than for textile use; carbon fibers, other than for textile use; vulcanized fiber; gutta-percha; foam supports for flower 
arrangements [semi-finished products]; dielectrics [insulators]; lute; insulators; insulators for railway tracks; insulators 
for electric mains; insulators for cables; asbestos millboards; liquid rubber; synthetic rubber; rubber, raw or semi-
worked; valves of india-rubber or vulcanized fiber; clack valves of rubber; rings of rubber; water-tight rings; insulating 
paints; insulating varnish; latex [rubber]; duct tapes; insulating tapes; adhesive bands, other than stationery and not for 
medical or household purposes; self-adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; 
asbestos sheets; viscose sheets, other than for wrapping; sheets of regenerated cellulose, other than for wrapping; 
insulating oils; insulating oil for transformers; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for pipes; weatherstripping 
compositions; caulking materials; brake lining materials, partly processed; soundproofing materials; insulating materials; 
insulating refractory materials; padding materials of rubber or plastics; rubber material for recapping tires; non-
conducting materials for retaining heat; boiler composition to prevent the radiation of heat; packing [cushioning, stuffing] 
materials of rubber or plastics; sealant compounds for joints; filtering materials of semi-processed foams of plastic; 
filtering materials of semi-processed films of plastic; compositions to prevent the radiation of heat; bags [envelopes, 
pouches] of rubber, for packaging; pipe muffs, not of metal; sleeves of rubber for protecting parts of machines; asbestos 
packing; clutch linings; threads of plastic for soldering; plastic filaments for 3D printing; threads of plastic materials, 
other than for textile use; threads of rubber, other than for textile use; elastic threads, other than for textile use; door 
stops of rubber; window stops of rubber; stops of rubber; dock bumpers of rubber; insulating gloves; Plastic substances, 
semi-processed; plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; plastic film, other than for wrapping; anti-dazzle films for 
windows [tinted films]; asbestos coverings; bark coverings for sound insulation; asbestos cloth; rubber stoppers; 
expansion joint fillers; cylinder jointings; washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber; pipe gaskets; weatherstripping; gaskets; 
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rubber solutions; gum, raw or semi-worked; mica, raw or partly processed; acrylic resins, semi-processed; synthetic 
resins, semi-processed; pipe couplings, not of metal; substances for insulating buildings against moisture; chemical 
compositions for repairing leaks; glass wool for insulation; fiberglass for insulation; asbestos fabrics; fiberglass fabrics 
for insulation; insulating fabrics; flexible hoses, not of metal; hoses of textile material; connecting hose for vehicle 
radiators; waterproof packings; rubber seals for jars; fittings, not of metal, for flexible pipes; fittings, not of metal, for rigid 
pipes; foils of metal for insulating; ebonite molds; asbestos slate; slag wool [insulator]; watering hose; canvas hose 
pipes; cords of rubber; asbestos safety curtains; insulating plaster; ebonite.

Cl.18;Pocket wallets; credit card cases [wallets]; business card cases; chamois leather, other than for cleaning 
purposes; umbrellas; parasols; card cases [notecases]; cases of leather or leatherboard; valves of leather; umbrella 
rings; hat boxes of leather; boxes of leather or leatherboard; purses; chain mesh purses; bags [envelopes, pouches] of 
leather, for packaging; travelling sets [leatherware]; vanity cases, not fitted; clothing for pets; covers for animals; 
trimmings of leather for furniture; collars for animals; hiking sticks; conference folders; music cases; shoulder belts 
[straps] of leather; briefcases; haversacks; leather straps; straps of leather [saddlery]; chin straps, of leather; umbrella 
handles; walking stick handles; suitcase handles; grips for holding shopping bags; rucksacks; net bags for shopping; 
bags; handbags; beach bags; compression cubes adapted for luggage; bags for sports; bags for campers; shopping 
bags; wheeled shopping bags; school satchels; pouch baby carriers; travelling trunks; walking sticks; umbrella sticks; 
key cases; suitcases; trunks [luggage]; motorized suitcases; suitcases with wheels; valises; attaché cases; umbrella 
covers.

Cl.20;Picture frame brackets; bumper guards for cots, other than bed linen; reels, not of metal, non-mechanical, for 
flexible hoses; pulleys of plastics for blinds; bolts, not of metal; casks of wood for decanting wine; mooring buoys, not of 
metal; casks, not of metal; barrels, not of metal; identification bracelets, not of metal; sideboards; busts of wood, wax, 
plaster or plastic; costume stands; bolsters; fans for personal use, non-electric; workbenches; vice benches [furniture]; 
valet stands; coatstands; coat hangers; shoulder poles [yokes]; screws, not of metal; display stands; newspaper display 
stands; jewelry organizer displays; showcases [furniture]; collars, not of metal, for fastening pipes; comb foundations for 
beehives; signboards of wood or plastics; loading gauge rods, not of metal, for railway wagons; nuts, not of metal; covers 
for clothing [wardrobe]; shoe pegs, not of metal; nesting boxes; coffins; doors for furniture; curtain holders, not of textile 
material; pegs [pins], not of metal; divans; door closers, not of metal, non-electric; kennels for household pets; 
birdhouses; keyboards for hanging keys; display boards; plugs [dowels], not of metal; containers, not of metal, for liquid 
fuel; troughs, not of metal, for mixing mortar; oil drainage containers, not of metal; packaging containers of plastic; 
indoor window blinds of paper; indoor window blinds of woven wood; indoor window blinds of textile; indoor window 
blinds [furniture]; flower-stands [furniture]; curtain tie-backs; clips, not of metal, for cables and pipes; binding screws, not 
of metal, for cables; clips of plastic for sealing bags; rivets, not of metal; imitation tortoiseshell; locks, not of metal, for 
vehicles; locks, other than electric, not of metal; bead curtains for decoration; door bolts, not of metal; bottle closures, 
not of metal; closures, not of metal, for containers; latches, not of metal; mirrors [looking glasses]; hand-held mirrors 
[toilet mirrors]; bamboo; scratching posts for cats; animal claws; animal hooves; coral; meerschaum; whalebone, 
unworked or semi-worked; stag antlers; tortoiseshell; shells; horn, unworked or semi-worked; animal horns; rattan; 
corozo; plaited straw, except matting; wickerwork; hampers [baskets] for the transport of items; works of art of wood, 
wax, plaster or plastic; cabinet work; reeds [plaiting materials]; settees; jerrycans, not of metal; curtain rods; index 
cabinets [furniture]; reels of wood for yarn, silk, cord; drain traps [valves] of plastic; water-pipe valves of plastic; valves, 
not of metal, other than parts of machines; staves of wood; plastic keys; plastic key cards, not encoded and not magnetic; 
mats for infant playpens; saw horses; bed casters, not of metal; furniture casters, not of metal; brush mountings; 
chopping blocks [tables]; wind chimes [decoration]; door bells, not of metal, non-electric; bottle caps, not of metal; 
cradles; tent pegs, not of metal; curtain rings; split rings, not of metal, for keys; chests of drawers; console tables; 
containers, not of metal [storage, transport]; floating containers, not of metal; lecterns; dog kennels; bakers' bread 
baskets; baskets, not of metal; Moses baskets; bottle casings of wood; tool boxes, not of metal, empty; faucets, not of 
metal, for casks; armchairs; hairdressers' chairs; deck chairs; hospital beds; waterbeds, not for medical purposes; 
bedsteads of wood; air beds, not for medical purposes; beds; cots for babies; edgings of plastic for furniture; brackets, 
not of metal, for furniture; screw tops, not of metal, for bottles; table tops; sash fasteners, not of metal, for windows; 
hooks, not of metal, for clothes rails; curtain hooks; clothes hooks, not of metal; bag hangers, not of metal; beds for 
household pets; nesting boxes for household pets; ladders of wood or plastics; playpens for babies; mannequins; air 
mattresses, not for medical purposes; camping mattresses; mattresses; sleeping mats; furniture of metal; inflatable 
furniture; office furniture; school furniture; mobiles [decoration]; door knockers, not of metal; curtain rails; runners, not of 
metal, for sliding doors; legs for furniture; feet for furniture; house numbers, not of metal, non-luminous; barrel hoops, 
not of metal; door stops, not of metal or rubber; window stops, not of metal or rubber; moldings for picture frames; bed 
bases; furniture partitions of wood; freestanding partitions [furniture]; mother-of-pearl, unworked or semi-worked; mirror 
tiles; ambroid plates; registration plates, not of metal; identity plates, not of metal; loading pallets, not of metal; handling 
pallets, not of metal; transport pallets, not of metal; head-rests [furniture]; trays, not of metal; stakes, not of metal, for 
plants or trees; magazine racks; book rests [furniture]; stands for calculating machines; flower-pot pedestals; plastic 
ramps for use with vehicles; trestles [furniture]; baby changing mats; pet cushions; pillows; cushions; head support 
cushions for babies; anti-roll cushions for babies; air cushions, not for medical purposes; air pillows, not for medical 
purposes; head positioning pillows for babies; removable mats or covers for sinks; library shelves; shelves for file 
cabinets; furniture shelves; shelves for storage; racks [furniture]; wood ribbon; straw edgings; towel stands [furniture]; 
hat stands; bathtub grab bars, not of metal; cask stands, not of metal; inflatable publicity objects; counters [tables]; 
bedding, except linen; corks for bottles; corks; stoppers, not of glass, metal or rubber; sealing caps, not of metal; stair 
rods; standing desks; embroidery frames; dispensers for dog waste bags, fixed, not of metal; towel dispensers, fixed, not 
of metal; picture frames; sections of wood for beehives; crucifixes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, other than jewelry; 
tanks, not of metal nor of masonry; fodder racks; curtain rollers; door handles, not of metal; knobs, not of metal; fishing 
baskets; writing desks; bath seats for babies; seats of metal; benches [furniture]; vats, not of metal; honeycombs; sofas; 
bungs, not of metal; statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; figurines of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; oyster shells; 
silvered glass [mirrors]; shelving units; ambroid bars; umbrella stands; gun racks; carts for computers [furniture]; lap 
desks; dressing tables; washstands [furniture]; typing desks; drafting tables; massage tables; tables of metal; wall-
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mounted baby changing platforms; saw benches [furniture]; desks; portable desks; tea carts; dinner wagons [furniture]; 
tables; step stools, not of metal; steps [ladders], not of metal; high chairs for babies; shower chairs; chairs [seats]; 
chests, not of metal; placards of wood or plastics; stools; footstools; crates; trolleys [furniture]; straw plaits; mobile 
boarding stairs, not of metal, for passengers; straw mattresses; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; beehives; door 
fasteners, not of metal; window fasteners, not of metal; funerary urns; winding spools, not of metal, non-mechanical, for 
flexible hoses; hand-held flagpoles, not of metal; door fittings, not of metal; coffin fittings, not of metal; bed fittings, not of 
metal; furniture fittings, not of metal; window fittings, not of metal; infant walkers; garment covers [storage]; stuffed 
animals; stuffed birds; hinges, not of metal; chaise longues; poles, not of metal; screens [furniture]; filing cabinets; 
medicine cabinets; plate racks; meat safes; bookcases; wardrobes; cupboards; bamboo curtains; slatted indoor blinds; 
screens for fireplaces [furniture]; labels of plastic; yellow amber; lockers; chests for toys; tool chests, not of metal, 
empty; boxes of wood or plastic; letter boxes, not of metal or masonry; bottle racks.

Cl.21;Pressure cookers, non-electric; indoor aquaria; wine aerators; buckets; cookie jars; candle jars [holders]; china 
ornaments; dishes; paper plates; vegetable dishes; saucers; mugs; candy boxes; bottles; demijohns; busts of porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; vases; epergnes; fruit cups; inflatable bath tubs for babies; bird baths; baby 
baths, portable; plungers for clearing blocked drains; waffle irons, non-electric; coolers [ice pails]; mop wringer buckets; 
buckets made of woven fabrics; whisks, non-electric, for household purposes; cooking skewers of metal; towel rails and 
rings; clothing stretchers; birdcages; hair for brushes; horsehair for brush-making; funnels; carpet beaters [hand 
instruments]; signboards of porcelain or glass; candle extinguishers; heads for electric toothbrushes; flower pots; 
chamber pots; glue-pots; cruets; decanters; large-toothed combs for the hair; combs for animals; tea cosies; abrasive 
sponges for scrubbing the skin; make-up sponges; sponges for household purposes; toilet sponges; sponge holders; 
stands for portable baby baths; toothpick holders; soap holders; table napkin holders; holders for flowers and plants 
[flower arranging]; tea bag rests; shaving brush stands; toilet paper holders; soap dispensers; toilet paper dispensers; 
plug-in diffusers for mosquito repellents; aromatic oil diffusers, other than reed diffusers; ironing boards; cutting boards 
for the kitchen; bread boards; washing boards; crushers for kitchen use, non-electric; strainers for household purposes; 
smoke absorbers for household purposes; containers for household or kitchen use; kitchen containers; glass jars 
[carboys]; heat-insulated containers; heat-insulated containers for beverages; thermally insulated containers for food; 
glass flasks [containers]; closures for pot lids; chamois leather for cleaning; toothpicks; ceramics for household 
purposes; majolica; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; kitchen grinders, non-electric; 
cleaning instruments, hand-operated; cabarets [trays]; stew-pans; couscous cooking pots, non-electric; covers, not of 
paper, for flower pots; shaving brushes; make-up brushes; baking mats; ladles for serving wine; polishing leather; hot 
pots, not electrically heated; glass bulbs [receptacles]; shoe trees; napkin rings; poultry rings; rings for birds; coin 
banks; piggy banks; bread baskets for household purposes; baskets for household purposes; waste paper baskets; 
feeding troughs; mangers for animals; lunch boxes; tea caddies; washtubs; earthenware saucepans; mess-tins; 
cauldrons; coffee percolators, non-electric; coffeepots, non-electric; coffee grinders, hand-operated; fused silica [semi-
worked product], other than for building; beer mugs; tankards; rat traps; pot lids; aquarium hoods; butter-dish covers; 
dish covers; cheese-dish covers; reusable silicone food covers; buttonhooks; reusable ice cubes; pitchers; perfume 
burners; watering cans; fly traps; insect traps; ice cream scoops; mixing spoons [kitchen utensils]; basting spoons 
[cooking utensils]; pie servers; spatulas for kitchen use; litter boxes for pets; butter dishes; material for brush-making; 
polishing materials for making shiny, except preparations, paper and stone; tablemats, not of paper or textile; noodle 
machines, hand-operated; lint removers, electric or non-electric; pasta makers, hand-operated; polishing apparatus and 
machines, for household purposes, non-electric; pepper mills, hand-operated; mills for household purposes, hand-
operated; feather-dusters; brooms; isothermic bags; confectioners' decorating bags [pastry bags]; bowls [basins]; 
mosaics of glass, not for building; saucepan scourers of metal; soap boxes; mouse traps; cooking pot sets; nozzles for 
watering cans; pouring spouts; cake decorating tips and tubes; nozzles for watering hose; fitted picnic baskets, including 
dishes; toilet cases; floss for dental purposes; fiberglass thread, other than for textile use; cookie [biscuit] cutters; pastry 
cutters; sprinklers; syringes for watering flowers and plants; egg yolk separators; cotton waste for cleaning; wool waste 
for cleaning; cleaning tow; cold packs for chilling food and beverages; chopsticks; cocktail stirrers; food steamers, non-
electric; pepper pots; oven mitts; animal grooming gloves; gloves for household purposes; car washing mitts; polishing 
gloves; gardening gloves; pestles for kitchen use; droppers for household purposes; wine-tasting pipettes; droppers for 
cosmetic purposes; plates for diffusing aromatic oil; plates to prevent milk boiling over; dripping pans; trays for 
household purposes; trays of paper, for household purposes; lazy susans; heaters for feeding bottles, non-electric; 
candelabra [candlesticks]; trivets [table utensils]; grill supports; coasters, not of paper or textile; menu card holders; 
knife rests for the table; flat-iron stands; egg cups; abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; scouring pads; drinking troughs; 
serving ladles; powdered glass for decoration; pottery; pots; cooking pots; painted glassware; tableware, other than 
knives, forks and spoons; porcelain ware; earthenware; crystal [glassware]; cosmetic utensils; toilet utensils; trouser 
presses; tortilla presses, non-electric [kitchen utensils]; deodorizing apparatus for personal use; cruet sets for oil and 
vinegar; make-up removing appliances; spice sets; apparatus for wax-polishing, non-electric; bottle openers, electric and 
non-electric; glove stretchers; bootjacks; crumb trays; tie presses; potholders; clothes-pegs; glass stoppers; powder 
compacts; perfume vaporizers; powder puffs; dusting apparatus, non-electric; foam toe separators for use in pedicures; 
electric combs; combs; grills [cooking utensils]; sifters [household utensils]; drinking horns; shoe horns; candle drip 
rings; broom handles; salad bowls; place mats, not of paper or textile; sugar bowls; beaters, non-electric; egg separators, 
non-electric, for household purposes; coffee services [tableware]; liqueur sets; tea services [tableware]; services 
[dishes]; cooking mesh bags, other than for microwaves; cinder sifters [household utensils]; sieves [household utensils]; 
tea strainers; siphon bottles for carbonated water; rolling pins, domestic; frying pans; steel wool for cleaning; squeegees 
[cleaning instruments]; currycombs; blenders, non-electric, for household purposes; scoops for household purposes; 
fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; drinking straws; salt cellars; drinking vessels; vessels of metal for 
making ices and iced drinks; refrigerating bottles; bulb basters; cups of paper or plastic; drinking glasses; glasses 
[receptacles]; statues of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; figurines of porcelain, ceramic, 
earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; glass for vehicle windows [semi-finished product]; plate glass [raw material]; opal 
glass; glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building glass; opaline glass; glass incorporating fine electrical 
conductors; enamelled glass, not for building; glass wool, other than for insulation; vitreous silica fibers, other than for 
textile use; fiberglass, other than for insulation or textile use; mortars for kitchen use; portable cool boxes, non-electric; 
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soup bowls; drying racks for laundry; rotary washing lines; tajines, non-electric; basins [receptacles]; table plates; 
disposable table plates; graters for kitchen use; insulating flasks; indoor terrariums [plant cultivation]; indoor terrariums 
[vivariums]; cloth for washing floors; polishing cloths; cloths for cleaning; dusting cloths [rags]; furniture dusters; urns; 
aerosol dispensers, not for medical purposes; wax-polishing appliances, non-electric, for shoes; water apparatus for 
cleaning teeth and gums; electric devices for attracting and killing insects; watering devices; utensils for household 
purposes; kitchen utensils; cooking utensils, non-electric; coffee filters, non-electric; flasks; hip flasks; drinking bottles 
for sports; boot trees; egg poachers; cake moulds; ice cube molds; cookery moulds; molds [kitchen utensils]; deep 
fryers, non-electric; comb cases; bread bins; fly swatters; teapots; kettles, non-electric; cups; garlic presses [kitchen 
utensils]; ironing board covers, shaped; tea infusers; glass bowls; mop wringers; mops; cocktail shakers; cosmetic 
spatulas; corkscrews, electric and non-electric; animal bristles [brushware]; pig bristles for brush-making; dishwashing 
brushes; ski wax brushes; brushes for cleaning tanks and containers; lamp-glass brushes; horse brushes; scrubbing 
brushes; toothbrushes; toothbrushes, electric; basting brushes; carpet sweepers; brushes for footwear; tar-brushes, long 
handled; toilet brushes; electric brushes, except parts of machines; brushes; eyebrow brushes; nail brushes; eyelash 
brushes; nutcrackers; ice tongs; salad tongs; sugar tongs; decanter tags; nest eggs, artificial; boxes for dispensing paper 
towels; dustbins; window-boxes; boxes of glass.

Cl.24;Banners of textile or plastic; bed linen; table linen, not of paper; cot bumpers [bed linen]; sleeping bag liners; 
table runners, not of paper; shower curtains of textile or plastic; curtains of textile or plastic; net curtains; baby buntings; 
furniture coverings of textile; fabrics for textile use; non-woven textile fabrics; plastic material [substitute for fabrics]; 
textile material; tablemats of textile; sleeping bags; sleeping bags for babies; pillowcases; mattress covers; bed blankets; 
blankets for household pets; handkerchiefs of textile; picnic blankets; travelling rugs [lap robes]; coasters of textile; 
curtain holders of textile material; bed covers; bed covers of paper; furniture coverings of plastic; towels of textile; cloth; 
hemp cloth; gummed cloth, other than for stationery purposes; door curtains; sheets [textile]; eiderdowns [down 
coverlets]; bath mitts; glass cloths [towels]; cloths for removing make-up; face towels of textile; place mats of textile; 
table napkins of textile; oilcloth for use as tablecloths; tablecloths, not of paper; tick [linen]; fabric; linen cloth; hemp 
fabric; knitted fabric; cotton fabrics; woollen cloth; haircloth [sackcloth]; tulle; flannel [fabric]; trellis [cloth]; covers for 
cushions; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; covers [loose] for furniture; pillow shams; silk [cloth]; labels of textile.

Cl.25;Wimples; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; underwear; sweat-absorbent underwear; berets; overalls; boas [necklets]; 
teddies [underclothing]; boxer shorts; ankle boots; ski boots; boots for sports; breeches for wear; trousers; football 
boots; brassieres; valenki [felted boots]; mittens; detachable collars; collars [clothing]; shirt yokes; veils [clothing]; 
gabardines [clothing]; galoshes; neckties; ascots; leggings [leg warmers]; gaiters; boot uppers; corselets; jerseys 
[clothing]; vests; sports jerseys; hosiery; heels; hoods [clothing]; hat frames [skeletons]; pockets for clothing; neck 
scarfs [mufflers]; caps being headwear; kimonos; cap peaks; visors being headwear; tights; slips [underclothing]; wet 
suits for water-skiing; combinations [clothing]; bodices [lingerie]; corsets [underclothing]; suits; bathing suits; 
masquerade costumes; beach clothes; leotards; stuff jackets [clothing]; fishing vests; jackets [clothing]; leggings 
[trousers]; liveries; camisoles; sports singlets; cuffs; short-sleeve shirts; mantillas; coats; sleep masks; furs [clothing]; 
fingerless gloves; miters [hats]; footmuffs, not electrically heated; muffs [clothing]; bibs, not of paper; bibs, sleeved, not 
of paper; fur stoles; hairdressing capes; heel protectors for shoes; ear muffs [clothing]; socks; sweat-absorbent socks; 
beach shoes; sports shoes; footwear; paper clothing; outerclothing; embroidered clothing; ready-made clothing; 
motorists' clothing; cyclists' clothing; clothing for gymnastics; clothing of imitations of leather; clothing of leather; 
waterproof clothing; uniforms; clothing; clothing containing slimming substances; fittings of metal for footwear; 
maniples; overcoats; panties; parkas; pelerines; ski gloves; gloves [clothing]; pajamas; bathing trunks; shirt fronts; 
scarfs; pocket squares; dresses; headbands [clothing]; garters; sock suspenders; stocking suspenders; ready-made 
linings [parts of clothing]; dress shields; soles for footwear; braces for clothing [suspenders]; half-boots; lace boots; 
ponchos; girdles; belts [clothing]; money belts [clothing]; layettes [clothing]; non-slipping devices for footwear; 
heelpieces for stockings; welts for footwear; chasubles; shirts; wooden shoes; sandals; bath sandals; boots; jumper 
dresses; saris; sarongs; sweaters; footwear uppers; inner soles; albs; bath slippers; togas; knitwear [clothing]; 
underpants; gymnastic shoes; slippers; shoes; skull caps; turbans; headwear; aprons [clothing]; judo uniforms; karate 
uniforms; tee-shirts; dressing gowns; bath robes; top hats; tips for footwear; stockings; sweat-absorbent stockings; 
shawls; paper hats [clothing]; shower caps; bathing caps; sashes for wear; studs for football boots; hats; babies' pants 
[underwear]; trouser straps; pelisses; esparto shoes or sandals; skirts; petticoats; skorts.

Cl.26;Fringes; mica spangles; shoe eyelets; brooches [clothing accessories]; hat pins, other than jewellery; pins, other 
than jewelry; wreaths of artificial flowers; artificial Christmas wreaths; false hair; artificial garlands; artificial Christmas 
garlands; artificial Christmas garlands incorporating lights; bobby pins; hair barrettes; heat adhesive patches for 
repairing textile articles; needles; embroidery needles; binding needles; sewing needles; darning needles; embroidery; 
decorative articles for the hair; heat adhesive patches for decoration of textile articles [haberdashery]; edgings for 
clothing; braids; bobbins for retaining embroidery floss or wool [not parts of machines]; sewing boxes; hooks 
[haberdashery]; ribbons for the hair; ribbons and bows, not of paper, for gift wrapping; prize ribbons; sewing kits; needle-
threaders; wigs; eyelets for clothing; hair bands; shoulder pads for clothing; pin cushions; needle cushions; top-knots 
[pompoms]; hair curlers, electric and non-electric, other than hand implements; buckles [clothing accessories]; artificial 
plants, other than Christmas trees; knitting needles; shoe trimmings; trimmings for clothing; hat trimmings; needle cases; 
artificial flowers.
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Priority claimed from 12/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-089489 ;Japan 

4420675    15/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509950]
OKUTANI CO., LTD.

2-18, Nishihirabara 4-chome, Ube-shi Yamaguchi 755-0808 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial chemicals.

Cl.2;Coatings [paints].
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4420681    11/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1449991]
PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY GAZPROM NEFT

Kab. 2401, Ch.Pom. 1N, Liter A, Dom 3-5, Pochtamtskaya Ulitsa RU-190000 ST PETERSBURG Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Anthracite; benzine; motor spirit; petroleum; industrial gasoline; biomass fuel; wood briquettes; combustible 
briquettes; petroleum jelly for industrial purposes; montan wax; ozokerite; wax for use in coating food packaging 
materials; illuminating wax; industrial wax; belting wax; carnauba wax; paraffin wax; beeswax; beeswax for use in the 
manufacture of ointments; beeswax for use in the manufacture of candles; beeswax for use in the manufacture of 
cosmetics; Japan wax; wax [raw material]; gas for lighting; coal gas; oil-gas; liquefied petroleum gas; liquefied petroleum 
gases to be used for domestic and industrial purposes and in motor vehicles; gasoline; liquefied natural gas; fuel gas; 
producer gas; gases for use as fuel; solidified gases [fuel]; fuel; alcohol and mixed alcohol fuel; solid fuels; wood pellets 
for heating [fuel]; pellets of compressed fiber manufactured from a plant crop to be used as fuel; glass granules used as 
sweeping compounds for chemical and other spills; fuel pellets; lubricating graphite; graphite as a lubricant; methylated 
spirits for fuel [denaturated fuel alcohols]; non-chemical additives for motor oil; additives, non-chemical, to motor fuel; 
kindling; firewood; fireplace logs; artificial fireplace logs; paper spills for lighting; charcoal lighter fluid; cigarette lighter 
fluid; cutting fluids; cutting oil for industrial metal working; lighter fluid; fish oil, not edible; lanolin; greases for the 
preservation of leather; illuminating grease; grease for leather; grease for footwear; tallow; industrial grease; kerosene; 
coke; lanolin for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and ointments; lanolin for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; 
ligroin; solid lubricants; wood spills for lighting; wax for skis; mazut; automotive engine oils; hardened oils 
[hydrogenated oils for industrial use]; fuel oil; oils for the preservation of leather; oils for paints; oils for releasing form 
work [building]; oils for the preservation of masonry; mold releasing oils; textile oil; leather-preserving oils and greases; 
mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes [not for fuel]; industrial oils and greases; lamp oils containing insect 
repellent; light oils; mineral oil for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and skin care products; mineral oil for use in the 
manufacture of paint; mineral oil for use in the manufacture of metal cutting fluids; industrial oil for batteries; all-purpose 
penetrating oil; industrial oils and greases, wax; lubricating oil; lubricating oil for motor vehicle engines; lubricating oils 
and greases; industrial oil; conditioning oil for baseball gloves; moistening oil; coal tar oil; coal naphtha; castor oil for 
industrial purposes; bone oil for industrial purposes; lamp oil; linseed oil for use as a lubricant; motor oil; sunflower oil 
for industrial purposes; rape oil for lubricating machinery; vegetable oil for use in the manufacture of paints or soaps; 
soybean oil for use in the manufacture of paints and other coatings; rape oil for industrial purposes; lubricants; 
automotive lubricants; lubricants for aircraft engines; motor vehicle lubricants; lubricants for industrial machinery; 
graphite lubricants; industrial lubricants; all-purpose lubricants; naphtha; petroleum, raw or refined; crude oil; heavy oils; 
nightlights [candles]; oleine; paraffin; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; dust removing preparations; 
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soya bean oil preparations for non-stick treatment of cooking utensils; non-slipping preparations for belts; non-chemical 
additives for gasoline; non-chemical additives for oils and fuels; non-chemical additives for fuels; non-chemical additives 
for fuels, lubricants and greases; propane gas sold in cylinders for use in torches; propane gas; coal dust [fuel]; flux oil 
for use as an ingredient in asphalt; firelighters; firelighters for grills; perfumed candles; aromatherapy fragrance candles; 
Christmas tree candles; candles; votive candles; candles and wicks for lighting; tealight candles; tallow candles; candles 
containing insect repellent; automotive greases; drilling lubricants; grease for machines; grease for arms [weapons]; 
lubricating grease; grease for belts; lubricating grease for vehicles; general purpose greases; vaporized fuel mixtures; 
petroleum-based dust suppressing compositions; granular absorbent oil-based composition for absorbing spills from 
floors; dust absorbing compositions; dust binding compositions; dust wetting compositions; petroleum-based dust 
absorbing compositions; dust binding compositions for sweeping; dust laying compositions; alcohol [fuel]; methylated 
spirit; stearine; wood chips for smoking and flavoring foods; wood chips for smoking and grilling; wood chips for use as 
fuel; fuels, including motor spirit, and illuminants; gaseous fuels; liquid fuels; fuels and illuminants; aviation fuel; 
benzene fuel; diesel oil; fuel for motor vehicles; chafing dish fuel; lamp fuel; fuel for aircraft; fuel for aircraft and ships; 
fuel for lighters; lighting fuel; fuel for ships; heating oil; xylene fuel; mineral fuel; carburants; fuel with an alcohol base; 
fuels derived from crude oil; petrol; hydrocarbon fuels; peat briquettes [fuel]; peat [fuel]; tinder; mineral spirits for use as 
accelerants; lignite; charcoal briquettes; charcoal [fuel]; coal; coal briquettes; lamp wicks; wicks for oil lamps; wicks for 
candles; ceresine; tadon [charcoal briquettes]; electrical energy; ethanol [fuel]; petroleum ether.

Cl.9;Battery chargers for cellular phones; computer cables; microphone cables; optical cables; radio relay cables; 
power cables; telecommunication cables; feeder cables; electronic cables; battery cables; protective cases for 
smartphones; electronic load modules; 3D spectacles; DVD players; portable DVD players; FM transmitters; Global 
Positioning System [GPS] tracking and location devices; light-emitting diode [LED] televisions; liquid crystal display 
[LCD] monitors; liquid crystal display [LCD] televisions; portable MP3 players; Secure Digital [SD] memory cards; SIM 
cards; universal serial bus [USB] modems; autocollimators; ticket dispensers; coin-operated musical automata [juke 
boxes]; fire engines; answering machines; autotransformers; Ethernet adapters; flash memory card adapters; telephone 
adapters; computer card adapters; radio frequency adapters; computer network adapters; power adapters; accumulators 
[batteries]; batteries for cellular phones; batteries for vehicles; batteries for electronic cigarettes; electrical cells and 
batteries; nickel-cadmium storage batteries; accumulators, electric; accumulators, electric, for vehicles; electrolytic cells; 
actinometers; speaker systems consisting of loudspeakers and cabinets for use with loudspeakers; alidades; altimeters; 
ammeters; research laboratory analyzers for measuring, testing and analyzing blood and other bodily fluids; 
anemometers; residual gas analyzers; anodes; antennas; car antennas; antennas for wireless communications apparatus; 
radio signal antennas; antennas for telecommunications networks; microwave antennas; radio and television antennas; 
satellite antennas; television antennas; anticathodes; apertometers [optics]; telephone exchange apparatus; high-
frequency apparatus; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; apparatus for the input, output, transmission and 
storage of data; apparatus for broadcasting, recording, transmission or reproduction of sound, data or images; apparatus 
for the reproduction of sound or images; remote control apparatus; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of 
railway points; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; apparatus for recording images; apparatus 
for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound, images and data; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of information; apparatus for recording, transmission, reception, processing or reproduction of sound, 
images or data; apparatus for monitoring and recording the performance of machinery; monitoring apparatus, other than 
for medical purposes; teaching and instructional apparatus; apparatus for processing electronic payments; apparatus for 
the transmission of sound or images; sound recording apparatus; apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission 
or reproduction of sound, data or images; apparatus and instruments for transferring, receiving and storing sound, 
images and data, both in digital and analog form; apparatus and instruments for microscopy; apparatus and instruments 
for scanning probe microscopy; apparatus and instruments for scanning ion microscopy; apparatus and instruments for 
scanning ion conductance microscopy; data processing apparatus and computers; optical viewing and recording 
apparatus; radio receiving and transmitting apparatus; radio and television apparatus; electronic telephone exchange 
apparatus; electronic surveillance apparatus; vacuum distillation apparatus for laboratory use; video transmission 
apparatus; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; holography apparatus; distillation apparatus for scientific 
purposes; diffraction apparatus [microscopy]; air analysis apparatus; apparatus for broadcasting, recording, 
transmission or reproduction of sound or images; video recording apparatus; video playback apparatus; pressure 
recording apparatus; sound and image recording apparatus; sound recording and reproducing apparatus; apparatus for 
recording and reproducing speech; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of images; signal transmission apparatus; apparatus to check franking; word 
processing apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; apparatus for transmitting and reproducing sound or images; 
facsimile transmitting and receiving apparatus; apparatus for transmitting radio programs and radio relay messages; 
facsimile transmission machines; underwater breathing apparatus; testing apparatus for testing printed circuit boards; 
apparatus for fermentation [laboratory apparatus]; breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; breathing apparatus, 
except for artificial respiration; oxygen breathing apparatus, other than for artificial respiration; record playing apparatus 
and instruments; electrical communication machines and instruments; scientific, optical, measuring, signalling and 
checking apparatus and instruments; cinematographic apparatus and instruments; remote control apparatus and 
instruments; satellite receiving and transmission apparatus and instruments; photographic apparatus and instruments; 
drawing apparatus and instruments adapted for use with computers; electrical and electronic control apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays, not for medical purposes; cash registers; electronic 
cash registers; cinematographic apparatus; electric apparatus for commutation; magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] 
apparatus, not for medical purposes; navigation apparatus for boats; intercommunication apparatus; stills for laboratory 
experiments; projection apparatus; fire extinguishing apparatus; coin changers; radiological apparatus for industrial 
purposes; X-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; blueprint apparatus; flashing lights [luminous signals]; stereoscopic 
apparatus; manual telegraph apparatus; telecommunications apparatus for use with mobile networks; 
telecommunications apparatus for use with digital and analog signals; digital telephone switching apparatus; telephone 
apparatus; cordless telephone apparatus; mobile telephone apparatus with built-in facsimile systems; facsimile 
machines; portable facsimile machines; photovoltaic apparatus for converting solar radiation to electrical energy; 
phototelegraphy apparatus; igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting at a distance; electric apparatus for recording, 
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transmission or reproduction of sound or images; electrical control, testing and monitoring apparatus; electrical and 
electronic control apparatus for use with apparatus or installations for ventilation; electrical and electronic control 
apparatus for use with apparatus or installations for heating; electrical and electronic control apparatus for use with 
apparatus or installations for air-conditioning; electric telecommunications apparatus; electronic animal identification 
apparatus; acid hydrometers; salinometers; armatures for use in electrical apparatus; attenuators; audio discs; 
prerecorded audio discs; blank audio discs; audio recordings featuring music; sound and video recordings; audio and 
video tapes; downloadable video and audio files; audio cassettes; prerecorded audio cassettes; blank audio cassettes; 
audio books; digital audio tapes; prerecorded music audio tapes; prerecorded non-musical audio tapes; blank audio 
tapes; audio tape recorders; digital audio recorders; audio equipment; digital audio players; prerecorded audio tapes; 
prerecorded audio tapes featuring music; prerecorded digital audio tapes; audio receivers; acidimeters for batteries; 
aerometers; electronic databases recorded on computer media; beacons, luminous; luminous beacons for safety or 
warning purposes; ballasts for fluorescent lamps; ballasts for gas discharge lamps; ballasts for halogen lamps; ballasts 
for halogen lights; electronic ballasts for lamps; buoyancy bladders for diving; battery jars; automated banking machines; 
automatic paying-in and deposit machines; barometers; electric storage batteries; anode batteries; galvanic batteries; 
batteries for lighting; lithium batteries; nickel-cadmium batteries; rechargeable batteries; solar batteries; solar panels for 
the production of electricity; ignition batteries; dry cells; batteries, electric; rechargeable electric batteries; electrical 
cells; batteries; batteries for pocketlamps; batteries for electronic cigars; balances [steelyards]; freeware; betatrons; 
binoculars; hunting binoculars; field glasses; opera glasses; biomicroscopes; bioreactors for research use; bioreactors 
for cell culture; bioreactors for laboratory use; disposable plastic bioreactors for cell culture; biochips; electronic tags for 
goods; lens hoods for cameras; lens hoods; battery packs; computer chassis; voltage monitoring units; magnetic tape 
units for computers; computer memory devices; semi-conductor memory units; high-frequency switching power 
supplies; electronic power supplies; electrical fuse boxes; electrical power distribution blocks; borescopes; borescopes 
for inspecting work; boots for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; fire hose nozzles; encoded identification 
bracelets, magnetic; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; safety tarpaulins; electronic key fobs being remote 
control apparatus; bullet-proof clothing; trousers for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; navigational buoys; 
signalling buoys; life buoys; luminous safety beacons; marking buoys; directional compasses; computer buffers; vacuum 
gauges; electrolysers; wattmeters; variometers; webcams; fire buckets; internal cooling fans for computers [hardware]; 
central processing unit [CPU] fans; verniers; scales; talking scales; baby scales; bathroom scales; letter scales for 
domestic use; letter scales for office use; weighing scales for medical purposes; pocket scales; letter scales; kitchen 
scales; electronic weighing scales for kitchen use; personal weighing scales; weighbridges; precision balances; scales 
with body mass analysers; calculating scales; electrical scales; electronic weighing scales for personal use; portable 
digital electronic scales; levelling staffs [surveying instruments]; video multiplexing apparatus; videodiscs; recorded 
videodiscs and tapes; prerecorded videodiscs; video recordings; downloadable video recordings; musical video 
recordings; downloadable video recordings featuring music; camcorders; video baby monitors; digital single-lens reflex 
[DSLR] cameras; digital video cameras; video cards; video cassettes; prerecorded video cassettes featuring music; 
prerecorded video cassettes featuring cartoons; prerecorded video cassettes; blank video cassettes; prerecorded music 
videos; prerecorded music videotapes; prerecorded non-musical videotapes; blank videotapes; digital video recorders; 
video mixers; video monitors; video equipment; combination video players and recorders; digital video players; 
videotapes and videodiscs recorded with animation; prerecorded videotapes; prerecorded videotapes featuring music; 
prerecorded videos; video receivers; video projectors; video processors; personal video recorders [PVRs]; video 
telephones; video accelerators; electronic display units; downloadable video files; video films; prerecorded motion 
picture videos; video screens; range finders for cameras; viewfinders, photographic; electrical plugs and sockets; plugs, 
sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; electric plugs; micrometer screws for optical instruments; 
viscosimeters; circuit closers; static exciters; wavemeters; polarization-maintaining optical fibers; nonlinear optical 
fibers; voltmeters; DVD players and recorders; camera flashes; mechanical signs; signs, luminous; backlit signs; high-
frequency switches; switchboxes [electricity]; electronic motion sensitive switches; light switches; electric light switches; 
power switches; rectifier tubes; current rectifiers; rectifiers [electricity]; downloadable electronic newspapers; gas testing 
instruments; gasifiers for laboratory use; gasometers [measuring instruments]; headsets; galvanometers; wireless 
headsets for use with cellular phones; hands-free kits for telephones; telephone headsets; typeface fonts recorded on 
magnetic media; heliographic apparatus; hygrometers; hydrometers; hydrophones; weights; gyrocompasses; 
gyrometers; gyroscopes; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; depth gauges; print heads for plotters; print heads for 
computer printers; print heads for ink-jet printers; holograms; gravimeters; gramophones; LP records; computer graphics 
cards; downloadable computer graphics; plotters; X-Y plotters; woofers; loudspeakers with built-in amplifiers; 
loudspeaker units; weights for use with weighing scales; diving weights; sounding leads; plumb bobs; range finders; 
range finders for golf; transducers; automatic solar tracking sensors; proximity sensors; vibration sensors; vibration 
sensors for installation in windmill housings; gamma radiation detectors; pressure sensors; motion sensors; motion 
sensors for security lights; electronic sensors for measuring solar radiation; probes for testing semi-conductors; 
pollutant sensors; oxygen sensors, not for medical use; optical sensors; position sensors; distance sensors; 
touchscreen sensors; timing sensors; velocity sensors; temperature sensors; coolant-temperature sensors; air/fuel ratio 
gauges; ultrasonic sensors; ultrasonic object detectors for use on vehicles; level indicators; oil level sensors; 
acceleration sensors; television decoders; decorative switch plate covers, shaped; demodulators; demultiplexers; 
densimeters; densitometers; holders adapted for compact discs; holders and cases for compact discs and DVDs; holders 
for mobile telephones; in-car telephone handset cradles; detectors; gas sensors; smoke detectors; infrared detectors; 
polygraph machines, not for medical purposes; magnetic wall stud finders; fire detectors; combination carbon monoxide 
and smoke detectors; flame detection apparatus; radiation detectors; radon detectors; heat detectors; carbon monoxide 
detectors; carbon dioxide detectors; ultrasonic detectors; counterfeit coin detectors; ultrasonic flaw detectors; joysticks 
for use with computers, other than for video games; interactive computer software; transparencies [photography]; slide 
projectors; diaphragms [photography]; dictating machines; digital voice recorders; tweeters; speakers for computers; 
speakers for portable media players; dynamometers; diode arrays; digital force gauges; diodes; silicon carbide diodes; 
organic light-emitting diodes [OLED]; light-emitting diodes [LED]; floppy disks; blank floppy disks for computers; 
computer diskettes; blank diskettes; blank CD-ROMs for sound or video recording; CD-ROMs containing electronic 
telephone directories; prerecorded CD-ROMs; prerecorded CD-Is [compact disc interactive]; DVDs; blank recordable 
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DVDs; interactive DVDs; prerecorded DVDs; prerecorded fitness DVDs; prerecorded exercise DVDs; blank DVDs; blank 
discs for computers; hard drives for computers; blank hard disks for computers; hard disks for computers; miniature 
hard disk drive storage units; sound recording discs; laser discs; magneto-optical disks; disks, magnetic; blank magnetic 
disks; optical discs; blank optical disks; backup drives for computers; video game discs; computer game discs; circular 
slide rules; digital disk drives; DVD drives; disk drives for computers; computer disk drives and drivers; optical disk 
drives; juke boxes for computers; electrophoretic displays; wearable video display monitors; light emitting diode [LED] 
displays; touch sensitive display and control screens; electronic numeric displays; electronic advertising displays; 
electronic message displays; distillation columns for laboratory use; electronic diaries; DNA chips; rain gauges; spirit 
measures; radiation measuring apparatus; docking stations for MP3 players; docking stations for cellular phones; laptop 
docking stations; docking stations for digital music players; swim floats for safety purposes; electronic interactive 
whiteboards; electronic notice boards; daughterboards; choking coils for use in electrical apparatus; opacimeters; cable 
harnesses; electric wire harnesses for automobiles; liquid crystal displays [LCDs] for home theaters; bullet-proof 
waistcoats; life jackets; safety vests for water-skiing; flotation vests; life-saving vests for dogs; reflective safety vests; 
identification threads for electric wires; booms for microphones; contact lens blanks; downloadable computer game 
software; downloadable software for instant messaging and electronic mail services; downloadable computer game 
programs; downloadable computer software for remote monitoring and analysis; downloadable podcasts; downloadable 
computer security software; nose clips for divers; nose clips for divers and swimmers; locks for vehicles, electric; radio-
frequency controlled locks; locks, electric; power locks for motor vehicles; locks, electronic; shutters for cameras; lens 
shutters for cameras; optical shutters; magnetic cabinet door catches; alarm bells, electric; electric door chimes; electric 
door bells; call bells, electric; signal bells; bells [warning devices]; audio interfaces; audio recordings; musical sound 
recordings; downloadable musical sound recordings; sound projectors; acoustic conduits; pickups for 
telecommunication apparatus; mirrors for inspecting work; display screens; reflectors for microscopes; optical mirrors; 
electric signs; road signs, luminous or mechanical; marine depth finders; probes for scientific purposes; avalanche 
probes; buzzers; electronic buzzers; needles for surveying compasses; needles for record players; phonograph needles; 
downloadable computer games; eyewear; reflective articles for wear, for the prevention of accidents; glassware for 
laboratory use; measures; ampere-hour meters; vibration meters; pressure measuring apparatus; concentration meters; 
level gauges; sound level meters; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; inverters [electricity]; pressure 
indicators; indicator lights for telecommunication apparatus; temperature indicators; chip coils; electrical inductors; 
incubators for bacteria culture; incubators for laboratory use; wire diameter measuring devices; instruments for 
measuring length; radioactivity measuring instruments; resistance measuring instruments; material testing instruments; 
measuring instruments; electronic navigational and positioning apparatus and instruments; cosmographic instruments; 
mathematical instruments; electronic navigational instruments; levelling instruments; instruments containing eyepieces; 
surveying instruments; azimuth instruments; Internet servers; Internet telephones; graphical user interface software; 
interfaces for computers; interferometers; intranet servers; ionization apparatus not for the treatment of air or water; 
lithium-ion batteries; satellite finder meters; spark-guards; uninterruptible electrical power supplies; high-voltage power 
supplies; AC/DC power supplies; DC input power supplies; electrical power supplies; universal serial bus [USB] cables; 
guitar cables; Ethernet cables; jump start cables; modem cables; cables for optical signal transmission; cables for 
electrical or optical signal transmission; cables for electrical signal transmission; cables for electrical and optical signal 
transmission systems; printer cables; electric cables and wires; coaxial cables; mineral insulated electric cables; fiber 
optic cables; cables, electric; calipers; go/no-go gauges; slide calipers; screw-tapping gauges; no-go ring gauges; go ring 
gauges; master ring gauges; calorimeters; calculating machines; pocket calculators; electronic pocket calculators; 
electronic desk calculators; electronic calculators; closed circuit television cameras; decompression chambers; video 
surveillance cameras; rearview cameras for vehicles; infrared cameras; cinematographic cameras; multi-purpose 
cameras; film cameras; cameras with linear image sensors; thermal imaging cameras; ducting for electric cables; 
electrical raceways; mouth guards for sports; life-saving capsules for natural disasters; electronic pens [visual display 
units]; karaoke machines; electronic card readers; computer monitor frames; mounting racks adapted for computer 
hardware; holders for electric coils; identity cards, magnetic; blank integrated circuit cards [blank smart cards]; video 
game cartridges; ink cartridges, unfilled, for computer printers; ink cartridges, unfilled, for photocopiers; games 
cartridges for use with electronic games apparatus; toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; magnetically 
encoded debit cards; Ethernet cards; encoded cards; sound cards; electronic identification cards; interface circuits for 
video cameras; interface cards for computers; interface cards for data processing apparatus; magnetically encoded key 
cards; electronic key cards; magnetically encoded credit cards; local area network [LAN] computer cards; local area 
network [LAN] computer cards for connecting portable computer devices to computer networks; encoded loyalty cards; 
magnetically encoded cards for carrying data; encoded prepaid magnetic cards; random access memory [RAM] cards; 
memory cards for video game machines; memory cards for cameras; memory cards [computer hardware]; integrated 
circuit [IC] memory cards; magnetically encoded gift cards; expansion boards for computers; encoded integrated circuit 
cards; encoded magnetic cards; microchip cards; prepaid telephone calling cards, magnetically encoded; multimedia 
accelerator boards; fax modem cards for computers; flash memory cards; riding helmets; protective helmets; carriers for 
dark plates [photography]; film magazines for cameras; video game cassettes; computer game cassettes; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; automated teller machines [ATM]; cathodes; computer 
game cartridges; spools for cameras; choking coils [impedance]; magnetic coils; spools [photography]; coils, electric; 
electric resistors for telecommunication apparatus; electromagnetic coils; quantum dots [crystalline semi-conductor 
materials]; prerecorded motion picture films; cinematographic film, exposed; multifunction computer keyboards; 
computer keypads; keypads for security alarms; computer keyboards; keyboards for cellular phones; solenoid valves 
[electromagnetic switches]; terminal blocks; nose clips for swimmers; wire connectors [electricity]; thin client computers; 
encoded key cards; books recorded on disc; books recorded on tape; digital books downloadable from the Internet; 
electronic book readers; downloadable electronic books; digital notepads; electronic agendas; push buttons for bells; 
measuring buckets; encoders; magnetic encoders; visors for helmets; flasks for laboratory use; collectors, electric; 
collimators; loudspeakers; portable vibration speakers; chromatography columns for laboratory use; vacuum distillation 
columns for laboratory use; colorimeters; calibrating rings; adapter rings for camera lenses; smart rings; ring sizers; 
protective suits for aviators; downloadable comic strips; commutators; automatic switchboards; hyperbaric oxygen 
chambers, not for medical purposes; compact discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; compact 
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discs [audio-video]; recorded compact discs; interactive compact discs and CD-ROMs; CD-Is [compact disc interactive]; 
prerecorded music compact discs; compact discs [read-only memory]; compact discs featuring music; prerecorded 
compact discs; blank compact discs; comparators; magnetic compasses; magnetic compasses for surveying; marine 
compasses; buoyancy compensator devices for divers; point-of-sale [POS] terminals; component parts for antennas; 
electronic components for gambling machines; electronic components for computers; compressed air bailout units for 
diving; computerized time clocks with fingerprint recognition; computer hardware for telecommunications; computer 
hardware and software for setting up and configuring local area networks; computer hardware and software for setting up 
and configuring wide area networks; computer software to automate data warehousing; computer software to enhance 
the audiovisual capabilities of multimedia applications; computer software for controlling self-service terminals; 
computer software that assists computers in deploying parallel applications and performing parallel computations; 
computer software to enable the transmission of photographs to cellular phones; computer game programs 
downloadable via the Internet; computer application software for cellular phones; computer programs for enabling access 
or entrance control; computer programs for processing digital music files; computer programs for using the Internet and 
the World Wide Web; computer programs for user interface design; computer programs for editing images, sound and 
video; computer programs for connecting remotely to computers or computer networks; computer programs for 
searching remotely for content on computers and computer networks; computer programs for document management; 
interactive multimedia computer programs; computer programs used for electronic cash register systems; computers; 
computers for use in data management; pocket computers for note-taking; hand-held personal computers; 
communications computers; navigation computers for cars; desktop computers; wearable computers; personal 
computers; laptop computers; tablet computers; notebook computers; hand-held computers; computers and instructional 
manuals in electronic format sold as a unit; electronic currency converters; microscope condensers; condensers 
[capacitors]; contacts, electric; contacts, electric, of precious metal; disc storage containers, shaped; Ethernet 
controllers; wireless controllers to monitor and control the functioning of electronic devices, other than controllers for 
gaming apparatus; redundant array of independent disks [RAID] controllers; highway safety cones; decorative wind 
socks for indicating wind direction; wind socks for indicating wind direction; wind socks for indicating wind direction and 
intensity; traffic cones; computer network hubs, switches and routers; computer network hubs; boxes adapted for slides; 
branch boxes [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; battery boxes; cabinets for 
loudspeakers; diving suits; fire-resistant flying suits; wet suits for scuba diving; survival suits; waterproof survival suits 
for the prevention of drowning; speaker mounting brackets; galena crystals [detectors]; silicon chips; brackets for setting 
up flat screen television sets; ring buoys for use in water rescue; measuring cups; decorative covers, shaped, for smoke 
detectors; electric outlet covers, shaped; covers for electric outlets; central processing unit [CPU] coolers; jackets for 
protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; beakers [laboratory glassware]; logs [measuring instruments]; laser 
diodes; lasers, not for medical purposes; lasers for measuring; lactodensimeters; lactometers; vacuum tubes [radio]; 
flashlamps for cameras; flashlights [photography]; microscope lamps; darkroom lamps [photography]; vehicle 
breakdown warning lamps, other than parts of vehicles; thermionic tubes; amplifying tubes; electron tubes; thermionic 
valves for radios; blank magnetic computer tapes; blank tapes for storage of computer data; head cleaning tapes for 
video recorders; head cleaning tapes for audio cassette recorders; head cleaning tapes [recording]; tape measures; 
magnetic tapes; videotapes; audio tapes; blank magnetic tapes for tape recorders; audio tapes featuring music; surveying 
chains; warning streamers; fire escapes; computer game tapes; yardsticks; rulers [measuring instruments]; square rulers 
for measuring; slide-rules; levelling rods for surveying; graduated rulers; folding rulers; anti-reflective lenses; lenses for 
microscopes; telescopic lens sights; ophthalmic lenses; lenses for sunglasses; lenses for telescopes; optical 
condensers; contact lenses; correcting lenses [optics]; optical lenses; optical lenses for sunglasses; magnifying lenses; 
electricity conduits; sounding lines; measuring spoons; local area networks; magnifying glasses [optics]; thread 
counters; illuminometers; magnetometers; audio cassette recorders; digital audio tape recorders; magnets; decorative 
magnets; decorative refrigerator magnets; close-up lenses; refrigerator magnets; crash test dummies; resuscitation 
mannequins [teaching apparatus]; mouse [computer peripheral]; pressure gauges; high-pressure manometers; boost 
gauges; tire pressure gauges; security tokens [encryption devices]; network routers; computer network routers; ski 
goggles; goggles for motorcyclists; skin diving masks; scuba masks; divers' masks; solderers' helmets; protective 
masks; oxygen masks, not for medical purposes; flame-retardant balaclavas; swim masks; face-shields for protection 
against accidents, irradiation and fire; dust masks; respiratory masks, other than for artificial respiration; welding masks; 
snow goggles; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; automated bank note sorting machines; concrete testing 
machines; material testing machines; plastic testing machines; cement testing machines; credit card encoding machines 
[computer peripherals]; ticket cancelling machines; voting machines; money counting and sorting machines; coin 
counting and sorting machines; textile testing machines; time and date stamping machines; cinematographic machines 
and apparatus; telecommunication machines and apparatus; screw-thread measuring machines and instruments; surface 
roughness testing machines and instruments; material testing instruments and machines; metal strength testing 
machines; metal hardness testing machines; metal compression testing machines; electrostatic copying machines; fire 
trucks; digital color photocopiers; rotating signalling lights; furniture especially made for laboratories; megaphones; 
portable media players; copper panels for circuit boards; diaphragms [acoustics]; acoustic membranes used in sound 
recording or reproducing apparatus; diaphragms for scientific apparatus; metal detectors; metal detectors for industrial 
or military purposes; hand-held security wands; digital weather stations; metronomes; carpenters' rules; rules [measuring 
instruments]; dressmakers' measures; folding rules; bellows for cameras; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; 
mechanisms for counter-operated apparatus; vehicle wheel alignment machines; electronic locking mechanisms for 
safes; coin-operated mechanisms for vending machines; coin-operated mechanisms for television sets; shutter releases 
[photography]; microcomputers; microcontrollers; micrometers; microprocessors; secure microprocessors; microchips 
[computer hardware]; microscopes; biological microscopes; metallurgical microscopes; microscopes for operations; 
polarizing microscopes; electron microscopes; microcircuits; semi-conductor chips; microtomes; microfiche; 
microphones; microphones for telecommunication apparatus; microphones for communication devices; microphone 
mixers; audio mixers; sound mixers with integrated amplifiers; minicomputers; modems; external modems; internal 
modems; cable modems; rectifier modules; memory expansion modules; integrated circuit modules; lightning rods; 
oxygen monitors, not for medical purposes; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; gas flow 
monitors; digital signage monitors; touchscreen monitors; monocles; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; computer 
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network bridges; downloadable digital music; downloadable digital music provided from MP3 Internet web sites; digital 
music downloadable from the Internet; multiplexers; electric cable connectors; terminals [electricity]; junction sleeves for 
fiber optics; junction sleeves for electric cables; computer mice; wireless computer mice; computer chipsets for use in 
transmitting data to and from a central processing unit; teeth protectors; temperature indicator labels, not for medical 
purposes; knee-pads for workers; pipette tips for laboratory use; headphones; in-ear headphones; headsets for use with 
computers; headsets for cellular phones; headsets for telephones; music headphones; photographic negatives; netbooks 
[computers]; surveyors' levels; electronic telephone dialers; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; magneto-optical and 
optical data carriers; machine-readable data carriers; prerecorded data carriers for use with computers; sound recording 
carriers; magnetic data media; magnetic and optical data carriers; prerecorded magnetic data carriers; blank magnetic 
data carriers; machine-readable data carriers recorded with programs; optical data media; digital recording media; socks 
for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; electronic sheet music, downloadable; virtual reality software; virtual 
reality game software; wide area network [WAN] operating software; compiler software; software for computer telephony; 
computer software, recorded; software for GPS navigation systems; instant messaging software; downloadable instant 
messaging software; software for processing images, graphics and text; software for optical character recognition; 
Internet messaging software; electronic mail software; downloadable electronic mail software; software for satellite 
navigation systems; computer game programs; recorded computer game software; educational software for children; 
virtual private network [VPN] operating software; universal serial bus [USB] operating software; sheaths for electric 
cables; protective sheaths for fiber optical cables; protective covers for smartphones; protective covers for electronic 
book readers; identification sheaths for electric wires; clear protective covers adapted for MP3 players; clear protective 
covers adapted for cellular phones; clear protective covers adapted for personal digital assistants [PDAs]; clear 
protective covers adapted for smartphones; universal serial bus [USB] hardware; virtual private network [VPN] hardware; 
weighing machines; gas chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; sound reproduction equipment; karaoke 
equipment; local area network [LAN] hardware; electric and electronic musical effects equipment; word processing 
equipment; paging equipment; apparatus for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; card reading equipment; computer component testing and calibrating equipment; sound recording equipment; 
electronic testing apparatus for use in the field of telecommunications; computer hardware; computer hardware for 
network access servers; punched card machines for offices; peripheral equipment for computers and data processing 
equipment; semi-conductor devices; life saving apparatus and equipment; telecommunications equipment; photographic 
equipment; electronic equipment for detecting mines; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; shoes 
for protection against accidents and fire; lenses for astrophotography; lenses for video cameras; lens barrels for 
microscopes; selfie lenses; lens barrels for telescopes; objectives [lenses] [optics]; lenses for photographic apparatus; 
egg-candlers; fire extinguishers; flashing safety lights; rescue laser signalling flares; electrified fences; limiters 
[electricity]; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; clothing for protection against fire; asbestos 
clothing for protection against fire; clothing for protection against chemicals and radiation; articles of protective clothing 
for wear by motorcyclists for protection against accident or injury; clothing for protection against accidents; insulated 
clothing for protection against accidents or injury; clothing and footwear for protection against accidents, irradiation and 
fire; clothing and gloves for use in welding for protection against accidents or injury; reflective apparel and clothing for 
the prevention of accidents; clothing especially made for laboratories; odometers; ozonisers [ozonators]; octants; 
eyepieces; ohmmeters; operating system programs; computer operating programs; wrist rests for use with computers; 
wrist rests for use with computer keyboards; eyeglass frames; frames for sunglasses; monocle frames; fiber optics; 
protective eyewear; sports eyewear; optical disks featuring music; computerized personal organizers; digital organizers; 
oscillographs; oscillators; plumb lines; reflectors for traffic signals; mirrors [optics]; glacier glasses; diving goggles; 
safety goggles; welding goggles; goggles and masks for protection against dust; night vision goggles; eyeglasses; swim 
goggles; dust goggles; sunglasses; goggles for sports; electronic collars to train animals; integrated software packages; 
packaged software; finger sizers; disk memories; audio mixing desks; video mixing desks; liquid crystal display [LCD] 
panels; thin film transistor liquid crystal display [TFT-LCD] panels; electronic indicator panels; audio and video mixing 
desks; plasma display panels; touch pads for computers; touch pads; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; plasma 
display panel [PDP] televisions; control panels for elevators; electroluminescent display panels; radio pagers; electronic 
pagers; pince-nez; electronic pocket translators; intercoms; emergency signal transmitters; wireless transmitters; 
transmitters [telecommunication]; Global Positioning System [GPS] transmitters; cable television transmitters; optical 
transmitters; remote control transmitters; radar transmitters; radio frequency transmitters; satellite transmitters; 
telephone transmitters; digital transmitters; transmitters of electronic signals; Ethernet switches; change-over switches 
for telecommunication apparatus; piezoelectric switches; computer network switches; switches, electric; plug adapters; 
converters for electric plugs; periscopes; computer peripherals and accessories; gloves for divers; gloves for protection 
against accidents; gloves for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; gloves for protection against X-rays for 
industrial purposes; asbestos gloves for protection against accidents; disposable latex gloves for laboratory use; fire-
resistant gloves; disposable gloves for laboratory use; disposable plastic gloves for laboratory use; light pens; furnaces 
for laboratory experiments; furnaces for laboratory use; microwave ovens for laboratory use; pipettes; pyrometers; 
electron guns; planetarium projectors; planimeters; plane tables [surveying instruments]; graphics tablets; phonograph 
records featuring music; plates for batteries; silicon wafers for integrated circuits; single-crystal silicon wafers; silicon 
wafers; semi-conductor wafers; solar wafers; electrical outlet plates, shaped; computer software platforms; computer 
software platforms, recorded or downloadable; graphics cards; wafers for integrated circuits; PC cards; satellite 
processors; computer accelerator boards; memory boards; audio circuit boards; motherboards; computer motherboards 
and daughterboards; multilayer printed wiring boards; video circuit boards; electronic circuit cards; printed circuit 
boards; printed circuit boards incorporating integrated circuits; electrical circuit boards; computer plug-in cards; electric 
switch plates; electronic circuit boards; compact disc players; cassette players; MP3 players; protective films adapted for 
computer screens; protective films adapted for smartphones; color separation films; sound recording strips; X-ray films, 
exposed; films, exposed; life-saving rafts; digital plotters; radio frequency repeaters; wrist rests for computer mouse 
users; laboratory trays; notebook computer cooling pads; wafers for solar cells; arm rests for use with computers; digital 
signs; racks adapted for amplifiers; computer stands specially designed for holding a computer, printer and accessories; 
microphone stands; thermosensitive temperature indicator strips; semi-conductors; electronic semi-conductors; 
polarimeters; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; fire pumps; computer parallel ports; computer serial ports; measuring 
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glassware; weight belts for diving; support belts for workers; life belts; fuses for telecommunication apparatus; fuses; 
circuit breakers; preamplifiers; acoustic transformers; analog-to-digital converters; transmultiplexers; rotary converters; 
cable television converters; electronic power converters; DC/DC converters; low profile DC/DC converters; level 
converters; digital-to-analog converters; frequency converters; converters, electric; electroacoustic transducers; 
telerupters; food analysis apparatus; apparatus for verifying data on magnetically encoded cards; diagnostic apparatus, 
not for medical purposes; distance recording apparatus; apparatus for the recording of sound or images; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and 
reproduction of sound, images or data; sound measuring apparatus; luminescence measuring devices; radioactivity 
measuring apparatus; distance measuring apparatus; speedometers for vehicles; speed measuring apparatus 
[photography]; appliances for measuring the thickness of leather; apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins; diesel 
oil emission testers; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; apparatus for controlling static electricity; dust emission 
monitors; apparatus for processing, transmitting and storing database information; teaching apparatus; microhardness 
testers; smoke alarm testers; voltage testers; continuity testers; time recording apparatus; hemline markers; apparatus 
for testing vehicle brakes; apparatus for testing vehicle transmissions; magnetic head cleaning apparatus; magnetic tape 
cleaning apparatus; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; measuring apparatus; optical frequency 
metrology devices; digital panel meters; measuring devices, electric; astrometric apparatus and instruments; apparatus 
and instruments for astronomy; surveying apparatus and instruments; weighing apparatus and instruments; apparatus 
and instruments for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; measuring and testing machines and 
instruments; teaching and instructional apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; satellite broadcast receiving and decoding apparatus 
and instruments; measuring apparatus and instruments; checking [supervision] apparatus and instruments; measuring 
and control apparatus and instruments; laboratory apparatus and instruments; nautical apparatus and instruments; 
multimedia apparatus and instruments; navigational instruments; scientific apparatus and instruments; scientific, 
nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking [supervision], life-
saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; teaching apparatus and instruments; 
data communication apparatus and instruments; telecommunications apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for physics; photographic and cinematographic apparatus and instruments; photographic, cinematographic 
and optical apparatus and instruments; chemistry apparatus and instruments; electronic navigational, tracking and 
positioning apparatus and instruments; particle flow monitors; particle emission monitors; boiler control instruments; 
meteorological instruments; coffee measures; naval signalling apparatus; observation instruments; navigation apparatus 
for vehicles [on-board computers]; satellite navigational apparatus; scientific apparatus; optical inspection apparatus for 
industrial use; LORAN navigation machines; regulating apparatus, electric; sensors [measurement apparatus], other than 
for medical use; automatic telegraph apparatus; telecommunications apparatus; telecommunication apparatus in the form 
of jewellery; digital telecommunications apparatus; precision measuring apparatus; electrical controls for irrigation 
sprinkler systems; photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar electricity; electronic apparatus for 
testing the sterility of medical equipment; electronic apparatus for testing the sterility of pharmaceuticals and injectable 
solutions; electrophoresis apparatus, not for medical purposes; CD-ROM drives; CD drives for computers; external 
computer hard drives; floppy disk drives; hard disk drives; audio- and video-receivers; wireless receivers; Global 
Positioning System [GPS] receivers; cable television receivers; optical receivers; remote control receivers; radar 
receivers; radar receivers with amplifiers; radio frequency receivers; satellite receivers; television receivers [TV sets]; 
transceivers; radio transceivers; optical transceivers; prisms for microscopes; prisms for scientific purposes; prisms for 
telescopes; prisms for optical purposes; prisms [optics]; computer software applications, downloadable; photo printers; 
printers for use with computers; xerographic printers; laser printers; daisy wheel printers; dot matrix printers; ink-jet 
printers; thermal printers; color printers; color laser printers; ink-jet color printers; digital color printers; retorts' stands; 
apparatus for changing record player needles; wrist rests for use with computer peripherals; drainers for use in 
photography; cleaning apparatus for sound recording discs; fire beaters; metering apparatus for dispensing perfumes in 
measured quantities; boresighters [alignment apparatus for firearm sights]; telescopic sights; telescopic riflescopes; 
telescopic bow sights for archery; telescopic sights for firearms; telescopic sights for guns; telescopic sights for artillery; 
test tubes; plug gauges; go/no-go plug gauges; pressure indicator plugs for valves; probes for testing integrated circuits; 
magnetic wires; winding wires [electricity]; power wires; resistance wires; telegraph wires; telephone wires; wires, 
electric; copper wire, insulated; conductors, electric; fuse wire; DVD burners; computer hardware and software for 
database management; computer hardware and software; computer software, firmware and hardware; software; BIOS 
[basic input/output system] software; bioinformatics software; computer software for computer-aided design/computer-
aided manufacturing [CAD/CAM]; computer software for administration of local area networks; computer software for 
wireless content delivery; computer software for wireless network communications; computer software for two or three-
dimensional simulation for use in design and development of industrial products; decoder software; software for Internet 
access; computer software for accessing information directories that may be downloaded from a global computer 
network; privacy protection software; e-mail security software; video games software; computer software for application 
and database integration; computer whiteboard software; computer software for use in programming facsimile machines; 
local area network [LAN] operating software; industrial process control software; computer software for controlling and 
managing access server applications; computer software for encryption; music composition software; computer 
programs and software for image processing used for cellular phones; computer software for word processing; computer 
software for processing digital images; computer software for processing digital music files; computer software for 
converting document images into electronic formats; credit screening software; desktop publishing software; computer 
software for communicating with users of hand-held computers; data compression software; computer software for 
Global Positioning Systems [GPS]; scanning software; computer software for creating searchable databases; computer 
software for use in creating and designing websites; computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and 
photographs; computer software for creating and editing music and sounds; computer software for controlling the 
operation of audio and video devices; computer groupware; communications software; communications software for 
connecting global computer networks; communications software for connecting computer network users; downloadable 
computer software programs; computer graphics software; computer communications software to allow customers to 
access bank account information and transact bank business; computer software; computer shareware; multimedia 
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software recorded on CD-ROM; downloadable cloud computing software; computer search engine software; embedded 
operating software; computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a 
global computer network; computer video game software; computer firmware; software for diagnostics and 
troubleshooting; computer programs, recorded; video game programs; consumer video game programs; data processing 
programs; software for searching and retrieving information across a computer network; software for creating, 
facilitating, and managing remote access to and communication with local area networks and global networks; PDF 
creation and conversion software; programs recorded on electronic circuits for amusement apparatus with liquid crystal 
screens; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; interactive video game programs; computer game 
software; interactive computer game programs; electronic game software; electronic game programs; computer hardware 
and firmware; interactive multimedia software for playing games; computer hardware and software for providing secure 
remote access to computer and communication networks; computer programs and software; computer software for 
business purposes; computer software for arcade apparatus and games; computer software for data and document 
capture, transmission, storage and indexing; computer software for use in automating and managing business 
processes; computer software for use in providing multiple user access to a global computer information network; 
computer programs for data processing; computer software for image processing; computer software for transmission of 
sound and video messages; computer software to enable searching of data; computer programs for connecting to remote 
computers and computer networks; computer software for synchronizing data between hand-held or portable computers 
and host computers; computer software for the creation of firewalls; computer software for database management; 
computer software for facsimile, electronic mail, voice mail or Internet messaging; computer programs [downloadable 
software]; downloadable computer software; computer software downloaded from the Internet; computer game software 
downloadable from a global computer network; computer game software downloadable via a global computer network 
and wireless devices; interactive multimedia computer game programs; recorded computer game programs; computer 
programs and software for image processing; computer programs and computer software for electronic trading of 
securities; computer software for use in the field of telecommunications for providing electronic transmission of 
documents and facsimile transmission; computer software and telecommunications apparatus, including modems, to 
enable connection to databases and the Internet; computer software and telecommunications apparatus, including 
modems, to enable connection to databases, computer networks and the Internet; computer software and 
telecommunications apparatus, including modems, to enable connection to databases, computer networks, global 
computer networks and the Internet; computer software and telecommunications apparatus to enable connection to 
databases and the Internet; computer firewall software; computer operating system software; educational computer 
software; computer video game software and manuals in electronic format sold as a unit; computer game software and 
manuals in electronic format sold as a unit; computer software for data processing; data processing programs recorded 
on machine-readable data carriers; computer operating programs, recorded; application software; interactive 
entertainment software for use with computers; downloadable interactive entertainment software for playing video 
games; downloadable interactive entertainment software for playing computer games; web site development software; 
network operating system programs; computer utility programs; electronic game software for wireless devices; electronic 
game software for hand-held electronic devices; electronic game software for cellular phones; computer software 
programs; computer software products; projectors; home theater projectors; projectors for the entertainment industry; 
picture projectors; liquid crystal display [LCD] projectors; cinematographic projectors; multimedia projectors; 
photography projectors; digital projectors; record players; audio cassette players; audio cassette players for 
automobiles; audio cassette and compact disc players; videodisc players; video cassette players; video compact disc 
players; digital audio tape players; cassette players for cars; digital compact disc players; artificial limbs for medical 
instruction purposes [teaching apparatus]; gas masks; data processors; raster image processors; digital signal 
processors; processors [central processing units]; rods for water diviners; electronic publications [downloadable] 
provided on-line from databases or the Internet; electronic publications, downloadable; electronic publications 
[downloadable] provided from databases or the Internet; electronic publications recorded on computer media; remote 
controls; remote controls for stereos; remote controls for radios; remote controls for televisions; infrared remote 
controls; digital mixing desks; distribution consoles [electricity]; control panels for security alarms; remote control 
apparatus for air-conditioning installations; control panels [electricity]; computer workstations [hardware]; radar 
detectors; radar guns for sporting events; radar apparatus; maritime patrol radars; heat sinks for use in computers; radio 
apparatus and instruments; vacuum tubes; masts for wireless aerials; audio baby monitors; radio transmitters; 
transmitting sets [telecommunication]; radios; radio receivers; car radios; vehicle radios; radio transmitters and 
receivers; mobile radios; short-range radios; two-way radios; radiotelephones; radio tuners; sprinkler systems for fire 
protection; power strips with movable sockets; threaded electrical cable connectors; connectors for electronic circuits; 
jack cables; power connectors; plug-in connectors; round plug connectors; electrical connectors; frames for 
photographic transparencies; slide film mounts; screens for photoengraving; flow gauges; flowmeters; walkie-talkies; 
data loggers; voltage surge protectors; regulators for use in scuba diving; oxygen regulators; power controllers; 
electronic power controllers; voltage regulators; voltage regulators for vehicles; induction voltage regulators; stage 
lighting regulators; light dimmers [regulators], electric; static voltage regulators; electrical signal attenuators; speed 
regulators for record players; electrical charge controllers; cell switches [electricity]; washing trays [photography]; 
resonators; marking gauges [joinery]; T-squares for measuring; time switches, automatic; differential switches; relays for 
radio and television stations; relays, electric; lanyards [straps] for cameras; lanyards [straps] for cellular phones; 
lanyards for safety purposes for fall protection; safety harnesses, other than for vehicles or sports purposes; safety 
restraints, other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; chin straps for American football helmets; X-ray 
photographs, other than for medical purposes; rheometers; rheostats; Ethernet repeaters; respirators for filtering air; 
retorts; repeaters for radio and television stations; reflectors for telescopes; optical reflectors; refractometers; refractors; 
grids for batteries; downloadable ring tones and graphics for cellular phones; ring tones, graphics and music 
downloadable via a global computer network and wireless devices; security surveillance robots; downloadable telephone 
ring tones; laboratory robots; teaching robots; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; electric sockets; speaking 
tubes; horns for loudspeakers; subwoofers; subwoofers for vehicles; saccharometers; waveguides for high-power beam 
delivery; optical fibers [light conducting filaments]; lens filters for cameras; polymer light-emitting diodes [PLED]; traffic 
lights; railway signals; traffic-light apparatus [signalling devices]; dog whistles; signalling whistles; sports whistles; 
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sextants; projected capacitive touch sensors; infrared sensors; liquid level sensors; level sensors; computer network 
servers; communications servers [computer hardware]; network servers; computer servers; network facsimile servers; 
electronic mail servers; inductors [electricity]; magnetic cores; computer networking hardware; operating software for 
network access servers; wide area networks; electrical cabling; safety nets; nets for protection against accidents; burglar 
alarms; fire alarms; gas leak alarms; smoke alarms; security alarms; personal security alarms; electronic burglar alarms; 
fire alarms in the shape of Christmas tree ornaments; personal alarms; anti-theft alarms, other than for vehicles; signals, 
luminous or mechanical; sirens for vehicles; vehicle driving simulators for training purposes; sirens; computer operating 
software; loudspeaker systems; video surveillance systems; Global Positioning Systems; public address systems; static 
grounding systems and apparatus; biometric identification systems; laser measuring systems; computer systems; 
access control and alarm monitoring systems; biometric access control systems; electronic access control systems for 
interlocking doors; data processing systems; computer operating systems; anti-intrusion alarms; fire extinguishing 
systems; biometric voice recognition systems; pattern recognition systems composed of computer chips, computer 
hardware and software; satellite navigation systems; satellite-aided navigation systems; speakerphones; video imaging 
systems; biometric scanners; biometric fingerprint scanners; image scanners; scanners [data processing equipment]; 
optical scanners; hand-held scanners; biometric hand scanners; biometric retinal scanners; snap gauges; slide film, 
exposed; hand-held electronic dictionaries; electronic dictionaries; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; encoded smart 
cards; blank smart cards; smartglasses; smartphones; smartwatches; gas mixers for laboratory use; fiber optic 
couplings; connections for electric lines; fiber optic connectors; couplings, electric; connectors [electricity]; electronic 
connectors; optical fiber connectors; plug connectors; sonars; sound locating instruments; lighting ballasts; resistances, 
electric; math coprocessors; spectrograph apparatus; astronomical spectrographs; spectroscopes; spectrophotometers; 
speed indicators; bicycle speedometers; alcoholmeters; sports training simulators; shutter releases for cameras; 
satellites for scientific purposes; wide area network [WAN] hardware; head guards for martial arts; head guards for 
boxing; head guards for karate; protection devices for personal use against accidents; audiovisual teaching apparatus; 
computer software development tools; electronic control gears [ECGs] for LED lamps and light fixtures; voltage 
stabilizers; measuring jugs; tire balancing machines for land vehicles; electronic docking stations; charging stations for 
electric vehicles; radiotelegraphy sets; radiotelephony sets; automatic telephone exchanges; spectacle lenses; anti-glare 
glasses; optical glass; glass dryers for laboratory use; speedometer testers; automobile stereo adapters; 
stereomicroscopes; stereo headphones; stereo receivers; personal stereos; stereoscopes; stereo tuners; stereo 
amplifiers; computer styluses; racks adapted for loudspeakers; video camera stands; stands for use with operating 
microscopes; stands for photographic apparatus; mounting racks adapted for telecommunications hardware; laboratory 
countertops; editing machines for cinematographic films; stroboscopes; fire boats; sulfitometers; carrying cases adapted 
for computers; bags adapted for laptops; bags specially adapted for cameras and photographic equipment; 
supercomputers; superminicomputers; drying racks [photography]; spherometers; integrated circuits; large-scale 
integrated circuits; electronic integrated circuits; printed circuits; electronic circuits; counters; water meters; gas meters; 
Geiger counters; parking meters; kilometer recorders for vehicles; revolution counters; electricity meters; abacuses; 
memory card readers; radio-frequency identification [RFID] readers; optical disk readers; electronic indicator boards; 
electronic scoreboards; mechanical egg timers; digital egg timers; kitchen timers; kitchen timers, electronic; egg timers 
[sandglasses]; electronic timers; taximeters; electronic taximeters; public telephones; ear plugs for divers; satellite 
dishes; tachometers; radio-frequency identification [RFID] tags; television apparatus; car televisions; plasma televisions; 
organic light-emitting diode [OLED] televisions; telegraphs [apparatus]; television cameras; television transmitters; 
telescopes; zenith telescopes; teleprompters; teleprinters; cellular telephone apparatus; telephones; mobile 
telecommunications handsets; cordless telephones; cellular phones; cellular phones having large keys and numbers that 
assist users having impaired vision or dexterity; digital cellular phones; satellite telephones; digital telephones; strain 
gauges; theodolites; precision theodolites; transits for surveying; electronic terminals for generating lottery tickets; 
terminals for radiotelephones; secure terminals for electronic transactions; interactive touch screen terminals; computer 
terminals; electronic payment terminals; thermistors; thermo-hygrometers; thermometers for laboratory use; meat 
thermometers; digital meat thermometers; household thermometers; thermometers, not for medical purposes; digital 
thermometers, not for medical purposes; thermocouples; thermostats; thermostats for vehicle engines; thermostats for 
vehicles; antifreeze testers; crucibles [laboratory]; thyristors; thickness gauges; ultrasonic thickness gauges; tone arms 
for record players; toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers; toner cartridges, unfilled, for photocopiers; totalizators; local 
area network [LAN] access points; local area network [LAN] access points for connecting network computer users; 
transistors [electronic]; Ethernet transceivers; transponders; protractors [measuring instruments]; high-voltage 
transformers; electrical transformers for telecommunication apparatus; electric voltage transformers; step-up 
transformers; step-down transformers; distribution transformers; welding transformers; electronic power transformers; 
flyback transformers; electric transformers for toy trains; transformers [electricity]; trackballs [pointing devices]; flight 
simulators; resuscitation training simulators; flight simulators for aircraft; electronic sports training simulators; vehicle 
breakdown warning triangles; triodes; starter cables for motors; discharge tubes, electric, other than for lighting; diving 
snorkels; scuba snorkels; laboratory storage tubes; capillary tubes; neon signs; Pitot tubes; X-ray tubes not for medical 
purposes; glass tubes for scientific purposes; telephone receivers; phototubes; meridian transit telescopes; car 
broadcasting tuners; carbon nanotubes for use in extremely small scale electronic and mechanical applications; angle 
gauges; squares for measuring; electrical extension cords; gauges; quantity indicators; digital torque gauges; automatic 
indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires; safety markers; fuel gauges; water temperature gauges; temperature gauges; 
exhaust gas temperature gauges; gasoline gauges; water level indicators; vehicle dipsticks; electric loss indicators; light-
emitting electronic pointers; laser pointers; slope indicators; plastic and cardboard cases adapted for the storage of 
record albums; levels [instruments for determining the horizontal]; water level gauges; mercury levels; plumb levels; 
spirit levels; urinometers; amplifiers for bass guitars; guitar amplifiers; amplifiers; amplifiers for musical instruments; 
audio frequency amplifiers; power amplifiers; optical semi-conductor amplifiers; radio frequency amplifiers; video 
frequency amplifiers; graphics accelerators; particle accelerators; electric and electronic video surveillance installations; 
electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; automatic telephone dialers; automatic switching 
apparatus for telecommunications; self-timers for cameras; automatic chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; 
baby monitors; apparatus for testing smoke detectors using an aerosol spray; apparatus for testing carbon monoxide 
detectors using an aerosol spray; apparatus for testing heat detectors using an aerosol spray; input devices for 
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computers; visual display units; video display units; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; balancing apparatus; 
electronic lock assemblies; video recorders; video recorders for automobiles; video recorders for cars; sound 
reproduction apparatus; automatic ticket dispensers; invoicing machines; video cassette recorders; tape recorders; 
devices for the recording, transmission and playback of sound and images; apparatus for the recording, transmission, 
amplification and reproduction of sound; apparatus for recording, storage, transmission and reproduction of sounds and 
images; protection devices against X-rays, not for medical purposes; voltage surge suppressors; radiation measuring 
instruments; luminous flux meters; battery testers; railway traffic safety appliances; data processing apparatus; optical 
character recognition [OCR] apparatus; video digitizers; oxygen transvasing apparatus; mobile data receivers; theft 
prevention installations, electric; apparatus for checking the authenticity of banknotes; brake fluid testers; circuit testers; 
film cutting apparatus; drying apparatus for photographic prints; optical character readers; card readers for credit cards; 
card readers for magnetically encoded cards; magnetic tape erasers; centering apparatus for photographic 
transparencies; flash memory card readers; electronic encryption units; dosage dispensers; railway signal apparatus, 
luminous or mechanical; CD-ROM writers; programmable digital television recorders; DVD recorders; buffer memory 
devices [computer hardware]; memory devices for use with data processing apparatus; electronic memory devices; 
mains chargers; cellular phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; battery chargers; battery chargers for use with 
telephones; chargers for electric batteries; chargers for electronic cigarettes; buzzers, electric; acoustic alarms; audio 
recorders; electronic sound pickups for guitars and basses; telecommunication devices and apparatus; acoustic meters; 
electronic metering devices for faucets; signalling apparatus and instruments; sounding apparatus and machines; 
currency authentication apparatus and equipment; automatic ion exchange chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; 
apparatus for editing cinematographic film; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; encoding and decoding apparatus; 
couplers [data processing equipment]; wireless computer peripherals; Global Positioning System [GPS] navigation 
devices; desk or car mounted units incorporating a loudspeaker to allow a telephone handset to be used hands-free; 
radio signal tuners; wearable activity trackers; data processing equipment; signal processors; vehicle tracking devices; 
anti-theft warning apparatus; power mixers [audio apparatus]; computer peripheral devices; personnel tracking devices; 
semi-conductor memory devices; anti-interference devices [electricity]; automated laundry detergent dispensers; 
demagnetizing apparatus for magnetic tapes; event recorders; emergency light bars for vehicles [luminous signals]; 
acoustic couplers; alarms; vibrating alarms as reminders to take medication; fog signals, non-explosive; adding 
machines; whistle alarms; card readers; chip card readers; readers [data processing equipment]; bar code readers; heat 
regulating apparatus; electronic personal alarm devices; portable flash memory devices; photovoltaic installations for 
generating electricity [photovoltaic power plants]; photocopiers [photographic, electrostatic, thermic]; data storage 
devices; computer network-attached storage [NAS] hardware; electronic apparatus for wireless reception, storage and 
transmission of data and messages; electronic imaging devices; electronic apparatus for the remote control of signals; 
electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with automatic performance programs for electronic musical instruments; 
electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; electric and 
electronic effects units for musical instruments; electronic broadcasting apparatus; ear buds; phase modifiers; 
downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; animated cartoons; 
anti-glare filters for computer monitors; anti-glare filters for televisions; filters for antennas; computer screen filters; 
filters for optical devices; filters for radio interference suppression; filters for respiratory masks; filters for television sets; 
filters for ultraviolet rays, for photography; inductance capacitance filters; optical filters; filters [photography]; color 
filters for liquid crystal display [LCD] screens; color filters for television and cinematographic cameras; warning flags; 
USB flash drives; magic lanterns; signal lanterns; optical lamps; phonographs; cameras [photography]; 35mm cameras; 
underwater cameras; photographic cameras for the instant production of pictures; cameras for self-developing films; 
disposable cameras; view cameras; plate cameras; digital cameras; digital cameras for industrial use; digital single lens 
reflex cameras; compact digital cameras; photodiodes; glazing apparatus for photographic prints; shutters 
[photography]; darkrooms [photography]; photometers; flash-bulbs [photography]; camera film, exposed; digital photo 
frames; photoresistors; photosensors; enlarging apparatus [photography]; photoelectric cells; photovoltaic cells; 
photovoltaic cells and modules; cases for compact discs; cases for compact discs or DVDs; cases for diskettes and 
compact discs; containers for contact lenses; cases for laptops; eyeglass cases; carrying cases specially adapted for 
computer printers; containers for microscope slides; cases for smartphones; cases for sunglasses; cases for sunglasses 
and protective eyewear; cases adapted for photographic equipment; storage wallets adapted for compact discs; cases for 
electronic diaries; protective cases for MP3 players; protective cases for cellular phones; protective cases for personal 
digital assistants [PDAs]; protective cases for tablet computers; protective cases for electronic book readers; leather 
cases for cellular phones; cellular phone cases made of leather or imitations of leather; cellular phone covers made of 
cloth or textile materials; cases adapted for cellular phones; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and 
instruments; chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; chronographs for use as specialized time recording 
apparatus; chronographs [time recording apparatus]; coelostats; laboratory centrifuges; eyeglass chains; chains for 
sunglasses; chains and cords for sunglasses; cyclotrons; decorative dials for thermostats; compasses for measuring; 
blank digital audio tapes; frequency meters; central processing unit [CPU] clocks; time clocks [time recording devices]; 
polyethylene measuring cups; Petri dishes for laboratory use; Petri dishes; paper covers for telephone receivers; DVD 
cases; cases for pocket calculators; binders adapted for compact discs; covers for cellular phones; carrying cases for 
radio pagers; sleeves for laptops; covers for personal digital assistants [PDAs]; covers for tablet computers; covers for 
smartphones; covers for telephone receivers; cases for telephones; fire blankets; dust covers for computers, shaped; 
chip cards; electronic chip cards; encoded electronic chip cards; encoded electronic chip cards for identifying particular 
users of computers and cellular phones; computer chipsets; chips [integrated circuits]; computer chips; electronic chips 
for the manufacture of integrated circuits; jigs [measuring instruments]; pedometers; meteorological balloons; electrified 
rails for mounting spot lights; asbestos screens for firemen; laminar flow cabinets for laboratory use; fire hose; baseball 
catchers' helmets; baseball batting helmets; bicycle helmets; virtual reality headsets; helmets for American football; 
balaclavas for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; helmets for motorcyclists; diving helmets; helmets for ice 
hockey; protective helmets for cyclists; protective helmets for children; protective helmets for motorcyclists; protective 
helmets for sports; head guards for sports; snorkels; cell phone straps; eyeglass cords; cords for sunglasses; straps for 
sunglasses; electric cords; disposable dispenser syringes for laboratory use; reusable dispenser syringes for laboratory 
use; downloadable printing fonts; tripods for surveying apparatus; pipette racks for laboratory use; tripods for 
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telescopes; tripods for cameras; switchboards; power distribution boxes; telecommunications switchboards; telephone 
switchboards; distribution boards [electricity]; illuminated advertising signs; hand-held protective shields for use by the 
police; illuminated signs; tire tread depth gauges; spark plug gap gauges; length measuring gauges; spark plug feeler 
gauges; equalizers [audio apparatus]; graphic equalizers; side shields for eyeglasses; face shields, other than for medical 
purposes; workmen's protective face-shields; face shields for protective helmets; liquid crystal display [LCD] screens; 
large-screen liquid crystal displays [LCDs]; computer screens; computer touch screens; flat panel display screens; flat 
panel electroluminescent display screens; projection screens; projection screens for cinematographic films; radiology 
screens for industrial purposes; touch screens; fluorescent screens; screens [photography]; exposure meters [light 
meters]; photographic exposure meters; electric capacitors for telecommunication apparatus; insulated electrical 
connectors; fuel cell electrodes; electromagnets; electronic telecommunications apparatus; cathode-ray tubes; 
downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines; blank electronic chip cards [blank smart cards]; ducts 
[electricity]; electric phonographs; galvanic cells; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; wet cells; fuel cells; 
electronic components for integrated circuit cards; solar cells; photovoltaic modules; electronic components; 
epidiascopes; ergometers; bar code labels, encoded; labels with machine-readable codes; labels with integrated radio 
frequency identification [RFID] chips; guitar effects processors; echo sounders; armatures [electricity]; calibrated 
photovoltaic reference cells; black boxes [data recorders].

Cl.16;Fountain pens; albums; almanacs; document laminators for office use; mimeograph apparatus and machines; 
atlases; banknotes; banners of paper; paper bows, other than haberdashery or hair decorations; table linen of paper; 
tickets; forms, printed; announcement cards [stationery]; note books; pads [stationery]; drawing pads; loose-leaf binders; 
wristbands for the retention of writing instruments; pamphlets; booklets; paper; paper sheets [stationery]; waxed paper; 
paper for medical examination tables; paper for recording machines; paper for radiograms; papers for painting and 
calligraphy; electrocardiograph paper; wood pulp paper; carbon paper; copying paper [stationery]; parchment paper; 
writing paper; rice paper; luminous paper; toilet paper; wrapping paper; filter paper; blotters; newsletters; rollers for 
typewriters; house painters' rollers; composing sticks; modelling wax, not for dental purposes; signboards of paper or 
cardboard; sewing patterns; bunting of paper; newspapers; electrotypes; hectographs; modelling clay; polymer 
modelling clay; terrestrial globes; drawing sets; engravings; slate pencils; pencil leads; document holders [stationery]; 
pencil holders; chalk holders; holders for cheque books; holders for stamps [seals]; page holders; name badge holders 
[office requisites]; diagrams; table runners of paper; engraving plates; writing slates; blackboards; galley racks [printing]; 
drawing boards; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; duplicators; punches [office requisites]; cream containers 
of paper; magazines [periodicals]; money clips; clips for name badge holders [office requisites]; tags for index cards; pen 
clips; bookmarkers; etching needles; tracing needles for drawing purposes; periodicals; printed publications; paper 
shredders for office use; graphic representations; credit card imprinters, non-electric; graining combs; drawing 
instruments; calendars; tracing paper; tracing cloth; tracing patterns; gums [adhesives] for stationery or household 
purposes; lithographic stones; ink stones [ink reservoirs]; pencils; pencil lead holders; charcoal pencils; pictures; 
transfers [decalcomanias]; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; cardboard; wood pulp board [stationery]; hat boxes 
of cardboard; cards; index cards [stationery]; geographical maps; paper tapes and cards for the recordal of computer 
programmes; trading cards, other than for games; perforated cards for Jacquard looms; catalogues; spools for inking 
ribbons; covers of paper for flower pots; paintbrushes; painters' brushes; writing brushes; typewriter keys; glue for 
stationery or household purposes; isinglass for stationery or household purposes; gluten [glue] for stationery or 
household purposes; starch paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes; printing blocks; books; manifolds 
[stationery]; comic books; drawing pins; cigar bands; envelopes [stationery]; boxes of paper or cardboard; cases for 
stamps [seals]; paint boxes [articles for use in school]; correcting fluids [office requisites]; printed coupons; stencils 
[stationery]; French curves; paper ribbons, other than haberdashery or hair decorations; typewriter ribbons; gummed 
tape [stationery]; adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; correcting tapes [office requisites]; inking 
ribbons; inking ribbons for computer printers; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; self-adhesive tapes 
for stationery or household purposes; square rulers for drawing; drawing rulers; flyers; absorbent sheets of paper or 
plastic for foodstuff packaging; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; viscose sheets for 
wrapping; sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; steel letters; type 
[numerals and letters]; lithographs; paint trays; architects' models; postage stamps; plastics for modelling; graphic 
prints; modelling materials; teaching materials [except apparatus]; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; 
adhesives [glues] for stationery or household purposes; stuffing of paper or cardboard; bookbinding material; packing 
[cushioning, stuffing] materials of paper or cardboard; packaging material made of starches; filtering materials [paper]; 
addressing machines; pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; bookbinding apparatus and machines [office 
equipment]; typewriters, electric or non-electric; paper creasers [office requisites]; franking machines for office use; chalk 
for lithography; writing chalk; tailors' chalk; marking chalk; spray chalk; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, 
for packaging; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; plastic bags for pet waste disposal; painters' easels; hand-rests for 
painters; printing sets, portable [office requisites]; bibs of paper; bibs, sleeved, of paper; stickers [stationery]; finger-
stalls [office requisites]; writing cases [stationery]; cords for bookbinding; paper knives [letter openers]; printed sheet 
music; numbering apparatus; bottle envelopes of paper or cardboard; sealing wafers; covers [stationery]; passport 
holders; plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; embroidery designs [patterns]; handwriting specimens for 
copying; oleographs; musical greeting cards; greeting cards; postcards; etchings; conical paper bags; paper bags for 
use in the sterilization of medical instruments; bags for microwave cooking; palettes for painters; ink sticks; pantographs 
[drawing instruments]; papier mâché; pastels [crayons]; modelling paste; pen cases; pen wipers; office perforators; pens 
[office requisites]; nibs of gold; nibs; steel pens; drawing pens; song books; seals [stamps]; sealing stamps; clipboards; 
address plates for addressing machines; handkerchiefs of paper; plastic film for wrapping; trays for sorting and counting 
money; coasters of paper; bookends; stamp stands; mats for beer glasses; stands for pens and pencils; photograph 
stands; obliterating stamps; inking pads; stamp pads; binding strips [bookbinding]; towels of paper; inking sheets for 
document reproducing machines; inking sheets for duplicators; bookbinding cloth; gummed cloth for stationery 
purposes; printers' blankets, not of textile; portraits; paperweights; writing cases [sets]; inkstands; office requisites, 
except furniture; writing materials; writing instruments; drawing materials; school supplies [stationery]; adhesive tape 
dispensers [office requisites]; hand labelling appliances; printed matter; lithographic works of art; prospectuses; printed 
timetables; ledgers [books]; printers' reglets; indexes; paper cutters [office requisites]; rubber erasers; elastic bands for 
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offices; T-squares for drawing; graphic reproductions; retractable reels for name badge holders [office requisites]; 
marking pens [stationery]; tissues of paper for removing make-up; dental tray covers of paper; face towels of paper; place 
mats of paper; tablemats of paper; tablecloths of paper; paper clasps; document files [stationery]; scrapers [erasers] for 
offices; paper-clips; staples for offices; erasing products; biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching materials]; 
histological sections for teaching purposes; steatite [tailor's chalk]; writing board erasers; composing frames [printing]; 
sealing wax; arithmetical tables; placards of paper or cardboard; writing or drawing books; fabrics for bookbinding; 
stationery; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; transparencies [stationery]; stencil plates; cardboard tubes; Indian 
inks; moisteners [office requisites]; moisteners for gummed surfaces [office requisites]; squares for drawing; chart 
pointers, non-electronic; bottle wrappers of paper or cardboard; envelope sealing machines for offices; sealing machines 
for offices; vignetting apparatus; apparatus for mounting photographs; stapling presses [office requisites]; manuals 
[handbooks]; figurines [statuettes] of papier mâché; paper coffee filters; flags of paper; silver paper; molds for modelling 
clays [artists' materials]; photo-engravings; photographs [printed]; stencil cases; canvas for painting; chromolithographs 
[chromos]; animation cels; compasses for drawing; numbers [type]; artists' watercolor saucers; ink; correcting ink 
[heliography]; inkwells; blueprints; stencils; erasing shields; balls for ball-point pens; cabinets for stationery [office 
requisites]; printing type; address stamps; stamps [seals]; shields [paper seals]; prints [engravings]; labels of paper or 
cardboard.

Cl.35;Retail services relating to oil; retail services relating to fuel; retail services relating to automobile parts; retail 
services provided by petrol stations; retail services; retail services provided by automobile parts and accessories stores; 
arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; import agency services; import-export agency 
services; commercial information agency services; advertising agency services; administrative processing of orders; 
administrative processing of purchase orders within the framework of services provided by mail-order companies; 
administrative processing of computerized purchase orders; administrative processing of purchase orders placed by 
telephone or computer; administration of employee benefit plans; administration of employee pension plans; 
administration of employee welfare benefit plans; administrative services relating to customs clearance; administrative 
accounting; administration of employee benefit plans concerning fitness club memberships; administration of loyalty 
rewards programs; administration of preferred provider plans; administration of prepaid health care plans; administration 
of incentive award programs to promote the sale of the goods and services of others; administration of frequent flyer 
programs that allow members to redeem miles for points or awards offered by other loyalty programs; administration of a 
consumer loyalty program to promote restaurant services and retail services of others; business management analysis; 
analysis of market research data; cost analysis; analysis of business data; marketing analysis; business profit analysis; 
work analysis to determine worker skill sets and other worker requirements; health care cost review; analysis of response 
to advertising; grain market analysis; real estate marketing analysis; analysis of market studies; cost price analysis; cost 
price analysis regarding waste disposal, removal, handling and recycling; strategic business analysis; cost-benefit 
analysis; rental of advertising space on the Internet for employment advertising; rental of advertising space; rental of 
advertising space and advertising material; rental of advertising space on the Internet; rental of advertising space on web 
sites; rental of advertising space on-line; rental of signs for advertising purposes; account auditing; business auditing; 
tax auditing; financial auditing; auction and reverse auction services; auctioneering of property; affiliate marketing; 
benchmarking services for business management purposes; business research and surveys; business information and 
inquiries; business advice and consultancy relating to franchising; business consultancy relating to advertising; 
business advice relating to restaurant franchising; business advice relating to strategic marketing; business consultancy; 
strategic business planning; business planning; business feasibility studies; business advice relating to advertising; 
business intermediary services relating to the matching of potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing funding; 
telephone billing; labor exchanges; accountancy advice relating to taxation; accounting consultancy; accounting 
consultancy relating to taxation; employment agency services; computerized file management; book-keeping; 
administration, billing and reconciliation of accounts on behalf of others; medical billing; maintaining patient medical 
records and files; administration of loyalty rewards programs featuring trading stamps; maintaining a registry of 
information; maintaining a registry of dog breeds; maintaining a registry of professional vocational evaluators; 
maintaining a registry of certified aerospace technicians; maintaining a registry of certified medical technical 
professionals; maintaining a registry of sports memorabilia and works of art; forensic accounting; maintaining a registry 
of animal breeds; outsourced administrative management for companies; key return registration; invoicing; billing 
services in the field of healthcare; billing services in the field of energy; processing warranty registration documents for 
others; business management and administration; sales demonstration for others; demonstration of goods; 
demonstration of goods for advertising purposes; duplication of documents; arranging of contracts, for others, for the 
buying and selling of goods; arranging of contracts, for others, for the purchase and sale of goods and services; 
arranging of advertising and promotion contracts for third parties; arranging of advertising contracts for others; 
procurement of contracts for the purchase and sale of goods and services; purchasing of goods and services for other 
businesses; procurement of goods on behalf of other businesses; transcription of communications [office functions]; 
opinion polling; market studies; real estate marketing; referral marketing; market canvassing; inventorying merchandise; 
inventory control; interactive record-keeping services for use in risk management and regulatory compliance by insurers 
and professionals in the medical field; Internet marketing; Internet advertising services; advertising on the Internet for 
others; on-line ordering services in the field of restaurant take-out and delivery; business information and appraisal 
services; advertising and commercial information services; business information; commercial information and advice for 
consumers in the choice of products and services; job placement consultancy; business investigations; research and 
analysis in the field of market manipulation; business research; marketing research; professional business research; 
market research services regarding customer loyalty; market research services regarding Internet usage habits; 
conducting on-line business management research surveys; cinema advertising; personnel placement; business and 
management consultancy; business marketing; compilation of on-line business directories; compilation of commercial 
registers; recruitment of high-level management personnel; personnel recruitment; computerized inventory preparation; 
computerized inventory management; computerized central file and business file management; computerized on-line 
retail store services; computerized accounting; computerized on-line ordering services; computerized word processing; 
computerized office management; computerized database management; computerized on-line gift ordering services; 
industrial management consultancy; consultancy and advisory services relating to personnel placement, recruitment and 
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management; press advertising consultancy; human resources consultancy; marketing consultancy; advertising and 
business advice; consultancy relating to business strategy; business administration consultancy; consultancy and 
advisory services relating to personnel recruitment; consultancy and advisory services relating to personnel placement; 
consultancy and advisory services relating to personnel management; business advice and consultancy; consultancy 
regarding advertising communication strategies; consultancy regarding public relations communication strategies; 
consultancy relating to tax accounting; consultancy relating to business management and organization; advertising 
consultancy; consultancy relating to business process management; business research consultancy; business 
management and organization consultancy; career planning consultancy; advertising and marketing consultancy; career 
placement consultancy; business management consultancy relating to strategy, marketing, production, personnel and 
retail sale matters; business management advice and assistance; consultancy relating to demographics for marketing 
purposes; business management consultancy in the field of transport and delivery services; business management 
consultancy services provided via the Internet; corporate management consultancy; business risk management 
consultancy; employment recruiting consultancy; business organization consultancy; business organization and 
management consultancy in the field of personnel management; business planning and business continuity consultancy; 
direct marketing consultancy; personnel placement consultancy; public relations consultancy; business management 
consultancy; personnel management consultancy; professional business consultancy; consultancy relating to business 
analysis; data processing consultancy; consultancy relating to business appraisals; consultancy relating to business 
planning; consultancy relating to advertising and promotion services; consultancy relating to business advertising; 
electronic data processing consultancy; business consultancy and information services; business consultancy and 
business information services provided to enterprises; consultancy services in the field of affiliate marketing; 
consultancy services in the field of Internet marketing; consultancy services relating to publicity; advertising and 
business management consultancy; business consultancy, management, planning and supervision; consultancy relating 
to business mergers; personnel consultancy; consultancy relating to relocation services for businesses; personnel 
recruitment consultancy; business management consultancy in the field of executive and leadership development; 
advisory services relating to business management and business operations; advisory services relating to business 
organization; brand consultancy; procurement of contracts for others; procurement of contracts for others relating to the 
sale of goods; copywriting for advertising and promotional purposes; copying of documents; employee leasing; layout 
services for advertising purposes; marketing; database marketing; marketing in the framework of software publishing; 
marketing and promotional activities relating to business administration and management; marketing and promotional 
services; merchandising services for inducing the purchasing public to buy the goods of others; targeted marketing; 
product marketing; business project management and administration; business management of performing artists; 
commercial management; personnel management; personnel management and employment consultancy; business 
project management; business management of sports people; merchandising services; monitoring consumer credit 
reports and providing an alert as to any changes therein for business purposes; business management supervision; 
recruitment of office support staff; recruitment of flight personnel; recruitment of airport ground staff; recruitment of 
office staff; recruitment of airline personnel; recruitment of technical staff; placement of staff; writing of résumés for 
others; drafting of publicity material; scriptwriting for advertising purposes; providing business management start-up 
support for other businesses; market surveys; business enquiries and investigations; news clipping services; updating 
and maintenance of information in registries; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; updating of 
advertising material; automated data processing; computerized data processing; word processing; electronic order 
processing; career networking services; personnel management assistance; providing consultancy services in the area of 
global sustainable business solutions; on-line marketing; online retail services for downloadable and pre-recorded music 
and movies; online retail services for downloadable ring tones; online retail services for downloadable digital music; 
arranging of subscriptions for the publications of others; arranging of trade fairs; organizational services for business 
purposes; organizing and conducting job fairs; arranging of auctions; organization of Internet auctions; organization of 
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of exhibitions and events for commercial or advertising 
purposes; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of exhibitions 
of flowers and plants for commercial or advertising purposes; arranging and concluding commercial transactions for 
others; arranging and conducting of auctions; arranging and conducting of auctions and reverse auctions via computer 
and telecommunication networks; arranging and conducting of auctions and reverse auctions via mobile telephones; 
arranging and conducting of real estate auctions; arranging and conducting of television auctions; arranging and 
conducting of telephone auctions; arranging and conducting of telephone and television auctions; arranging and 
conducting of flea markets; arranging and conducting of Internet auctions; arranging and conducting of commercial 
exhibitions; arranging and conducting of commercial exhibitions and shows; arranging and conducting of marketing 
events; organization and conducting of product presentations; arranging and conducting of trade shows; arranging and 
conducting of promotional and marketing events; arranging and conducting of advertising events; arranging and 
conducting of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; organizing and conducting trade fairs, events and 
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; arranging and conducting of trade fairs; arranging and conducting of 
art exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; arranging and conducting of trade show exhibitions; arranging 
and conducting of fairs and exhibitions for business and advertising purposes; organization and management of 
customer loyalty programs; organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and 
advertising purposes; organization, operation and supervision of loyalty and incentive schemes; organization, operation 
and supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; arranging 
subscriptions to publications for others; organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; organization of fashion 
shows for commercial purposes; organization of customer loyalty programs for commercial, promotional or advertising 
purposes; organization, operation and supervision of customer loyalty schemes; organization of advertising events; 
arranging of advertising in cinemas; organization of loyalty and incentive schemes; organization of customer loyalty 
schemes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for advertising 
purposes; organization of art exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for 
commercial purposes; brand orientation; conducting employee incentive award programs; telephone answering services; 
telephone answering and message handling services; shop window dressing; design of advertising materials; evaluating 
the impact of advertising on audiences; business appraisals; evaluation of personnel requirements; employee relocation; 
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negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties via telecommunication systems; business 
management planning; business meeting planning; planning and conducting of trade fairs, exhibitions and presentations 
for commercial or advertising purposes; career planning; business succession planning; consultancy relating to mergers 
and acquisitions; collating of data in computer databases; compilation of commercial information; compilation of 
business statistics; recruitment of flight personnel, technical ground staff and non-technical ground staff; personnel 
selection using psychological testing; preparation of audiovisual presentations for use in advertising; preparation of 
documents relating to taxation; preparation of custom advertisements for others; financial statement preparation and 
analysis for businesses; preparing and placing outdoor advertisements for others; preparing and placing advertisements 
for others; preparation and compilation of business and commercial reports and information; preparation of business 
statistics; provision of marketing reports; preparation of income tax returns; income tax preparation; preparation of 
business reports; preparation of market analysis reports; preparation of wage slips; payroll preparation; preparation of 
promotional and merchandising material for others; preparation of advertising campaigns; preparation of publicity 
materials; preparation of advertisements for others; preparation of market reports and studies; preparation of mailing 
lists; preparation of financial statements; preparation of expert evaluations and reports relating to business matters; 
market research data retrieval services; data search in computer files for others; sponsorship search; displaying 
advertisements for others; procurement of contracts for the purchase and sale of goods; administrative assistance in 
responding to calls for tenders; commercial management assistance; industrial management assistance; business 
management assistance; help in the management of business affairs or commercial functions of an industrial or 
commercial enterprise; business management assistance in the establishment and operation of restaurants; business 
management assistance in the operation of restaurants; business management assistance in the field of franchising; 
commercial or industrial management assistance; corporate management assistance; assistance and advice regarding 
business organization and management; assistance and consultancy relating to business management and organization; 
assistance and consultancy services in the field of business management of companies in the energy sector; marketing 
assistance; business intermediary and advisory services; commercial intermediation services; consumer research; 
providing administrative assistance to pharmacies for managing drug inventories; providing business and commercial 
advice and information; provision of commercial information via the Internet; providing temporary office support staff; 
provision of commercial information from on-line databases; providing business information via global computer 
networks; providing business information via a web site; providing business information via the Internet; provision and 
rental of outdoor advertising space; provision and rental of advertising space; provision and rental of advertising space 
on the Internet; provision and rental of advertising space and outdoor advertising space; provision and rental of 
advertising space and publicity material; providing business directory information via a global computer network; 
providing information in the area of global sustainable business solutions; provision of commercial and business contact 
information; providing information concerning commercial sales; providing information in the field of time management; 
providing business and marketing information; marketing information; providing information relating to personnel 
recruitment; providing information relating to employment recruitment; providing commercial directory information via 
the Internet; providing hotel rate comparison information; providing information relating to employee relocation services; 
providing information about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; provision of 
foreign trade information; providing recruitment information via a global computer network; providing employment 
information via a global computer network; providing marketing information via web sites; providing business marketing 
information; provision of business management information; providing information via the Internet relating to the sale of 
automobiles; providing on-line commercial directory information services; provision and rental of publicity material; 
providing an on-line commercial information directory on the Internet; providing commercial information relating to 
companies; providing commercial information via a global computer network; providing advice in the field of business 
efficiency; providing advice in the field of business management and marketing; providing advice and information relating 
to commercial business management; providing advice relating to the marketing of chemical products; providing advice 
relating to the analysis of consumer buying habits; providing advice relating to the organization and management of 
businesses; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; providing employment 
information; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; providing assistance in the field of product 
commercialization; providing assistance in the field of product commercialization within the framework of a franchise 
contract; providing assistance in the field of business management within the framework of a franchise contract; 
providing assistance in the field of business management and product commercialization within the framework of a 
franchise contract; providing assistance in the field of business management and planning; providing assistance in the 
field of business organization; providing assistance in the field of business promotion; providing assistance in the field of 
business management; providing business management and operational assistance to commercial businesses; providing 
assistance in the management of business activities; providing assistance in the management of franchised businesses; 
providing assistance in the management of industrial or commercial enterprises; providing information and advice to 
consumers regarding the selection of products and items to be purchased; providing commercial information to 
consumers; providing consumer information relating to goods and services; providing consumer product information via 
the Internet; providing searchable on-line advertising guides; provision of space on web sites for advertising goods and 
services; provision of advertising space in periodicals, newspapers and magazines; provision of advertising space in 
newspapers; provision of advertising space on a global computer network; provision of advertising space in magazines; 
provision of advertising space in periodicals; provision of advertising space on electronic media; providing advice 
relating to sales methods and techniques; provision of business statistical information; providing statistical information 
for business or commercial purposes; provision of commercial and business contact information via the Internet; 
providing transportation documentation for others [administrative services]; providing human resources management 
and recruitment services for others; providing on-line auction services; providing academic course administration 
services for academic institutions; providing academic course administration services relating to on-line course 
registration; product demonstration in shop windows by live models; presentation of financial products on 
communication media, for retail purposes; presentation of companies and their goods and services on the Internet; 
presentation of companies on the Internet and other media; demonstration of goods and services by electronic means; 
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; presentation of products to the public; conducting of 
trade shows in the field of automobiles; conducting virtual trade show exhibitions on-line; conducting interactive virtual 
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auctions; conducting on-line surveys; conducting studies in the field of public relations; conducting of business surveys; 
conducting of marketing studies; conducting of market research surveys; conducting business research and surveys; 
conducting business and market research surveys; conducting of business appraisals; conducting of market surveys; 
conducting of market studies involving opinion polling; testing to determine job competency; conducting of trade fairs; 
auditing utility rates for others; economic forecasting; administration of a discount program for enabling participants to 
obtain discounts on goods and services through use of a discount membership card; auctioneering; retail services for 
works of art provided by art galleries; promoting and conducting of trade shows; on-line promotion of computer networks 
and web sites; promotion of musical concerts; promotion of special events; sales promotion for others; promoting the 
sale of goods and services of others by awarding purchase points for credit card use; promotion, advertising and 
marketing of online web sites; promoting a series of films for others; promotion of sports competitions and events; sales 
promotions at point of purchase or sale, for others; sales promotion for others by means of privileged user cards; 
promoting the goods and services of others through advertisements on Internet web sites; promoting the goods and 
services of others on the Internet; promoting the goods and services of others by means of a preferred customer 
program; promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of international sports events; promoting the goods and 
services of others through discount card programs; promoting the sale of goods and services of others through 
promotional events; promoting the goods and services of others by preparing and placing advertisements in electronic 
magazines; promoting the sale of goods and services of others through printed material; promoting the goods and 
services of others by means of a loyalty rewards card scheme; promoting the goods and services of others through 
infomercials; promoting the goods and services of others via a global computer network; promotion of goods and 
services through sponsorship of sports events; sales promotion using audiovisual media; promotion of financial and 
insurance services, on behalf of third parties; promoting the goods and services of others by distributing advertising 
materials through a variety of methods; production of infomercials; production and distribution of radio and television 
commercials; production of teleshopping programmes; production of radio commercials; production of advertising films; 
production of radio and television commercials; production of television commercials; rental of office equipment; rental 
of copying machines; rental of marketing materials; office machines and equipment rental; rental of office machines; 
rental of typewriters and copying machines; rental of typewriters; rental of advertising time in cinemas; rental of 
advertising time on communication media; rental of publicity and marketing materials; rental of publicity and marketing 
presentation materials; publicity material rental; rental of vending machines; rental of sales stands; rental of 
photocopying machines; professional consultancy relating to personnel management; direct marketing; publication of 
printed matter for advertising purposes; publication of printed matter for advertising purposes in electronic form; 
publication of publicity materials on-line; publication of publicity materials; publication of publicity materials and texts; 
publication of publicity texts; job and personnel placement; radio advertising; development of processes for the analysis 
and the implementation of strategy plans and management projects; distribution of prospectuses and samples for 
advertising purposes; addressing of envelopes; personnel placement and recruitment; placing advertisements for others; 
development and implementation of marketing strategies for others; developing and coordinating volunteer projects for 
charitable organizations; development of promotional campaigns; developing promotional campaigns for businesses; 
marketing strategy planning; development of marketing strategies and concepts; bill-posting; distribution and 
dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of samples for advertising purposes; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to business management and business administration provided on-line or via the Internet; 
issuing and updating of advertising texts; distribution and dissemination of advertising materials [leaflets, prospectuses, 
printed material, samples]; distribution of flyers, brochures, printed matter and samples for advertising purposes; 
distribution of samples; distribution of prospectuses for advertising purposes; handbill distribution for advertising 
purposes; distribution of advertising matter; dissemination of advertising matter; dissemination of advertising material 
[leaflets, brochures and printed matter]; dissemination of advertising matter on-line; dissemination of advertising matter 
by mail; distribution of advertising flyers; distribution of prospectuses and samples; dissemination of advertisements; 
dissemination of advertising for others via the Internet; dissemination of advertising and promotional materials; 
dissemination of advertisements and of advertising material [flyers, brochures, leaflets and samples]; distribution of 
advertisements and commercial announcements; dissemination of advertising via on-line communications networks; 
dissemination of advertising via the Internet; dissemination of advertising for others via an on-line electronic 
communications network; distribution of products for advertising purposes; business investigations, evaluations, expert 
appraisals, information and research; administrative processing of warranty claims; administrative processing of 
insurance claims; dissemination of advertising, marketing and publicity materials; direct mail advertising; transcription of 
recorded communications; transcription of messages; conducting, arranging and organizing trade shows and trade fairs 
for commercial and advertising purposes; registration of written communications and data; vehicle registration and title 
transfer services; writing of publicity texts; advertising automobiles for sale by means of the Internet; banner advertising; 
advertising of business web sites; advertising in the field of tourism and travel; advertising in periodicals, brochures and 
newspapers; advertising in the popular and professional press; advertising relating to transport and delivery services; 
advertising via mobile telephone networks; advertising of residential real estate; advertising and marketing services; on-
line advertising on a computer network; advertising and publicity services; publicity and sales promotion relating to 
goods and services; publicity and sales promotion relating to goods and services available on-line; advertising and 
promotion services and information services relating thereto; advertising of cinemas; advertising the goods and services 
of on-line vendors via a searchable on-line guide; advertising of commercial real estate; advertising relating to 
pharmaceutical products and in-vivo imaging products; advertising by mail order; direct mail advertising to attract new 
customers and to maintain the existing customer base; advertising for recruitment purposes; television advertising; 
advertising of movies; advertising via the Internet; advertising via electronic media; advertising of commercial or 
residential real estate; media buying services; real estate advertising; advertising services to promote public awareness 
of environmental issues and initiatives; advertising for the recruitment of personnel; advertising services for promoting 
the brokerage of stocks and other securities; advertising services provided by a radio and television advertising agency; 
advertising through all public communication means; business advisory, consultancy and information services; 
accountancy advice relating to tax preparation; accountancy advice relating to the preparation of tax returns; document 
reproduction; on-line retail services relating to luggage; on-line retail services relating to toys; on-line retail services 
relating to cosmetics; on-line retail services relating to clothing; on-line retail services relating to gifts; on-line retail 
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services relating to handbags; on-line retail services relating to jewelry; mail order retail services for clothing and clothing 
accessories; mail order retail services for clothing accessories; retail services relating to computer software; classified 
advertising; administration and management of research grants; price quotations for goods or services; input and 
compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of information into computerized registers; compilation 
of information into computer databases; compilation and provision of business information; compilation of statistics; 
compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; compilation and systemization of information 
used in electronic transmissions; compilation and systemization of written communications and data; compilation of 
business statistics and commercial information; compilation of mathematical data; compilation of mathematical or 
statistical data; collection, systematization, compilation and analysis of business data and information stored in computer 
databases; compilation of statistical information; compilation of statistics for business or commercial purposes; 
compilation of statistics relating to health care utilization; market canvassing, research and analysis services; product 
merchandising; business inquiries; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, excluding the 
transport thereof, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; cost containment; secretarial and 
clerical services; systemization of information into computer databases; research services relating to advertising and 
marketing; advisory services for business management; business advisory services; event marketing; business advice 
relating to franchising; advisory services relating to marketing; business advice and information; advice relating to tax 
preparation; cooperative advertising and marketing; cooperative advertising and marketing for residential and 
commercial cleaning services; negotiation of business contracts for others; negotiation of contracts relating to the 
purchase and sale of goods; negotiation of contracts with health care payors; negotiation and conclusion of commercial 
transactions for third parties; negotiation of advertising contracts; promoting the sale of fashion goods through 
promotional articles in magazines; creation and updating of advertising material; matching skilled volunteers with non-
profit organizations; mail sorting, handling and receiving [office functions]; compilation of business directories; 
compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; compilation and systematization of information 
in databanks; compilation of directories for publishing on the Internet; arranging of contracts, for others, for the provision 
of services; tax preparation; tax preparation and consultancy services; drawing up of statements of accounts; 
compilation of mailing lists; copywriting; compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the Internet; statistical 
evaluation of marketing data; statistical analysis and reporting; analysis of market research statistics; sales promotion for 
others through trading stamp schemes; promoting the goods and services of others; sales promotion through customer 
loyalty programs; business strategic planning; book-keeping for electronic funds transfer; telemarketing services; brand 
testing; testing to determine professional competency; testing to determine employment skills; personality testing for 
recruitment purposes; personality testing for the selection of personnel; psychological testing for the selection of 
personnel; psychometric testing for the selection of personnel; wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and 
sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and 
medical supplies; business advice relating to marketing; transcription; placement of temporary personnel; career 
placement; database management; business information management; commercial business management; business 
management of airports; interim business management; business management, administration and information services; 
business management and consultancy services; business administration and business consultancy services; business 
management of wholesale and retail outlets; business management of wholesale outlets; business management of retail 
outlets; business process management; business process management and consultancy relating thereto; brand 
management; business management of veterinary practices; customer relationship management; business management 
of hotels; hotel management for others; business management of an airline company; business management of authors 
and writers; business management of actors; business management for freelance service providers; business 
management of companies; business management of conference centers; business management of resort hotels; 
business management of hospitals; business management of models; business management of musical performers; 
business management of musicians; business management of swimming pool complexes; business management of 
professional athletes; business management of restaurants; business management of insurance agencies and brokers on 
an outsourcing basis; business management of theaters; business management of entertainers; inventory management 
of parts and components for manufacturers and suppliers; administration of business payroll for others; administrative 
management of health care clinics; business consultancy and management services regarding marketing activities and 
launching of new products; management and compilation of computerized databases; business project management 
services for construction projects; business risk management; business management; business administration in the 
field of transport and delivery services; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; 
business management of reimbursement programs for others; computerized register management; management of 
computerized files; administrative management of hospitals; human resources management; maintaining personal 
medical history records and files; customer service management; administration of consumer loyalty programs; 
administration of cultural and educational exchange programs; administration of loyalty programs involving discounts or 
incentives; administration of customer loyalty programs; management of hotel incentive programs for others; 
administration of frequent flyer programs; administration of sales and promotional incentive schemes; real estate sales 
management; administrative processing of purchase orders; cost management; medical cost management; health care 
cost management; computerized inventory control; administration of sales promotion incentive programs; inventory 
management; administration of loyalty and incentive schemes; administration of customer loyalty and incentive schemes; 
management of telephone call centers for others; management of sales accounts; business records management; 
maintaining files and records concerning the medical condition of individuals; financial records management; business 
administration of hotels; administrative services; administrative services relating to the referral of patients; administrative 
services relating to the referral of clients to attorneys; administrative services relating to hospital referrals; administrative 
services relating to insurance; administrative services relating to home, accident and fire insurance; administrative 
services relating to dental health insurance; administrative services relating to the relocation of personnel; administrative 
services relating to employee stock plans; administrative services relating to warranty claims processing; administrative 
services relating to insurance claims processing; administrative services relating to credit card registration; 
administrative services relating to referrals for general building contractors; administrative services relating to referrals 
for insurance agents; administrative services relating to the management of legal dockets; auctioneering services 
provided on the Internet; business advisory and information services; business networking; accounting services for 
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mergers and acquisitions; accounting services relating to tax planning; shareholder record keeping services; business 
information and research services; public relations; on-line auctioneering; promotional marketing; advertising, marketing 
and publicity services; business development; business consultancy services relating to data processing; business 
intermediary and advisory services in the field of product sales; booking agent services for models; on-line ordering 
services; information services relating to advertising; consultancy and information services relating to accounting; 
advisory and consultancy services relating to the procurement of goods for others; information services relating to 
business matters; compilation and analysis of data and information relating to business management; information 
services relating to jobs and career opportunities; telephone directory information services; computer-assisted business 
information and research services; competitive intelligence services; advisory services relating to business risk 
management; business marketing consultancy; consultancy services relating to the administration and management of 
hotels; consultancy and advisory services in the field of business strategy; consultancy relating to business acquisitions; 
advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; consultancy and advisory 
services relating to business management; foreign trade consultancy services; advisory services relating to commercial 
transactions; advisory services relating to the operation of franchises; recruitment consultancy; consultancy relating to 
sponsorship search; business management advisory services relating to franchising; consultancy services relating to the 
management of telephone call centers; advisory and consultancy services relating to import-export agencies; advisory 
services relating to business administration; advisory services relating to business analysis; advisory services relating to 
business planning; consultancy services relating to the procurement of goods and services; advisory services relating to 
data processing; advisory services relating to business organization and management; business consultancy services 
relating to disaster planning and recovery; advisory services relating to tax preparation; consultancy services relating to 
advertising, publicity and marketing; literary agency services consisting of the negotiation of contracts; lobbying services 
for commercial purposes; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; typing; marketing agency services; on-line retail 
store services featuring downloadable prerecorded music and video; on-line retail store services featuring downloadable 
ring tones; wholesale services relating to automobile accessories; wholesale services relating to furniture; wholesale 
services relating to furs; wholesale services relating to clothing; wholesale services relating to candy; wholesale services 
relating to sporting goods; wholesale services relating to flowers; wholesale services relating to automobile parts; 
wholesale services relating to jewelry; wholesale ordering services; window dressing services for retail shops; electronic 
inventory management services; market analysis; business administration services for the processing of sales made on 
the Internet; employment booking services for performing artists; accountancy services relating to accounts receivable; 
medical billing services for doctors; medical billing services for hospitals; office functions; business management of car 
parking facilities; document indexing services; initiating telephone calls for others; market intelligence services; business 
consultancy services in the field of agriculture; market segmentation consultancy; sales volume tracking for others; 
executive search and placement services; recruitment of temporary personnel; employment recruiting services; 
appointment reminder services [office functions]; computerized business record keeping services; business record 
keeping services; data processing; word processing and typing services; on-line data processing services; electronic 
data processing services relating to health care information; telephone directory assistance services; web site traffic 
optimization; retail or wholesale services for cereals; retail or wholesale services for dentifrices; retail or wholesale 
services for cocoa; retail or wholesale services for stationery; retail or wholesale services for confectionery; retail or 
wholesale services for cosmetics; retail or wholesale services for coffee; retail or wholesale services for smokers' 
articles; retail or wholesale services for detergents; retail or wholesale services for soaps; retail or wholesale services for 
bedding; retail or wholesale services for rice; retail or wholesale services for bags; retail or wholesale services for 
tobacco; retail or wholesale services for woven fabrics; retail or wholesale services for toiletries; retail or wholesale 
services for tea; employment outplacement services; brand evaluation services; business risk assessment; life-cycle 
costing; market assessment services; relocation services for businesses; keypunching [office functions]; advertising 
planning services; tax filing services; employment hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking services; 
recruitment and personnel management services; executive recruitment services; sports recruiting services for high 
school athletes; business assistance; brand positioning; search engine optimization for sales promotion; provision of 
information and advisory services relating to e-commerce; computerized business information services; provision of 
advertising space; providing business information directory services, via a global computer network; telephone order 
taking services for others; auctioneering services provided via telecommunication networks; appointment scheduling 
services [office functions]; vending machine services; promotional marketing services using audiovisual media; direct 
mail advertising services provided by lettershops; brand strategy services; internship placement services; employment 
placement services; press advertising services; conference call transcription services; automobile registration services; 
on-line advertising and marketing services; publicity and sales promotion services; advertising, marketing and promotion 
services; advertising and promotion services and consultancy related thereto; advertising, promotional and public 
relations services; publicity, promotional and marketing services relating to vehicles; advertising research; retail or 
wholesale services for automobiles; retail or wholesale services for fishing tackle; retail or wholesale services for fruits 
and vegetables; retail services relating to engineering goods; retail or wholesale services for tobacco and smokers' 
articles; bridal registry services; alcoholic beverage procurement services [purchasing goods for other businesses]; 
business assistance, management and information services; brand creation; window dressing and display arrangement 
services; gift registry services; compilation of direct mailing lists; energy price comparison services; price comparison 
services; comparison shopping services; intermediary services relating to the rental of advertising time and space; 
intermediary services relating to advertising; statistical analysis and reporting services for business purposes; 
promotional services; export promotion services; business strategy development; purchasing agency services; medical 
transcription services [office functions]; stenographic transcription; temporary personnel employment services; job 
placement; business management services relating to franchising; business management services provided by theatrical 
agencies; trade show management services; supply chain management services; mail order retail services for cosmetics; 
mail order retail services for clothing; electronic data processing; shorthand typing; advertising services for the 
promotion of goods; advertising and promotion services; pay per click advertising; advertising services to promote 
public awareness in the field of social welfare; advertising services to create corporate and brand identity; advertising 
services to promote public awareness of medical issues; advertising services to promote public awareness of social 
issues; advertising services to promote public awareness of medical conditions; advertising services to promote public 
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awareness of environmental matters; advertising and publicity services provided via television, radio or mail; advertising 
services provided via the Internet; advertising services relating to in vivo imaging apparatus; advertising services relating 
to the commercialization of new products; advertising services relating to cosmetics; advertising services relating to 
pharmaceutical products; advertising services relating to pharmaceuticals for the treatment of diabetes; advertising 
services relating to in vivo imaging products; advertising services relating to perfumery; advertising services relating to 
the sale of goods; advertising services relating to jewelry; business consultancy and advisory services; business process 
re-engineering; retail or wholesale services for paper and stationery; retail or wholesale services for bicycles; retail or 
wholesale services for two-wheeled motor vehicles; retail or wholesale services for confectionery, bread and buns; retail 
or wholesale services for cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, soaps and detergents; retail or wholesale services for 
furniture; retail or wholesale services for footwear; retail or wholesale services for clothing; retail or wholesale services 
for printed matter; retail or wholesale services for food and beverages; retail or wholesale services for rice and cereals; 
retail or wholesale services for sports goods; retail or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail or wholesale 
services for woven fabrics and bedding; retail or wholesale services for tea, coffee and cocoa; retail or wholesale services 
for electrical machinery and apparatus; retail services provided by tire stores; retail services provided by drugstores; 
retail services provided by grocery stores; retail services provided by bakery shops; retail services provided by 
consignment stores; retail services provided by record stores; retail services provided by furniture stores; retail services 
provided by music and record stores; retail services provided by clothing stores; retail services provided by discount 
clothing stores; retail services provided by gift shops; retail services provided by candy stores; retail services provided 
by discount stores; retail services provided by sporting goods stores; retail services provided by music stores; retail 
services provided by butcher shops; retail services provided by on-line gift shops; retail services provided by means of 
mail order catalogs; retail services provided by lawn, garden and nursery stores; retail services provided by 
supermarkets; retail services provided by television stores; retail services provided by department stores; retail services 
provided by fruit stands; retail services provided by florist shops; retail services provided via interactive television; retail 
services provided via computer communications networks; retail services provided by jewelry stores; retail services 
relating to automobile accessories; retail services relating to delicatessen products; retail services relating to furniture; 
retail services relating to furs; retail services relating to clothing; retail services relating to candy; retail services relating 
to sporting goods; retail services relating to fruit; retail services relating to flowers; retail services relating to jewelry; 
retail services featuring a bonus incentive program for customers; retail services featuring a wide variety of consumer 
goods; retail services provided by convenience stores; on-line retail store services featuring cosmetic and beauty 
products; on-line retail store services featuring cosmetic and beauty products, clothing and accessories; secretarial 
services; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; procurement services 
for others relating to office requisites; executive search and selection services; shorthand; shorthand secretarial 
services; outsourcing services [business assistance]; telephone receptionist services; telephone answering for 
unavailable subscribers; telephone welcoming services for third parties; chamber of commerce services in the nature of 
promoting local business and tourism; nanny placement services; business administration services for the processing of 
sales made on a global computer network; photocopying services; business advisory services relating to the 
establishment and operation of franchises; export agency services; electronic billboard advertising; cost management 
accounting; business invoicing; cost accounting; filing of documents or magnetic tapes [office functions]; document 
filing [office functions]; economic forecasting and analysis; business efficiency expert services; electronic publication of 
printed matter for advertising purposes.

Cl.37;Recharging services for electric vehicles; pumping crude oil; oil pumping and extraction; drilling and pumping of 
oil; oil drilling services; oil extraction services; oil pumping services; installation of apparatus for the production of oil; 
repair and maintenance of vehicles; abrasive cleaning of surfaces; wrecking services; emergency vehicle repair services; 
rental of car washing installations; rental of car washing apparatus; rental of car washing apparatus and providing 
information relating thereto; rental of concrete mixers; rental of concrete pumps; rental of drilling and mining apparatus; 
rental of drilling platforms; rental of mining machines and apparatus; rental of mining machines and apparatus and 
providing information relating thereto; rental of scaffolding, platforms, molds and machinery for use in construction; 
rental of machines, tools and apparatus for use in building construction; rental of elevating work platforms for use in 
construction; rental of lifting apparatus for use in construction; rental of floor cleaning machines and providing 
information relating thereto; rental of industrial machines; rental of construction equipment, concrete mixers, concrete 
pumps and cranes; rental of construction machines and tools; rental of construction machines and apparatus and 
providing information relating thereto; rental of cleaning apparatus; rental of mops and providing information relating 
thereto; rental of electric washing machines and providing information relating thereto; asphalting; automobile 
pinstriping; termite and pest control, other than for agricultural purposes; water or oil well boring; water well drilling; 
drilling of deep oil or gas wells; oil and gas drilling; oil well drilling; drilling of wells; drilling for crude oil; exterior and 
interior cleaning of aircraft; erecting of commercial centres, housing areas and manufacturing plants; tapestry repair for 
others; rebuilding engines that have been worn or partially destroyed; refurbishment of buildings; rebuilding machines 
that have been worn or partially destroyed; renovation of clothing; reconditioning of industrial machinery; retreading of 
tires; custom rebuilding of existing land vehicles and structural parts therefor; vulcanizing of automobile tires [repair]; 
vulcanization of tires [repair]; building sealing; pavement sealing; road sealing and stripping; waterproofing of 
basements; linen ironing; ironing of clothing; pressing of clothing; ironing of textiles; ironing of fabric; disinfecting; 
disinfecting of telephone handsets; disinfecting of telephone handsets and providing information relating thereto; rat 
exterminating; mining for diamonds; mining for diamonds, precious stones or precious metals; mining extraction; mining 
for precious stones; mining for precious metals; laying of foundations; refilling of toner cartridges; fuelling, washing, 
cleaning, maintenance and repair of vehicles; fuelling of vehicles; fuelling of aircraft; vehicle battery charging; lawn 
mower blade sharpening; drill bit sharpening; knife sharpening; sharpening of scissors; sharpening of scissors and 
kitchen knives; sharpening of scissors and kitchen knives and providing information relating thereto; insulating of 
internal and external walls, ceilings and roofs; insulating of external walls; building insulating; repair information; 
construction information; bricklaying; riveting; automobile detailing; vehicle detailing; consultancy relating to building 
construction supervision; consultancy relating to painting of buildings; consultancy relating to the repair and 
reconditioning of bearings for machines; construction consultancy; consultancy relating to residential and building 
construction; consultancy relating to vehicle repair; varnishing; furniture varnishing; re-tinning; retrofitting of ventilating 
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installations in buildings; upgrading of computer hardware; retrofitting of air-conditioning installations in buildings; 
retrofitting of heating, ventilating and air-conditioning installations in buildings; retrofitting of heating installations in 
buildings; washing and cleaning of vehicles; washing of airplanes; construction of wind power plants; construction of 
building interiors; construction of dams; construction of roads, sewers and water supply systems; construction of 
residential buildings; construction of buildings; construction of buildings, dams and bridges; construction of buildings, 
roads, bridges and dams; construction of buildings and other structures; construction of energy efficient buildings and 
structures; tire rotating and balancing; construction and repair of airports and airport facilities; installation and repair of 
blinds; construction and repair of residential buildings and houses; construction and repair of buildings and other 
structures; construction and renovation of buildings and other structures; construction and renovation of bridges; 
construction and maintenance of apartments, studios, bungalows, villas and cottages; construction and maintenance of 
holiday homes, holiday camps, temporary accommodation, hotels and residential hotels; construction and maintenance 
of buildings; construction and maintenance of sports centers, health clubs, leisure centers and recreational complexes; 
construction and maintenance of building complexes, residential buildings, housing estates, commercial buildings, 
shopping centers, office buildings and parking structures; construction and erection of exhibition stands, stages and 
booths; construction of sewerage systems; construction of commercial buildings; construction of steel structures; 
construction of bridges; construction of public works; construction of conservatories and greenhouses; construction of 
office buildings; construction of industrial buildings; erection of prefabricated buildings and structures; construction, 
erection, installation, repair, renovation, servicing, maintenance and dismantling of wind farms; construction of sports 
arenas; scaffolding; construction, maintenance and repair of water vehicles; construction, maintenance and repair of 
transportable and prefabricated buildings; construction, maintenance and repair of watercraft; construction, maintenance 
and repair of heat insulation systems; construction, maintenance and renovation of buildings; construction, maintenance 
and renovation of public works; construction, maintenance and repair of conservatories and greenhouses; installation, 
maintenance and repair of security and authentication apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of regulating, 
monitoring and control apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of temperature control apparatus; installation, 
maintenance and repair of remote control apparatus for changing printing plates; installation, maintenance and repair of 
sealing machines; installation, maintenance and repair of sewerage systems; installation, maintenance and repair of 
stairway lifts; installation, maintenance and repair of safety equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of security 
and safety equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of rolling mills; installation, maintenance and repair of rollers 
for machines; installation, maintenance and repair of systems, machinery and apparatus for working and processing 
metals and sheet metal; installation, maintenance and repair of solar collectors; installation, maintenance and repair of 
solar installations for generating power; installation, maintenance and repair of solar installations for generating power, 
solar collectors and photovoltaic modules; installation, maintenance and repair of solar energy systems; installation, 
maintenance and repair of sorting machines; installation, maintenance and repair of telecommunications equipment; 
installation, maintenance and repair of telecommunications apparatus and instruments; installation, maintenance and 
repair of telephone and communication equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of telephones; installation, 
maintenance and repair of street lights; installation, maintenance and repair of surgical apparatus and instruments; 
installation, maintenance and repair of surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; construction 
of trade fair and exhibition stands; construction of shopping centers; erection, installation, maintenance and repair of 
wind turbines, wind stations and other wind-powered machines; erection, installation, maintenance and repair of 
windmills, wind power plants, wind turbines and other wind-operated machines; construction of power plants; 
construction of wave energy power plants; window cleaning; road paving; vehicle washing; supervision of building 
renovation; supervision of building reconstruction; supervision of building demolition; supervision of the construction of 
watercraft, yachts, boats, ships and water vehicles; on-site construction supervision; building construction supervision; 
pavement marking services; pavement striping; cleaning of building exteriors and providing information relating thereto; 
tuning of musical instruments; upholstering; upholstering of vehicle seats; renovation and restoration of buildings; 
rustproofing; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; sanding; pumicing; emergency servicing of water supply apparatus; 
emergency servicing of gas supply apparatus; emergency servicing of apparatus for supplying electricity; oil burner 
servicing and repair; air conditioning vent sealing services; providing laundry washing and drying facilities; safe 
maintenance or repair and providing information relating thereto; car maintenance; maintenance services; maintenance of 
motor vehicles; maintenance of water purifying apparatus; maintenance of apparatus and installations for generating 
power; maintenance, servicing, tuning and repair of motors and engines; maintenance, servicing and repair of apparatus 
and installations for generating power; maintenance, servicing and repair of household and kitchen appliances; 
maintenance, servicing and repair of vehicles; maintenance, servicing and repair of weapon systems; maintenance and 
repair services; maintenance and repair of automatic transmissions; car repair and maintenance; maintenance and repair 
of motor vehicles and airplanes; maintenance and repair of continuously variable transmissions; maintenance and repair 
of grounded aircraft; maintenance and repair of hydrodynamic transmissions; maintenance and repair of hydrostatic 
transmissions; maintenance and repair of dual-clutch transmissions; strong-room maintenance and repair; maintenance 
and repair of power shift transmissions; maintenance and repair of manual transmissions; maintenance and repair of 
gears; maintenance and repair of control systems for radio systems and networks; maintenance and repair of hybrid 
transmissions; maintenance and repair of starters for motors and engines; maintenance and repair of synchronized 
transmissions; maintenance and restoration of works of art; maintenance and cleaning of mining equipment; 
maintenance of vehicles and machines; maintenance of water pollution control equipment; maintenance of 
communications equipment; maintenance of office equipment; maintenance of intruder alarms; maintenance of printing 
machines and digital printing systems; maintenance of industrial machinery; maintenance, repair and reconditioning of 
photovoltaic apparatus and installations; maintenance, repair and rebuilding of furnaces; maintenance of plumbing; 
maintenance of welding machines and equipment; maintenance of telecommunications apparatus; vehicle maintenance; 
maintenance of vehicle washing installations; maintenance of fire alarm installations; paper hanging; painting or repair of 
signs; septic tank pumping and cleaning; glazing of windows; pumping septic tanks; installation of yacht interiors; 
bathtub and bath boiler cleaning; bathtub and bath boiler cleaning and providing information relating thereto; cleaning of 
buildings [exterior surface]; clearing and cleaning gutters; cleaning of building exteriors; jewelry remounting; recharging 
of batteries; recharging of batteries and accumulators; conversion and tuning of production automobiles and their 
engines; rebricking and rebuilding of furnaces; yacht and boat conversion, renovation, refit and repair; cabinet refacing; 
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automotive refinishing; rebuilding and reconditioning of engines and motors; underwater dredging; underwater building 
and construction; painting of automobiles; painting of motor vehicles; painting of buildings; painting and rendering of 
interior and exterior walls; painting of metal surfaces; painting of metal surfaces to prevent corrosion; painting of window 
frames; sign painting; painting of furniture; painting of aircraft; painting of vehicles; floor polishing and providing 
information relating thereto; vehicle polishing; automobile polishing; floor polishing; vehicle breakdown repair services; 
mending clothing and providing information relating thereto; self-service laundries; providing information relating to the 
installation of machinery; providing information relating to the rental of construction equipment; providing information 
relating to repair services in the aviation sector; providing information relating to the maintenance of measuring and test 
equipment; providing on-line information relating to the construction of buildings; providing online information relating to 
the construction of buildings, and repair and installation services; providing on-line information relating to repair and 
installation services; provision of information, advice and consultancy relating to cleaning; providing building 
construction information via a web site; providing information relating to the sharpening of scissors and kitchen knives; 
providing information relating to vermin exterminating, other than for agriculture, forestry or horticulture; providing 
information relating to umbrella repair; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of musical 
instruments; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of sporting equipment; providing information 
relating to the repair or maintenance of signboards; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of nuclear 
power plants; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus; providing 
information relating to the repair or maintenance of mining machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the 
repair or maintenance of two-wheeled motor vehicles; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of 
railway rolling stock; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of measuring and testing machines; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of machines and instruments for making shoes; providing 
information relating to the repair or maintenance of machines and systems for manufacturing integrated circuits; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for use in beauty salons or 
barbers' shops; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of painting machines and apparatus; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; providing 
information relating to the repair or maintenance of power distribution or control machines and apparatus; providing 
information relating to the repair or maintenance of waste crushing machines and apparatus; providing information 
relating to the repair or maintenance of plastic processing machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the 
repair or maintenance of waste compacting machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or 
maintenance of tobacco processing machines; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of medical 
machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of metalworking machines and 
tools; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of power-driven floor cleaning machines; providing 
information relating to the repair or maintenance of mechanical parking systems; providing information relating to the 
repair or maintenance of pumps; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of non-electric cooking 
apparatus and installations; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of optical machines and 
instruments; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of office machines and apparatus; providing 
information relating to the repair or maintenance of printing machines; providing information relating to the repair or 
maintenance of storage tanks; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of textile machines and 
apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of vending machines; providing information relating to the 
repair or maintenance of packing or wrapping machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or 
maintenance of water pollution control equipment; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of 
photographic machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of sewing machines; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of power generators; providing information relating to the 
repair or maintenance of vessels; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of vehicle washing 
installations; providing information relating to vehicle repair; providing information relating to window cleaning services; 
providing information relating to the setup or repair of locks; providing information relating to the disinfection of 
telephone handsets; providing information relating to laundering services; providing information relating to construction, 
repair, restoration, maintenance and installation services; providing information relating to floor polishing services; 
providing information relating to storage tank cleaning services; providing information relating to clothing mending 
services; providing information relating to clothing repair services; providing information relating to street cleaning 
services; providing information relating to repair and installation services; providing information relating to building 
cleaning; providing information relating to septic tank cleaning services; providing information relating to the cleaning of 
building exteriors; providing information relating to the rental of car washing apparatus; providing information relating to 
the rental of floor cleaning machines; providing information relating to the rental of construction machines and 
apparatus; providing information relating to the rental of mops; providing information relating to the rental of electric 
washing machines; providing information relating to the pressing of clothing; providing information relating to building 
reconstruction; providing information relating to the repair of bicycles; providing information relating to the repair of 
game machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the repair of toys or dolls; providing information relating 
to the repair or maintenance of automobiles; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of air-
conditioning apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of bicycle parking apparatus; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of cooking apparatus; providing information relating to the 
repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for processing food or beverages; providing information relating to the 
repair or maintenance of cooking apparatus and installations; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance 
of boilers; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of bookbinding apparatus and machines; providing 
information relating to the repair or maintenance of consumer electrical appliances; providing information relating to the 
repair or maintenance of aircraft; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of gas water heaters; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of gasoline station equipment; providing information relating 
to the repair or maintenance of burners; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of amusement 
machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of cinematographic machines and 
apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of cooking pots and pans; providing information 
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relating to the repair or maintenance of diving machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or 
maintenance of laboratory apparatus and instruments; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of 
machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of 
machines and apparatus for manufacturing glassware; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of 
chemical processing machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of construction 
machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of loading-unloading machines and 
apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of freezing machines and apparatus; providing 
information relating to the repair or maintenance of firearms; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance 
of fire alarms; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of industrial furnaces; providing information 
relating to the repair or maintenance of industrial dishwashing machines; providing information relating to the repair or 
maintenance of industrial washing machines; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of fishing tackle; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of fishing machines and instruments; providing information 
relating to the repair or maintenance of agricultural machines and implements; providing information relating to the repair 
or maintenance of chemical plants; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of clocks and watches; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of electric lighting apparatus; providing information relating to 
the repair or maintenance of electric motors; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of electric 
cooking apparatus and installations; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of electronic machines 
and apparatus; providing information relating to the repair and maintenance of spectacles; providing information relating 
to the repair and maintenance of furnaces; providing information relating to the rental of mining machines and apparatus; 
providing information relating to the repair of land vehicles; providing information relating to the repair of billiard 
equipment; providing information relating to the repair of spectacles; providing information relating to shoe repair; 
providing information relating to the repair of fishing tackle; providing information relating to the repair of sports 
equipment; providing information relating to the repair of bags or pouches; providing information relating to the repair of 
tatami mats; providing information relating to the repair of personal ornaments; providing information relating to building 
renovation; providing information relating to furniture restoration; providing information relating to building demolition; 
providing information relating to building construction; providing information relating to the construction of buildings, 
and repair and installation services; providing information relating to the construction, repair and maintenance of 
buildings; providing information relating to shipbuilding; providing information relating to safe maintenance and repair; 
providing information relating to roofing installation and repair; providing information relating to the installation of 
electrical apparatus; providing information relating to fur care and repair; providing information relating to fur care, 
cleaning and repair; providing information relating to bathtub and bath boiler cleaning services; providing information 
relating to the cleaning of carpets and rugs; providing information relating to chimney sweeping services; provision of 
construction advice; providing advice relating to installation, maintenance and repair services; provision of construction 
information; provision of construction information relating to public works; provision of construction information by 
electronic means; pressing of cloth; pressing of cloth, clothing, fabric and textiles; pressing of textiles; pressing of fabric; 
emergency roadside vehicle repair services; roadside repair of automobiles; application of anti-graffiti coatings; cleaning 
of venues before and after events; street construction; rental of bulldozers; rental of drainage pumps; rental of dish 
drying machines; rental of road sweeping machines; rental of cleaning machines; rental of construction machines and 
apparatus; rental of cleaning equipment; rental of oil well drilling tools; rental of earth moving equipment and excavators; 
rental of construction and building equipment; rental of cranes [construction equipment]; rental of floor cleaning 
machines; rental of dishwashing machines; rental of dishwashers for household purposes; rental of dishwashers for 
industrial purposes; rental of industrial dish drying machines; rental of laundry washing machines; rental of construction 
equipment; rental of building scaffolds, working and building platforms; rental of laundry dryers; rental of spin dryers for 
clothes; rental of mops; rental of excavators; rental of electric washing machines; laying of cable; wiring services for 
telecommunications; pressing of clothing and providing information relating thereto; plumbing; dredging; masonry; 
roofing services; painting, interior and exterior; carpentry services; airplane de-icing services; underwater repair; pile 
driving services; joinery; cabinet making [repair]; installation services relating to the modernization of machines, machine 
tools and automatic systems for treating and processing metals; plastering; excavation services; quarrying services; 
removal of debris from buildings [construction services]; renovation of buildings; renovation and maintenance of 
shopping centers, industrial complexes, office buildings, residential buildings and other real estate developments; repair; 
repair of automatic livestock feeders; repair of automobiles; repair of vehicles as part of vehicle breakdown services; 
rebuilding of automobile engines; repair of forklift trucks; repair of water supply apparatus; repair of apparatus for 
lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; repair 
of steam generating apparatus; repair of air filtering apparatus; repair of telecommunication machines and apparatus; 
repair of apparatus and installations for generating power; repair of heat recovery apparatus; repair of billiard equipment 
and providing information relating thereto; repair of binoculars; repair of biogas plants and machines; repair of tailboard 
lifts; repair of tow bars for vehicles; repair of household and kitchen appliances; repair of consumer electronics; 
reconditioning of vacuum pumps and parts thereof; repair of bicycles; repair of bicycles and providing information 
relating thereto; repair of ventilating apparatus; repair of water purifying apparatus; repair of air filters; repair of air filters 
and parts thereof; repair of aerial navigation equipment; repair of compressed air machines; repair of intake air filters for 
machinery; repair of intake air filters and parts thereof; hat repair; repair of mining machinery; repair of trucks; overhaul 
of engines and motors; suitcase repair; repair of security locks; repair, servicing and maintenance of vehicles and 
apparatus for locomotion by air; repair of buildings; umbrella repair and providing information relating thereto; umbrella 
repair; parasol repair; repair and reconditioning of bearings for machines; repair and reconditioning of anti-friction 
bearings for machines; repair and reconditioning of bearings, ball-bearings, roller bearings and anti-friction bearings for 
machines; repair of game machines and apparatus; repair of game machines and apparatus and providing information 
relating thereto; repair of toys or dolls; repair of toys or dolls and providing information relating thereto; reconditioning 
machines that are worn or partially destroyed; reconditioning motors and engines that have been worn or partially 
destroyed; repair and insulation of window joints; maintenance of automobiles; repair or maintenance of nuclear power 
plants; repair or maintenance of two-wheeled motor vehicles; repair or maintenance of automobiles; repair or 
maintenance of automobiles and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of cooking apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of cooking apparatus for industrial purposes; repair or maintenance of cooking apparatus and 
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installations; repair or maintenance of power distribution or control machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
boilers; repair or maintenance of boilers and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of chick 
brooders; repair or maintenance of consumer electrical appliances; repair or maintenance of consumer electrical 
appliances and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of signboards; repair or maintenance of 
signboards and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of gas water heaters; repair or maintenance 
of gas water heaters and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of power generators; repair or 
maintenance of burners and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of mining machines and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of mining machines and apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or 
maintenance of two-wheeled motor vehicles and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of milking 
machines; repair or maintenance of railway rolling stock; repair or maintenance of railway rolling stock and providing 
information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of amusement machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
measuring and testing machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of measuring and testing machines and 
providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of egg incubators; repair or maintenance of 
cinematographic machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of cinematographic machines and apparatus and 
providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of movie projectors; repair or maintenance of computers; 
repair or maintenance of conveyors; repair or maintenance of air-conditioning apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
vessels and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of fodder mills; repair or maintenance of fodder 
mixers; repair or maintenance of fodder presses; repair or maintenance of fodder cutters; repair or maintenance of 
cooking pots and pans and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of cooking pots and pans; repair 
or maintenance of laboratory apparatus and instruments; repair or maintenance of laboratory apparatus and instruments 
and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of tobacco processing machines; repair or maintenance 
of diving machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for use in beauty salons or barbers' 
shops; repair or maintenance of painting machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of painting machines and 
apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of plastic processing machines and 
apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of plastic processing machines and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus and providing information relating 
thereto; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for processing food or beverages; repair or maintenance of 
machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; repair or maintenance of tobacco processing machines and 
providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of office machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
amusement machines and apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of power 
distribution or control machines and apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of 
packing or wrapping machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of photographic machines and apparatus and 
providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of chemical processing machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of chemical processing 
machines and apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of machines and instruments 
for making shoes; repair or maintenance of plant fiber processing machines and implements; repair or maintenance of 
machines and systems for manufacturing integrated circuits; repair or maintenance of semi-conductor manufacturing 
machines and systems; repair or maintenance of semi-conductor manufacturing machines and systems and providing 
information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of waste crushing machines and apparatus and providing information 
relating thereto; repair or maintenance of waste compacting machines and apparatus and providing information relating 
thereto; repair or maintenance of medical machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of medical machines and 
apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of metalworking machines and tools; repair 
or maintenance of metalworking machines and tools and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of 
power-driven floor cleaning machines; repair or maintenance of mechanical parking systems; repair or maintenance of 
mechanical parking systems and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of freezing machines and 
apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of musical instruments; repair or 
maintenance of musical instruments and providing information relating thereto; pump repair or maintenance; pump repair 
or maintenance and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of non-electric cooking apparatus and 
installations; repair or maintenance of non-electric cooking apparatus and installations and providing information relating 
thereto; repair or maintenance of gasoline station equipment and providing information relating thereto; repair or 
maintenance of gasoline station equipment; repair or maintenance of firearms; repair or maintenance of firearms and 
providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of optical machines and instruments; repair or maintenance 
of optical machines and instruments and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of office machines 
and apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of bookbinding apparatus and machines; 
repair or maintenance of printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of printing or 
bookbinding machines and apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of printing 
machines; repair or maintenance of loading-unloading machines and apparatus and providing information relating 
thereto; repair and maintenance of feed or booster pumps; repair or maintenance of diving machines and apparatus and 
providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of fire alarms and providing information relating thereto; 
repair or maintenance of fire alarms; repair or maintenance of cultivating machines and implements; repair or 
maintenance of fishing tackle; repair or maintenance of fishing tackle and providing information relating thereto; repair or 
maintenance of overhead projectors; repair or maintenance of industrial furnaces and providing information relating 
thereto; repair or maintenance of cooking apparatus for industrial purposes and providing information relating thereto; 
repair or maintenance of air-conditioning apparatus for industrial purposes and providing information relating thereto; 
repair or maintenance of industrial washing machines and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of 
industrial dishwashing machines; repair or maintenance of industrial dishwashing machines and providing information 
relating thereto; repair or maintenance of industrial washing machines; repair or maintenance of industrial furnaces; 
repair or maintenance of loading-unloading machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of storage tanks; repair or 
maintenance of fishing machines and instruments and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of 
fishing machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of power-driven floor cleaning machines and providing 
information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of agricultural machines and implements and providing information 
relating thereto; repair or maintenance of agricultural machines and implements; repair or maintenance of power 
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generators and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of snow ploughs; repair or maintenance of 
construction equipment; repair or maintenance of construction machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
construction machines and apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of textile 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of textile machines and apparatus and providing information relating 
thereto; repair or maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
telecommunication machines and apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of 
telecommunication machines and apparatus, other than telephone sets, radio receivers and television receivers; repair or 
maintenance of telephone apparatus; repair or maintenance of vending machines and providing information relating 
thereto; repair or maintenance of harvesting machines and implements; repair or maintenance of packing or wrapping 
machines and apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of vehicle washing 
installations and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of bicycle parking apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of bicycle parking apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of water 
pollution control equipment and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of water purifying 
apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of photographic machines and apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of chemical plants; repair or maintenance of chemical plants and providing information relating 
thereto; repair or maintenance of freezing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of storage tanks and providing 
information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of clocks and watches; repair or maintenance of clocks and watches 
and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of sewing machines; repair or maintenance of sewing 
machines and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of electric cooking apparatus and 
installations; repair or maintenance of electric motors and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of 
electric lighting apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of electric motors; repair or 
maintenance of electronic machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of electronic machines and apparatus and 
providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of electric lighting apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
nuclear power plants and providing information relating thereto; repair and maintenance of gymnastic and sporting 
articles; repair and maintenance of toys; repair and maintenance of leather goods; repair and maintenance of furniture; 
repair and maintenance of footwear; repair and maintenance of clothing; repair and maintenance of spectacles and 
providing information relating thereto; repair and maintenance of spectacles; repair and maintenance of garden tools; 
repair and maintenance of sports and fitness equipment; repair and maintenance of textile goods; repair and maintenance 
of camping equipment; repair and maintenance of jewelry and watches; automobile body repair and finishing for others; 
repair and restoration of books; repair and restoration of household articles; repair and restoration of furniture; repair and 
maintenance of upholstery; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; repair and maintenance of motor vehicles and their 
engines; repair and maintenance of motor vehicles and parts thereof and of engines for motor vehicles and parts thereof; 
repair and maintenance of automobiles and parts thereof; repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus; repair and 
maintenance of vacuum pumps; repair and maintenance of vacuum pumps and parts thereof; repair and maintenance of 
bicycles; repair and maintenance of ventilating apparatus; repair and maintenance of wind power plants; repair and 
maintenance of air vehicles; repair and maintenance of wave energy power plants; repair and maintenance of gas and 
electricity installations; burner maintenance and repair; repair and maintenance of mining, earth moving, road making, 
agricultural and farming equipment; repair and maintenance of mining equipment; repair and maintenance of mining 
machines; repair and maintenance of engines for motor vehicles; repair and maintenance of road making machines; 
repair and maintenance of rail vehicles; repair and maintenance of residential buildings; repair and maintenance of 
buildings; repair and maintenance of earth moving equipment; repair and maintenance of earth moving machines; repair 
and maintenance of horological and chronometric instruments; repair and maintenance of uninterruptible power supplies; 
film projector repair and maintenance; repair and maintenance of hardware for data processing apparatus; repair and 
maintenance of compressors; repair and maintenance of computer and telecommunications hardware; repair and 
maintenance of computer and telecommunications equipment; repair or maintenance of air-conditioning apparatus for 
industrial purposes; repair and maintenance of air-conditioning apparatus; repair and maintenance of ships; repair and 
maintenance of laser measuring apparatus; repair and maintenance of boats; repair or maintenance of waste compacting 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of waste crushing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
sericultural machines and implements; repair and maintenance of machines and machine tools for treating and 
processing metals; repair and maintenance of machines, machine tools and automatic systems for treating and 
processing metals; repair and maintenance of machines, apparatus and tools; repair and maintenance of medical 
instruments, apparatus and equipment; repair and maintenance of motors; repair and maintenance of airplane motors and 
engines; repair and maintenance of motorcycles; repair and maintenance of multimedia apparatus; repair or maintenance 
of water pollution control equipment; repair and maintenance of road making equipment; repair and maintenance of 
public transport vehicles; repair and maintenance of axles and parts thereof; repair and maintenance of heating 
apparatus; repair and maintenance of heating, refrigerating, air-conditioning, drying, ventilating and dust extraction 
apparatus; repair and maintenance of office buildings; repair and maintenance of cooling appliances and installations; 
repair or maintenance of passenger elevators; repair and maintenance of presses for processing metals; repair and 
maintenance of industrial machinery; repair and maintenance of dust extraction apparatus; repair and maintenance of 
radio systems and networks; airplane maintenance and repair; safe maintenance and repair; repair and maintenance of 
agricultural equipment; repair and maintenance of agricultural machines; repair and maintenance of motor vehicle cooling 
systems; repair or maintenance of sporting equipment; repair and maintenance of building scaffolds, working and 
building platforms; repair or maintenance of vessels; repair and maintenance of land vehicles; repair and maintenance of 
drying apparatus; repair and maintenance of telecommunications apparatus, other than telephone sets, radio receivers 
and television receivers; repair or maintenance of vending machines; repair and maintenance of shopping centers, 
industrial complexes, office buildings, residential buildings and other real estate developments; repair and maintenance 
of transport containers; repair and maintenance of vehicle tires; repair and maintenance of audio frequency amplifiers; 
repair and maintenance of video frequency amplifiers; repair or maintenance of vehicle washing installations; repair and 
maintenance of photographic apparatus; repair and maintenance of surgical instruments and apparatus; repair and 
maintenance of chassis parts and bodies for vehicles; repair and maintenance of refrigerating apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of elevators [lifts]; repair and maintenance of electrical apparatus; repair and maintenance of electric 
vehicles; repair and maintenance of electricity generators; repair and maintenance of electronic apparatus; repair and 
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maintenance of electronic display panels; repair and maintenance of electronic navigational and positioning apparatus 
and instruments; repair and maintenance of electronic installations; renovation, repair and maintenance of electrical 
wiring; repair and maintenance of energy generating installations; repair and maintenance of yachts; clock and watch 
repair; repair and cleaning of pallets and transport containers; cabinet repair; repair of computers; repair of computer 
hardware; repair of roofing; repair of cooking apparatus; repair of power lines; repair of personal ornaments; repair of 
personal ornaments and providing information relating thereto; repair of furniture; repair of medical machines and 
apparatus; repair of metalworking machines and apparatus; repair of metallurgical plants and rolling mills; repair of bags 
or pouches and providing information relating thereto; repair of musical instruments; repair of land vehicles; watch 
repair; pump repair; upholstery repair; repair of billiard equipment; repair of water pollution control equipment; shoe 
repair; shoe repair and providing information relating thereto; repair of shoes, bags and belts; clothing repair and 
providing information relating thereto; clothing repair; sign repair; repair of lighting apparatus; repair of axles for 
machines; repair of axles for vehicles; repair of heating apparatus; repair of heating, air-conditioning and alarm 
installations; repair of office machines and apparatus; repair of spectacles; repair of spectacles and providing information 
relating thereto; repair of energy production plants and machines; repair of suspension systems for vehicles; repair of 
industrial machinery; repair of industrial furnaces; vacuum cleaner repair; repair of radios; repair of radio or television 
sets; repair of fishing tackle and providing information relating thereto; repair of sanitary installations; repair of fishing 
tackle; repair of alarms; repair of animal waste treatment systems; repair of electronic cash register systems; repair of 
damaged computers; repair of hearing aids and hearing protectors; repair of sports equipment; repair of sports 
equipment and providing information relating thereto; repair of machines for treating organic waste; repair of industrial 
waste treatment machines; stereo system repair; repair of construction and agricultural machinery; scaffolding repair; 
repair of construction machines and construction equipment; repair of bags or pouches; repair of drying apparatus; 
repair of couplings for land vehicles; repair of tatami mats; repair of tatami mats and providing information relating 
thereto; repair of television apparatus; telephone repair; repair, maintenance and overhaul of automobiles; repair, 
maintenance, servicing, dismantling, rebuilding and cleaning of vehicle engines and parts thereof; repair, maintenance, 
servicing, dismantling, rebuilding, cleaning and varnishing of vehicles and parts thereof; repair of brake systems for 
vehicles; repair of trailers; repair of toilet bowls with integrated bidet water jets; repair of toilet bowls with integrated bidet 
water jets and providing information relating thereto; repair of water supply installations; repair of installations for use in 
metal production, metal processing and metal working; repair of vehicle washing installations; repair of air-conditioning 
apparatus; repair of energy supply installations; repair of garbage disposals; repair of facsimile machines; repair of filters 
for machines, motors or engines; repair of filters and parts thereof; photographic apparatus repair; repair of cameras; 
repair of refrigerating apparatus; refrigerator repair; clock repair; reconditioning machines, motors and engines that have 
been worn or partially destroyed; luggage repair; repair of electrical equipment; repair of electrical equipment and 
electrotechnical installations; repair of electronic business equipment; repair of jewelry; hat restoration; restoration of 
buildings; renovating and constructing homes for low-income families; furniture restoration; furniture restoration and 
providing information relating thereto; restoration of musical instruments; restoration of works of art; furniture 
restoration, repair and maintenance; servicing and repair of lifting apparatus; servicing and repair of mechanical access 
platforms; servicing and repair of elevating work platforms; servicing of apparatus and installations for generating power; 
servicing of manufacturing machines and apparatus; servicing, cleaning and repair of chemical apparatus; automobile 
greasing; automobile lubrication; vehicle greasing; demolition of civil engineering structures; demolition of houses and 
buildings; demolition of buildings; pavement stripping; road stripping; warehouse construction and repair; installation, 
maintenance and repair of manufacturing plants; vehicle service stations [refuelling and maintenance]; sterilization of 
medical instruments; sterilization of surgical instruments; sterilization of surgical equipment; washing; washing of linen; 
washing of cloth, clothing, fabric, linen and textiles; washing, ironing, smoothing and repairing of textile goods for reuse; 
washing of clothing; washing of textiles; washing of fabric; washing of cloth; construction of airports; pier construction; 
construction of hydroelectric factories; pier breakwater building; custom construction of homes; road construction; 
chimney construction; residential and commercial building construction; construction and renovation of buildings; 
custom construction and building renovation; construction and repair of houses; construction and repair of buildings; 
pipeline construction and maintenance; building of canal locks; shipbuilding and providing information relating thereto; 
construction of porches; building of shops; construction of medical establishments; construction of oil pipelines; 
construction of decks; underwater construction; harbour construction; factory construction; construction, repair and 
maintenance of buildings; construction, repair and maintenance of buildings, and providing information relating thereto; 
construction of sunrooms; construction of structures for the production of crude oil; construction of structures for the 
production of natural gas; construction of structures for the transportation of natural gas; construction of structures for 
the transportation of crude oil; construction of structures for the storage of natural gas; construction of structures for the 
storage of crude oil; construction of telecommunication towers; construction, maintenance and renovation of property; 
construction, maintenance and repair of watercraft, yachts, boats and water vehicles; pipeline construction; building of 
fair stalls and shops; yacht building; shipbuilding; marine construction; custom shipbuilding; routine servicing of 
ventilating apparatus; routine servicing of air-conditioning apparatus; routine servicing of heating apparatus; routine 
servicing of heating, refrigerating, air-conditioning, drying, ventilating and dust extraction apparatus; routine servicing of 
heating, refrigerating, air-conditioning, drying, ventilating and dust extraction apparatus at intervals stipulated by the 
manufacturer; routine servicing of dust extraction apparatus; routine servicing of drying apparatus; routine servicing of 
refrigerating apparatus; thermal insulating of buildings; building inspection in the course of building construction; 
maintenance of aquariums; aircraft maintenance or repair and providing information relating thereto; maintenance and 
repair of computer hardware; maintenance and repair of skis; machinery maintenance and repair; maintenance and repair 
of hardware for computer networks; maintenance and repair of heating installations; maintenance and repair of 
telecommunications networks, apparatus, and instruments; maintenance of computer hardware; maintenance of medical 
apparatus and instruments; maintenance, repair and cleaning of apparatus and machinery for manufacturing semi-
conductors; maintenance of septic systems; tuning of engines for motor vehicles; tuning of motors and engines for 
automobiles; tuning of motors and engines; cleaning of automobiles; cleaning of building interiors; cleaning of exhibition 
stands; cleaning of urban areas; cleaning of residential houses; cleaning of residential and commercial properties; 
cleaning of buildings [interior]; cleaning of buildings, industrial sites and building sites; cleaning of building interiors and 
exteriors; crime scene clean-up services; cleaning of public areas; cleaning of office buildings and commercial premises; 
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cleaning of industrial premises; cleaning of airplanes; street cleaning; street cleaning and providing information relating 
thereto; cleaning services in the nature of collecting trash, other than transport; asbestos removal; removal of graffiti; 
rust removal; laying of paving; carpet laying; tile laying, bricklaying or block laying; building reinforcing; vermin 
exterminating, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; extermination of pests, other than for 
agricultural purposes; vermin exterminating, other than for agriculture, forestry or horticulture; vermin exterminating, 
other than for agriculture, forestry or horticulture, and providing information relating thereto; road sealing; garage 
services for automobile repair; construction, maintenance, cleaning and repair services; garage services for the 
maintenance and repair of motor vehicles; information and consultancy services relating to vehicle repair; advisory 
services in the fields of construction, repair, restoration, maintenance and installation; consultancy and information 
services relating to construction; consultancy, information and advisory services relating to the construction of public 
works; advisory services relating to the construction and repair of airports and airport facilities; consultancy relating to 
the repair and reconditioning of anti-friction bearings for machines; consultancy relating to the repair and reconditioning 
of bearings, ball-bearings, roller bearings and anti-friction bearings for machines; consultancy and advisory services 
relating to the repair and maintenance of vacuum pumps and parts thereof; consultancy services relating to the 
construction of buildings; consultancy relating to installation, maintenance and repair services; consultancy relating to 
the installation, maintenance and repair of windmills and wind turbines; consultancy services regarding the installation 
and maintenance of telecommunications, transmission and broadcasting equipment, apparatus and instruments; 
advisory services relating to building demolition; advisory services relating to the construction of buildings; advisory 
services relating to the construction of buildings and other structures; advisory services relating to the construction of 
public works; advisory services relating to the maintenance and repair of mechanical and electrical equipment; advisory 
services relating to the maintenance, repair and renovation of buildings and other structures; advisory services relating to 
the installation of audiovisual equipment; advisory services relating to the installation of hydraulic equipment; advisory 
services relating to the installation of plumbing; advisory services relating to the installation of heating and cooling 
apparatus; advisory services relating to the installation of building automation equipment; advisory services relating to 
the installation of security and safety equipment; advisory services relating to the installation of communication 
equipment; advisory services relating to the installation of lighting apparatus; advisory services relating to the installation 
of passenger elevators; advisory services relating to the installation of fire prevention equipment; advisory services 
relating to the installation of telephone equipment; advisory services relating to the installation, maintenance and repair 
of mechanical and electrical equipment; painting services; decorative painting services; assembly services relating to the 
installation of presses for processing metals; automobile undercoating services; vehicle undercoating services; tire 
balancing; pest control services, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; interior sealing and 
caulking services; building sealing and caulking services; hydraulic fracturing services; computer and telephone battery 
recharge services; building construction supervision services relating to shopping centers, industrial complexes, office 
buildings, residential buildings and other real estate developments; building construction supervision services for real 
estate projects; building construction supervision services for building projects; machinery retrofit and conversion 
services; construction services relating to the installation of heating, ventilating and air-conditioning systems; seat 
covering services; snow removal and de-icing services for airplanes; drain cleaning services; fire extinguisher recharging 
services; house painting; interior and exterior window cleaning services; assembly services relating to the installation of 
machines and machine tools for treating and processing metals; assembly services relating to the installation of 
machines, machine tools and automatic systems for treating and processing metals; artificial snow-making services; 
construction, repair, maintenance and installation services; pressure washing services; cleaning services; industrial and 
commercial cleaning services; domestic cleaning services; snow removal services; street sweeping services; installation 
and maintenance services; installation services for building scaffolds, working and building platforms; installation, 
maintenance and repair services; installation services for elevators and lifts; electrical installation services; installation 
services; removing birds from residential and commercial buildings; swimming pool cleaning services; air duct cleaning 
services; laundering of cloth, clothing, fabric, linen and textiles; laundering of babies' diapers; laundering of cloth; 
laundering of clothing; laundering of textiles; laundering of fabric; laundering; laundering and disinfecting of linen; 
laundering and providing information relating thereto; installation, maintenance and repair services provided by a 
handyman; construction and maintenance services relating to civil engineering; installation of ventilation and dust 
extraction systems; installation of apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; installation 
of air-conditioning apparatus for use in clean rooms; installation of apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, 
cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; installation of heating, lighting and 
cooking apparatus; installation of heating, refrigerating, air-conditioning, drying, ventilating and dust extraction 
apparatus; installation of apparatus for generating power; installation of dust extraction apparatus; installation of air-
conditioning apparatus; installation of gas supply and distribution apparatus; installation of reactive power compensation 
apparatus; installation of audiovisual equipment; installation of ventilating apparatus; installation of plumbing systems; 
installation of gas and water pipelines; installation of water pipes; installation of hydraulic equipment; installation of 
drywall panels; installation of lightning conductors; installation of doors and windows; installation of engines and motors; 
installation of wood flooring; installation of wallboards; installation of rainwater drainage systems; installation of pipe 
insulation; installation of insulating materials; installation and maintenance of heating systems; installation and 
maintenance of solar thermal installations; installation and maintenance of photovoltaic installations; antenna installation 
and repair; plate glass installation and repair services; installation and repair of door frames; installation and repair of 
business and office machinery and equipment; Venetian blind installation and repair; setup or repair of locks; setup or 
repair of locks and providing information relating thereto; irrigation devices installation and repair; installation and repair 
of computer hardware; computer installation and repair; elevator installation and repair; installation and repair of freezing 
apparatus; installation and repair of window blinds; installation and repair of window frames; heating equipment 
installation and repair; burglar alarm installation and repair; installation and repair of burglar or fire alarms; furnace 
installation and repair; installation and repair of air-conditioning systems; installation and repair of heating, ventilating 
and air-conditioning systems; satellite dish installation and repair; installation and repair of television apparatus; 
telephone installation and repair; furnace and smelter installation and repair; pipeline installation and repair; installation 
and repair of air-conditioning apparatus; fire alarm installation and repair; freezing equipment installation and repair; 
electric appliance installation and repair; installation of rainwater collection systems; installation and maintenance of 
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transmission and broadcasting equipment, apparatus and instruments; installation and maintenance of irrigation 
systems; installation and maintenance of computer hardware for the transfer of data for remote reading of electricity 
meters; installation and maintenance of hardware for computer networks and Internet access; installation and 
maintenance of burglar or fire alarms; installation and maintenance of industrial plant and equipment; installation and 
maintenance of traffic control apparatus; installation and maintenance of electronic apparatus; installation of cables for 
Internet access; installation of communication equipment; installation of computer hardware; installation of hardware for 
Internet access; installation of hardware and cables for Internet access; installation, construction, maintenance, servicing 
and repair of energy and power generating apparatus, equipment and installations; roofing installation; kitchen 
equipment installation; installation of kitchen appliances; installation of cooking appliances; installation of kitchen 
cabinets; installation of rainwater tanks; installation of foundry equipment; installation of machinery for generating 
electricity; installation of machines and machine tools for treating and processing metals; machinery installation; 
installation of furniture; installation of furniture for stores; installation of door closers; installation of door openers; 
installation of door openers and closers; oil well casing, tubing, and drill pipe installation; installation of floor tiles; 
installation of hardware for computer networks; installation of hardware for computer systems; installation of laundry and 
kitchen equipment; installation of building automation equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of computer 
hardware; installation, maintenance and repair of water supply apparatus; installation of fencing; installation of pet 
containment systems; installation of windows; installation of security and safety equipment; installation of office 
machines; installation of lighting apparatus; installation of heating apparatus; installation of heating and cooling 
apparatus; installation of heating systems; installation of security systems; installation of tents; installation of passenger 
elevators; installation of fire alarms; installation of presses for processing metals; installation of fixtures and fittings for 
buildings; installation of industrial machinery; installation of industrial furnaces; installation of fire prevention equipment; 
installation of radio systems and networks; installation, maintenance and repair of automatic doors and barriers; 
installation, maintenance and repair of machines for use in the publishing industry; machinery installation, maintenance 
and repair; installation, repair and maintenance of clean room facilities and equipment; installation, repair and 
maintenance of heating equipment; office machines and equipment installation, maintenance and repair; installation, 
maintenance and repair of fire, smoke and heat alarms; installation, maintenance and repair of ventilating systems; 
installation, repair and maintenance of condensing apparatus, steam condensers, radiators for motors and engines, air 
reheaters, boiler tubes; installation of siding; custom installation of automobile interiors; installation of sanitary 
apparatus; installation of plumbing; installation of septic tanks; installation of commercial cooking apparatus; installation 
of environmental protection systems; installation of environmental control systems; installation of environmental control 
systems for clean rooms; installation of air-conditioning control systems; installation of air-conditioning systems; 
installation of heating, ventilation and air-conditioning [HVAC] systems; installation of electric light and power systems; 
installation of rainwater harvesting systems; installation of clean room systems; installation, changing, replacement and 
repair of locks; installation of satellite dishes; installation of glass in conservatories, windows, doors and greenhouses; 
installation of drying apparatus; installation of telephone equipment; installation of building insulation; installation of 
telephone lines; installation of cavity wall insulation; installation of insulating materials in buildings, roofs and structures; 
installation of insulating glass in conservatories, windows, doors and greenhouses; installation of thermal insulation for 
buildings; installation, maintenance and repair of automated teller machines; installation of water supply apparatus; 
installation, maintenance and repair of automation systems; installation, maintenance and repair of automatic emergency 
exits; installation, maintenance and repair of automatic doors and gates; installation, maintenance and repair of automatic 
apparatus for opening and closing ventilation flaps; installation, maintenance and repair of automatic apparatus for 
opening and closing windows; installation, maintenance and repair of automatic apparatus for opening and closing 
windows, fanlights, skylights and ventilation flaps; installation, maintenance and repair of automatic apparatus for 
opening and closing skylights; installation, maintenance and repair of automatic apparatus for opening and closing 
fanlights; installation, maintenance and repair of anemometers; installation, maintenance and repair of hardware for 
computer networks; installation, maintenance and repair of hardware for data communication networks; installation, 
maintenance and repair of remote control apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of air analysis apparatus; 
installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus for supplying gas; installation, maintenance and repair of drilling and 
mining apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic monitoring apparatus; installation, maintenance and 
repair of hardware for data processing apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus for processing 
metals; installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus for heating, purifying air, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, 
temperature control and air-conditioning; installation, maintenance and repair of energy conversion apparatus and power 
plants; installation, maintenance and repair of energy conversion apparatus, power plants, wave energy conversion 
apparatus and wave energy power plants; installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus for generating electricity; 
installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus for generating power; installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus 
for authentication of documents; installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus for checking the authenticity of 
banknotes; installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus for supplying electricity; installation, maintenance and 
repair of fire detection apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of quality control apparatus; installation, 
maintenance and repair of wave energy conversion apparatus and wave energy power plants; installation, maintenance 
and repair of mechanically operated apparatus for opening and closing ventilation flaps; installation, maintenance and 
repair of mechanically operated apparatus for opening and closing windows; installation, maintenance and repair of 
mechanically operated apparatus for opening and closing windows, fanlights, skylights and ventilation flaps; installation, 
maintenance and repair of mechanically operated apparatus for opening and closing skylights; installation, maintenance 
and repair of district heating apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic data processing apparatus; 
installation, maintenance and repair of broadcasting apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of quality control 
apparatus for printing presses; installation, maintenance and repair of ballast apparatus for ships; installation, 
maintenance and repair of batteries and accumulators; installation, maintenance and repair of wind towers; installation, 
maintenance and repair of vacuum pumps; installation, maintenance and repair of ventilating apparatus; installation, 
maintenance and repair of weighing apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of veterinary apparatus and 
instruments; installation, maintenance and repair of wind towers and anemometers; installation, maintenance and repair 
of windmills and wind turbines; installation, maintenance and repair of air filters; installation, maintenance and repair of 
fiber optic networks; installation, maintenance and repair of blow molding machines; installation, maintenance and repair 
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of high pressure lines, hosing and pipelines for hydraulic systems; installation, maintenance and repair of gas and 
electricity systems; installation, maintenance and repair of gas, electricity and water supply apparatus; installation, 
maintenance and repair of alternators; installation, maintenance and repair of hydraulic systems for machinery; 
installation, maintenance and repair of hydraulic systems for vehicles; installation, maintenance and repair of hydraulic 
equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of doors and fences; installation, maintenance and repair of chassis parts 
and bodies for vehicles; installation, maintenance and repair of fire, smoke and heat detectors; installation, maintenance 
and repair of ink metering apparatus for printing presses; installation, maintenance and repair of railroad tracks; 
installation, maintenance and repair of gaming machines, juke boxes and telecommunication equipment; installation, 
maintenance and repair of measuring apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of measuring and testing apparatus 
and instruments; installation, maintenance and repair of clocks and other horological and chronometric instruments; 
installation, maintenance and repair of measuring, signalling and monitoring apparatus and instruments; installation, 
maintenance and repair of inverters, batteries and electrical connection apparatus for solar energy systems; installation, 
maintenance and repair of drilling and mining tools; installation, maintenance and repair of card readers; installation, 
maintenance and repair of catalytic converters; installation, maintenance and repair of compressors; installation, 
maintenance and repair of compressors, air pumps and vacuum pumps; installation, maintenance and repair of 
compressors, air pumps, vacuum pumps, air blowers, air filters, alternators, pressure regulators and oil separators; 
installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware and electronic teaching equipment and apparatus; installation, 
maintenance and repair of computer hardware for electronic data processing systems; installation, maintenance and 
repair of computer hardware for telecommunications systems; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware 
and peripherals; installation, maintenance and repair of air-conditioning apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of 
cash registers; installation, maintenance and repair of ink rollers for printing presses; installation, maintenance and repair 
of kitchen equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of kitchen furniture; installation, maintenance and repair of 
labeling machines; installation, maintenance and repair of machines for processing plastics; installation, maintenance 
and repair of machinery for the printing industry; installation, maintenance and repair of cleaning machines; installation, 
maintenance and repair of machinery for the graphics industry; installation, maintenance and repair of medical apparatus 
and instruments; installation, maintenance and repair of metalworking machines; installation, maintenance and repair of 
meteorological masts; installation, maintenance and repair of computer network and information technology equipment; 
installation, maintenance and repair of air blowers; installation, maintenance and repair of heating apparatus; installation, 
maintenance and repair of heating systems; installation, maintenance and repair of pumps and pumping stations; 
installation, maintenance and repair of oil separators; installation, maintenance and repair of building automation 
equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of container filling machines; installation, maintenance and repair of 
apparatus for conveying goods; installation, maintenance and repair of equipment and apparatus for use in demolition; 
installation, maintenance and repair of equipment and apparatus for use in mining; installation, maintenance and repair of 
equipment and apparatus for use in mining, open pit mining and quarrying; installation, maintenance and repair of 
equipment and apparatus for use in road building; installation, maintenance and repair of air freshening apparatus; 
installation, maintenance and repair of lighting apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of burglar alarms; 
installation, maintenance and repair of air purifying apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of passenger 
elevators; installation, maintenance and repair of passenger elevators, moving sidewalks, passenger bridges, moving 
stairways and stairway lifts; installation, maintenance and repair of printing machines; installation, maintenance and 
repair of printing machines and parts thereof; installation, maintenance and repair of printing presses; installation, 
maintenance and repair of printing presses and other machinery for use in the publishing industry; installation, 
maintenance and repair of printing presses and parts thereof; installation, maintenance and repair of loading and 
unloading machines; installation, maintenance and repair of fire and security alarms; installation, maintenance and repair 
of fire alarms; installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus for distributing electricity; installation, maintenance and 
repair of apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; installation, maintenance and repair of computer peripherals; installation, maintenance and repair of 
manufacturing machines and apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of industrial machinery; installation, 
maintenance and repair of industrial machinery and manufacturing plants; installation, maintenance and repair of fire and 
smoke barriers; installation, maintenance and repair of filling machines; installation, maintenance and repair of pressure 
regulators; installation, maintenance and repair of freestanding lattice towers; installation, maintenance and repair of LED 
lighting apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of air-conditioning systems; installation, maintenance and repair 
of boiler systems; installation, maintenance and repair of boiler systems and solar energy systems; installation, 
maintenance and repair of exhaust gas reduction systems; installation, maintenance and repair of heat insulation 
systems; installation, maintenance and repair of dental apparatus and instruments; installation, maintenance and repair of 
drying apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of money counting and sorting machines; installation, 
maintenance and repair of moving sidewalks; installation, maintenance and repair of passenger bridges; installation, 
maintenance and repair of packaging machines; installation, maintenance and repair of mechanically operated apparatus 
for opening and closing fanlights; installation, maintenance and repair of molding machines; installation, maintenance 
and repair of photovoltaic modules; installation, maintenance and repair of photovoltaic cells and modules; installation, 
maintenance and repair of refrigerating apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of cooling and air-conditioning 
systems for temperature-controlled environments; installation, maintenance and repair of electrical and electronic 
apparatus for use in the field of automation; installation, maintenance and repair of electrical and electronic apparatus 
and equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of electrical lighting apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair 
of electrical devices; installation, maintenance and repair of electrical and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and 
instruments; installation, maintenance and repair of electrical equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of 
electronic regulating apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic control apparatus; installation, 
maintenance and repair of electrical drives and drive systems for machines; installation, maintenance and repair of power 
plants and power grids; installation, maintenance and repair of escalators; installation, maintenance, repair and 
reconditioning of industrial machinery; installation, maintenance and repair of equipment and apparatus for use in coal 
mining; installation of theft prevention devices; installation of photovoltaic cells and modules; installation of refrigerating 
apparatus; installation of electrical apparatus or generators; installation of electric and electronic equipment in 
automobiles; installation of electrical wiring; installation of energy-saving apparatus; interference suppression in 
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electrical apparatus; installation of ship interiors; swimming-pool maintenance; furniture maintenance; fur care and 
repair; fur care and repair and providing information relating thereto; fumigating; fumigation of buildings against pests; 
chimney sweeping; car cleaning; chimney sweeping and providing information relating thereto; automobile cleaning and 
washing; leather cleaning and repair; fur cleaning and repair; boiler cleaning and repair; cleaning of rugs; carpet cleaning; 
cleaning of carpets and rugs; cleaning of carpets and rugs, and providing information relating thereto; rug shampooing; 
shoe shining; cleaning of clothing; window cleaning and providing information relating thereto; cleaning of storage tanks; 
storage tank cleaning and providing information relating thereto; leather care, cleaning and repair; fur care, cleaning and 
repair; septic tank cleaning; septic tank cleaning and providing information relating thereto; dry cleaning; cleaning of 
textiles; vehicle cleaning; cleaning of packaging materials, packing containers and transport pallets; diaper cleaning; 
cleaning of surgical instruments and equipment; floor sanding; buffing and polishing; plastering and painting of building 
interiors; inspection of automobiles and parts thereof prior to maintenance and repair; building maintenance; building 
maintenance and repair services provided by a handyman.

Cl.41;Modelling for artists; academies [education]; rental of indoor aquaria; rental of artwork; rental of sports grounds; 
rental of tennis courts; lending library services; booking of seats for shows; videotaping; physical education; production 
of music; discotheque services; animal training; dubbing; gambling services; publication of books; education 
information; recreation information; entertainment information; movie studio services; nightclub services [entertainment]; 
layout services, other than for advertising purposes; microfilming; videotape editing; production of radio and television 
programmes; screenplay writing; game services provided on-line from a computer network; religious education; aikido 
instruction; gymnastic instruction; correspondence courses; practical training [demonstration]; training services 
provided via simulators; organization of balls; providing recreation facilities; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; 
arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of 
concerts; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and 
conducting of symposiums; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; arranging of beauty contests; 
organization of cosplay entertainment events; organization of lotteries; organization of fashion shows for entertainment 
purposes; organization of shows [impresario services]; organization of sports competitions; vocational guidance 
[education or training advice]; amusement park services; sign language interpretation; television entertainment; mobile 
library services; vocational retraining; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not 
downloadable; providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; providing films, not 
downloadable, via video-on-demand services; providing golf facilities; providing sports facilities; providing amusement 
arcade services; cinema presentations; presentation of circus performances; presentation of variety shows; presentation 
of live performances; theatre productions; conducting guided climbing tours; conducting fitness classes; educational 
examination; film production, other than advertising films; rental of audio equipment; rental of video cameras; rental of 
video cassette recorders; rental of videotapes; rental of show scenery; rental of sound recordings; toy rental; rental of 
cinematographic apparatus; rental of motion pictures; games equipment rental; rental of stadium facilities; rental of 
lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; rental of radio and television sets; rental of skin diving 
equipment; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; rental of stage scenery; electronic desktop publishing; online 
publication of electronic books and journals; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; radio entertainment; 
entertainer services; entertainment services; writing of texts; sado instruction [tea ceremony instruction]; zoological 
garden services; news reporters services; party planning [entertainment]; music composition services; subtitling; 
tutoring; holiday camp services [entertainment]; conducting guided tours; disc jockey services; personal trainer services 
[fitness training]; providing casino facilities [gambling]; calligraphy services; karaoke services; club services 
[entertainment or education]; songwriting; cultural, educational or entertainment services provided by art galleries; 
providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; teaching; educational services provided by schools; orchestra 
services; translation; scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes; ticket agency services [entertainment]; coaching 
[training]; sport camp services; recording studio services; language interpreter services; nursery schools; photography; 
photographic reporting; timing of sports events; boarding school education; production of shows.
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4420683    08/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1472049]
Anabranch Pty Ltd

174-184 Shipley Rd Blackheath NSW 2785 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Compilation and provision of online directories; compilation of business directories; career counselling 
(employment advice and information); career information and advisory services (other than educational and training 
advice); career planning services.

Cl.41;Career counselling (education or training advice); providing information, including online, about education, 
training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; vocational guidance (education or training advice); career 
information and advisory services (educational and training advice); advisory services relating to education; arranging of 
exhibitions for educational purposes; business educational services; conducting of exhibitions for educational purposes; 
consultancy services relating to education; dissemination of educational material; education services.
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4420687    08/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1483555]
Crystal Time (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

16 Tannery Lane, Crystal Time Building Singapore 347778 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; precious metals and their alloys; timepieces; chronometric 
instruments; watches; wristwatches; chronographs [watches]; chronometers; wall clocks; small clocks; clocks; alarm 
clocks; watch cases; watch straps; watch chains; watch glasses; dials [clock- and watchmaking]; hands for clocks; hands 
for watches; presentation cases for horological articles; watch and clock springs; presentation boxes for watches; 
movements for clocks and watches.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; commercial administration of the 
licensing of the goods and services of others; commercial information; commercial information and advice for consumers 
[consumer advice shop]; compilation of information into computer databases; business consultancy; business 
information; business management advisory services; commercial and industrial management assistance; outdoor 
advertising; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; procurement services for others 
[purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; public relations; publicity; systemization of information into 
computer databases; organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising 
purposes; updating of advertising material; word processing; writing of publicity texts.
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4420705    20/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1509896]
Xiamen Hanin Electronic Technology Co.,Ltd.

Room 305A, Ngong Yip House, Venture Park, Torch Hi-tech Zone, Huli District, Xiamen 361000 Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Color printers; print heads for computer printers; computer software applications, downloadable; thermal printers; 
radio-frequency identification [RFID] tags; radio-frequency identification [RFID] readers; hand-held scanners; bar code 
readers; printers for use with computers; photo printers.

Cl.16;Inking ribbons.
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4425036    12/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510432]
Meguiar's, Inc.

17991 Mitchell South Irvine CA 92614 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Cleaning, buffing, scrubbing, and polishing goods for use with land, marine and air vehicles, namely, polishing, 
buffing and applicator pads, pre-moistened towels, fabric wipes, wash mitts.

Cl.24;Fabric towels for cleaning, buffing, scrubbing, and polishing goods for use with land, marine and air vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 17/07/2019; Application No. : 01399270 ;Benelux 

4425037    09/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510433]
Stichting Bellingcat

Vijzelstraat 20 NL-1017 HK Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, inspection, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; 
(downloadable) podcasts; media content; recorded and downloadable media, blank digital or analogue recording and 
storage media; mobile apps; computer software; digital newspapers, magazines, periodicals, columns, texts and 
newsletters or other electronic publications, being downloadable or accessible online.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except 
furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials and drawing materials; paint brushes; 
teaching materials [except apparatus]; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printing blocks; 
newspapers; magazines [periodicals].

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; marketing services; business 
mediation related to the purchase and sale of goods and services; commercial intermediation services in the 
establishment of business contacts between service providers and potential clients; advertising services; providing of 
advertising space; management and compilation of computerised databases; electronic data processing; compilation of 
statistics; market prospecting, research and analysis; opinion polling; compilation of information into computer 
databases; setting up and managing data files, including in connection with services of a database; arranging trade fairs 
and exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; arranging subscriptions to electronic journals; arranging 
subscriptions to information media; arranging subscriptions to digital or online newspapers, magazines (periodicals), 
columns, texts, periodicals and books, reading materials and instructional materials and other printed matter; information 
and consultancy relating to the aforesaid services; all the aforesaid services whether or not provided via electronic 
channels, including the internet.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; broadcasting services; computer communication and internet access; provision 
and rental of telecommunications facilities and equipment; news agencies; electronic transmission of news; providing 
access to a digital environment where users can view electronic publications and obtain and exchange information and 
files; information and advice regarding the aforementioned services; all the aforesaid services whether or not via 
electronic channels, including the internet.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing and reporting; news 
reporters services; publishing services; publishing of publications, newspapers, magazines (periodicals), columns, texts, 
periodicals, books, reading materials and instructional materials and other printed matter, including online; on-line 
publishing services; news programme services for radio or television; production of films, tv programmes and 
documentaries; creation of podcasts; arranging and conducting of congresses, seminars, lectures, trade fairs and 
exhibitions; consultancy and information relating to the aforesaid services; all the aforesaid services whether or not 
provided via electronic channels, including the internet; arranging congresses.

Cl.45;Safety, rescue, security and enforcement services; rental of clothing; legal services; detective agency services; 
accident investigation; information and consultancy relating to the aforesaid services; lobbying services, other than for 
commercial purposes; all the aforesaid services whether or not via electronic channels, including the internet.
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Priority claimed from 09/05/2019; Application No. : 018062115 ;European Union 

4425049    20/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510614]
Videoslots Ltd

Level 2&3 The Space, Alfred Craig Street PTA 1313 PIETA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Promotional marketing; merchandising; product marketing; advertisement via mobile phone networks; 
distribution of advertisements and commercial announcements; promoting the sale of the services [on behalf of others] 
by arranging advertisements; cinema advertising.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; Internet based telecommunication services; interactive telecommunications 
services; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; communications via multinational 
telecommunication networks; digital network telecommunications services; telecommunication services provided via 
internet platforms and portals; data communication services; computer intercommunication; communication by 
computer; communications by computer terminals; mobile telecommunication network services; digital communications 
services; on-line communication services; communications by cellular phones; electronic network communications; 
transmission of sound, picture and data signals; transmission of data, audio, video and multimedia files; transmission of 
videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, games, user-generated content, audio content, and information via the 
Internet; providing access to gambling and gaming websites on the Internet.

Cl.41;Casino services; on-line casino services; wagering services; bookmaking [turf accountancy]; betting services; 
organisation of tournaments; organisation of tournaments; amusement arcades; entertainment in the nature of ongoing 
game shows; providing online entertainment in the nature of game tournaments, fantasy sports leagues and game shows; 
providing on-line entertainment in the nature of game tournaments, fantasy sports leagues and game shows; production 
of television game shows; gambling services; on-line gaming services; game services provided on-line from a computer 
network; arranging of games; organisation of games and competitions; organisation of quizzes, games and competitions; 
electronic game services provided by means of the internet; providing online entertainment in the nature of game shows; 
organisation of lotteries; prize draws [lotteries].
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Priority claimed from 21/02/2019; Application No. : 018025831 ;European Union 

4425094    19/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1511060]
Rovio Animation Ltd

Keilaranta 7 FI-02150 Espoo Finland

Rovio Entertainment Corporation

Keilaranta 7 FI-02150 Espoo Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Essential oils and aromatic extracts; toiletries; perfumery and fragrances; oral hygiene preparations; body cleaning 
and beauty care preparations; cleaning and fragrancing preparations; cosmetics.

Cl.9;Animated cartoons; audio recordings; audio visual recordings; digital music downloadable provided from a 
computer database or the internet; electronic publications, downloadable; instruction manuals in electronic format; 
cinematographic films; pre-recorded audio tapes; films, exposed; downloadable digital music provided from MP3 internet 
web sites; holographic images; digital music downloadable from the Internet; weekly publications downloaded in 
electronic form from the internet; recorded discs bearing images; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; 
downloadable publications; downloadable musical sound recordings; downloadable image files; musical video 
recordings; audio books; records [sound recordings]; sound records; recorded discs bearing sound; musical sound 
recordings; musical recordings in the form of discs; pre-recorded videos; tape recordings of music; animated cartoons in 
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the form of cinematographic films; podcasts; computer documentation in electronic form; electronic publications 
recorded on computer media; training manuals in the form of a computer program; sensitized films, exposed; 
photosensitive media [films, exposed]; cinematographic film, exposed; video recordings; recorded data files; computer 
gaming software; recorded content; digital recording media; software; databases (electronic); computer games 
programmes downloaded via the internet [software]; downloadable electronic game programs; downloadable computer 
game programs; downloadable video game programs; software programs for video games; programmed video games 
contained on cartridges [software]; recorded computer game programs; downloadable computer games; video game 
programs; computer programmes stored in digital form; computer software in the field of electronic publishing; personal 
computer application software for managing document control systems; computer software downloaded from the 
internet; interactive computer software; interactive multimedia computer programs; computer software that permits 
games to be played; application software; education software; computer software downloadable from global computer 
information networks; children's educational software; computer software concerned with children's education; data 
recorded electronically; audio cassettes; compact discs; DVDs; electronic data carriers; pre-recorded compact discs; 
information technology and audiovisual equipment; computer operating systems.

Cl.14;Jewellery; jewellery boxes and watch boxes; gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; 
ornaments, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof; statues and 
figurines, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof; trinkets coated with 
precious metal; key fobs [rings] coated with precious metal.

Cl.16;Decoration and art materials and media; gums [adhesives] for stationery or household purposes; printed matter; 
paper and cardboard; books; stationery and educational supplies; works of art and figurines of paper and cardboard, and 
architects' models; bags and articles for packaging, wrapping and storage of paper, cardboard or plastics; drawing 
materials; drawing paper; arts and crafts paint kits, and modelling materials; paper tissues.

Cl.18;Walking sticks; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; umbrellas and parasols.

Cl.21;Brushes and brush-making articles; statues, figurines, plaques and works of art, made of materials such as 
porcelain, terra-cotta or glass, included in the class; tableware, cookware and containers; glasses, drinking vessels and 
barware; services [dishes]; dishes [household utensils].

Cl.24;Woven fabrics; textile goods, and substitutes for textiles; linens; textiles made of flannel; textile tissues; 
household textile articles made from non-woven materials; household textiles; textiles for furnishings.

Cl.25;Shoes; hats; clothing; sports shirts with short sleeves; menswear; casual shirts; casual trousers; leisurewear; 
layettes [clothing]; bathing trunks; sports clothing [other than golf gloves]; athletic uniforms; tops [clothing]; coats; 
socks; tee-shirts; sweatpants; shorts; slipovers; blousons; long jackets; long sleeve pullovers; printed t-shirts; shirts; 
loungewear; outerclothing for men; short-sleeve shirts; trousers for children; children's wear; skirt suits; gloves 
[clothing]; collared shirts; running suits; hooded sweatshirts; hooded tops; underpants; skirts; blue jeans; sweat shirts; 
tracksuit bottoms; denim jackets; sun hats; peaked headwear; caps with visors; bonnets; children's headwear; bonnets 
[headwear]; sun visors [headwear]; sun visors; caps [headwear]; pumps [footwear]; football shoes; footwear [excluding 
orthopedic footwear]; footwear for men; canvas shoes; esparto shoes or sandals; basketball sneakers; gym boots; 
children's footwear; running shoes; training shoes; leather shoes; footwear for women; slip-on shoes; ankle boots; 
slippers; shoes with hook and pile fastening tapes; sandals; infants' footwear; beach shoes; cycling shoes; leisure shoes.

Cl.28;Fairground and playground apparatus; Christmas tree decorations and artificial Christmas trees; toys, games, 
playthings and novelties; sporting articles and equipment; video game apparatus; play balloons; fabric toys; carnival 
caps; face masks being playthings; children's multiple activity toy; board games; kites; toy hats; toy tableware; playing 
balls; toy sporting apparatus; toy vehicles with transforming parts; toys; toys simulating objects used by adults in day to 
day activity; teddy bears; dolls; battery operated toys; toy figures; counters [discs] for games; scale model vehicles; 
miniature car models [toys or playthings]; inflatable toys; building games; sports games; children's playthings.

Cl.30;Processed grains, starches, and goods made thereof, baking preparations and yeasts; ice, ice creams, frozen 
yogurts and sorbets; coffee, teas and cocoa and substitutes therefor; bakery goods; pastries; confectionery; chocolate; 
sugars, natural sweeteners, sweet coatings and fillings, bee products; salts, seasonings, flavourings and condiments; 
pastries, cakes, tarts and biscuits (cookies); chocolates; foodstuffs containing cocoa [as the main constituent]; 
confectionery in frozen form.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages; preparations for making beverages; juices; flavoured carbonated beverages; energy 
drinks; cordials; orange squash.

Cl.41;Publishing and reporting; education, entertainment and sports; translation and interpretation; news reporters 
services; publishing of stories; publication of printed matter; publication of the editorial content of sites accessible via a 
global computer network; publishing of electronic publications; providing electronic publications; providing on-line 
electronic publications, not downloadable; publication of texts; providing online non-downloadable comic books and 
graphic novels; providing on-line non-downloadable general feature magazines; music publishing and music recording 
services; music publishing services; on-line publishing services; publication and editing of printed matter; publication of 
printed matter relating to education; publication of educational books; publication of educational teaching materials; 
publication of instructional literature; publication of printed matter and printed publications; publication of newspapers, 
periodicals, catalogs and brochures; publication of books; consultation services relating to the publication of books; 
publishing services for books and magazines; publication and editing of books; electronic publishing services; 
publication of books relating to entertainment; electronic text publishing services; online publication of electronic books 
and journals; provision of electronic publications (not downloadable); publication of electronic magazines; live band 
performances; arranging of visual entertainment; arranging of visual and musical entertainment; organisation of 
recreational activities; provision of recreational events; providing recreational areas in the nature of play areas for 
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children; provision of information relating to entertainment online from a computer database of the internet; entertainment 
services in the nature of an amusement park show; entertainment services; provision of entertainment services through 
the media of video-films; provision of entertainment services through the media of publications; amusement centers; 
production of shows; entertainment, education and instruction services; video entertainment services; exhibition of video 
films; provision of recreational activities; leisure services; sporting and cultural activities; computer and video game 
amusement services; providing information on-line relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games; 
providing on-line information in the field of computer gaming entertainment; television entertainment; theme park 
services; theatre entertainment; theatre services; theatre productions; adventure playground services; popular 
entertainment services; provision of games by means of a computer based system; providing online computer games; 
provision of on-line entertainment; provision of on-line computer games; on-line gaming services; performing of music 
and singing; live entertainment; children's adventure playground services; organisation of events for cultural, 
entertainment and sporting purposes; fetes (organisation of -) for educational purposes; provision of non-downloadable 
games on the Internet; electronic game services provided by means of the internet; electronic game services and 
competitions provided by means of the internet; amusement park services; amusement and theme park services; 
amusement park and theme park services; organising of shows for entertainment purposes; film distribution; 
cinematographic entertainment services; rental of motion pictures; cinema presentations; electronic games services 
provided from a computer database or by means of the internet; electronic games services, including provision of 
computer games on-line or by means of a global computer network; entertainment services in the form of television 
programmes; entertainment services in the form of motion pictures; entertainment services for producing live shows; 
entertainment services in the form of cinema performances; provision of entertainment services through the media of 
audio tapes; provision of entertainment services through the media of television; providing entertainment services in the 
form of recorded music; provision of entertainment services through the media of cine-films; entertainment, sporting and 
cultural activities; electronic online publication of periodicals and books; arranging of games; organisation of games and 
competitions; adult training; electronic data processing training; education and instruction; sports and fitness services; 
audio and video production, and photography; training in electronics; provision of education courses relating to 
electronics; english language education services; education services for imparting language teaching methods; provision 
of language schools and language courses; organisation of language courses; language tuition; provision of information 
relating to training; professional consultancy relating to education; educational advisory services; organising of 
educational games; advisory services relating to education; providing computer-delivered educational testing and 
assessments; providing educational courses in day-care centers; educational testing; provision of training and 
education; consultancy services relating to training; provision of education courses; providing of education; teaching; 
training and further training consultancy; arranging of training courses; provision of training courses; development of 
educational materials; dissemination of educational material; arranging teaching programmes; provision of training 
facilities; education services relating to the development of children's intellectual faculties; education services relating to 
computers; education services relating to computer systems; conducting courses, seminars and workshops; educational 
services provided for children; educational services provided for teachers of children; training in the operation of 
software systems; training in the development of software systems; training in the design of software systems; training of 
teachers; teacher training services; education in the field of data processing; education in the field of computing; school 
courses relating to study assistance; training in the use of data processing programs; provision of instruction relating to 
data processing; training services relating to computer-aided design; providing computer assisted courses of instruction; 
instruction in the use of computers; instruction in the development of computers; services for the provision of training in 
the use of computers; provision of computer related training courses; provision of education courses relating to 
computers; organisation of computer related training courses; training services relating to computers; computer 
education training; training in the operation of computerised systems; training services relating to computer systems; 
computer training; computer training services; training in the development of computer programs; training in the 
operation of computer programs; training in the design of computer programs; provision of instruction relating to 
computer programming; training in computer programming; computer education training services; computerised training 
in career counselling; training relating to computer techniques; provision of courses of instruction in the management of 
information technology; training services relating to the use of information technology; educational services relating to 
information technology; sporting education services; sporting and recreational activities; sporting services; sports 
tuition, coaching and instruction; recreation and training services; services for the production of entertainment in the 
form of film; film production for entertainment purposes; production of cinematographic films; production of 
entertainment in the form of television programmes; production of entertainment in the form of sound recordings; 
animation production services; creating animated cartoons; production of animated programmes for use on television 
and cable; audio, film, video and television recording services.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; providing temporary accommodation; restaurant services; café services; 
ice cream parlour services; hotels, hostels and boarding houses, holiday and tourist accommodation; nurseries and day 
care centers, and elder care centers; accommodation bureau services.
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Priority claimed from 26/11/2019; Application No. : 739456 ;Switzerland 

4425123    06/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1511088]
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG

Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and nematicides; 
chemical products used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry.

Cl.5;Products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, insecticides, nematicides.
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Priority claimed from 12/02/2019; Application No. : 88299046 ;United States of America 

4425171    09/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510468]
Sneakertopia Inc.

30765 Pacific Coast Highway Suite 354 Malibu CA 90265 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Entertainment consulting services in the nature of launching and marketing new street culture brands.

Cl.41;Entertainment services in the nature of providing exhibitions and experiences in the fields of street culture and 
streetwear; arranging and conducting special events for social entertainment purposes.
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Priority claimed from 31/05/2019; Application No. : 2019/54884 ;Turkey 

4425178    17/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510474]
TURKIYE SISE VE CAM FABRIKALARI ANONIM SIRKETI

Icmeler Mah. D-100 Karayolu Cad. No. 44 A TR-34947 Tuzla Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Windows for vehicles, vehicle windshields, mirrors for use in vehicles.

Cl.19;Building glass, glass doors; safety glass; window glass, other than vehicle window glass; building materials of 
glass; colored sheet glass for building; colored window glass for building; common sheet glass for building; decorative 
glass for building; enamelled glass, for building; glass granules for marking roads; glass rods for building; glass roofing 
tiles; insulating glass for building; laminated flat glass for building; modified sheet glass for building; reinforced glass for 
building; tempered glass for building; glass mosaics for use in building; glass powder for use in building.

Cl.20;Mirrors [looking glasses]; silvered glass, glass handles and knobs used in furniture; mirrors used in furniture.

Cl.21;Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; opal glass; opaline glass; enamelled glass not for 
building; plate glass (raw material); boxes of glass; powdered glass for decoration; signboards of glass; mosaics of 
glass, not for building; glass for vehicle windows [semi-finished product]; worked or semi-worked glass used in 
household appliances, cooling boxes, furniture.

Cl.35;The bringing together for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods namely windows for vehicles, vehicle 
windshields, mirrors for use in vehicles, building glass, glass doors, safety glass, window glass, other than vehicle 
window glass, building materials of glass, colored sheet glass for building, colored window glass for building, common 
sheet glass for building, decorative glass for building, enamelled glass, for building, glass granules for marking roads, 
glass rods for building, glass roofing tiles, insulating glass for building, laminated flat glass for building, modified sheet 
glass for building, reinforced glass for building, tempered glass for building, glass mosaics for use in building, glass 
powder for use in building, mirrors [looking glasses], silvered glass, glass handles and knobs used in furniture, mirrors 
used in furniture, unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass, opal glass, opaline glass, enamelled glass not 
for building, plate glass (raw material), boxes of glass, powdered glass for decoration, signboards of glass, mosaics of 
glass, not for building, glass for vehicle windows [semi-finished product], worked or semi-worked glass used in 
household appliances, cooling boxes, furniture, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods, 
such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, through vending machines, mail order catalogues or by 
means of electronic media, for example, through web sites or television shopping programmes.
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Priority claimed from 05/04/2019; Application No. : V0112720 ;Iceland 

4425183    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510484]
Alvotech hf.

Saemundargotu 15-19 IS-101 Reykjavik Iceland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments; injectors for medical purposes.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale of pharmaceuticals, surgical apparatus, surgical instruments, medical apparatus and 
medical instruments; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, pharmaceuticals, surgical apparatus, surgical 
instruments, medical apparatus and medical instruments, excluding the transport thereof, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods; marketing of pharmaceuticals, surgical apparatus, surgical instruments, 
medical apparatus and medical instruments; importing and exporting of pharmaceuticals, surgical apparatus, surgical 
instalments, medical apparatus and medical instruments.

Cl.44;Medical services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings; advisory services relating to pharmaceuticals; 
medical, medicinal and pharmaceutical consultancy; provision of pharmaceutical information; consultancy relating to 
pharmaceutical and medical products.
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4425234    30/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510552]
New Concepts Development Corporation

8 Galaxy Way Woodstock IL 60098 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware, computer data storage devices, dock, cable, connectivity and computer peripheral devices, 
namely, computer memory hardware; blank computer storage media; internal and external computer data storage 
devices, namely, hard disk drives, memory modules, memory cards, solid state drives, optical disc drives, blank flash 
drives, pre-recorded flash drives featuring self-starting application software or specialized storage management software; 
computer data back-up and storage systems comprised of multiple data storage devices, namely, blank hard drives, solid 
state drives, and flash based memory connected for the purpose of warehousing, networking, and routing multiple user 
data, computer peripheral devices, namely, host adapters, computer network adapters, switches, router and hubs, 
mounting racks for computer hardware and host controllers, and computer software that provides a management utility 
interface for the storage, backup and retrieval of computer data information and related instructional manuals sold as a 
unit; PC expansion cards, namely, peripheral component interface cards for data processing equipment in the form of 
printed circuits; computer memory upgrades, namely, memory expansion modules; random access memory card; internal 
and external ram storage devices; computer backup and storage systems with multiple removable RAID cartridges; RAID-
based hard drive backup systems; RAID-based solid state drive backup systems; RAID system enclosures; computer 
hardware and computer software for the reproduction, processing and streaming of audio, video and multimedia content; 
computer software for the automation, collection, management, editing, organizing, modifying, transmission, storage and 
sharing of data and information; computer software for use in connection with internal and external computer data 
storage drives for the storage, backup and retrieval of information; computer hardware and software for controlling the 
operation of audio and video devices and for viewing, searching and/or playing audio, video, television, movies, 
photographs and other digital images, and other multimedia content; software utility programs for formatting computer 
data storage devices; processor upgrades, namely, data processors, digital signal processors, and micro-processors; 
electrical connectors, wires, cables, and adaptors; electronic memory card readers; carrying cases, sacks, and bags, all 
for use with computers and portable and handheld digital electronic devices; enclosures for protecting, storing, and 
organizing computer data storage devices; accessories for computer backup and storage systems, namely, protective 
cases, cords, cables, switches, drive mounting brackets, power supplies, and adapters; computer utility programs for 
computer operating systems; downloadable audio, and video files and downloadable electronic publications in the nature 
of newsletters, manuals, and brochures via the internet, all concerning computers, computer hardware, computer 
software, computer peripherals, computer data storage, portable and handheld digital electronic devices, and accessories 
therefore; kits for converting unused drive bays into usable space, primarily comprised of drive mounting brackets for 
computer hardware, screws, and instruction manuals for mounting data storage devices into computers and external 
storage devices, sold as a unit; kits for mounting data storage devices into notebook and laptop computers primarily 
comprised of circuit boards and brackets; central processing unit accelerators; applications accelerators for computers; 
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interfaces for computer components and computer networks; computer peripheral devices; mounting racks for computer 
hardware; computer data storage drive controllers; and instructional manuals and user manuals packaged or sold in 
association with the aforementioned goods (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations).

Cl.35;Business services, namely, providing computer databases regarding the purchase and sale of a wide variety of 
products and services of others (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods and services, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods and services from an Internet web site marketing the sale of goods and 
services of others; and retail store services featuring computer hardware, computer software, computer accessories, 
computer peripherals, and accessories for portable and handheld digital electronic devices, accessible on-line via a 
global computer network, and by telephone, facsimile and mail order (terms considered too vague by the International 
Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 25/06/2019; Application No. : 88488472 ;United States of America 

4425240    23/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510539]
Nabriva Therapeutics US, Inc.

1000 Continental Drive, Suite 600 King of Prussia PA 19406 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; antibiotics; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infections.

Cl.42;Pharmaceutical research and development; providing medical and scientific research information in the fields of 
pharmaceuticals, therapies, diseases, and disorders.
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Priority claimed from 15/03/2019; Application No. : 302019000018341 ;Italy 

4425274    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510588]
LOIUDICE S.R.L.

Via della Paglia, 41 ALTAMURA (Bari) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Locking mechanisms of metal; closures of metal; screw threaded fasteners of metal; fittings of metal for beds; bed 
casters of metal; bed springs of metal.

Cl.20;Beds; bed bases; bed chairs; bunk beds; bed rails; head boards for beds; bed springs; bed fittings, not of metal; 
bed casters,not of metal, waterbeds, not for medical purposes; storage beds; foldaway beds; bases and structures for 
foldaway beds;furniture fittings, not of metal; furniture casters, not of metal;divans; divan beds; extendible sofas; sofas; 
sofas being convertible into beds; armchairs; reclining armchairs; divans and armchairs also being convertible into beds; 
foot stools being convertible into beds; mattresses; pillows; cushions;air cushions, not for medical purposes; 
upholstered furniture;metallic furniture; head-rests [furniture]; divan and bed sprung bases; divan and bed bases; divan 
and bed frames; divan and bed frames of metal; reclining armchairs incorporating mechanisms; footrests incorporating 
mechanisms; bunk beds incorporating mechanisms; divans and beds incorporating mechanisms; divans and beds 
incorporating lifting mechanism;beds, divans and divan beds incorporating mechanisms; bases for beds, divans and 
divan beds incorporating mechanisms;furniture and upholstered furniture incorporating mechanisms;frames and bases 
for furniture incorporating mechanisms in the hotels and hospitality sector.
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Priority claimed from 19/09/2019; Application No. : 2019-123661 ;Japan 

4425277    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510597]
Daicel Corporation

3-1, Ofuka-cho, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 530-0011 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Reagents for scientific use; reagents for research use; chemical reagents for use in genetic research; diagnostic 
reagents and preparations, except for medical or veterinary use; nucleic acid sequences, other than for medical or 
veterinary purposes; chemical reagents for use in genome sequencing in the field of bioinformatics, genomics and gene 
expression; reagents for cell-free protein expression for use in scientific research in the fields of life sciences and 
biotechnology; reagent kits for cell-free protein expression for use in scientific research in the fields of life sciences and 
biotechnology.

Cl.40;Processing of chemical reagents; custom manufacture of nucleic acids for third parties; custom synthesis 
services, namely, custom synthesis of oligonucleotides and other nucleic acids.

Cl.42;Structural and functional analysis of genomes; scientific research, testing and analysis services; DNA screening 
for scientific research purposes; DNA analysis services for scientific research purposes; laboratory research and analysis 
in the fields of cytology, molecular microbiology, synthetic biology and genetics; design and development of protein, 
enzyme and reagents for laboratory and industry use; computer-aided scientific research, testing and analysis services; 
design, development, programming and maintenance of computer software for evaluation of screening data of 
oligonucleotides and other nucleic acids, and research thereon; custom design of nucleic acid sequences; biotechnology 
research.
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4425278    01/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510603]
TIT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

Lek Yuen Est Shop No 4 (Platform) Fook Hoi Hse Shatin NT Hongkong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for weighing; balances; battery chargers; carrying cases for mobile computers; 
downloadable computer software and firmware for controlling the operation of apparatus and instruments for weighing, 
balances, weighing machines, weighing scales, precision balances, air purification units, electric mixers, electric kitchen 
grinders, humidifiers, dehumidifiers, exercise machines, water purification units and massage apparatus; downloadable 
software in the nature of a mobile application for controlling the operation of apparatus and instruments for weighing, 
balances, weighing machines, weighing scales, precision balances, air purification units, electric mixers, electric kitchen 
grinders, humidifiers, dehumidifiers, exercise machines, water purification units and massage apparatus; precision 
balances; weighing equipment, namely, scales and balances; weighing machines; weighing platters sold as a component 
of scanner scales; weighing scales; wireless charger.

Cl.10;Adult sexual stimulation aids, namely, artificial penises, penis enlargers, vibrators, benwa balls and artificial 
vaginas; condoms; contraceptive apparatus; diaphragms for contraception; electric acupuncture instruments; 
ergometers for medical testing purposes; hair prostheses; hearing aids for the deaf; immunochemical testing apparatus 
for medical use; intra-uterine contraceptive devices; love dolls; massage apparatus; organoleptic diagnostic testing 
apparatus for medical, dental or cosmetic use; pessaries; sex toys; strait jackets; teeth protectors for dental purposes; 
thread, surgical; vibromassage apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 07/06/2019; Application No. : 738756 ;Switzerland 

4425280    28/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510628]
Statron AG

Industrie Nord CH-5506 Mägenwil Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electric current.

Cl.37;Installation and maintenance of apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electric current.
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Priority claimed from 05/11/2019; Application No. : 018146889 ;European Union 

4425364    29/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1510783]
MorphoSys AG

Semmelweisstrasse 7 82152 Planegg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals and pharmaceutical preparations for human and veterinary use; antibodies; biological substances 
for human medical diagnostics and analysis; medical diagnostic reagents; clinical medical reagents; biological 
preparations for medical and veterinary purposes.

Cl.42;Research and development in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology fields; research and development of 
medicines; scientific and technological services and research and design services; biological research, clinical research 
and medical research; chemical and biochemical analysis services; laboratory research in the fields of analytical 
chemistry, biochemistry, medicinal chemistry, drug development, biotechnology, microbiology and molecular biology; 
clinical research; providing medical and scientific research information in the field of pharmaceuticals; research and 
development services in the field of antibodies.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

2084474 2084474 - (1933-0) 
clerical error in the goods description corrected in class 20 to be - MIRROES ,PICTURE 
FRAMES NON-METAL AND NON-LEATHER KEY CHAINS ;PLASTIC NOVELTY LICENSE 
PLATES. 

3661810 3661810 - (1938-0) 
clerical error in the proprietor name corrected as per TM M DATED 24/07/2019 TO BE - SH. 
YP MANOCHA. 

3995491 3995491 - (1927-0) 
In the present application the condition is deleted - REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK 
SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SAME. THIS IS CONDITION OF 
REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. 

4159232 4159232 - (1926-0) Applicants address to be read as RRAJESH KUMAR PALANI Trading as 
CLEVER PICK TECHNOLOGIES whose address is Level 5, Prestige Palladium Bayan, 129 - 
140, Greams Road, Thousand Lights, Chennai - 600 006. 

4234917 4234917 - (1926-0) 
goods in class 32 updated on the basis of TM M which is already allowed and processed on 
17/10/2019 to be - Plant-based food beverages 
. 
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

587998 1005120 1027371 1029675 1055901

1239853 1310012 1402478 1513762 1672372

1714939 1790826 1812463 1827379 1919941

1924289 1995172 2028027 2032567 2041149

2061780 2095316 2105413 2113214 2126176

2150557 2158472 2192441 2201282 2266456

2269830 2289716 2299090 2307645 2308571

2310673 2324899 2333962 2340368 2342447

2347482 2350888 2355779 2362370 2364349

2383233 2400465 2425983 2434071 2435579

2435948 2439396 2447463 2477205 2505547

2510071 2523323 2529021 2532241 2560710

2583525 2602546 2615801 2624742 2624743

2650943 2662940 2666051 2666055 2670915

2674734 2675847 2681312 2681683 2684482

2684690 2684693 2685448 2691624 2695215

2695809 2701707 2702285 2705282 2716124

2716731 2724327 2729399 2729769 2732917

2736424 2754667 2773019 2777998 2783098

2783374 2788872 2791274 2794774 2801286

2801309 2807010 2807103 2809347 2810669

2811171 2812093 2814363 2815614 2817475

2819607 2821775 2826900 2832716 2833287

2837250 2839848 2841828 2850971 2853083

2854388 2854908 2858077 2858638 2861523

2869057 2869930 2871698 2872521 2876999

2880776 2885125 2886642 2887938 2889886

2891899 2892328 2903104 2903685 2907934

2912735 2915529 2920337 2920838 2921781

2923045 2923806 2925101 2925104 2926872

2927059 2933927 2934713 2937834 2940159

2941273 2943618 2944688 2944760 2944761

2944765 2948622 2950646 2952152 2953021

2954651 2954654 2954771 2955415 2955429

2956099 2959739 2963345 2963703 2964775

2968216 2969024 2969433 2972357 2972664
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2973114 2974573 2975837 2976344 2978261

2978262 2980030 2981272 2981695 2981766

2984385 2984426 2984683 2985230 2985310

2985892 2987005 2987007 2987046 2993124

2994522 2994875 2995144 2995185 2997253

2997745 2998301 2998876 2999576 3001105

3002924 3002927 3002929 3003654 3004983

3005474 3005681 3005684 3007171 3011310

3012630 3013157 3014636 3015976 3016753

3017535 3019012 3019890 3019891 3020994

3020997 3022005 3022007 3022526 3022909

3023064 3023192 3024011 3025761 3030150

3030168 3030172 3031098 3032106 3036570

3036571 3037519 3043674 3044375 3044790

3049705 3049962 3050310 3055508 3057148

3057149 3057705 3058196 3058380 3060514

3060520 3061394 3062325 3063044 3065230

3065231 3066743 3066744 3066748 3070084

3070085 3070088 3077459 3084050 3085106

3085753 3085754 3085755 3087060 3087063

3088429 3088680 3088984 3089600 3089601

3089757 3090144 3091228 3091447 3092165

3093978 3095538 3096189 3096287 3096345

3096557 3096877 3097875 3098058 3098244

3101545 3103193 3103387 3103621 3103622

3104120 3107582 3108124 3108543 3108548

3109561 3109694 3109947 3112625 3112629

3113114 3115059 3115230 3115602 3115867

3116561 3118224 3119367 3119368 3119370

3120301 3122772 3122773 3122774 3122775

3125624 3126030 3126916 3127895 3127896

3127926 3127938 3129800 3130095 3130750

3130984 3131331 3131697 3131727 3132758

3133174 3133222 3133655 3134371 3134736

3134875 3136309 3138051 3138102 3138110

3138111 3138113 3138116 3138120 3138121
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3138279 3138633 3140400 3141267 3141855

3142201 3143944 3143950 3144377 3146171

3147798 3148007 3149222 3149258 3149943

3150210 3154788 3154789 3154918 3160016

3160224 3160441 3160746 3161774 3162660

3164268 3165354 3168808 3169024 3170688

3171417 3173776 3174222 3175322 3182799

3183215 3183217 3184217 3184811 3186160

3186559 3189057 3189879 3193973 3195895

3200844 3201183 3202171 3202376 3202634

3203428 3203590 3205424 3206559 3207109

3208146 3209624 3210218 3210941 3210961

3210969 3211353 3212572 3214306 3215079

3217333 3219160 3220428 3220436 3220493

3222458 3222698 3224497 3224498 3227092

3227295 3228116 3228360 3229866 3229892

3230394 3232830 3235210 3235789 3237496

3237600 3237642 3237817 3237838 3237864

3238386 3238390 3238428 3238593 3238595

3238597 3238600 3238607 3238609 3238615

3239299 3239717 3239858 3239978 3240521

3241469 3241470 3241471 3241938 3242762

3245617 3246290 3246291 3248507 3249168

3249582 3251372 3251459 3251727 3252519

3253317 3253423 3253425 3253985 3254299

3256101 3257037 3257109 3257136 3258653

3258858 3258992 3259558 3259559 3260609

3260836 3260837 3260838 3260840 3261152

3262450 3262964 3263825 3263826 3264254

3264902 3264904 3265638 3266033 3266036

3266039 3266040 3266044 3266059 3266061

3266070 3266072 3266075 3266098 3267142

3267143 3267794 3267941 3268173 3268319

3268853 3268854 3270599 3270600 3270842

3270855 3270867 3270874 3270882 3271512

3272495 3272538 3272539 3272540 3272542
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3272543 3272544 3272547 3272548 3272558

3275905 3275906 3276259 3276563 3276839

3277609 3278044 3279755 3280648 3281874

3282423 3284929 3285079 3286391 3286433

3287610 3287689 3287819 3288662 3288689

3289174 3289203 3289827 3290233 3290889

3292006 3292618 3294488 3294489 3294705

3296332 3296380 3300705 3300739 3301442

3301783 3302256 3302313 3303309 3303736

3303737 3305378 3306202 3306307 3306312

3307506 3307508 3307509 3308472 3309311

3309548 3310591 3310870 3311038 3311108

3311497 3312833 3313327 3313328 3314329

3314713 3315131 3316418 3316724 3316937

3316953 3316954 3316955 3316956 3318982

3319124 3319695 3319921 3321860 3321892

3322564 3322567 3322933 3323353 3323517

3323619 3325657 3325659 3325664 3325769

3326110 3326186 3326221 3326894 3327020

3327026 3327043 3327823 3328892 3329095

3329473 3329518 3329994 3330441 3330587

3330598 3331788 3331817 3331895 3332338

3332689 3333181 3334051 3334218 3334220

3334545 3335535 3335642 3335938 3336556

3336856 3336867 3337287 3337292 3337295

3337584 3338168 3338658 3339223 3340046

3340378 3341031 3341036 3341331 3344225

3344786 3345427 3345547 3345611 3345676

3345763 3346732 3346734 3347131 3347132

3348068 3348069 3348073 3348084 3348098

3348432 3350185 3350409 3351925 3351928

3352161 3352235 3352236 3352295 3352338

3353060 3353069 3354601 3354728 3354838

3355221 3355870 3356090 3356093 3356596

3356834 3356971 3357897 3357955 3357963

3357970 3358031 3358430 3358768 3358904
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3359443 3359766 3361003 3361065 3361110

3361115 3361747 3361952 3361956 3361968

3361980 3361987 3362407 3362430 3362488

3363230 3363926 3364221 3364223 3364908

3365568 3365570 3366087 3366093 3366412

3366468 3367373 3367388 3367390 3367857

3367896 3367933 3368235 3368351 3370393

3370643 3370716 3371165 3372097 3372181

3372222 3372690 3372691 3373020 3373488

3373501 3373694 3374233 3374813 3375108

3375799 3375801 3375802 3375803 3375808

3375811 3375815 3375818 3375989 3375993

3375994 3376007 3376196 3377068 3377511

3377905 3378978 3379517 3379519 3379520

3379521 3379739 3379841 3379903 3379909

3380089 3380090 3380091 3380339 3380598

3380600 3380602 3380983 3381178 3381181

3381182 3381183 3381563 3381566 3381643

3381734 3381854 3381855 3381911 3381912

3382044 3382046 3382052 3382536 3382668

3382969 3383048 3383049 3383313 3383314

3384138 3384548 3384551 3384656 3384720

3384721 3384938 3384939 3385052 3385418

3385537 3385598 3385792 3385795 3385859

3385860 3385861 3385933 3385968 3386117

3386340 3386418 3387299 3388030 3388198

3388207 3388214 3388216 3388217 3388756

3389091 3389295 3389366 3390100 3390101

3390561 3391776 3392110 3392670 3392816

3392959 3392960 3393552 3393784 3394136

3394281 3394358 3394360 3394769 3394770

3395201 3395202 3395203 3396606 3396609

3397265 3397654 3397694 3397701 3398668

3398929 3398930 3399175 3400617 3400813

3400936 3402291 3402458 3402817 3402843

3402941 3403805 3403946 3404022 3404123
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3404124 3404263 3404307 3404528 3404772

3405510 3406039 3406063 3406372 3406377

3407789 3407808 3407810 3407811 3407812

3407813 3407814 3408152 3408874 3409299

3409432 3409433 3409434 3409441 3409443

3409862 3409863 3409864 3410232 3410233

3410234 3410235 3410470 3410645 3410646

3410648 3410651 3410656 3410668 3410731

3410951 3411319 3411320 3411326 3411919

3411921 3411922 3411927 3412176 3412629

3412631 3412640 3412709 3412794 3412795

3412801 3412807 3412811 3413037 3413039

3413041 3413342 3413424 3413425 3413443

3413496 3413505 3413518 3413651 3413654

3414025 3414982 3415372 3415373 3415374

3415472 3415473 3415475 3415774 3416344

3416548 3417505 3417592 3417593 3417594

3418579 3418994 3419841 3419978 3420257

3420258 3420260 3420262 3420365 3420376

3420387 3421255 3422352 3422482 3422483

3423043 3423045 3423048 3423049 3423052

3423053 3423144 3423690 3424327 3424329

3424430 3424691 3424700 3424701 3424759

3424831 3424835 3424839 3425118 3425678

3426405 3426989 3427329 3427785 3427797

3428010 3428380 3428669 3428894 3428958

3429207 3429614 3429615 3429898 3430190

3430286 3430290 3430419 3430423 3430428

3430580 3430581 3430672 3430691 3430718

3431334 3431732 3431961 3432015 3434094

3434098 3438246 3438835 3440815 3441245

3441531 3442311 3445967 3450137 3454751

3463202 3470846 3473251 3476165 3477377

3479161 3487403 3498282 3500178 3500180

3500524 3501665 3502732 3503355 3504129

3504130 3504439 3509129 3513574 3516372
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3516652 3518184 3518289 3519937 3522267

3526964 3527003 3528470 3530366 3533988

3536710 3537851 3537855 3537856 3538839

3543097 3543098 3547207 3557487 3557488

3557490 3557491 3557495 3557496 3557502

3559125 3561893 3572281 3582911 3588864

3596089 3599211 3599212 3599213 3599215

3599220 3599222 3599223 3602988 3604510

3608603 3610107 3610160 3610948 3611655

3611858 3611867 3612430 3612435 3612438

3620843 3623677 3624218 3626518 3626668

3626800 3627639 3628033 3628049 3628050

3628055 3628056 3629030 3629052 3629081

3629201 3629546 3629685 3629686 3629872

3629964 3630293 3630412 3630413 3630414

3630445 3630745 3631275 3632234 3632236

3632460 3632463 3633811 3634069 3634997

3634998 3635631 3635685 3636388 3642010

3642380 3642383 3644936 3647188 3648439

3650301 3652329 3655745 3662145 3667117

3668681 3682411 3689216 3693556 3694430

3696187 3696254 3696542 3696658 3698263

3698877 3699504 3699671 3700204 3700205

3700206 3700447 3700714 3700938 3701254

3701630 3701657 3702175 3702259 3702491

3702915 3702992 3703110 3705672 3706633

3707351 3709648 3709723 3711883 3712211

3712212 3712263 3712265 3712291 3713453

3713454 3713870 3715325 3716503 3717514

3718241 3719696 3719764 3720353 3720900

3721037 3721293 3721759 3724029 3724523

3725347 3725684 3726663 3728271 3728766

3729203 3729676 3730208 3730645 3730879

3731956 3734047 3734222 3734423 3737398

3737827 3738154 3739292 3739295 3743768

3744272 3744276 3744394 3744580 3744691
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3745194 3745812 3746389 3747609 3748835

3749627 3750096 3750176 3750177 3753741

3753933 3754896 3754900 3754938 3755729

3756598 3756636 3758739 3758900 3758930

3758979 3762563 3765028 3765770 3767875

3768149 3768182 3769083 3770138 3771828

3774852 3775380 3776750 3777051 3778183

3778187 3778283 3780021 3782083 3784233

3784466 3784485 3785450 3785780 3785883

3786656 3786805 3789036 3789051 3789592

3791236 3791345 3791675 3791676 3792036

3792038 3792315 3792601 3792983 3793503

3795087 3795534 3796552 3797302 3797469

3798042 3798159 3798737 3799115 3799571

3799574 3799576 3800060 3801196 3801309

3801752 3804363 3804365 3804438 3804734

3804758 3806136 3806140 3806143 3807016

3808292 3808627 3808899 3809578 3809826

3810106 3810841 3813802 3814330 3815598

3815698 3815794 3819061 3821605 3823857

3824482 3825019 3826960 3827291 3827329

3828440 3829667 3831301 3831780 3832571

3833304 3833460 3833461 3835474 3836292

3836995 3837013 3838691 3842183 3844308

3848171 3848780 3850521 3854941 3855745

3857603 3858866 3861034 3861035 3861053

3861479 3862113 3862425 3862452 3862746

3862847 3863066 3863220 3863221 3863546

3863716 3863754 3864164 3864399 3864909

3864917 3864921 3865381 3865554 3865678

3865732 3865735 3866005 3866142 3866801

3867038 3867360 3867364 3867365 3867369

3867370 3867371 3867377 3867589 3867592

3868045 3868058 3868127 3868369 3868421

3868428 3868563 3868790 3868791 3869511

3869824 3869950 3870567 3870718 3870721
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3871747 3871748 3871750 3871753 3871881

3872093 3872268 3872678 3872946 3873448

3873449 3873450 3873695 3873742 3873856

3873890 3874172 3874244 3874245 3874267

3874344 3874561 3874932 3875254 3875513

3875515 3876014 3876310 3876317 3876485

3876487 3876541 3876727 3876815 3876866

3876869 3876871 3877134 3878168 3878726

3878727 3879164 3880451 3881518 3881525

3881818 3882023 3882243 3882561 3882762

3882780 3882987 3883049 3883121 3883442

3884052 3884233 3884245 3884273 3884326

3884521 3884918 3885209 3885655 3885714

3886041 3886416 3886491 3886550 3887096

3887187 3887449 3887936 3888206 3889466

3889635 3889884 3889891 3889898 3890341

3890526 3890850 3890968 3891133 3891562

3891688 3892474 3892630 3892763 3893206

3893590 3893716 3895523 3896025 3896106

3896128 3896137 3896342 3896403 3896456

3896459 3896472 3896950 3896956 3896959

3896986 3896990 3897628 3898157 3898158

3898159 3898160 3898162 3898163 3898319

3898779 3898858 3899733 3899877 3901014

3901684 3901692 3901707 3901793 3901794

3901801 3901858 3901986 3902324 3902425

3903073 3903186 3903381 3903608 3903609

3903914 3904230 3904402 3904496 3904806

3905363 3905625 3905635 3906210 3906218

3906229 3906443 3906926 3907343 3907352

3907433 3907977 3908665 3908810 3908929

3909085 3909259 3910158 3910294 3910374

3910377 3910985 3911111 3911263 3911373

3911540 3911541 3911586 3911818 3912046

3912253 3912343 3912349 3912350 3912351

3912352 3912355 3912439 3913089 3913195
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3913234 3913538 3913819 3913999 3914024

3914036 3914101 3914147 3914155 3914301

3914600 3914620 3915589 3915591 3915662

3915940 3915942 3916412 3916753 3916754

3916846 3916895 3916899 3916934 3917156

3917185 3917734 3917809 3917810 3918007

3918025 3918123 3918278 3918322 3918699

3918775 3918911 3918917 3918921 3918924

3919079 3919261 3919435 3919443 3919494

3919508 3919545 3919565 3920194 3920425

3920427 3920493 3920851 3920950 3920967

3920971 3920977 3920979 3920981 3921649

3921650 3921651 3921875 3921882 3921883

3921972 3922155 3922244 3922304 3922356

3922403 3922408 3922838 3922891 3923418

3923574 3923724 3924191 3924230 3924265

3924996 3925103 3925234 3925435 3925536

3925559 3925599 3925600 3925602 3925789

3926018 3926178 3926180 3926231 3926387

3926392 3926523 3927036 3927037 3927434

3927473 3927484 3928082 3928192 3928244

3928306 3928424 3928436 3928438 3928439

3929014 3929371 3929577 3930113 3930204

3930401 3930545 3930759 3930783 3930787

3930788 3930847 3930962 3931005 3931028

3931079 3931383 3931396 3931399 3932561

3932567 3932623 3932888 3932928 3932929

3932968 3933291 3933652 3934112 3934142

3934144 3934149 3934151 3934183 3934209

3934212 3934311 3934326 3934530 3934537

3934583 3935235 3935276 3935951 3936275

3936298 3936299 3936377 3936378 3936403

3936514 3936564 3936565 3936566 3936673

3936676 3936679 3936909 3936918 3936947

3936961 3936969 3937030 3937181 3937296

3937375 3937387 3937396 3937483 3937777
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3937855 3937856 3937857 3937858 3937859

3937863 3938157 3938183 3938228 3938285

3938479 3938480 3938482 3938572 3938573

3938575 3938576 3938577 3938613 3938832

3938835 3939056 3939059 3939151 3939447

3939736 3939809 3940200 3940203 3940344

3940506 3940569 3940684 3940882 3940923

3940961 3940966 3941671 3941778 3941802

3941950 3941967 3942039 3942042 3942060

3942489 3942527 3942530 3942606 3942895

3942912 3942992 3943075 3943173 3943263

3943734 3943735 3943736 3944126 3944128

3944130 3944131 3944364 3945051 3945080

3945117 3945118 3945120 3945121 3945279

3945280 3945284 3945378 3945400 3945902

3945905 3945908 3946092 3946202 3946206

3946931 3947015 3947335 3947342 3947524

3947640 3947641 3947642 3947701 3947880

3947881 3947884 3948021 3948023 3948522

3948550 3948566 3948600 3948646 3948666

3948676 3948677 3948751 3948756 3948761

3948764 3948765 3948767 3948769 3948915

3948945 3948991 3949367 3949377 3949599

3949729 3949880 3950050 3950165 3950177

3950475 3950513 3950670 3950889 3950920

3951101 3951102 3951592 3951669 3951850

3951853 3951990 3952232 3952367 3952459

3952544 3952634 3952636 3952934 3952937

3952938 3953241 3953258 3953763 3953865

3953867 3953928 3953942 3954112 3954159

3954279 3955280 3955383 3955475 3956174

3956175 3956176 3956178 3956277 3956279

3956321 3956370 3956372 3956554 3956557

3956561 3957083 3957365 3957611 3957619

3957641 3957642 3957731 3958014 3958218

3958269 3958716 3958722 3958725 3958731
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3958789 3958798 3958815 3958871 3958883

3958906 3958947 3958953 3959040 3959121

3959178 3959409 3959507 3959644 3959780

3959918 3960055 3960088 3960231 3960597

3960684 3960691 3960714 3961377 3961589

3961857 3961866 3961869 3961872 3961894

3961895 3961899 3961958 3962085 3962216

3962321 3962394 3962510 3962585 3962611

3962631 3962646 3962778 3963111 3963112

3963113 3963151 3963152 3963153 3963154

3963156 3963166 3963168 3963169 3963294

3963297 3963366 3963498 3963499 3963653

3963758 3964007 3964149 3964163 3964365

3964404 3964622 3964636 3964707 3964717

3964764 3964766 3964768 3964773 3965028

3965049 3965079 3965172 3965194 3965225

3965227 3965231 3965276 3965545 3965572

3965584 3966097 3966124 3966565 3966566

3966816 3966891 3967015 3967043 3967203

3967364 3967490 3967492 3967820 3967943

3968031 3968293 3968314 3968332 3968336

3968508 3968790 3969241 3969243 3969244

3969246 3969283 3969527 3969529 3969533

3970104 3970390 3970742 3970743 3970744

3970746 3970788 3970792 3970835 3970869

3970873 3970877 3971035 3971036 3971161

3971294 3971324 3971357 3971364 3971757

3971871 3971877 3971895 3971900 3972287

3972328 3972402 3972570 3972573 3972613

3972864 3972989 3973194 3973197 3973314

3973412 3973634 3973668 3973820 3973862

3973975 3973985 3974163 3974427 3974433

3974443 3974449 3974457 3974595 3974753

3974886 3974887 3974969 3975055 3975137

3975385 3975556 3975830 3976187 3976286

3976365 3976439 3976443 3976493 3976561
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3976781 3977412 3977413 3977414 3977415

3977423 3977554 3977641 3977643 3977696

3977699 3977701 3977749 3977753 3978122

3978131 3978179 3978225 3978277 3978337

3978362 3978365 3978452 3979256 3979346

3979469 3979476 3979479 3979482 3979539

3979716 3979740 3979742 3979755 3979879

3979946 3979947 3979989 3980002 3980084

3980153 3980566 3980892 3981239 3981363

3981411 3981585 3981595 3981598 3981623

3982036 3982039 3982087 3982461 3983022

3983029 3983033 3983104 3983555 3983558

3983769 3984106 3984160 3984199 3984200

3984459 3984465 3984621 3984622 3984651

3984654 3984655 3984656 3984671 3984812

3984833 3984921 3984961 3984970 3984976

3984978 3985396 3985401 3985421 3985470

3985511 3985594 3985807 3985953 3986934

3986942 3987041 3987120 3987275 3987441

3987564 3987576 3987662 3987664 3987672

3987673 3987728 3988115 3988116 3988165

3988390 3988656 3989092 3989343 3989668

3989687 3989693 3989764 3989929 3989946

3990328 3990810 3991163 3991497 3991519

3991636 3991654 3992284 3992293 3992298

3992299 3992300 3992576 3992670 3993717

3993736 3993749 3993752 3994051 3994156

3994288 3994301 3994302 3994573 3994800

3996013 3996229 3996684 3997094 3997827

3997916 3998047 3998420 3998628 3998969

3998974 3999234 3999385 3999534 4000158

4000420 4000730 4001018 4001037 4001527

4001951 4002600 4003034 4003208 4003309

4003310 4003311 4003812 4004016 4004029

4004584 4004844 4005129 4005131 4005190

4005629 4005970 4005973 4005996 4006143
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4006511 4006804 4006922 4007476 4007995

4008374 4008741 4008758 4009276 4010358

4010953 4011420 4011569 4011851 4012334

4012336 4012348 4012349 4012351 4012352

4012361 4012418 4012715 4012803 4012923

4013185 4013204 4013333 4013375 4013598

4013716 4013724 4014322 4014649 4015869

4016634 4016635 4016831 4016921 4017177

4017180 4017205 4017790 4018442 4018444

4018491 4018583 4018586 4018900 4019209

4019214 4019255 4019528 4019532 4019584

4020882 4020888 4021060 4021113 4021231

4021340 4021927 4022146 4022240 4022241

4022473 4023563 4023745 4023848 4024599

4025174 4025474 4025568 4025703 4026339

4026344 4026349 4027022 4027694 4028159

4029427 4029444 4029447 4029451 4029460

4029483 4029491 4029498 4029755 4030505

4030512 4031498 4031503 4031941 4032233

4032332 4032516 4032904 4033867 4033911

4033989 4033992 4033993 4033996 4034006

4034788 4036768 4036770 4036777 4037470

4038176 4038546 4039204 4039282 4039653

4046461 4046467 4051963 4054631 4054661

4060992 4062540 4065183 4067050 4067880

4068445 4070867 4070978 4073535 4074139

4074141 4074176 4074357 4074994 4076549

4076772 4077045 4077532 4077868 4078107

4078546 4078594 4078993 4078997 4079031

4079112 4079377 4079451 4079489 4079526

4079662 4079786 4079980 4079981 4080076

4080128 4080183 4080411 4080575 4080703

4081270 4081304 4081335 4081336 4081404

4081482 4081514 4081528 4081557 4081564

4081568 4081716 4081756 4082042 4082074

4082080 4082149 4082151 4082468 4082470
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4082534 4082571 4082689 4082821 4082998

4083039 4083157 4083245 4083249 4083278

4083388 4083393 4083517 4083525 4083628

4083736 4083738 4083742 4083743 4083817

4083918 4083993 4084131 4084181 4084328

4084429 4084484 4084486 4084489 4084500

4084544 4084714 4084742 4084872 4084894

4085013 4085024 4085176 4085181 4085209

4085345 4085455 4085471 4085474 4085486

4085499 4085545 4085571 4085599 4085609

4085635 4085773 4085825 4085929 4085932

4086013 4086054 4086072 4086145 4086355

4086388 4086443 4086468 4086596 4086639

4086684 4086709 4086724 4086734 4086842

4086862 4086989 4087011 4087159 4087275

4087286 4087346 4087581 4087582 4087585

4087589 4087692 4087734 4087735 4087833

4087880 4087886 4087930 4088006 4088153

4088244 4088287 4088467 4088488 4089031

4089263 4089439 4089985 4090157 4090236

4090375 4090598 4090605 4090977 4091079

4091142 4091209 4091313 4091390 4091641

4091751 4091846 4092225 4092272 4093437

4093442 4093443 4093648 4093649 4093951

4094114 4094493 4094579 4094730 4094808

4094950 4094963 4095431 4095850 4096306

4096410 4097103 4097143 4099000 4101209

4113702 4116951 4117756 4117867 4117942

4118518 4119197 4120583 4132820 4136135

4137002 4139611 4139731 4146444 4152127

4152752 4153045 4153110 4156391 4157226

4157302 4158283 4158930 4161459 4162239

4165016 4165689 4166147 4167751 4168530

4169291 4169315 4169608 4170934 4171322

4177890 4179005 4179041 4180326 4180620

4182932 4183692 4183849 4186762 4186847
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4188466 4189206 4192334 4193909 4194909

4194914 4195399 4195825 4195897 4197203

4197491 4201403 4201537 4203389 4204904

4205020 4205026 4205377 4205506 4205554

4206630 4206807 4206993 4207462 4207511

4208277 4208800 4208926 4209463 4209572

4210435 4211244 4211509 4211965 4212950

4213057 4213834 4213835 4214340 4214341

4214343 4214451 4214492 4215533 4215627

4215828 4215944 4216292 4216655 4216725

4217122 4217193 4217337 4217656 4217762

4217950 4217970 4217976 4218533 4218535

4218885 4219099 4219212 4219225 4219236

4219237 4219865 4221232 4221353 4221354

4222493 4223042 4223060 4225921 4226015

4226625 4227166 4227191 4227240 4227409

4227435 4227440 4227664 4228144 4228927

4228954 4229458 4230098 4230109 4230122

4230642 4230871 4231036 4231293 4231449

4231602 4232232 4232330 4232332 4232333

4232334 4232336 4232337 4232338 4232720

4233205 4233291 4233614 4233878 4233879

4234192 4234903 4234904 4234997 4234998

4235014 4235142 4235582 4236421 4236758

4236950 4237032 4237035 4237097 4237098

4237182 4237409 4237455 4237456 4237750

4237852 4237879 4237893 4237967 4237990

4238424 4238589 4238636 4238637 4238638

4238700 4238884 4238919 4239024 4239205

4239254 4239262 4239467 4239571 4239636

4239642 4239672 4239801 4239882 4239886

4240083 4240171 4240172 4240173 4240174

4240223 4240289 4240335 4240360 4240361

4240362 4240364 4240367 4240386 4240434

4240438 4240439 4240491 4240520 4240528

4240543 4240619 4240717 4240873 4240875
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4240903 4241010 4241013 4241014 4241015

4241020 4241190 4241229 4241230 4241231

4241337 4241417 4241435 4241488 4241556

4241557 4241558 4241559 4241564 4241590

4241593 4241595 4241649 4241684 4241686

4241795 4241802 4241839 4242082 4242094

4242095 4242096 4242097 4242099 4242100

4242114 4242116 4242119 4242121 4242125

4242132 4242136 4242137 4242144 4242153

4242157 4242158 4242161 4242182 4242183

4242187 4242190 4242191 4242192 4242290

4242306 4242308 4242311 4242312 4242313

4242314 4242318 4242325 4242340 4242341

4242342 4242466 4242467 4242469 4242470

4242474 4242475 4242544 4242546 4242575

4242580 4242649 4242650 4242652 4242655

4242658 4242662 4242663 4242665 4242666

4242670 4242861 4242970 4243035 4243036

4243039 4243065 4243070 4243075 4243079

4243080 4243081 4243082 4243083 4243085

4243086 4243126 4243189 4243232 4243276

4243284 4243287 4243297 4243298 4243313

4243316 4243323 4243329 4243333 4243365

4243367 4243376 4243381 4243382 4243383

4243393 4243396 4243397 4243398 4243400

4243401 4243403 4243405 4243408 4243415

4243417 4243418 4243422 4243423 4243424

4243428 4243430 4243441 4243464 4243472

4243498 4243503 4243537 4243540 4243543

4243546 4243547 4243552 4243553 4243561

4243609 4243611 4243613 4243617 4243618

4243626 4243627 4243629 4243632 4243633

4243636 4243644 4243647 4243656 4243663

4243667 4243678 4243679 4243681 4243682

4243683 4243684 4243693 4243768 4243776

4243777 4243781 4243782 4243886 4243887
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4243888 4243889 4243891 4243892 4243898

4243929 4243941 4243946 4243956 4243963

4243964 4243969 4244006 4244007 4244054

4244060 4244067 4244068 4244074 4244086

4244087 4244089 4244096 4244097 4244099

4244106 4244107 4244108 4244109 4244110

4244123 4244126 4244149 4244154 4244156

4244157 4244160 4244161 4244164 4244165

4244211 4244213 4244245 4244246 4244250

4244310 4244311 4244313 4244330 4244332

4244346 4244357 4244403 4244410 4244411

4244415 4244428 4244433 4244436 4244461

4244465 4244471 4244472 4244474 4244487

4244494 4244495 4244496 4244553 4244564

4244566 4244569 4244570 4244571 4244575

4244576 4244577 4244581 4244585 4244589

4244590 4244702 4244708 4244728 4244729

4244730 4244731 4244732 4244733 4244734

4244735 4244739 4244747 4244808 4244809

4244812 4244816 4244823 4244836 4244841

4244850 4244851 4244859 4244860 4244861

4244862 4244863 4244864 4244865 4244866

4244867 4244869 4244871 4244873 4244874

4244879 4244887 4244889 4244892 4244893

4244895 4244935 4244942 4244943 4244951

4244952 4244955 4244956 4244957 4244985

4244986 4244989 4244990 4244993 4244994

4244997 4244998 4244999 4245004 4245006

4245009 4245014 4245050 4245051 4245052

4245053 4245054 4245077 4245081 4245082

4245089 4245099 4245100 4245101 4245103

4245104 4245114 4245117 4245123 4245125

4245171 4245173 4245175 4245176 4245183

4245189 4245199 4245202 4245211 4245218

4245219 4245221 4245224 4245256 4245258

4245259 4245264 4245277 4245278 4245279
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4245281 4245282 4245283 4245285 4245309

4245311 4245313 4245314 4245350 4245358

4245359 4245407 4245408 4245409 4245410

4245412 4245413 4245414 4245415 4245416

4245421 4245437 4245444 4245445 4245526

4245564 4245565 4245570 4245578 4245608

4245612 4245613 4245615 4245618 4245620

4245621 4245622 4245628 4245629 4245630

4245632 4245636 4245637 4245638 4245641

4245655 4245715 4245739 4245817 4245820

4245821 4245850 4245870 4245915 4245921

4245935 4245993 4245996 4246000 4246002

4246039 4246049 4246092 4246101 4246166

4246168 4246169 4246170 4246210 4246224

4246229 4246230 4246242 4246244 4246248

4246250 4246253 4246329 4246339 4246355

4246358 4246377 4246390 4246408 4246409

4246410 4246411 4246412 4246413 4246419

4246420 4246427 4246428 4246429 4246430

4246431 4246432 4246438 4246439 4246441

4246445 4246447 4246449 4246453 4246457

4246459 4246465 4246486 4246503 4246513

4246514 4246522 4246536 4246562 4246563

4246583 4246589 4246613 4246616 4246624

4246628 4246640 4246645 4246651 4246711

4246718 4246729 4246732 4246739 4246758

4246781 4246797 4246798 4246810 4246821

4246828 4246859 4246867 4246879 4246892

4246893 4246894 4246902 4246905 4246912

4246915 4246938 4246960 4246974 4246975

4246987 4246999 4247001 4247002 4247009

4247012 4247014 4247026 4247039 4247040

4247041 4247044 4247045 4247107 4247123

4247144 4247150 4247154 4247156 4247157

4247158 4247159 4247160 4247166 4247167

4247168 4247172 4247185 4247202 4247210
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4247211 4247238 4247243 4247247 4247250

4247251 4247268 4247271 4247272 4247273

4247281 4247282 4247283 4247317 4247329

4247331 4247344 4247345 4247346 4247348

4247354 4247363 4247374 4247378 4247411

4247417 4247429 4247431 4247432 4247447

4247482 4247494 4247507 4247542 4247557

4247558 4247565 4247566 4247567 4247582

4247584 4247590 4247591 4247592 4247594

4247599 4247600 4247624 4247631 4247634

4247641 4247644 4247645 4247659 4247664

4247665 4247686 4247691 4247704 4247705

4247706 4247707 4247710 4247716 4247723

4247726 4247770 4247771 4247776 4247777

4247778 4247782 4247784 4247785 4247810

4247817 4247818 4247820 4247828 4247841

4247843 4247900 4247901 4247903 4247916

4247921 4247925 4247926 4247927 4247940

4247941 4247942 4247946 4247954 4247955

4247956 4247957 4247958 4247959 4247960

4247983 4248001 4248010 4248020 4248027

4248033 4248035 4248037 4248044 4248110

4248125 4248131 4248139 4248140 4248142

4248144 4248155 4248166 4248167 4248168

4248177 4248189 4248201 4248203 4248204

4248249 4248253 4248257 4248287 4248289

4248295 4248306 4248307 4248308 4248311

4248312 4248313 4248314 4248320 4248327

4248341 4248344 4248346 4248348 4248351

4248352 4248354 4248362 4248363 4248366

4248370 4248401 4248404 4248430 4248437

4248440 4248485 4248486 4248489 4248490

4248496 4248499 4248502 4248503 4248504

4248507 4248508 4248515 4248518 4248524

4248549 4248553 4248554 4248555 4248556

4248558 4248584 4248585 4248586 4248588
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4248591 4248592 4248593 4248596 4248613

4248614 4248621 4248623 4248643 4248644

4248645 4248649 4248654 4248663 4248677

4248678 4248682 4248689 4248692 4248693

4248694 4248695 4248697 4248700 4248749

4248751 4248755 4248757 4248760 4248761

4248771 4248773 4248775 4248786 4248788

4248789 4248791 4248792 4248797 4248805

4248821 4248832 4248834 4248836 4248837

4248847 4248849 4248850 4248866 4248869

4248870 4248872 4248876 4248877 4248878

4248879 4248880 4248881 4248882 4248886

4248887 4248888 4248889 4248893 4248895

4248896 4248903 4248904 4248912 4248925

4248957 4248960 4248961 4248962 4249008

4249037 4249048 4249049 4249055 4249057

4249058 4249059 4249071 4249091 4249100

4249101 4249107 4249113 4249114 4249124

4249127 4249130 4249144 4249150 4249153

4249157 4249158 4249181 4249183 4249192

4249195 4249201 4249208 4249224 4249230

4249244 4249245 4249252 4249258 4249259

4249261 4249271 4249276 4249290 4249292

4249293 4249294 4249386 4249457 4249493

4249514 4249614 4249615 4249659 4249699

4249706 4249735 4249738 4249741 4249742

4249743 4249786 4249810 4249817 4249818

4249822 4249823 4249824 4249828 4249832

4249853 4249901 4249902 4249904 4249905

4249908 4249911 4249912 4249913 4249914

4249922 4249923 4249926 4249928 4249981

4250003 4250004 4250006 4250007 4250008

4250012 4250029 4250034 4250165 4250200

4250202 4250229 4250230 4250231 4250232

4250236 4250264 4250278 4250279 4250280

4250288 4250413 4250459 4250480 4250493
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4250505 4250506 4250507 4250508 4250523

4250554 4250559 4250568 4250573 4250580

4250605 4250630 4250668 4250674 4250679

4250686 4250712 4250721 4250727 4250736

4250746 4250761 4250858 4250867 4250868

4250875 4251064 4251088 4251112 4251125

4251127 4251162 4251195 4251196 4251198

4251199 4251217 4251231 4251239 4251287

4251322 4251323 4251330 4251331 4251357

4251362 4251363 4251454 4251462 4251464

4251467 4251515 4251528 4251529 4251531

4251535 4251536 4251537 4251538 4251539

4251561 4251580 4251584 4251615 4251635

4251642 4251645 4251674 4251683 4251731

4251750 4251753 4251754 4251755 4251756

4251806 4251809 4251812 4251828 4251832

4251839 4251840 4251855 4251867 4251868

4251869 4251960 4252016 4252017 4252018

4252067 4252068 4252079 4252117 4252185

4252254 4252263 4252275 4252283 4252286

4252287 4252288 4252289 4252300 4252301

4252302 4252303 4252321 4252323 4252324

4252326 4252329 4252333 4252412 4252424

4252432 4252433 4252435 4252445 4252450

4252452 4252453 4252454 4252455 4252456

4252460 4252466 4252467 4252468 4252476

4252484 4252524 4252528 4252529 4252530

4252533 4252547 4252579 4252583 4252584

4252585 4252587 4252588 4252591 4252594

4252610 4252686 4252687 4252689 4252690

4252769 4252781 4252782 4252824 4252825

4252827 4252829 4252830 4252831 4252846

4252852 4252855 4252857 4252912 4252914

4252919 4253013 4253019 4253104 4253123

4253126 4253130 4253132 4253200 4253201

4253211 4253231 4253236 4253273 4253298
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4253322 4253324 4253335 4253340 4253341

4253342 4253346 4253347 4253348 4253349

4253358 4253374 4253381 4253392 4253411

4253413 4253414 4253417 4253434 4253462

4253475 4253517 4253518 4253532 4253537

4253577 4253590 4253592 4253593 4253607

4253608 4253610 4253611 4253612 4253619

4253622 4253626 4253629 4253631 4253651

4253664 4253682 4253693 4253753 4253755

4253756 4253757 4253758 4253760 4253804

4253812 4253813 4253836 4253837 4253840

4253841 4253864 4253914 4253916 4253919

4253920 4253927 4253948 4253967 4253968

4253972 4253975 4253978 4254017 4254030

4254031 4254032 4254036 4254037 4254040

4254043 4254045 4254047 4254055 4254059

4254066 4254081 4254087 4254102 4254112

4254119 4254121 4254136 4254137 4254142

4254143 4254144 4254147 4254158 4254165

4254185 4254190 4254191 4254200 4254201

4254210 4254270 4254274 4254276 4254280

4254286 4254288 4254289 4254297 4254430

4254431 4254435 4254436 4254441 4254464

4254468 4254473 4254474 4254479 4254480

4254481 4254482 4254486 4254496 4254549

4254551 4254555 4254576 4254591 4254594

4254597 4254598 4254603 4254611 4254612

4254613 4254616 4254618 4254624 4254626

4254627 4254640 4254661 4254664 4254665

4254668 4254670 4254714 4254715 4254716

4254731 4254734 4254743 4254747 4254748

4254749 4254754 4254757 4254776 4254777

4254785 4254786 4254790 4254791 4254792

4254794 4254795 4254796 4254797 4254798

4254799 4254821 4254917 4254918 4254922

4254945 4254963 4254964 4254965 4254966
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4254967 4254969 4254971 4254972 4254973

4255001 4255020 4255021 4255023 4255024

4255025 4255027 4255029 4255040 4255041

4255056 4255071 4255073 4255075 4255084

4255087 4255088 4255091 4255095 4255098

4255101 4255102 4255103 4255120 4255123

4255130 4255141 4255150 4255154 4255156

4255163 4255186 4255197 4255198 4255199

4255203 4255206 4255207 4255208 4255210

4255214 4255215 4255217 4255219 4255255

4255273 4255274 4255280 4255281 4255282

4255283 4255288 4255305 4255330 4255375

4255383 4255386 4255388 4255389 4255390

4255391 4255394 4255396 4255419 4255422

4255430 4255434 4255436 4255484 4255485

4255486 4255491 4255493 4255494 4255495

4255496 4255498 4255499 4255519 4255524

4255533 4255535 4255537 4255541 4255543

4255551 4255558 4255559 4255564 4255567

4255571 4255572 4255577 4255578 4255601

4255602 4255608 4255610 4255619 4255621

4255625 4255628 4255635 4255645 4255651

4255652 4255654 4255656 4255657 4255658

4255660 4255670 4255674 4255675 4255677

4255696 4255697 4255698 4255700 4255705

4255709 4255710 4255711 4255714 4255715

4255723 4255724 4255749 4255774 4255775

4255776 4255779 4255780 4255781 4255788

4255795 4255796 4255817 4255819 4255826

4255827 4255829 4255836 4255837 4255841

4255862 4255863 4255864 4255865 4255866

4255867 4255868 4255875 4255890 4255891

4255892 4255893 4255894 4255902 4255904

4255906 4255918 4255925 4255926 4255945

4255948 4255950 4255955 4255957 4255972

4255976 4255978 4255984 4255986 4255987
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4255995 4256045 4256048 4256049 4256050

4256051 4256052 4256086 4256088 4256090

4256092 4256093 4256095 4256096 4256104

4256105 4256116 4256120 4256121 4256122

4256126 4256131 4256135 4256136 4256137

4256138 4256140 4256141 4256148 4256168

4256178 4256180 4256181 4256187 4256189

4256191 4256195 4256209 4256212 4256213

4256214 4256215 4256216 4256218 4256220

4256229 4256231 4256232 4256233 4256238

4256247 4256250 4256257 4256267 4256268

4256269 4256270 4256290 4256319 4256323

4256328 4256330 4256332 4256333 4256336

4256337 4256338 4256343 4256346 4256347

4256350 4256351 4256356 4256357 4256365

4256368 4256374 4256380 4256382 4256384

4256392 4256398 4256400 4256401 4256406

4256408 4256413 4256417 4256418 4256422

4256433 4256440 4256446 4256447 4256453

4256454 4256456 4256489 4256490 4256516

4256519 4256526 4256527 4256545 4256556

4256561 4256568 4256570 4256610 4256612

4256613 4256615 4256616 4256634 4256642

4256649 4256650 4256675 4256683 4256692

4256699 4256700 4256701 4256702 4256719

4256726 4256731 4256738 4256740 4256758

4256765 4256768 4256770 4256780 4256782

4256797 4256798 4256804 4256813 4256814

4256815 4256825 4256826 4256848 4256851

4256852 4256853 4256855 4256856 4256857

4256858 4256863 4256867 4256868 4256869

4256875 4256889 4256901 4256902 4256903

4256912 4256914 4256917 4256920 4256928

4256934 4256954 4256955 4256986 4256989

4257021 4257024 4257028 4257037 4257039

4257043 4257097 4257099 4257123 4257136
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4257139 4257141 4257144 4257145 4257149

4257153 4257159 4257161 4257165 4257170

4257173 4257176 4257185 4257187 4257188

4257190 4257200 4257216 4257217 4257218

4257219 4257228 4257229 4257232 4257238

4257239 4257255 4257259 4257262 4257274

4257275 4257276 4257278 4257288 4257291

4257297 4257312 4257315 4257318 4257319

4257343 4257346 4257350 4257357 4257362

4257385 4257398 4257409 4257428 4257437

4257438 4257443 4257445 4257468 4257482

4257492 4257498 4257521 4257539 4257554

4257558 4257560 4257564 4257566 4257574

4257575 4257604 4257606 4257632 4257636

4257640 4257641 4257648 4257650 4257651

4257652 4257654 4257657 4257659 4257662

4257665 4257666 4257671 4257676 4257677

4257687 4257688 4257689 4257693 4257697

4257703 4257705 4257713 4257714 4257717

4257721 4257726 4257727 4257729 4257731

4257738 4257740 4257741 4257748 4257749

4257767 4257768 4257769 4257770 4257774

4257777 4257780 4257791 4257793 4257794

4257796 4257797 4257803 4257805 4257809

4257813 4257835 4257845 4257847 4257884

4257885 4257889 4257891 4257892 4257894

4257895 4257902 4257903 4257904 4257906

4257929 4257937 4257938 4257940 4257951

4257954 4257955 4257961 4257968 4257975

4257978 4257981 4257984 4258017 4258019

4258021 4258024 4258026 4258039 4258040

4258047 4258081 4258084 4258085 4258086

4258090 4258094 4258099 4258100 4258108

4258109 4258110 4258111 4258112 4258113

4258114 4258115 4258116 4258117 4258118

4258127 4258128 4258129 4258130 4258131
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4258135 4258139 4258148 4258154 4258155

4258156 4258160 4258161 4258164 4258169

4258188 4258189 4258190 4258192 4258194

4258197 4258198 4258201 4258202 4258203

4258205 4258206 4258207 4258208 4258209

4258210 4258213 4258229 4258230 4258231

4258232 4258233 4258237 4258242 4258253

4258271 4258272 4258310 4258314 4258318

4258333 4258334 4258336 4258338 4258341

4258344 4258346 4258347 4258348 4258350

4258373 4258377 4258397 4258421 4258433

4258434 4258437 4258441 4258442 4258445

4258446 4258449 4258450 4258461 4258472

4258474 4258476 4258477 4258478 4258480

4258483 4258484 4258487 4258494 4258496

4258500 4258502 4258503 4258505 4258508

4258514 4258518 4258529 4258530 4258531

4258534 4258538 4258540 4258545 4258547

4258556 4258558 4258559 4258560 4258561

4258562 4258586 4258593 4258594 4258607

4258608 4258610 4258611 4258612 4258613

4258633 4258636 4258638 4258640 4258649

4258651 4258654 4258655 4258661 4258666

4258667 4258669 4258695 4258699 4258702

4258706 4258707 4258710 4258711 4258726

4258746 4258766 4258772 4258790 4258838

4258839 4258841 4258842 4258845 4258853

4258856 4258891 4258896 4258898 4258900

4258905 4258908 4258913 4258914 4258917

4258920 4258932 4258946 4258948 4258951

4258954 4258965 4258969 4259021 4259023

4259026 4259027 4259029 4259059 4259067

4259068 4259069 4259081 4259157 4259158

4259159 4259160 4259161 4259163 4259164

4259165 4259166 4259167 4259168 4259170

4259172 4259173 4259175 4259180 4259181
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4259185 4259193 4259199 4259221 4259230

4259231 4259232 4259233 4259235 4259237

4259238 4259239 4259240 4259242 4259243

4259244 4259248 4259249 4259260 4259264

4259265 4259269 4259271 4259272 4259292

4259293 4259295 4259307 4259311 4259312

4259315 4259316 4259317 4259319 4259323

4259324 4259326 4259327 4259328 4259329

4259330 4259331 4259332 4259334 4259337

4259351 4259353 4259354 4259357 4259358

4259362 4259363 4259367 4259369 4259370

4259372 4259373 4259375 4259376 4259379

4259381 4259393 4259394 4259405 4259410

4259411 4259412 4259424 4259431 4259441

4259443 4259444 4259462 4259463 4259470

4259486 4259508 4259509 4259510 4259511

4259512 4259513 4259515 4259516 4259517

4259525 4259528 4259544 4259545 4259565

4259569 4259570 4259572 4259573 4259574

4259581 4259582 4259586 4259587 4259593

4259594 4259605 4259608 4259610 4259624

4259626 4259627 4259629 4259631 4259632

4259634 4259636 4259637 4259640 4259642

4259643 4259645 4259650 4259658 4259669

4259672 4259673 4259674 4259680 4259686

4259687 4259689 4259692 4259693 4259696

4259698 4259699 4259701 4259712 4259719

4259720 4259721 4259724 4259725 4259726

4259728 4259729 4259753 4259756 4259757

4259771 4259782 4259789 4259795 4259796

4259797 4259798 4259808 4259812 4259819

4259821 4259822 4259841 4259846 4259847

4259849 4259850 4259859 4259861 4259862

4259863 4259865 4259878 4259879 4259880

4259887 4259895 4259911 4259936 4259939

4259942 4259944 4259947 4259948 4259949
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4259950 4259951 4259952 4259955 4259956

4259958 4259961 4259962 4259963 4259965

4259966 4260012 4260022 4260032 4260042

4260049 4260050 4260052 4260053 4260054

4260057 4260063 4260064 4260065 4260073

4260074 4260082 4260084 4260086 4260088

4260089 4260090 4260098 4260100 4260110

4260111 4260112 4260113 4260114 4260116

4260117 4260122 4260123 4260124 4260125

4260126 4260128 4260132 4260135 4260136

4260138 4260143 4260145 4260146 4260151

4260152 4260171 4260173 4260179 4260180

4260182 4260183 4260184 4260185 4260188

4260189 4260192 4260203 4260204 4260206

4260207 4260211 4260219 4260220 4260222

4260230 4260265 4260266 4260267 4260274

4260287 4260290 4260292 4260294 4260295

4260296 4260297 4260299 4260301 4260302

4260305 4260313 4260335 4260339 4260341

4260342 4260358 4260361 4260362 4260378

4260383 4260388 4260407 4260412 4260415

4260416 4260418 4260419 4260421 4260422

4260423 4260424 4260431 4260461 4260462

4260463 4260465 4260466 4260467 4260468

4260472 4260476 4260478 4260480 4260481

4260482 4260483 4260485 4260498 4260499

4260501 4260505 4260509 4260516 4260517

4260518 4260524 4260527 4260529 4260536

4260540 4260560 4260575 4260577 4260579

4260582 4260624 4260625 4260628 4260632

4260634 4260635 4260637 4260639 4260647

4260650 4260655 4260663 4260675 4260677

4260678 4260681 4260682 4260684 4260685

4260694 4260696 4260697 4260699 4260700

4260741 4260742 4260749 4260755 4260756

4260763 4260767 4260768 4260782 4260795
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4260799 4260803 4260804 4260812 4260826

4260832 4260834 4260843 4260844 4260846

4260849 4260854 4260855 4260856 4260857

4260874 4260882 4260883 4260884 4260886

4260888 4260889 4260892 4260893 4260897

4260899 4260916 4260931 4260933 4260934

4260937 4260939 4260963 4260978 4260987

4260988 4260989 4260995 4260996 4261000

4261001 4261004 4261007 4261010 4261014

4261067 4261068 4261080 4261082 4261083

4261084 4261091 4261092 4261093 4261100

4261102 4261104 4261105 4261114 4261122

4261132 4261156 4261194 4261201 4261207

4261208 4261209 4261210 4261212 4261213

4261214 4261216 4261222 4261240 4261241

4261246 4261259 4261262 4261264 4261272

4261274 4261277 4261278 4261279 4261283

4261291 4261307 4261321 4261322 4261330

4261357 4261358 4261359 4261364 4261366

4261367 4261368 4261369 4261370 4261371

4261374 4261377 4261392 4261396 4261414

4261415 4261418 4261420 4261421 4261433

4261435 4261436 4261437 4261448 4261481

4261510 4261518 4261531 4261544 4261557

4261564 4261574 4261576 4261577 4261598

4261600 4261609 4261613 4261623 4261632

4261634 4261636 4261652 4261660 4261670

4261671 4261673 4261675 4261680 4261682

4261685 4261686 4261687 4261703 4261706

4261707 4261733 4261740 4261742 4261743

4261747 4261751 4261756 4261757 4261758

4261759 4261764 4261766 4261771 4261774

4261775 4261776 4261784 4261785 4261788

4261789 4261790 4261791 4261792 4261793

4261794 4261842 4261843 4261850 4261870

4261878 4261883 4261939 4261940 4261985
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4261987 4261992 4262004 4262006 4262007

4262012 4262026 4262027 4262030 4262032

4262035 4262065 4262068 4262069 4262070

4262071 4262072 4262074 4262075 4262076

4262081 4262082 4262083 4262084 4262085

4262087 4262098 4262101 4262103 4262105

4262107 4262109 4262121 4262127 4262128

4262130 4262132 4262135 4262140 4262141

4262143 4262154 4262169 4262172 4262178

4262247 4262252 4262291 4262293 4262353

4262354 4262355 4262360 4262362 4262363

4262385 4262388 4262410 4262411 4262466

4262467 4262471 4262472 4262476 4262488

4262531 4262533 4262540 4262541 4262542

4262543 4262544 4262547 4262548 4262551

4262567 4262568 4262569 4262576 4262577

4262580 4262582 4262583 4262585 4262586

4262587 4262592 4262613 4262623 4262624

4262625 4262633 4262637 4262638 4262647

4262650 4262652 4262662 4262666 4262675

4262687 4262728 4262730 4262731 4262742

4262750 4262752 4262755 4262784 4262807

4262809 4262811 4262818 4262820 4262821

4262822 4262826 4262828 4262829 4262834

4262850 4262851 4262852 4262856 4262862

4262863 4262864 4262867 4262868 4262874

4262877 4262882 4262892 4262907 4262911

4262912 4262914 4262915 4262919 4262920

4262923 4262924 4262925 4262927 4262929

4262936 4262937 4262938 4262939 4262942

4262954 4262955 4262957 4262960 4262961

4262982 4262989 4262991 4262992 4262993

4262995 4262996 4263008 4263011 4263012

4263013 4263014 4263015 4263018 4263023

4263024 4263026 4263034 4263041 4263055

4263057 4263058 4263059 4263060 4263062
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4263113 4263114 4263118 4263121 4263122

4263125 4263126 4263134 4263140 4263149

4263151 4263169 4263170 4263171 4263173

4263180 4263181 4263183 4263233 4263236

4263242 4263243 4263244 4263248 4263262

4263277 4263324 4263332 4263347 4263350

4263352 4263353 4263354 4263356 4263357

4263359 4263363 4263364 4263365 4263366

4263379 4263381 4263385 4263386 4263396

4263397 4263404 4263406 4263411 4263412

4263416 4263417 4263419 4263420 4263422

4263423 4263437 4263448 4263450 4263456

4263458 4263466 4263500 4263501 4263506

4263509 4263510 4263514 4263519 4263521

4263523 4263524 4263528 4263529 4263531

4263532 4263560 4263576 4263580 4263583

4263595 4263596 4263597 4263633 4263661

4263662 4263664 4263665 4263666 4263685

4263690 4263696 4263697 4263698 4263702

4263703 4263705 4263710 4263723 4263731

4263742 4263750 4263751 4263752 4263754

4263758 4263761 4263765 4263766 4263867

4263877 4263888 4263894 4263897 4263905

4263907 4263910 4263911 4263912 4263913

4263914 4263917 4263918 4263919 4263929

4263930 4263931 4263932 4263950 4263953

4263958 4263960 4263977 4263983 4263987

4263991 4264002 4264004 4264022 4264030

4264035 4264037 4264039 4264040 4264043

4264044 4264046 4264057 4264062 4264064

4264077 4264078 4264086 4264107 4264108

4264159 4264164 4264167 4264169 4264171

4264172 4264173 4264222 4264223 4264224

4264225 4264234 4264238 4264243 4264245

4264247 4264249 4264253 4264268 4264269

4264271 4264272 4264283 4264284 4264288
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 

4264294 4264305 4264308 4264309 4264313

4264314 4264315 4264319 4264320 4264321

4264325 4264326 4264329 4264330 4264334

4264361 4264369 4264377 4264379 4264383

4264386 4264393 4264394 4264395 4264396

4264397 4264398 4264399 4264400 4264401

4264402 4264413 4264414 4264416 4264440

4264441 4264444 4264448 4264453 4264454

4264471 4264474 4264493 4264495 4264503

4264504 4264507 4264519 4264520 4264527

4264528 4264531 4264532 4264533 4264548

4264549 4264552 4264557 4264560 4264562

4264573 4264575 4264589 4264600 4264606

4264617 4264620 4264621 4264629 4264640

4264642 4264647 4264654 4264681 4264683

4264697 4264699 4264700 4264701 4264702

4264703 4264716 4264717 4264718 4264719

4264721 4264724 4264730 4264743 4264744

4264746 4264751 4264756 4264771 4264780

4264784 4264792 4264808 4264809 4264813

4264836 4264837 4264844 4264845 4264861

4264865 4264866 4264867 4264882 4264885

4264889 4264896 4264903 4264904 4264905

4264906 4264909 4264916 4264920 4265042

4265044 4265054 4265058 4265064 4265067

4265068 4265087 4265091 4265092 4265093

4265118 4265119 4265149 4265155 4265163

4265164 4265165 4265171 4265175 4265179

4265181 4265190 4265198 4265200 4265227

4265235 4265240 4265242 4265251 4265295

4265296 4265297 4265309 4265310 4265311

4265312 4265319 4265334 4265401 4265413

4265421 4265422 4265424 4265425 4265426

4265427 4265431 4265434 4265437 4265448

4265449 4265451 4265453 4265489 4265497

4265500 4265502 4265515 4265516 4265519
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 

4265523 4265549 4265550 4265551 4265552

4265557 4265558 4265559 4265560 4265563

4265564 4265566 4265572 4265578 4265580

4265626 4265629 4265635 4265641 4265658

4265678 4265679 4265683 4265689 4265766

4265782 4265784 4265792 4265797 4265798

4265799 4265801 4265805 4265806 4265808

4265823 4265827 4265841 4265842 4265852

4265855 4265858 4265859 4265861 4265862

4265864 4265867 4265875 4265888 4265889

4265890 4265918 4265920 4265937 4265952

4265953 4265990 4265992 4265993 4265994

4265995 4266000 4266002 4266004 4266005

4266007 4266008 4266062 4266082 4266123

4266125 4266126 4266127 4266129 4266134

4266135 4266160 4266161 4266168 4266172

4266173 4266175 4266188 4266206 4266207

4266218 4266227 4266244 4266249 4266252

4266253 4266256 4266257 4266258 4266267

4266268 4266269 4266270 4266277 4266294

4266298 4266323 4266333 4266337 4266338

4266341 4266344 4266345 4266347 4266357

4266358 4266359 4266360 4266361 4266362

4266364 4266399 4266410 4266412 4266435

4266443 4266446 4266447 4266448 4266453

4266456 4266470 4266497 4266551 4266552

4266553 4266554 4266557 4266562 4266585

4266586 4266587 4266588 4266599 4266609

4266610 4266612 4266623 4266631 4266632

4266637 4266693 4266768 4266769 4266774

4266781 4266783 4266785 4266787 4266792

4266794 4266795 4266800 4266816 4266883

4266885 4266888 4266890 4266892 4266893

4266898 4266908 4266909 4266911 4266916

4266918 4266919 4266945 4266946 4266953

4266983 4266985 4267023 4267024 4267033
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 

4267034 4267037 4267039 4267041 4267084

4267086 4267087 4267088 4267090 4267093

4267095 4267107 4267108 4267144 4267145

4267146 4267147 4267150 4267153 4267154

4267157 4267158 4267161 4267164 4267165

4267166 4267167 4267168 4267187 4267215

4267217 4267221 4267222 4267235 4267236

4267242 4267245 4267246 4267247 4267248

4267249 4267269 4267274 4267287 4267291

4267293 4267340 4267343 4267355 4267363

4267378 4267429 4267431 4267473 4267527

4267532 4267541 4267687 4267690 4267712

4267715 4267764 4267768 4267771 4267778

4267783 4267801 4267803 4267813 4267817

4267822 4267827 4267828 4267829 4267833

4267860 4268009 4268012 4268013 4268016

4268022 4268029 4268030 4268057 4268060

4268078 4268079 4268080 4268081 4268082

4268085 4268097 4268106 4268108 4268109

4268113 4268123 4268128 4268129 4268130

4268133 4268134 4268135 4268137 4268138

4268144 4268150 4268191 4268227 4268229

4268238 4268258 4268259 4268267 4268299

4268304 4268307 4268409 4268441 4268442

4268444 4268490 4268546 4268547 4268548

4268549 4268552 4268553 4268573 4268574

4268575 4268577 4268706 4268707 4268708

4268709 4268710 4268713 4268714 4268833

4268835 4268838 4268842 4268844 4268845

4268846 4268848 4268850 4268852 4268854

4268859 4268860 4268861 4268862 4268863

4268872 4268873 4268874 4268876 4268877

4268924 4268935 4268938 4268943 4268946

4268950 4268951 4268952 4268955 4268985

4268990 4269095 4269104 4269105 4269116

4269117 4269118 4269154 4269172 4269190
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 

4269198 4269208 4269209 4269225 4269226

4269233 4269236 4269253 4269255 4269256

4269262 4269264 4269288 4269289 4269305

4269335 4269346 4269349 4269353 4269378

4269506 4269517 4269518 4269578 4269579

4269580 4269582 4269584 4269620 4269622

4269623 4269626 4269627 4269629 4269677

4269679 4269688 4269692 4269730 4269732

4269733 4269748 4269836 4269858 4269896

4269916 4269962 4269982 4269983 4269985

4269986 4269987 4269989 4269992 4270012

4270014 4270020 4270027 4270171 4270172

4270174 4270211 4270226 4270287 4270311

4270325 4270328 4270384 4270491 4270509

4270614 4270665 4270688 4270690 4270707

4270709 4271423 4271523 4271562 4271566

4271568 4271575 4271578 4271751 4271753

4271755 4271756 4271818 4271822 4271831

4271868 4271901 4271983 4271990 4271997

4272038 4272039 4272043 4272142 4272143

4272147 4272150 4272271 4272275 4272278

4272283 4272284 4272382 4272387 4272689

4272698 4272848 4272915 4272992 4272993

4272999 4273000 4273114 4273116 4274672
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

114558 34 25/10/2019

114559 34 25/10/2019

117857 32 08/01/2020

118034 4 15/01/2020

118036 4 15/01/2020

118041 4 15/01/2020

118075 4 15/01/2020

118478 11 25/01/2020

120081 34 15/03/2020

120280 30 25/03/2020

120282 30 25/03/2020

120285 30 25/03/2020

120542 29 30/03/2020

123561 30 11/07/2020

162334 14 13/01/2020

162400 9 19/01/2020

162539 25 27/01/2020

162796 5 11/02/2020

163362 5 16/03/2020

164408 5 07/06/2020

164435 9 08/06/2020

165918 34 24/09/2020

199026 24 16/11/2019

199905 26 02/01/2020

200148 5 13/01/2020

200222 5 18/01/2020

200223 5 18/01/2020

200508 5 04/02/2020

200509 5 04/02/2020

200510 5 04/02/2020

200511 5 04/02/2020

200623 5 10/02/2020

200626 5 10/02/2020

200631 5 10/02/2020

200637 5 10/02/2020

200638 5 10/02/2020

201270 5 16/03/2020

202852 31 05/06/2020

205497 3 27/10/2020

244119 7 07/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

244618 3 30/09/2019

246473 34 06/01/2020

246769 13 20/01/2020

246770 13 20/01/2020

246833 2 24/01/2020

247116 11 07/02/2020

247192 1 12/02/2020

247683 13 06/03/2020

248221 12 30/03/2020

248319 5 05/04/2020

250056 5 21/06/2020

251704 30 16/09/2020

251707 30 16/09/2020

251709 30 16/09/2020

251711 30 16/09/2020

251715 30 16/09/2020

251716 30 16/09/2020

251719 30 16/09/2020

252336 1 16/10/2020

253558 33 18/12/2020

253560 33 30/12/2020

253562 33 18/12/2020

253568 33 18/12/2020

253569 33 18/12/2020

253570 33 18/12/2020

253571 33 18/12/2020

253572 33 18/12/2020

253573 33 18/12/2020

253776 7 28/12/2010

293315 5 04/01/2019

301880 18 02/01/2020

302302 24 21/01/2020

302655 6 04/02/2020

302763 2 06/02/2020

302765 2 06/02/2020

303124 7 20/02/2020

303323 3 28/02/2020

303351 7 28/02/2020

303572 11 10/03/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

304157 5 31/03/2020

304158 21 31/03/2020

304422 9 09/04/2020

307138 7 24/07/2020

310342 30 25/11/2020

358837 18 22/02/2020

372427 8 18/02/2019

380392 30 03/09/2019

380393 30 03/09/2019

381389 30 26/09/2019

382452 9 26/10/2019

384893 3 02/01/2020

384935 12 04/01/2020

385002 25 06/01/2020

385150 25 08/01/2020

385209 3 11/01/2020

385250 3 11/01/2020

385488 11 19/01/2020

385646 5 25/01/2020

385695 6 25/01/2020

385723 16 27/01/2020

387397 31 08/03/2020

387586 5 15/03/2020

389345 9 29/04/2020

395173 14 13/09/2020

396416 5 13/10/2020

396650 24 16/10/2020

399393 5 30/12/2020

439313 28 21/06/2016

439314 28 21/06/2016

458380 34 11/08/2005

458380 34 11/08/2005

487233 24 11/03/2019

492734 2 13/06/2019

499310 5 13/10/2019

502429 24 16/12/2019

503231 24 02/01/2020

503232 24 02/01/2020

503289 8 02/01/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

503498 24 06/01/2020

503552 5 09/01/2020

503589 3 19/01/2020

503714 5 11/01/2020

503733 34 11/01/2020

503848 12 12/01/2020

503956 3 16/01/2020

503988 26 16/01/2020

504096 6 19/01/2020

504202 25 20/01/2020

504232 14 23/01/2020

504291 7 24/01/2020

504292 9 24/01/2020

504358 24 25/01/2020

504433 5 27/01/2020

504568 5 31/01/2020

504569 5 31/01/2020

504852 9 03/02/2020

505032 5 08/02/2020

505487 1 16/02/2020

505718 24 20/02/2020

505805 5 22/02/2020

505872 24 23/02/2020

505891 25 23/02/2020

505892 25 23/02/2020

506021 30 27/02/2020

506742 11 10/03/2020

506864 3 03/03/2020

507565 7 27/03/2020

507677 9 28/03/2020

507844 5 30/03/2020

507848 5 30/03/2020

508815 24 19/04/2020

508817 11 19/04/2020

509425 5 28/04/2020

509499 5 01/05/2020

509795 6 04/05/2020

509796 16 04/05/2020

509797 21 04/05/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

509798 7 04/05/2020

510465 7 16/05/2020

511005 7 29/05/2020

511895 29 15/06/2020

511983 33 16/06/2020

512102 30 19/06/2020

512399 5 17/01/2020

512615 5 29/06/2020

512885 11 04/07/2020

512929 1 05/07/2020

513121 5 10/07/2020

513998 5 27/07/2020

514221 5 01/08/2020

515162 31 16/08/2020

515290 31 18/08/2020

515291 31 18/08/2020

515326 32 18/08/2020

515453 11 21/08/2020

516395 24 07/09/2020

517029 3 19/09/2020

517503 31 27/09/2020

517504 31 27/09/2020

518212 3 11/10/2020

519742 30 15/11/2020

520358 31 27/11/2020

520793 6 05/12/2019

521037 5 08/12/2020

522453 5 09/01/2020

522475 5 09/01/2020

522600 25 11/01/2020

523374 7 24/01/2020

524756 12 20/02/2020

527649 5 09/04/2020

527650 5 09/04/2020

529683 6 15/05/2020

529684 6 15/05/2020

529685 7 15/05/2020

529686 7 15/05/2020

540242 24 20/11/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE

541317 32 07/12/2020

552537 31 11/06/2001

561639 5 07/11/2011

561664 
562789 

5 
29 

07/11/2011
29/11/2001 

564345 25 24/12/2011

566642 
571959 

3 
34 

31/01/2002
27/04/2012 

573534 25 19/05/2012

580589 5 07/09/2012

588749 5 19/01/2020

588789 5 19/01/2020

588790 5 19/01/2020

588918 7 20/01/2020

589039 11 22/01/2020

589042 24 22/01/2020

589044 18 22/01/2020

589045 16 22/01/2020

589188 5 25/01/2020

589208 5 25/01/2020

589214 5 25/01/2020

589215 5 25/01/2020

589216 5 25/01/2020

589540 5 29/01/2020

589744 5 01/02/2020

590785 5 15/02/2020

595330 5 23/04/2020

595567 5 27/04/2003

599855 5 21/06/2003

602120 7 20/07/2020

605378 30 27/08/2020

605380 30 27/08/2020

615152 5 30/12/2020

647346 16 30/11/2004

648179 9 08/12/2011

648182 28 08/12/2011

656009 9 17/02/2015

656009 9 17/02/2015

656183 21 20/02/2015

684687 5 27/10/2019

690451 20 12/12/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

693475 12 04/01/2020

693638 17 05/01/2020

693795 6 08/01/2020

693835 17 09/01/2020

694295 9 11/01/2020

694308 19 12/01/2020

694929 7 18/01/2020

695159 11 22/01/2020

695160 16 22/01/2020

695161 18 22/01/2020

695162 24 22/01/2020

695164 29 22/01/2020

695219 11 22/01/2020

695306 9 22/01/2020

696992 5 05/02/2020

697615 5 08/02/2020

699920 10 28/02/2020

699922 10 28/02/2020

699925 21 28/02/2020

699926 21 28/02/2020

699927 21 28/02/2020

702883 33 25/03/2020

702884 33 25/03/2020

702886 33 25/03/2020

703423 25 27/03/2020

705522 5 08/05/2020

706891 33 03/06/2020

706892 33 03/06/2020

706893 33 03/06/2020

706894 33 03/06/2020

708481 19 04/07/2020

708997 2 09/07/2020

708998 2 09/07/2020

711749 12 23/04/2020

712283 29 05/08/2020

719945 5 28/06/2006

722565 5 02/12/2020

814854 16 17/08/2008

842429 5 23/02/2009
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE

844108 9 08/03/2019

844109 9 08/03/2019

844110 12 08/03/2019

844111 12 08/03/2019

844112 12 08/03/2019

844626 30 10/03/2019

845661 19 16/03/2019

847088 34 23/03/2009

858826 5 01/06/2009

861644 21 18/06/2019

861645 9 18/06/2019

861646 11 18/06/2019

867411 9 22/07/2019

870943 12 12/08/2019

873872 5 31/08/2019

880000 29 05/10/2019

881452 
883700 
883701 
883702 

9 
14 
16 
1 

12/10/2019
27/10/2009 
27/10/2009 
27/10/2009 

886633 25 15/11/2019

887194 14 18/11/2019

888894 31 29/11/2019

890122 23 07/12/2019

890126 23 07/12/2019

894352 17 27/12/2019

894353 9 27/12/2019

894355 12 27/12/2019

894438 30 27/12/2019

894439 9 27/12/2019

894440 9 27/12/2019

894450 3 27/12/2019

894918 11 29/12/2019

894935 30 29/12/2019

895167 30 30/12/2019

895544 24 31/12/2019

895618 5 03/01/2020

895626 5 03/01/2020

895642 5 03/01/2020

895643 5 03/01/2020

895663 5 03/01/2020

895664 5 03/01/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

895731 30 03/01/2020

895762 11 03/01/2020

895815 5 04/01/2020

895818 5 04/01/2020

895819 5 04/01/2020

895820 5 04/01/2020

895847 6 04/01/2020

895885 5 04/01/2020

895888 5 04/01/2020

895920 3 04/01/2020

895945 2 04/01/2020

895950 24 04/01/2020

896035 30 04/01/2020

896073 12 05/01/2020

896163 12 05/01/2020

896221 9 06/01/2020

896222 17 06/01/2020

896229 11 06/01/2020

896343 14 06/01/2020

896383 34 06/01/2020

896481 5 07/01/2020

896532 9 07/01/2020

896533 16 07/01/2020

896546 9 07/01/2020

896583 16 07/01/2020

896584 16 07/01/2020

896620 6 07/01/2020

896621 8 07/01/2020

896623 10 07/01/2020

896626 14 07/01/2020

896628 16 07/01/2020

896640 29 07/01/2020

896655 3 07/01/2020

896708 5 10/01/2020

896771 10 10/01/2020

896773 10 10/01/2020

896774 10 10/01/2020

896775 10 10/01/2020

896779 8 10/01/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

896780 10 10/01/2020

896784 9 10/01/2020

896785 12 10/01/2020

896793 5 10/01/2020

896795 29 10/01/2020

896829 9 10/01/2020

896923 9 10/01/2020

896926 29 10/01/2020

896927 29 10/01/2020

896928 29 10/01/2020

896961 7 10/01/2020

896995 11 11/01/2020

897012 25 11/01/2020

897018 7 11/01/2020

897021 16 11/01/2020

897035 5 11/01/2020

897050 9 11/01/2020

897074 30 11/01/2020

897134 6 11/01/2020

897158 17 11/01/2020

897233 5 12/01/2020

897263 9 12/01/2020

897346 3 12/01/2020

897351 3 12/01/2020

897370 12 12/01/2020

897375 16 12/01/2020

897387 5 12/01/2020

897388 5 12/01/2020

897392 24 12/01/2020

897406 31 12/01/2020

897500 7 12/01/2020

897506 8 12/01/2020

897514 3 12/01/2020

897521 25 12/01/2020

897567 25 12/01/2020

897568 25 12/01/2020

897623 29 13/01/2020

897627 1 13/01/2020

897697 29 13/01/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

897710 9 13/01/2020

897727 24 13/01/2020

897753 12 13/01/2020

897805 33 14/01/2020

897816 25 14/01/2020

897847 5 14/01/2020

897849 5 14/01/2020

897864 7 14/01/2020

897891 25 14/01/2020

897892 25 14/01/2020

897962 9 14/01/2020

898156 28 17/01/2020

898179 24 17/01/2020

898276 9 17/01/2020

898404 11 18/01/2020

898408 5 18/01/2020

898460 12 18/01/2020

898552 6 18/01/2020

898553 7 18/01/2020

898554 9 18/01/2020

898555 17 18/01/2020

898556 16 18/01/2020

898557 11 18/01/2020

898558 14 18/01/2020

898559 1 18/01/2020

898560 2 18/01/2020

898561 3 18/01/2020

898562 4 18/01/2020

898563 5 18/01/2020

898564 29 18/01/2020

898565 21 18/01/2020

898566 20 18/01/2020

898567 19 18/01/2020

898568 34 18/01/2020

898569 33 18/01/2020

898570 32 18/01/2020

898571 31 18/01/2020

898572 30 18/01/2020

898689 9 19/01/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

898690 3 19/01/2020

898720 34 19/01/2020

898727 3 19/01/2020

898797 9 19/01/2020

898876 16 20/01/2020

898909 21 20/01/2020

898961 9 20/01/2020

898962 16 20/01/2020

899000 5 20/01/2020

899032 11 20/01/2020

899033 11 20/01/2020

899258 24 21/01/2020

899354 3 24/01/2020

899370 14 24/01/2020

899371 15 24/01/2020

899374 31 24/01/2020

899375 20 24/01/2020

899376 16 24/01/2020

899377 17 24/01/2020

899398 9 24/01/2020

899473 25 24/01/2020

899693 12 25/01/2020

899697 2 25/01/2020

899698 3 25/01/2020

899758 1 25/01/2020

899759 31 25/01/2020

899801 5 25/01/2020

899802 5 25/01/2020

899836 29 25/01/2020

899922 11 27/01/2020

900008 25 27/01/2020

900128 20 28/01/2020

900129 20 28/01/2020

900130 20 28/01/2020

900188 30 28/01/2020

900203 3 28/01/2020

900275 7 28/01/2020

900416 21 31/01/2020

900417 21 31/01/2020
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

900500 30 31/01/2020

900542 9 31/01/2020

900642 30 31/01/2020

900644 20 31/01/2020

900645 9 31/01/2020

900646 8 31/01/2020

900647 18 31/01/2020

900648 2 31/01/2020

900649 24 31/01/2020

900650 16 31/01/2020

900651 21 31/01/2020

900653 5 31/01/2020

900657 25 31/01/2020

900658 21 31/01/2020

900659 20 31/01/2020

900660 16 31/01/2020

900661 9 31/01/2020

900662 5 31/01/2020

900663 3 31/01/2020

900752 3 31/01/2020

900816 21 01/02/2020

900818 18 01/02/2020

900819 9 01/02/2020

900820 29 01/02/2020

900821 34 01/02/2020

900822 32 01/02/2020

900823 30 01/02/2020

900824 28 01/02/2020

900825 27 01/02/2020

900826 26 01/02/2020

901069 17 01/02/2020

901269 16 02/02/2020

901270 18 02/02/2020

901271 25 02/02/2020

901272 26 02/02/2020

901273 12 02/02/2020

901279 16 02/02/2020

901281 12 02/02/2020

901599 5 03/02/2020
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901601 5 03/02/2020

901742 11 04/02/2020

901919 25 04/02/2020

902039 25 07/02/2020

902062 6 07/02/2020

902262 16 07/02/2020

902263 16 07/02/2020

902320 21 07/02/2020

902323 5 07/02/2020

902378 5 08/02/2020

902379 5 08/02/2020

902488 5 08/02/2020

902522 5 09/02/2020

902893 21 10/02/2020

902894 33 10/02/2020

902956 26 11/02/2020

903156 28 11/02/2020

903164 3 11/02/2020

903178 11 11/02/2020

903491 17 14/02/2020

903510 5 14/02/2020

903879 16 16/02/2020

903959 3 16/02/2020

903960 25 16/02/2020

903961 3 16/02/2020

903962 25 16/02/2020

904078 9 17/02/2020

904090 2 17/02/2020

904162 9 17/02/2020

904825 19 21/02/2020

904831 19 21/02/2020

904850 19 21/02/2020

904851 19 21/02/2020

904981 5 21/02/2020

905000 34 21/02/2020

905004 3 21/02/2020

905417 16 23/02/2020

905717 5 24/02/2020

905933 21 25/02/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

905934 24 25/02/2020

905936 5 25/02/2020

905937 5 25/02/2020

905938 5 25/02/2020

905945 5 25/02/2020

906073 24 25/02/2020

906074 25 25/02/2020

907178 9 02/03/2020

907457 30 03/03/2020

907458 25 03/03/2020

907459 21 03/03/2020

907460 20 03/03/2020

907554 1 03/03/2020

907779 5 06/03/2020

908280 29 08/03/2020

908840 5 09/03/2020

908841 5 09/03/2020

909297 6 10/03/2020

909513 31 13/03/2020

909880 30 14/03/2020

909915 9 14/03/2020

910488 11 15/03/2020

910491 7 15/03/2020

910492 6 15/03/2020

910717 7 16/03/2020

910718 9 16/03/2020

910719 11 16/03/2020

910835 9 16/03/2020

910963 5 21/03/2020

911079 29 21/03/2020

911081 7 21/03/2020

911098 5 21/03/2020

911102 5 21/03/2020

911309 8 21/03/2020

911364 5 22/03/2020

911914 5 23/03/2020

912103 5 24/03/2020

912328 9 24/03/2020

913370 25 28/03/2020
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

913871 33 29/03/2020

913997 9 29/03/2020

914086 25 29/03/2020

914548 3 30/03/2020

914969 21 31/03/2020

914970 21 31/03/2020

915178 5 31/03/2020

915180 5 31/03/2020

915181 5 31/03/2020

915295 2 31/03/2020

916020 5 05/04/2020

916317 23 06/04/2020

916318 23 06/04/2020

916328 7 06/04/2020

916329 7 06/04/2020

917168 30 10/04/2020

917169 3 10/04/2020

917170 3 10/04/2020

917596 3 12/04/2020

918749 19 18/04/2020

918937 16 18/04/2020

918939 30 18/04/2020

919354 20 19/04/2020

919665 11 24/04/2020

919846 9 24/04/2020

920009 1 24/04/2020

920070 5 24/04/2020

920100 5 24/04/2020

920101 5 24/04/2020

920171 20 25/04/2020

920172 21 25/04/2020

920173 22 25/04/2020

920174 23 25/04/2020

920175 24 25/04/2020

920176 25 25/04/2020

920177 26 25/04/2020

920178 27 25/04/2020

920179 28 25/04/2020

920180 29 25/04/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
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920493 9 25/04/2020

920863 7 26/04/2020

921822 5 01/05/2020

922016 25 02/05/2020

922725 5 05/05/2020

923797 18 10/05/2020

924060 5 11/05/2020

924122 30 11/05/2020

924552 30 12/05/2020

924710 30 12/05/2020

924711 30 12/05/2020

924712 30 12/05/2020

925247 5 16/05/2020

925249 5 16/05/2020

925289 1 16/05/2020

925367 24 17/05/2020

925368 22 17/05/2020

925472 25 17/05/2020

927275 3 25/05/2020

927680 7 26/05/2020

928270 19 30/05/2020

928550 19 31/05/2020

928587 16 31/05/2020

928588 16 31/05/2020

929167 5 01/06/2020

931178 11 12/06/2020

931179 11 12/06/2020

931180 11 12/06/2020

931181 11 12/06/2020

932343 1 16/06/2020

932344 1 16/06/2020

932345 4 16/06/2020

932346 4 16/06/2020

932349 7 16/06/2020

932350 7 16/06/2020

932351 8 16/06/2020

932352 8 16/06/2020

932355 11 16/06/2020

932356 11 16/06/2020
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932357 12 16/06/2020

932358 12 16/06/2020

932361 19 16/06/2020

932367 25 16/06/2020

932368 25 16/06/2020

932720 5 19/06/2020

932721 5 19/06/2020

932757 5 19/06/2020

933694 30 22/06/2020

934592 12 26/06/2020

934657 12 26/06/2020

935398 9 28/06/2020

935434 5 28/06/2020

935435 5 28/06/2020

935644 29 29/06/2020

936397 5 07/03/2020

937496 6 07/07/2020

937590 5 07/07/2020

937591 5 07/07/2020

937592 5 07/07/2020

937593 5 07/07/2020

937766 29 07/07/2020

937769 30 07/07/2020

937770 30 07/07/2020

937875 5 10/07/2020

937878 5 10/07/2020

937881 5 10/07/2020

939379 5 14/07/2020

939380 5 14/07/2020

941715 5 24/07/2020

941912 25 24/07/2020

943476 6 28/07/2020

945408 9 07/08/2020

945409 17 07/08/2020

948291 25 17/08/2020

949339 30 22/08/2020

949748 16 24/08/2020

950600 24 28/08/2020

952934 31 01/09/2020
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

953384 7 05/09/2020

953385 10 05/09/2020

953386 7 05/09/2020

953628 9 05/09/2020

953957 3 07/09/2020

953958 4 07/09/2020

956554 34 18/09/2020

956574 16 18/09/2020

956575 14 18/09/2020

956576 14 18/09/2020

956577 16 18/09/2020

958601 24 25/09/2020

958602 25 25/09/2020

959991 29 29/09/2020

960577 5 03/10/2020

960645 1 03/10/2020

960646 4 03/10/2020

960961 1 04/10/2020

961031 5 04/10/2020

961083 7 04/10/2020

963751 9 16/10/2020

963752 16 16/10/2020

963953 30 16/10/2020

965827 21 23/10/2020

965828 24 23/10/2020

965829 16 23/10/2020

965830 25 23/10/2020

965938 24 23/10/2020

966030 30 24/10/2020

966031 30 24/10/2020

966032 30 24/10/2020

966324 5 24/10/2020

966325 5 24/10/2020

966844 25 30/10/2020

966855 30 30/10/2020

966856 30 30/10/2020

966857 30 30/10/2020

967081 17 30/10/2020

967272 5 31/10/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

967996 5 03/11/2020

967997 5 03/11/2020

968308 34 06/11/2020

970298 5 14/11/2020

972379 30 22/11/2020

972380 30 22/11/2020

972479 11 23/11/2020

973423 30 27/11/2020

974183 5 30/11/2020

974186 5 30/11/2020

974581 3 01/12/2020

975314 5 06/12/2020

975330 31 06/12/2020

975382 34 06/12/2020

975600 3 07/12/2020

975601 3 07/12/2020

975742 34 07/12/2020

976055 29 08/12/2020

976475 9 12/12/2020

976476 16 12/12/2020

978042 5 19/12/2020

978272 10 19/12/2020

978273 10 19/12/2020

978842 32 21/12/2020

978989 5 22/12/2020

978991 5 22/12/2020

978993 5 22/12/2020

979070 5 22/12/2020

979072 5 22/12/2020

979073 5 22/12/2020

979565 34 26/12/2020

979684 9 27/12/2020

995112 14 08/03/2011

1015590 9 11/06/2011

1018493 30 20/06/2011

1036853 6 14/08/2011

1041555 3 03/09/2011

1041557 3 03/09/2011

1041558 3 03/09/2011
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1046383 3 20/09/2011

1050840 9 09/10/2011

1052358 3 16/10/2011

1052504 24 17/10/2011

1052575 7 17/10/2011

1052814 20 18/10/2011

1052815 6 18/10/2011

1053098 9 18/10/2011

1053174 19 19/10/2011

1053319 3 19/10/2011

1053514 20 22/10/2011

1053552 9 22/10/2011

1053554 11 22/10/2011

1053580 11 22/10/2011

1054070 3 23/10/2011

1054127 24 23/10/2011

1054532 5 25/10/2011

1054535 5 25/10/2011

1054537 5 25/10/2011

1054538 5 25/10/2011

1054539 5 25/10/2011

1054599 5 25/10/2011

1054618 5 25/10/2011

1054624 5 25/10/2011

1054627 5 25/10/2011

1054628 5 25/10/2011

1054790 5 29/10/2011 12:52:07

1054945 5 29/10/2011

1055156 29 30/10/2011

1055286 9 30/10/2011

1055557 14 31/10/2011

1055692 1 31/10/2011

1055701 16 31/10/2011

1055777 31 01/11/2011

1055926 29 01/11/2011

1056115 30 02/11/2011

1056116 30 02/11/2011

1056117 30 02/11/2011

1056118 30 02/11/2011
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1056193 9 02/11/2011

1058045 3 09/11/2011

1058156 30 09/11/2011

1058517 31 12/11/2011

1058533 7 12/11/2011

1058534 11 12/11/2011

1058573 5 12/11/2011

1058577 5 12/11/2011

1058578 5 12/11/2011

1058580 5 12/11/2011

1059303 31 13/11/2011

1059304 34 13/11/2011

1059315 17 13/11/2011

1060193 3 15/11/2011

1060677 5 16/11/2011

1060682 5 16/11/2011

1060683 5 16/11/2011

1060686 5 16/11/2011

1060734 21 16/11/2011

1060983 5 19/11/2011

1060984 5 19/11/2011

1060985 5 19/11/2011

1060986 5 19/11/2011

1060988 5 19/11/2011

1060989 5 19/11/2011

1060990 5 19/11/2011

1060992 5 19/11/2011 13:07:43

1061096 14 19/11/2011

1061370 19 20/11/2011

1061612 9 21/11/2011

1062233 32 22/11/2011

1062386 9 23/11/2011

1062613 8 23/11/2011

1062614 9 23/11/2011

1062615 10 23/11/2011

1062616 11 23/11/2011

1062617 12 23/11/2011

1062618 13 23/11/2011

1062619 14 23/11/2011
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1062620 15 23/11/2011

1062621 16 23/11/2011

1062622 17 23/11/2011

1062623 18 23/11/2011

1062624 19 23/11/2011

1062625 20 23/11/2011

1062627 22 23/11/2011

1062628 23 23/11/2011

1062629 24 23/11/2011

1062631 26 23/11/2011 16:04:19

1062632 27 23/11/2011

1062635 30 23/11/2011

1062637 32 23/11/2011

1062638 33 23/11/2011

1062639 34 23/11/2011

1062641 2 23/11/2011

1062647 8 23/11/2011

1062650 11 23/11/2011

1062651 12 23/11/2011

1062653 14 23/11/2011 16:04:19

1062658 19 23/11/2011

1062659 20 23/11/2011

1062660 21 23/11/2011

1062661 22 23/11/2011

1062662 23 23/11/2011

1062664 25 23/11/2011

1063798 30 29/11/2011

1063800 30 29/11/2011

1063816 7 29/11/2011

1064434 12 03/12/2011 14:17:31

1064870 5 04/12/2011

1065520 19 07/12/2011

1066092 5 11/12/2011

1068169 5 20/12/2011

1068251 30 20/12/2011

1073820 19 15/01/2012

1073850 12 15/01/2012

1075527 5 23/01/2012

1075976 6 25/01/2012
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1075977 6 25/01/2012 10:48:46

1076930 7 30/01/2012

1079559 32 11/02/2012

1081224 12 18/02/2012

1084438 9 04/03/2012

1086075 5 11/03/2012

1086076 5 11/03/2012

1086077 5 11/03/2012

1086080 5 11/03/2012

1086082 5 11/03/2012

1086083 5 11/03/2012

1086084 5 11/03/2012

1086086 5 11/03/2012

1086744 12 13/03/2012

1087529 25 15/03/2012

1088524 7 20/03/2012

1091719 17 02/04/2012

1093141 31 08/04/2012

1093996 25 10/04/2012

1095598 7 15/04/2012

1098870 12 26/04/2012

1104359 5 14/05/2012

1112280 5 17/06/2012

1187734 11 31/03/2013

1200176 16 19/05/2013

1244406 35 20/10/2013

1260815 5 12/01/2014

1265699 12 09/02/2014

1265700 9 09/02/2014

1278593 5 12/04/2014

1287350 5 01/06/2014

1295947 5 14/07/2014

1330991 3 10/01/2015

1392875 41 19/10/2015

1410295 43 30/12/2015

1451680 16 17/05/2016

1574423 99 29/06/2017

1705090 38 30/06/2018

1731574 29 12/09/2018
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1768768 14 29/12/2018

1770518 11 02/01/2019

1770521 21 02/01/2019

1773285 11 12/01/2019

1773431 4 13/01/2019

1773895 30 13/01/2019

1774123 37 14/01/2019

1776871 5 22/01/2019

1776872 5 22/01/2019

1777236 42 22/01/2019

1777336 44 23/01/2019

1777341 42 23/01/2019

1777342 42 23/01/2019

1777343 42 23/01/2019

1777344 42 23/01/2019

1777381 5 23/01/2019

1777382 5 23/01/2019

1777383 5 23/01/2019

1777384 5 23/01/2019

1778302 10 28/01/2019

1785638 5 16/02/2019

1786603 5 17/02/2019

1786605 5 17/02/2019

1786802 5 18/02/2019

1788318 41 23/02/2019

1788319 41 23/02/2019

1796913 30 18/03/2019

1796915 30 18/03/2019

1798698 20 23/03/2019

1798699 20 23/03/2019

1798700 20 23/03/2019

1803256 99 06/04/2019

1806428 42 15/04/2019

1809738 30 22/04/2019

1819460 5 18/05/2019

1820875 5 22/05/2019

1825863 26 05/06/2019

1829107 7 15/06/2019

1831099 5 19/06/2019
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1831575 30 22/06/2019

1833984 14 29/06/2019

1834124 25 29/06/2019

1835006 6 30/06/2019

1835781 20 02/07/2019

1835959 7 03/07/2019

1838155 9 09/07/2019

1838156 9 09/07/2019

1838353 25 10/07/2019

1838863 25 13/07/2019

1842779 9 22/07/2019

1843113 11 23/07/2019

1843959 9 27/07/2019

1845414 34 29/07/2019

1845992 11 31/07/2019

1846108 7 31/07/2019

1846467 19 03/08/2019

1846910 42 03/08/2019

1847762 11 06/08/2019

1849957 19 12/08/2019

1856064 41 28/08/2019

1856324 41 28/08/2019

1856463 7 31/08/2019

1856464 9 31/08/2019

1856465 11 31/08/2019

1857736 35 02/09/2019

1859487 41 07/09/2019

1861926 30 11/09/2019

1861927 30 11/09/2019

1861933 30 11/09/2019

1863430 30 16/09/2019

1864344 11 18/09/2019

1865598 39 22/09/2019

1865599 41 22/09/2019

1867198 42 25/09/2019

1867779 42 29/09/2019

1872185 16 12/10/2019

1873023 33 13/10/2019

1873080 32 14/10/2019
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1874217 24 16/10/2019

1875766 14 23/10/2019

1877166 11 28/10/2019 09:58:07

1877398 5 28/10/2019

1877399 5 28/10/2019

1877714 24 28/10/2019

1878332 14 30/10/2019

1879030 32 03/11/2019

1880295 42 04/11/2019

1881399 29 06/11/2019

1881927 12 09/11/2019

1881985 35 09/11/2019

1881986 25 09/11/2019

1883525 9 12/11/2019

1883795 19 13/11/2019

1884342 14 16/11/2019

1884343 37 16/11/2019

1885637 5 17/11/2019

1885638 9 17/11/2019

1885639 10 17/11/2019

1885640 16 17/11/2019

1886019 11 18/11/2019

1886917 9 20/11/2019

1887463 25 23/11/2019

1889380 11 27/11/2019

1889925 16 30/11/2019

1891142 99 03/12/2019

1892402 6 07/12/2019

1893333 99 08/12/2019

1893908 19 09/12/2019

1894240 22 10/12/2019

1894416 5 10/12/2019

1897233 32 17/12/2019

1898582 6 21/12/2019

1899434 1 22/12/2019

1900714 9 23/12/2019

1901488 31 28/12/2019

1901493 31 28/12/2019

1901494 31 28/12/2019
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1901508 6 29/12/2019

1901509 6 29/12/2019

1901584 35 29/12/2019

1901593 12 29/12/2019

1901609 33 29/12/2019

1901630 7 29/12/2019

1901714 35 29/12/2019

1901947 41 29/12/2019

1901975 4 29/12/2019

1901979 25 29/12/2019

1901980 25 29/12/2019

1901982 99 29/12/2019

1901990 9 29/12/2019

1901991 9 29/12/2019

1902047 36 29/12/2019

1902063 5 29/12/2019

1902079 30 29/12/2019

1902097 41 29/12/2019

1902098 41 29/12/2019

1902278 3 29/12/2019

1902294 33 29/12/2019

1902295 33 29/12/2019

1902372 9 30/12/2019

1902375 25 30/12/2019

1902377 5 30/12/2019

1902384 6 30/12/2019

1902406 41 30/12/2019

1902407 24 30/12/2019

1902478 25 30/12/2019

1902503 30 30/12/2019

1902504 35 30/12/2019

1902579 25 30/12/2019

1902596 42 30/12/2019

1902634 25 30/12/2019

1902635 25 30/12/2019

1902656 25 30/12/2019

1902713 36 30/12/2019

1902716 41 30/12/2019

1902749 45 30/12/2019
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1902751 30 30/12/2019

1902766 3 30/12/2019

1902767 3 30/12/2019

1902768 3 30/12/2019

1902769 24 30/12/2019

1902770 34 30/12/2019

1902771 34 30/12/2019

1902787 9 30/12/2019

1902896 44 30/12/2019

1902910 44 30/12/2019

1902918 40 30/12/2019

1902919 39 30/12/2019

1902920 4 30/12/2019

1902966 33 30/12/2019

1902972 26 30/12/2019

1903034 25 30/12/2019

1903035 25 30/12/2019

1903224 9 31/12/2019

1903235 5 31/12/2019

1903260 41 31/12/2019

1903285 16 31/12/2019

1903339 5 31/12/2019

1903397 5 31/12/2019

1903447 14 31/12/2019

1903458 7 31/12/2019

1903490 25 31/12/2019

1903493 9 31/12/2019

1903494 29 31/12/2019

1903536 16 31/12/2019

1903538 30 31/12/2019

1903539 41 31/12/2019

1903679 39 31/12/2019

1903680 42 31/12/2019

1903689 33 31/12/2019

1903705 35 31/12/2019

1903737 5 31/12/2019

1903740 25 31/12/2019

1903741 25 31/12/2019

1903758 9 31/12/2019
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1903769 20 31/12/2019

1903772 12 31/12/2019

1903773 7 31/12/2019

1903785 5 31/12/2019

1903786 5 31/12/2019

1903789 9 31/12/2019

1903790 9 31/12/2019

1903791 5 31/12/2019

1903792 35 31/12/2019

1903793 11 31/12/2019

1903861 3 31/12/2019

1903888 6 31/12/2019

1903889 21 31/12/2019

1903943 35 31/12/2019

1903944 11 31/12/2019

1903945 9 31/12/2019

1903958 9 31/12/2019

1903960 30 31/12/2019

1904017 41 01/01/2020

1904024 5 01/01/2020

1904058 42 01/01/2020

1904078 35 01/01/2020

1904125 20 01/01/2020

1904132 14 01/01/2020

1904133 14 01/01/2020

1904134 14 01/01/2020

1904136 26 01/01/2020

1904137 26 01/01/2020

1904157 5 01/01/2020

1904158 5 01/01/2020

1904159 5 01/01/2020

1904160 5 01/01/2020

1904161 5 01/01/2020

1904163 5 01/01/2020

1904170 44 01/01/2020

1904177 5 01/01/2020

1904178 5 01/01/2020

1904179 5 01/01/2020

1904181 5 01/01/2020
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1904185 5 01/01/2020

1904186 5 01/01/2020

1904188 5 01/01/2020

1904190 5 01/01/2020

1904191 5 01/01/2020

1904193 5 01/01/2020

1904194 5 01/01/2020

1904243 99 01/01/2020

1904244 16 01/01/2020

1904245 16 01/01/2020

1904247 16 01/01/2020

1904248 16 01/01/2020

1904249 16 01/01/2020

1904250 16 01/01/2020

1904252 16 01/01/2020

1904253 16 01/01/2020

1904254 16 01/01/2020

1904255 16 01/01/2020

1904256 16 01/01/2020

1904267 35 01/01/2020

1904268 35 01/01/2020

1904284 30 01/01/2020

1904287 35 01/01/2020

1904298 25 01/01/2020

1904299 25 01/01/2020

1904300 25 01/01/2020

1904301 25 01/01/2020

1904302 25 01/01/2020

1904303 25 01/01/2020

1904304 25 01/01/2020

1904305 25 01/01/2020

1904306 25 01/01/2020

1904307 25 01/01/2020

1904308 35 01/01/2020

1904310 11 01/01/2020

1904328 41 01/01/2020

1904329 41 01/01/2020

1904333 29 01/01/2020

1904334 31 01/01/2020
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1904335 32 01/01/2020

1904336 33 01/01/2020

1904337 43 01/01/2020

1904338 29 01/01/2020

1904339 31 01/01/2020

1904340 32 01/01/2020

1904341 33 01/01/2020

1904342 43 01/01/2020

1904345 9 01/01/2020

1904346 9 01/01/2020

1904347 9 01/01/2020

1904354 19 02/01/2020

1904363 24 04/01/2020

1904375 21 04/01/2020

1904378 30 04/01/2020

1904399 20 04/01/2020

1904406 18 04/01/2020

1904411 24 04/01/2020

1904412 24 04/01/2020

1904417 5 04/01/2020

1904483 17 04/01/2020

1904484 6 04/01/2020

1904486 5 04/01/2020

1904554 25 04/01/2020

1904562 35 04/01/2020

1904568 5 04/01/2020

1904574 7 04/01/2020

1904578 11 04/01/2020

1904597 24 04/01/2020

1904603 11 04/01/2020

1904604 3 04/01/2020

1904609 25 04/01/2020

1904611 41 04/01/2020

1904620 11 04/01/2020

1904661 5 04/01/2020

1904662 5 04/01/2020

1904665 5 04/01/2020

1904666 5 04/01/2020

1904668 5 04/01/2020
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1904670 9 04/01/2020

1904671 9 04/01/2020

1904673 9 04/01/2020

1904674 9 04/01/2020

1904678 41 04/01/2020

1904713 3 04/01/2020

1904745 7 04/01/2020

1904746 11 04/01/2020

1904749 32 04/01/2020

1904787 29 04/01/2020

1904788 24 04/01/2020

1904789 24 04/01/2020

1904792 42 04/01/2020

1904796 40 04/01/2020

1904799 35 04/01/2020

1904810 25 04/01/2020

1904813 32 04/01/2020

1904815 25 04/01/2020

1904821 25 04/01/2020

1904825 3 04/01/2020

1904832 30 04/01/2020

1904858 24 04/01/2020

1904859 24 04/01/2020

1904865 34 04/01/2020

1904876 30 04/01/2020

1904878 20 05/01/2020

1904879 35 05/01/2020

1904891 5 05/01/2020

1904893 5 05/01/2020

1904895 5 05/01/2020

1904899 5 05/01/2020

1904936 30 05/01/2020

1904943 16 05/01/2020

1904945 16 05/01/2020

1904958 7 05/01/2020

1904959 7 05/01/2020

1904962 36 05/01/2020

1904966 43 05/01/2020

1905001 35 05/01/2020
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1905023 35 05/01/2020

1905037 19 05/01/2020

1905057 9 05/01/2020

1905075 5 05/01/2020

1905077 5 05/01/2020

1905078 5 05/01/2020

1905079 5 05/01/2020

1905080 5 05/01/2020

1905081 5 05/01/2020

1905082 5 05/01/2020

1905083 5 05/01/2020

1905084 5 05/01/2020

1905085 5 05/01/2020

1905086 5 05/01/2020

1905087 5 05/01/2020

1905088 5 05/01/2020

1905093 25 05/01/2020

1905097 35 05/01/2020

1905101 35 05/01/2020

1905113 5 05/01/2020

1905114 5 05/01/2020

1905116 5 05/01/2020

1905119 5 05/01/2020

1905120 5 05/01/2020

1905143 35 05/01/2020

1905211 36 05/01/2020

1905212 37 05/01/2020

1905213 36 05/01/2020

1905214 37 05/01/2020

1905218 5 05/01/2020

1905219 5 05/01/2020

1905220 5 05/01/2020

1905221 5 05/01/2020

1905222 5 05/01/2020

1905226 11 05/01/2020

1905227 11 05/01/2020

1905240 5 05/01/2020

1905241 5 05/01/2020

1905244 5 05/01/2020
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1905245 5 05/01/2020

1905246 5 05/01/2020

1905247 5 05/01/2020

1905248 5 05/01/2020

1905251 5 05/01/2020

1905252 5 05/01/2020

1905253 5 05/01/2020

1905264 42 05/01/2020

1905266 19 05/01/2020

1905267 37 05/01/2020

1905268 6 05/01/2020

1905269 36 05/01/2020

1905270 35 05/01/2020

1905271 16 05/01/2020

1905304 7 05/01/2020

1905318 3 05/01/2020

1905355 10 05/01/2020

1905357 5 05/01/2020

1905364 5 05/01/2020

1905369 6 05/01/2020

1905372 5 05/01/2020

1905373 6 05/01/2020

1905396 32 05/01/2020

1905463 35 05/01/2020

1905471 9 05/01/2020

1905481 32 05/01/2020

1905482 32 05/01/2020

1905496 35 05/01/2020

1905503 7 05/01/2020

1905504 1 05/01/2020

1905526 9 05/01/2020

1905528 5 05/01/2020

1905552 42 05/01/2020

1905560 41 06/01/2020

1905561 41 06/01/2020

1905648 6 06/01/2020

1905650 5 06/01/2020

1905676 45 06/01/2020

1905678 41 06/01/2020
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1905691 99 06/01/2020

1905698 9 06/01/2020

1905699 20 06/01/2020

1905722 25 06/01/2020

1905748 16 06/01/2020

1905749 35 06/01/2020

1905750 39 06/01/2020

1905751 16 06/01/2020

1905752 39 06/01/2020

1905753 35 06/01/2020

1905754 16 06/01/2020

1905755 39 06/01/2020

1905756 35 06/01/2020

1905757 20 06/01/2020

1905760 1 06/01/2020

1905761 31 06/01/2020

1905762 31 06/01/2020

1905770 1 06/01/2020

1905771 1 06/01/2020

1905772 1 06/01/2020

1905773 1 06/01/2020

1905774 1 06/01/2020

1905783 25 06/01/2020

1905786 30 06/01/2020

1905788 44 06/01/2020

1905795 3 06/01/2020

1905796 3 06/01/2020

1905797 3 06/01/2020

1905802 35 06/01/2020

1905803 5 06/01/2020

1905804 5 06/01/2020

1905808 11 06/01/2020

1905810 7 06/01/2020

1905827 35 06/01/2020

1905833 7 06/01/2020

1905841 5 06/01/2020

1905843 5 06/01/2020

1905844 5 06/01/2020

1905848 6 06/01/2020
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1905852 34 06/01/2020

1905857 5 06/01/2020

1905858 5 06/01/2020

1905859 5 06/01/2020

1905860 11 06/01/2020

1905861 11 06/01/2020

1905862 11 06/01/2020

1905863 11 06/01/2020

1905864 11 06/01/2020

1905865 11 06/01/2020

1905871 38 06/01/2020

1905872 41 06/01/2020

1905873 41 06/01/2020

1905874 35 06/01/2020

1905875 7 06/01/2020

1905882 34 06/01/2020

1905901 9 06/01/2020

1905902 24 06/01/2020

1905903 24 06/01/2020

1905904 35 06/01/2020

1905905 35 06/01/2020

1905907 3 06/01/2020

1905930 5 06/01/2020

1905934 7 06/01/2020

1905936 7 06/01/2020

1905943 30 06/01/2020

1905944 5 06/01/2020

1905946 5 06/01/2020

1905947 5 06/01/2020

1905950 5 06/01/2020

1905951 5 06/01/2020

1905953 5 06/01/2020

1905956 5 06/01/2020

1905960 19 06/01/2020

1906028 35 06/01/2020

1906029 35 06/01/2020

1906064 5 07/01/2020

1906066 35 07/01/2020

1906121 35 07/01/2020
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1906125 34 07/01/2020

1906183 9 07/01/2020

1906186 5 07/01/2020

1906190 25 07/01/2020

1906192 44 07/01/2020

1906205 6 07/01/2020

1906213 5 07/01/2020

1906269 9 07/01/2020

1906282 30 07/01/2020

1906286 31 07/01/2020

1906298 16 07/01/2020

1906315 39 07/01/2020

1906317 7 07/01/2020

1906341 5 07/01/2020

1906342 5 07/01/2020

1906344 5 07/01/2020

1906345 5 07/01/2020

1906356 44 07/01/2020

1906357 42 07/01/2020

1906359 3 07/01/2020

1906360 28 07/01/2020

1906371 5 07/01/2020

1906398 5 07/01/2020

1906399 5 07/01/2020

1906404 44 07/01/2020

1906424 3 07/01/2020

1906425 5 07/01/2020

1906426 16 07/01/2020

1906427 21 07/01/2020

1906428 29 07/01/2020

1906429 30 07/01/2020

1906430 31 07/01/2020

1906431 32 07/01/2020

1906432 33 07/01/2020

1906433 35 07/01/2020

1906434 43 07/01/2020

1906438 5 07/01/2020

1906442 35 07/01/2020

1906460 42 07/01/2020
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1906461 30 07/01/2020

1906504 37 07/01/2020

1906508 16 07/01/2020

1906509 35 07/01/2020

1906510 41 07/01/2020

1906514 21 07/01/2020

1906518 16 07/01/2020

1906529 9 07/01/2020

1906530 9 07/01/2020

1906533 17 07/01/2020

1906535 35 07/01/2020

1906550 36 07/01/2020

1906551 9 07/01/2020

1906552 99 07/01/2020

1906553 6 07/01/2020

1906563 25 07/01/2020

1906565 35 07/01/2020

1906569 5 07/01/2020

1906571 5 07/01/2020

1906572 7 07/01/2020

1906598 9 07/01/2020 17:23:26

1906599 9 07/01/2020 17:23:26

1906600 9 07/01/2020 17:23:26

1906605 43 07/01/2020

1906606 43 07/01/2020

1906636 36 08/01/2020

1906638 25 08/01/2020

1906669 25 08/01/2020

1906672 11 08/01/2020

1906673 7 08/01/2020

1906674 9 08/01/2020

1906676 25 08/01/2020

1906677 5 08/01/2020

1906678 5 08/01/2020

1906682 5 08/01/2020

1906683 5 08/01/2020

1906742 35 09/01/2020

1906743 42 09/01/2020

1906744 36 09/01/2020
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1906745 41 09/01/2020

1906775 11 09/01/2020

1906780 35 09/01/2020

1906793 35 09/01/2020

1906803 2 09/01/2020

1906805 30 09/01/2020

1906812 41 09/01/2020

1906838 39 09/01/2020

1906842 12 09/01/2020

1906892 35 09/01/2020

1906904 5 11/01/2020

1906905 1 11/01/2020

1906949 39 11/01/2020

1906997 29 11/01/2020

1907016 7 11/01/2020

1907040 5 11/01/2020

1907047 25 11/01/2020

1907048 25 11/01/2020

1907076 18 11/01/2020

1907081 44 11/01/2020

1907082 38 11/01/2020

1907083 35 11/01/2020

1907084 16 11/01/2020

1907088 35 11/01/2020

1907103 43 11/01/2020

1907104 12 11/01/2020

1907148 19 11/01/2020

1907153 12 11/01/2020

1907154 25 11/01/2020

1907159 37 11/01/2020

1907160 40 11/01/2020

1907164 32 11/01/2020

1907173 6 11/01/2020

1907201 41 11/01/2020

1907208 35 11/01/2020

1907221 6 11/01/2020

1907222 20 11/01/2020

1907253 41 11/01/2020

1907267 5 11/01/2020
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1907290 5 11/01/2020

1907318 7 11/01/2020

1907319 9 11/01/2020

1907321 11 11/01/2020

1907326 5 11/01/2020

1907332 11 11/01/2020

1907340 7 11/01/2020

1907381 9 11/01/2020

1907382 5 11/01/2020

1907394 43 11/01/2020

1907395 36 11/01/2020

1907397 18 11/01/2020

1907409 35 11/01/2020

1907410 25 11/01/2020

1907426 21 11/01/2020

1907430 41 11/01/2020

1907431 35 11/01/2020

1907432 36 11/01/2020

1907433 38 11/01/2020

1907435 41 11/01/2020

1907437 9 11/01/2020

1907438 6 11/01/2020

1907442 3 11/01/2020

1907445 24 11/01/2020

1907494 12 11/01/2020

1907495 11 11/01/2020

1907498 5 11/01/2020

1907504 17 11/01/2020

1907506 11 11/01/2020

1907507 9 11/01/2020

1907518 99 11/01/2020

1907524 42 11/01/2020

1907526 37 11/01/2020

1907533 12 11/01/2020

1907534 99 11/01/2020

1907535 30 11/01/2020

1907542 7 11/01/2020

1907553 24 11/01/2020

1907564 5 11/01/2020
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1907566 7 11/01/2020

1907572 5 11/01/2020

1907574 5 11/01/2020

1907579 5 11/01/2020

1907581 5 11/01/2020

1907601 24 11/01/2020

1907608 29 11/01/2020

1907622 35 11/01/2020

1907648 11 11/01/2020

1907649 25 12/01/2020

1907651 9 12/01/2020

1907668 43 12/01/2020

1907670 29 12/01/2020

1907671 30 12/01/2020

1907672 1 12/01/2020

1907673 1 12/01/2020

1907680 5 12/01/2020

1907681 5 12/01/2020

1907682 5 12/01/2020

1907722 42 12/01/2020

1907733 41 12/01/2020

1907749 12 12/01/2020

1907750 12 12/01/2020

1907752 12 12/01/2020

1907781 37 12/01/2020

1907830 29 12/01/2020

1907831 29 12/01/2020

1907855 31 12/01/2020

1907856 34 12/01/2020

1907857 31 12/01/2020

1907864 35 12/01/2020

1907882 20 12/01/2020

1907889 9 12/01/2020

1907901 43 12/01/2020

1907909 99 12/01/2020

1907918 31 12/01/2020

1907950 41 12/01/2020

1907955 5 12/01/2020

1907959 5 12/01/2020
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1907960 5 12/01/2020

1907961 5 12/01/2020

1907962 5 12/01/2020

1907963 5 12/01/2020

1907967 99 12/01/2020

1907968 99 12/01/2020

1907970 25 12/01/2020

1907981 5 12/01/2020

1907984 5 12/01/2020

1907986 3 12/01/2020

1907988 25 12/01/2020

1907991 1 12/01/2020

1907994 25 12/01/2020

1907999 7 12/01/2020

1908000 8 12/01/2020

1908001 9 12/01/2020

1908007 17 12/01/2020

1908013 5 12/01/2020

1908020 9 12/01/2020

1908021 18 12/01/2020

1908022 22 12/01/2020

1908023 25 12/01/2020

1908053 6 12/01/2020

1908054 44 12/01/2020

1908065 30 12/01/2020

1908072 30 12/01/2020

1908076 11 12/01/2020

1908078 24 12/01/2020

1908084 5 12/01/2020

1908088 6 12/01/2020

1908098 24 12/01/2020

1908108 5 12/01/2020

1908110 5 12/01/2020

1908111 5 12/01/2020

1908112 5 12/01/2020

1908113 5 12/01/2020

1908120 25 12/01/2020

1908127 30 12/01/2020

1908129 30 12/01/2020
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1908133 35 12/01/2020

1908151 11 12/01/2020

1908156 45 12/01/2020

1908158 5 12/01/2020

1908159 5 12/01/2020

1908165 19 12/01/2020

1908171 7 12/01/2020

1908184 7 12/01/2020

1908196 35 12/01/2020

1908212 41 13/01/2020

1908230 24 13/01/2020

1908232 30 13/01/2020

1908323 24 13/01/2020

1908376 30 13/01/2020

1908413 2 13/01/2020

1908439 32 13/01/2020

1908450 30 13/01/2020

1908451 30 13/01/2020

1908452 30 13/01/2020

1908453 30 13/01/2020

1908458 3 13/01/2020

1908493 5 13/01/2020

1908505 42 13/01/2020

1908506 42 13/01/2020

1908520 19 13/01/2020

1908521 17 13/01/2020

1908540 24 13/01/2020

1908541 41 13/01/2020

1908553 5 13/01/2020

1908554 5 13/01/2020

1908557 5 13/01/2020

1908558 5 13/01/2020

1908565 24 13/01/2020

1908570 2 13/01/2020

1908587 9 13/01/2020

1908588 9 13/01/2020

1908597 7 13/01/2020

1908602 19 13/01/2020

1908604 30 13/01/2020
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1908605 43 13/01/2020

1908606 27 13/01/2020

1908639 5 13/01/2020

1908642 16 13/01/2020

1908679 2 13/01/2020

1908680 11 13/01/2020

1908682 11 13/01/2020

1908690 19 13/01/2020

1908692 99 13/01/2020

1908697 31 13/01/2020

1908698 29 13/01/2020

1908700 7 13/01/2020

1908701 9 13/01/2020

1908702 12 13/01/2020

1908714 19 13/01/2020

1908720 5 13/01/2020

1908728 5 13/01/2020

1908729 5 13/01/2020

1908762 25 13/01/2020

1908771 24 13/01/2020

1908772 29 13/01/2020

1908779 25 13/01/2020

1908781 18 13/01/2020

1908865 5 14/01/2020

1908873 25 14/01/2020

1908874 14 14/01/2020

1908978 35 14/01/2020

1908991 35 14/01/2020

1909040 99 14/01/2020

1909050 99 14/01/2020

1909056 99 14/01/2020

1909060 31 14/01/2020

1909061 34 14/01/2020

1909064 31 14/01/2020

1909065 34 14/01/2020

1909066 31 14/01/2020

1909074 31 14/01/2020

1909076 31 14/01/2020

1909077 34 14/01/2020
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1909078 31 14/01/2020

1909079 34 14/01/2020

1909082 31 14/01/2020

1909083 34 14/01/2020

1909085 34 14/01/2020

1909088 31 14/01/2020

1909089 34 14/01/2020

1909099 99 14/01/2020

1909158 3 15/01/2020

1909166 42 15/01/2020

1909178 7 15/01/2020

1909179 7 15/01/2020

1909192 42 15/01/2020

1909193 41 15/01/2020

1909194 41 15/01/2020

1909195 41 15/01/2020

1909236 5 15/01/2020

1909281 10 15/01/2020

1909282 35 15/01/2020

1909332 43 15/01/2020

1909423 25 15/01/2020

1909446 5 15/01/2020

1909447 10 15/01/2020

1909448 35 15/01/2020

1909449 44 15/01/2020

1909463 30 15/01/2020

1909512 41 15/01/2020

1909533 1 15/01/2020

1909534 2 15/01/2020

1909536 4 15/01/2020

1909537 5 15/01/2020

1909538 6 15/01/2020

1909539 7 15/01/2020

1909540 8 15/01/2020

1909542 10 15/01/2020

1909543 11 15/01/2020

1909544 12 15/01/2020

1909545 13 15/01/2020

1909546 14 15/01/2020
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1909547 15 15/01/2020

1909548 16 15/01/2020

1909549 17 15/01/2020

1909550 18 15/01/2020

1909551 19 15/01/2020

1909552 20 15/01/2020

1909553 21 15/01/2020

1909554 22 15/01/2020

1909555 23 15/01/2020

1909556 24 15/01/2020

1909558 26 15/01/2020

1909559 27 15/01/2020

1909560 28 15/01/2020

1909561 29 15/01/2020

1909562 30 15/01/2020

1909563 31 15/01/2020

1909564 32 15/01/2020

1909565 33 15/01/2020

1909566 34 15/01/2020

1909567 35 15/01/2020

1909568 36 15/01/2020

1909569 37 15/01/2020

1909570 38 15/01/2020

1909571 39 15/01/2020

1909572 40 15/01/2020

1909573 41 15/01/2020

1909577 18 15/01/2020

1909594 6 15/01/2020

1909595 7 15/01/2020

1909596 11 15/01/2020

1909597 17 15/01/2020

1909616 1 15/01/2020

1909624 99 15/01/2020

1909634 42 15/01/2020

1909653 9 18/01/2020

1909811 29 18/01/2020

1909812 3 18/01/2020

1909813 5 18/01/2020

1909814 39 18/01/2020
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1909830 35 18/01/2020

1909843 9 18/01/2020

1909844 39 18/01/2020

1909845 42 18/01/2020

1910013 44 18/01/2020

1910067 29 18/01/2020

1910068 30 18/01/2020

1910069 32 18/01/2020

1910070 29 18/01/2020

1910071 32 18/01/2020

1910072 30 18/01/2020

1910099 44 18/01/2020

1910114 5 18/01/2020

1910149 5 18/01/2020

1910151 32 18/01/2020

1910152 33 18/01/2020

1910216 35 18/01/2020

1910278 99 18/01/2020

1910283 99 18/01/2020

1910313 24 18/01/2020

1910318 25 18/01/2020

1910352 41 18/01/2020

1910353 9 18/01/2020

1910395 24 18/01/2020

1910397 35 18/01/2020

1910398 25 18/01/2020

1910446 35 18/01/2020

1910447 35 18/01/2020

1910448 11 18/01/2020

1910449 19 18/01/2020

1910464 7 18/01/2020

1910484 9 19/01/2020

1910528 44 19/01/2020

1910534 5 19/01/2020

1910535 5 19/01/2020

1910564 5 19/01/2020

1910565 5 19/01/2020

1910566 5 19/01/2020

1910567 5 19/01/2020
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1910643 32 19/01/2020

1910656 16 19/01/2020

1910753 42 19/01/2020

1910811 24 19/01/2020

1910815 99 19/01/2020

1910869 7 19/01/2020

1910870 7 19/01/2020

1910902 9 19/01/2020

1910933 35 19/01/2020

1910936 35 19/01/2020

1911063 1 19/01/2020

1911064 2 19/01/2020

1911080 19 20/01/2020

1911108 29 20/01/2020

1911113 1 20/01/2020

1911119 44 20/01/2020

1911139 5 20/01/2020

1911140 5 20/01/2020

1911142 5 20/01/2020

1911143 5 20/01/2020

1911144 36 20/01/2020

1911153 25 20/01/2020

1911268 12 20/01/2020

1911303 7 20/01/2020

1911329 5 20/01/2020

1911330 5 20/01/2020

1911371 8 20/01/2020

1911372 6 20/01/2020

1911399 29 20/01/2020

1911406 42 20/01/2020

1911407 42 20/01/2020

1911487 25 20/01/2020

1911546 17 20/01/2020

1911568 3 20/01/2020

1911652 5 21/01/2020

1911671 29 21/01/2020

1911672 30 21/01/2020

1911705 9 21/01/2020

1911706 11 21/01/2020
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1911898 5 21/01/2020

1911900 14 21/01/2020

1912003 6 21/01/2020

1912007 5 21/01/2020

1912068 35 21/01/2020

1912151 25 21/01/2020

1912152 35 21/01/2020

1912153 35 21/01/2020

1912155 35 21/01/2020

1912203 99 21/01/2020

1912247 5 22/01/2020

1912248 5 22/01/2020

1912249 5 22/01/2020

1912250 5 22/01/2020

1912251 5 22/01/2020

1912306 5 22/01/2020

1912366 19 22/01/2020

1912447 32 22/01/2020

1912448 32 22/01/2020

1912449 32 22/01/2020

1912468 7 22/01/2020

1912502 6 22/01/2020

1912527 5 22/01/2020

1912531 5 22/01/2020

1912604 25 22/01/2020

1912606 25 22/01/2020

1912608 25 22/01/2020

1912641 10 22/01/2020

1912642 10 22/01/2020

1912657 5 22/01/2020

1912667 5 22/01/2020

1912682 12 22/01/2020

1912777 99 22/01/2020

1912790 34 22/01/2020

1912791 5 22/01/2020

1912792 5 22/01/2020

1912793 5 22/01/2020

1912809 34 22/01/2020

1912835 32 22/01/2020
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1912836 33 22/01/2020

1912845 12 22/01/2020

1912853 25 22/01/2020

1912861 11 22/01/2020

1912893 9 25/01/2020

1912939 1 25/01/2020

1913030 5 25/01/2020

1913031 5 25/01/2020

1913032 5 25/01/2020

1913033 5 25/01/2020

1913034 5 25/01/2020

1913035 5 25/01/2020

1913036 5 25/01/2020

1913075 11 25/01/2020

1913076 11 25/01/2020

1913077 11 25/01/2020

1913078 11 25/01/2020

1913079 11 25/01/2020

1913151 11 25/01/2020

1913162 19 25/01/2020

1913228 5 25/01/2020

1913252 11 25/01/2020

1913260 9 25/01/2020

1913346 30 25/01/2020

1913366 99 25/01/2020

1913440 10 25/01/2020

1913444 25 25/01/2020

1913472 23 25/01/2020

1913537 3 25/01/2020

1913563 20 27/01/2020

1913646 99 27/01/2020

1913785 7 27/01/2020

1913905 25 27/01/2020

1913906 25 27/01/2020

1913908 25 27/01/2020

1913909 25 27/01/2020

1913910 25 27/01/2020

1914013 5 27/01/2020

1914029 7 27/01/2020
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1914030 7 27/01/2020

1914032 7 27/01/2020

1914080 9 27/01/2020

1914172 5 28/01/2020

1914178 37 28/01/2020

1914213 37 28/01/2020

1914467 19 28/01/2020

1914468 19 28/01/2020

1914557 39 28/01/2020

1914606 35 28/01/2020

1914660 9 28/01/2020

1914661 35 28/01/2020

1914662 38 28/01/2020

1914663 42 28/01/2020

1914686 11 28/01/2020

1914687 37 28/01/2020

1914689 37 28/01/2020

1914715 5 28/01/2020

1914750 99 29/01/2020

1914796 5 29/01/2020

1914817 5 29/01/2020

1914818 5 29/01/2020

1914895 9 29/01/2020

1914920 43 29/01/2020

1914921 30 29/01/2020

1914927 9 29/01/2020

1914965 25 29/01/2020

1915017 39 29/01/2020

1915340 5 02/02/2020

1915341 5 02/02/2020

1915618 41 03/02/2020

1915906 2 03/02/2020

1915909 1 03/02/2020

1915910 4 03/02/2020

1915911 6 03/02/2020

1915912 35 03/02/2020

1915913 16 03/02/2020

1915914 35 03/02/2020

1915915 41 03/02/2020
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1915937 25 03/02/2020

1916091 3 03/02/2020

1916224 22 04/02/2020

1916285 5 04/02/2020

1916308 9 04/02/2020

1916313 41 04/02/2020

1916314 16 04/02/2020

1916315 39 04/02/2020

1916491 36 04/02/2020

1916524 3 04/02/2020

1916552 9 04/02/2020

1916678 16 04/02/2020

1916942 19 04/02/2020

1916960 3 04/02/2020

1917043 99 04/02/2020

1917222 5 04/02/2020

1917277 35 04/02/2020

1917278 36 04/02/2020

1917279 43 04/02/2020

1917281 21 04/02/2020

1917300 5 04/02/2020

1917315 17 04/02/2020

1917439 7 04/02/2020

1917460 5 04/02/2020

1917483 25 04/02/2020

1917484 25 04/02/2020

1917501 36 04/02/2020

1917502 35 04/02/2020

1917503 43 04/02/2020

1917536 4 05/02/2020

1917580 35 05/02/2020

1917581 35 05/02/2020

1917582 25 05/02/2020

1917679 2 05/02/2020

1917680 30 05/02/2020

1917835 36 05/02/2020

1917854 44 05/02/2020

1917855 44 05/02/2020

1917861 37 05/02/2020
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1917862 20 05/02/2020

1917887 5 05/02/2020

1917962 9 05/02/2020

1917963 9 05/02/2020

1918024 7 05/02/2020

1918171 99 05/02/2020

1918373 99 05/02/2020

1918437 30 05/02/2020

1918458 6 05/02/2020

1918479 3 05/02/2020

1918480 99 05/02/2020

1918491 9 05/02/2020

1918524 5 08/02/2020

1918542 24 08/02/2020

1918592 43 08/02/2020

1918624 9 08/02/2020

1918714 21 08/02/2020

1918809 9 08/02/2020

1918854 11 08/02/2020

1919146 99 08/02/2020

1919419 30 08/02/2020

1919450 7 08/02/2020

1919480 31 09/02/2020

1919553 7 09/02/2020

1919560 3 09/02/2020

1919580 17 09/02/2020

1919587 9 09/02/2020

1919633 24 09/02/2020

1919638 43 09/02/2020

1919640 12 09/02/2020

1919641 12 09/02/2020

1919674 17 09/02/2020

1919868 41 09/02/2020

1919869 41 09/02/2020

1919870 41 09/02/2020

1919933 5 09/02/2020

1920029 5 09/02/2020

1920030 5 09/02/2020

1920153 99 09/02/2020
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1920154 99 09/02/2020

1920155 99 09/02/2020

1920260 37 10/02/2020

1920261 37 10/02/2020

1920407 5 10/02/2020

1920444 31 10/02/2020

1920620 5 10/02/2020

1920621 5 10/02/2020

1920623 5 10/02/2020

1920705 5 10/02/2020

1920809 37 10/02/2020

1920810 37 10/02/2020

1921068 9 11/02/2020

1921072 41 11/02/2020

1921079 19 11/02/2020

1921139 35 11/02/2020

1921140 8 11/02/2020

1921148 35 11/02/2020

1921597 11 12/02/2020

1921598 20 12/02/2020

1921610 5 12/02/2020

1921621 34 12/02/2020

1921644 5 12/02/2020

1921646 5 12/02/2020

1921648 5 12/02/2020

1921649 5 12/02/2020

1921650 5 12/02/2020

1921651 5 12/02/2020

1921653 5 12/02/2020

1921654 5 12/02/2020

1921655 5 12/02/2020

1921752 19 12/02/2020

1921753 19 12/02/2020

1921754 19 12/02/2020

1921783 5 12/02/2020

1921800 25 12/02/2020

1921907 9 15/02/2020

1921908 16 15/02/2020

1921909 41 15/02/2020
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1921920 41 15/02/2020

1922174 99 15/02/2020

1922334 30 15/02/2020

1922446 9 15/02/2020

1922447 6 15/02/2020

1922525 6 16/02/2020

1922621 11 16/02/2020

1922733 5 16/02/2020

1922734 5 16/02/2020

1922736 5 16/02/2020

1922737 5 16/02/2020

1922738 5 16/02/2020

1922739 5 16/02/2020

1922740 5 16/02/2020

1922743 5 16/02/2020

1922744 5 16/02/2020

1922745 5 16/02/2020

1922747 5 16/02/2020

1922748 5 16/02/2030

1922748 5 16/02/2030

1922751 5 16/02/2020

1922892 16 16/02/2020

1922952 36 16/02/2020

1922966 19 16/02/2020

1923097 1 16/02/2020

1923098 1 16/02/2020

1923143 19 16/02/2020

1923144 35 16/02/2020

1923287 25 16/02/2020

1923288 25 16/02/2020

1923289 25 16/02/2020

1923291 25 16/02/2020

1923292 25 16/02/2020

1923295 25 16/02/2020

1923296 25 16/02/2020

1923297 25 16/02/2020

1923298 25 16/02/2020

1923299 25 16/02/2020

1923300 25 16/02/2020
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1923302 25 16/02/2020

1923303 25 16/02/2020

1923304 25 16/02/2020

1923305 25 16/02/2020

1923306 25 16/02/2020

1923615 6 17/02/2020

1923616 6 17/02/2020

1923769 42 17/02/2020

1923792 34 17/02/2020

1923861 30 18/02/2020

1923863 35 18/02/2020

1923951 1 18/02/2020

1923954 5 18/02/2020

1924117 34 18/02/2020

1924146 5 18/02/2020

1924188 30 18/02/2020

1924189 30 18/02/2020

1924190 30 18/02/2020

1924191 24 18/02/2020

1924228 4 18/02/2020

1924296 99 18/02/2020

1924374 19 18/02/2020

1924425 99 18/02/2020

1924426 99 18/02/2020

1924519 16 19/02/2020

1924523 41 19/02/2020

1924554 99 19/02/2020

1924566 2 19/02/2020

1924619 9 19/02/2020

1924816 30 19/02/2020

1924817 30 19/02/2020

1924893 99 19/02/2020

1924909 25 19/02/2020

1925103 35 19/02/2020

1925111 5 19/02/2020

1925150 36 19/02/2020

1925330 25 22/02/2020

1925469 17 22/02/2020

1925543 5 22/02/2020
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1925586 12 22/02/2020

1925898 7 22/02/2020

1925899 7 22/02/2020

1925911 99 22/02/2020

1925983 43 22/02/2020

1925984 30 22/02/2020

1925985 43 22/02/2020

1926293 38 23/02/2020

1926300 16 23/02/2020

1926482 35 23/02/2020

1926629 30 23/02/2020

1927010 29 24/02/2020

1927012 31 24/02/2020

1927013 29 24/02/2020

1927014 30 24/02/2020

1927016 29 24/02/2020

1927017 30 24/02/2020

1927018 31 24/02/2020

1927051 7 24/02/2020

1927053 7 24/02/2020

1927054 9 24/02/2020

1927259 6 24/02/2020

1927358 16 24/02/2020

1927385 35 24/02/2020

1927443 18 25/02/2020

1927444 24 25/02/2020

1927518 25 25/02/2020

1927943 31 25/02/2020

1927956 10 25/02/2020

1927992 9 26/02/2020

1928016 9 26/02/2020

1928017 9 26/02/2020

1928059 41 26/02/2020

1928060 45 26/02/2020

1928281 21 26/02/2020

1928331 41 26/02/2020

1928682 25 01/03/2020

1928683 25 01/03/2020

1928684 25 01/03/2020
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1928693 16 01/03/2020

1928803 8 02/03/2020

1929020 44 02/03/2020

1929093 30 02/03/2020

1929096 33 02/03/2020

1929168 99 02/03/2020

1929321 99 02/03/2020

1929322 99 02/03/2020

1929329 99 02/03/2020

1929330 99 02/03/2020

1929365 99 02/03/2020

1929367 99 02/03/2020

1929672 7 03/03/2020

1929728 30 03/03/2020

1929729 30 03/03/2020

1929771 30 03/03/2020

1930190 34 04/03/2020

1930296 35 04/03/2020

1930575 99 04/03/2020

1930627 33 04/03/2020

1930630 30 04/03/2020

1930699 35 04/03/2020

1930763 99 04/03/2020

1930984 5 05/03/2020

1930988 10 05/03/2020

1931632 5 05/03/2020

1931633 5 05/03/2020

1931677 5 05/03/2020

1931747 30 06/03/2020

1931748 39 08/03/2020

1931812 12 08/03/2020

1931813 35 08/03/2020

1931922 6 08/03/2020

1932028 3 08/03/2020

1932269 99 08/03/2020

1932396 35 08/03/2020

1932436 9 09/03/2020

1932448 5 09/03/2020

1932449 5 09/03/2020
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1932484 5 09/03/2020

1932595 35 09/03/2020

1932844 5 09/03/2020

1933112 12 09/03/2020

1933114 12 09/03/2020

1933265 9 09/03/2020

1933663 9 10/03/2020

1933872 41 10/03/2020

1933978 5 10/03/2020

1934255 3 11/03/2020

1934412 33 11/03/2020

1934428 9 11/03/2020

1934563 5 11/03/2020

1934570 19 11/03/2020

1934693 30 11/03/2020

1934876 5 12/03/2020

1934877 10 12/03/2020

1934878 16 12/03/2020

1934879 25 12/03/2020

1934880 35 12/03/2020

1934881 36 12/03/2020

1934882 38 12/03/2020

1934883 39 12/03/2020

1934884 41 12/03/2020

1934885 44 12/03/2020

1934950 7 12/03/2020

1934951 7 12/03/2020

1934980 4 12/03/2020

1934981 4 12/03/2020

1935033 25 12/03/2020

1935531 3 15/03/2020

1935545 37 15/03/2020

1935546 38 15/03/2020

1935547 39 15/03/2020

1935548 40 15/03/2020

1935710 43 15/03/2020

1935731 14 15/03/2020

1935732 40 15/03/2020

1936520 5 15/03/2020
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1936853 24 16/03/2020

1936880 9 16/03/2020

1936881 9 16/03/2020

1936882 9 16/03/2020

1937001 12 16/03/2020

1937022 16 16/03/2020

1937023 5 16/03/2020

1937026 11 16/03/2020

1937027 9 16/03/2020

1937028 35 16/03/2020

1937186 41 17/03/2020

1937249 21 17/03/2020

1937313 35 17/03/2020

1937449 30 17/03/2020

1937480 5 17/03/2020

1937481 5 17/03/2020

1937486 5 17/03/2020

1937487 5 17/03/2020

1937488 5 17/03/2020

1937489 5 17/03/2020

1937491 5 17/03/2020

1937492 5 17/03/2020

1937493 5 17/03/2020

1937526 30 17/03/2020

1937527 30 17/03/2020

1937528 30 17/03/2020

1937529 30 17/03/2020

1937530 30 17/03/2020

1937531 30 17/03/2020

1938136 99 18/03/2020

1938137 99 18/03/2020

1938148 5 18/03/2020

1938479 3 19/03/2020

1938668 36 19/03/2020

1938714 41 19/03/2020

1938782 9 19/03/2020

1938783 9 19/03/2020

1938820 14 19/03/2020

1938914 30 19/03/2020
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1938945 18 19/03/2020

1939229 5 22/03/2020

1939231 5 22/03/2020

1939286 41 22/03/2020

1939492 7 22/03/2020

1939507 5 22/03/2020

1939508 5 22/03/2020

1939604 35 22/03/2020

1939648 3 22/03/2020

1939845 99 22/03/2020

1939846 99 22/03/2020

1939893 1 22/03/2020

1939894 1 22/03/2020

1940293 16 23/03/2020

1940294 16 23/03/2020

1940295 16 23/03/2020

1940323 16 23/03/2020

1940355 33 23/03/2020

1940761 5 24/03/2020

1941008 5 25/03/2020

1941009 5 25/03/2020

1941226 30 25/03/2020

1941307 99 25/03/2020

1941416 1 25/03/2020

1941417 2 25/03/2020

1941419 4 25/03/2020

1941421 6 25/03/2020

1941422 7 25/03/2020

1941423 8 25/03/2020

1941424 9 25/03/2020

1941425 10 25/03/2020

1941426 11 25/03/2020

1941427 12 25/03/2020

1941428 13 25/03/2020

1941429 14 25/03/2020

1941430 15 25/03/2020

1941431 16 25/03/2020

1941432 17 25/03/2020

1941433 18 25/03/2020
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1941434 19 25/03/2020

1941435 20 25/03/2020

1941436 21 25/03/2020

1941437 22 25/03/2020

1941438 23 25/03/2020

1941439 24 25/03/2020

1941440 25 25/03/2020

1941441 26 25/03/2020

1941442 27 25/03/2020

1941443 28 25/03/2020

1941444 29 25/03/2020

1941445 30 25/03/2020

1941446 31 25/03/2020

1941447 32 25/03/2020

1941448 33 25/03/2020

1941449 34 25/03/2020

1941450 35 25/03/2020

1941451 36 25/03/2020

1941452 37 25/03/2020

1941453 38 25/03/2020

1941454 39 25/03/2020

1941455 40 25/03/2020

1941456 41 25/03/2020

1941457 42 25/03/2020

1941458 1 25/03/2020

1941459 2 25/03/2020

1941460 3 25/03/2020

1941461 4 25/03/2020

1941462 5 25/03/2020

1941463 6 25/03/2020

1941464 7 25/03/2020

1941465 8 25/03/2020

1941466 9 25/03/2020

1941467 10 25/03/2020

1941468 11 25/03/2020

1941469 12 25/03/2020

1941470 13 25/03/2020

1941471 14 25/03/2020

1941472 15 25/03/2020
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1941473 16 25/03/2020

1941475 18 25/03/2020

1941476 19 25/03/2020

1941477 20 25/03/2020

1941478 21 25/03/2020

1941479 22 25/03/2020

1941480 23 25/03/2020

1941481 24 25/03/2020

1941482 25 25/03/2020

1941483 26 25/03/2020

1941484 27 25/03/2020

1941485 28 25/03/2020

1941486 29 25/03/2020

1941487 30 25/03/2020

1941488 31 25/03/2020

1941489 32 25/03/2020

1941490 33 25/03/2020

1941491 34 25/03/2020

1941492 35 25/03/2020

1941493 36 25/03/2020

1941494 37 25/03/2020

1941495 38 25/03/2020

1941496 39 25/03/2020

1941497 40 25/03/2020

1941498 41 25/03/2020

1941499 99 25/03/2020

1941628 9 26/03/2020

1941911 3 26/03/2020

1942350 12 26/03/2020

1942673 11 29/03/2020

1942840 35 29/03/2020

1942980 5 29/03/2020

1942981 3 29/03/2020

1943012 99 29/03/2020

1943610 36 30/03/2020

1943611 41 30/03/2020

1943612 99 30/03/2020

1943613 36 30/03/2020

1943614 41 30/03/2020
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1943615 99 30/03/2020

1943718 33 30/03/2020

1944197 5 31/03/2020

1944199 5 31/03/2020

1944202 5 31/03/2020

1944623 35 01/04/2020

1944680 33 01/04/2020

1944827 33 01/04/2020

1945137 1 01/04/2020

1945138 19 01/04/2020

1945252 25 05/04/2020

1945837 11 05/04/2020

1945838 7 05/04/2020

1945839 7 05/04/2020

1945979 41 05/04/2020

1945980 41 05/04/2020

1946003 25 05/04/2020

1946254 31 06/04/2020

1946257 31 06/04/2020

1946327 16 06/04/2020

1946483 1 06/04/2020

1946484 1 06/04/2020

1946497 1 06/04/2020

1946498 1 06/04/2020

1946499 1 06/04/2020

1946551 25 06/04/2020

1946595 35 06/04/2020

1946807 41 06/04/2020

1946861 18 06/04/2020

1946886 30 06/04/2020

1947061 18 07/04/2020

1947090 3 07/04/2020

1947276 99 07/04/2020

1947293 34 07/04/2020

1947295 34 07/04/2020

1947378 99 07/04/2020

1947430 20 07/04/2020

1947622 25 08/04/2020

1947767 5 08/04/2020
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1947990 5 08/04/2020

1948026 10 08/04/2020

1948027 10 08/04/2020

1948030 5 08/04/2020

1948031 10 08/04/2020

1948032 10 08/04/2020

1948033 5 08/04/2020

1948206 30 09/04/2020

1948420 11 09/04/2020

1948737 9 12/04/2020

1949035 5 12/04/2020

1949233 5 12/04/2020

1949236 5 12/04/2020

1949237 5 12/04/2020

1949310 43 12/04/2020

1949412 7 13/04/2020

1949413 7 13/04/2020

1949649 19 13/04/2020

1949792 32 13/04/2020

1949810 99 13/04/2020

1949811 99 13/04/2020

1949817 36 13/04/2020

1949833 44 13/04/2020

1949919 1 13/04/2020

1950525 9 15/04/2020

1950533 17 15/04/2020

1950708 30 15/04/2020

1950781 41 15/04/2020

1950885 41 16/04/2020

1950886 41 16/04/2020

1950887 41 16/04/2020

1951323 3 16/04/2020

1951710 16 16/04/2020

1952066 42 19/04/2020

1952120 5 19/04/2020

1952221 19 19/04/2020

1953038 19 18/04/2020

1953406 37 20/04/2020

1953492 5 20/04/2020
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1953722 9 20/04/2020

1953723 12 20/04/2020

1954263 99 21/04/2020

1954624 31 22/04/2020

1955399 9 23/04/2020

1955427 25 23/04/2020

1957138 5 28/04/2020

1957172 5 28/04/2020

1957389 99 28/04/2020

1957442 35 29/04/2020

1957443 35 29/04/2020

1957444 35 29/04/2020

1957445 12 29/04/2020

1957470 30 29/04/2020

1957609 30 29/04/2020

1957610 30 29/04/2020

1957611 30 29/04/2020

1957612 30 29/04/2020

1957614 30 29/04/2020

1957615 30 29/04/2020

1957616 30 29/04/2020

1957617 30 29/04/2020

1957754 7 29/04/2020

1958169 9 29/04/2020

1958426 19 30/04/2020

1958940 30 30/04/2020

1959528 41 03/05/2020

1960050 30 03/05/2020

1960159 5 03/05/2020

1960172 5 03/05/2020

1960525 99 04/05/2020

1960560 3 04/05/2020

1961253 1 06/05/2020

1961254 1 06/05/2020

1961255 1 06/05/2020

1961257 1 06/05/2020

1961259 1 06/05/2020

1961260 1 06/05/2020

1961261 1 06/05/2020
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1961262 1 06/05/2020

1961263 1 06/05/2020

1961264 1 06/05/2020

1961265 1 06/05/2020

1961266 1 06/05/2020

1961268 1 06/05/2020

1961271 1 06/05/2020

1961274 1 06/05/2020

1961275 1 06/05/2020

1961277 31 06/05/2020

1961279 31 06/05/2020

1961281 31 06/05/2020

1961282 31 06/05/2020

1961283 31 06/05/2020

1961285 31 06/05/2020

1961286 31 06/05/2020

1961287 31 06/05/2020

1961288 31 06/05/2020

1961289 31 06/05/2020

1961290 31 06/05/2020

1961291 31 06/05/2020

1961292 31 06/05/2020

1961293 31 06/05/2020

1961294 31 06/05/2020

1961295 31 06/05/2020

1961296 31 06/05/2020

1961297 31 06/05/2020

1961298 31 06/05/2020

1961300 31 06/05/2020

1961412 33 06/05/2020

1962386 19 07/05/2020

1962727 37 10/05/2020

1962728 42 10/05/2020

1963072 7 10/05/2020

1963073 11 10/05/2020

1963125 29 10/05/2020

1963235 34 10/05/2020

1963236 34 10/05/2020

1964465 99 12/05/2020
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1964484 7 12/05/2020

1964525 16 13/05/2020

1965283 38 14/05/2020

1965284 39 14/05/2020

1965286 41 14/05/2020

1965916 99 14/05/2020

1965918 99 14/05/2020

1966346 21 17/05/2020

1966683 99 17/05/2020

1966684 99 17/05/2020

1966913 5 18/05/2020

1967251 41 18/05/2020

1967252 7 18/05/2020

1967253 9 18/05/2020

1967662 7 18/05/2020

1967878 19 19/05/2020

1968067 33 19/05/2020

1968068 33 19/05/2020

1968069 33 19/05/2020

1968070 33 19/05/2020

1968323 43 19/05/2020

1968693 30 20/05/2020

1968846 14 20/05/2020

1969651 32 22/05/2020

1970037 35 24/05/2020

1970132 25 24/05/2020

1970287 5 24/05/2020

1970878 33 25/05/2020

1970882 1 25/05/2020

1970942 34 25/05/2020

1970949 35 25/05/2020

1970951 31 25/05/2020

1971222 24 26/05/2020

1971570 5 26/05/2020

1971892 5 28/05/2020

1972345 5 28/05/2020

1972347 5 28/05/2020

1972348 5 28/05/2020

1972463 3 28/05/2020
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1972675 23 31/05/2020

1972676 23 31/05/2020

1973023 16 31/05/2020

1973140 25 31/05/2020

1973355 29 01/06/2020

1973357 29 01/06/2020

1973619 99 01/06/2020

1973904 9 01/06/2020

1973930 99 01/06/2020

1973938 1 01/06/2020

1973939 4 01/06/2020

1973940 6 01/06/2020

1974090 5 02/06/2020

1974762 9 03/06/2020

1974778 1 03/06/2020

1974787 99 03/06/2020

1974868 12 03/06/2020

1975155 4 04/06/2020

1975156 37 04/06/2020

1975157 4 04/06/2020

1975400 21 04/06/2020

1975401 21 04/06/2020

1975402 21 04/06/2020

1975403 1 04/06/2020

1975404 1 04/06/2020

1975405 21 04/06/2020

1975406 21 04/06/2020

1975407 21 04/06/2020

1975410 1 04/06/2020

1975500 5 04/06/2020

1975877 42 07/06/2020

1976484 37 08/06/2020

1976485 42 08/06/2020

1977039 4 08/06/2020

1977045 5 08/06/2020

1977047 5 08/06/2020

1977048 5 08/06/2020

1977606 30 09/06/2020

1977631 1 09/06/2020
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1977633 1 09/06/2020

1977634 19 09/06/2020

1978096 25 10/06/2020

1978097 25 10/06/2020

1978148 36 10/06/2020

1978171 31 10/06/2020

1978386 35 11/06/2020

1978418 16 11/06/2020

1978843 9 11/06/2020

1978845 9 11/06/2020

1979548 99 14/06/2020

1979790 5 15/06/2020

1979791 5 15/06/2020

1979794 5 15/06/2020

1980169 99 15/06/2020

1980170 99 15/06/2020

1980604 21 16/06/2020

1980606 99 16/06/2020

1980642 5 16/06/2020

1980718 99 16/06/2020

1981095 99 17/06/2020

1981386 99 17/06/2020

1981387 99 17/06/2020

1981757 7 18/06/2020

1982612 32 21/06/2020

1983426 19 22/06/2020

1983636 12 23/06/2020

1983946 99 23/06/2020

1984156 44 24/06/2020

1985083 7 25/06/2020

1986252 9 29/06/2020

1986255 9 29/06/2020

1986257 16 29/06/2020

1986259 16 29/06/2020

1986260 16 29/06/2020

1986262 16 29/06/2020

1986484 17 29/06/2020

1986512 35 29/06/2020

1986660 6 29/06/2020
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1986662 12 29/06/2020

1986663 12 29/06/2020

1986708 4 29/06/2020

1986730 34 29/06/2020

1986970 7 30/06/2020

1986971 6 30/06/2020

1987713 35 01/07/2020

1988098 5 02/07/2020

1988969 99 05/07/2020

1989777 19 06/07/2020

1989790 11 06/07/2020

1989792 11 06/07/2020

1989793 11 06/07/2020

1990114 5 07/07/2020

1990187 1 07/07/2020

1990188 42 07/07/2020

1990189 1 07/07/2020

1990191 42 07/07/2020

1990192 5 07/07/2020

1990213 99 07/07/2020

1990533 35 08/07/2020

1991170 5 09/07/2020

1991441 16 09/07/2020

1991479 5 09/07/2020

1991481 5 09/07/2020

1991483 5 09/07/2020

1991485 5 09/07/2020

1991486 5 09/07/2020

1991487 5 09/07/2020

1991488 5 09/07/2020

1991490 5 09/07/2020

1991491 5 09/07/2020

1991492 5 09/07/2020

1993019 5 13/07/2020

1993057 7 13/07/2020

1993387 99 14/07/2020

1993818 43 15/07/2020

1994756 9 16/07/2020

1995872 43 20/07/2020
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1996248 2 20/07/2020

1996303 16 20/07/2020

1996304 41 20/07/2020

1996723 24 21/07/2020

1996896 25 21/07/2020

1997940 14 23/07/2020

1997942 18 23/07/2020

1998409 9 26/07/2020

1998754 5 26/07/2020

1998755 16 26/07/2020

1998756 35 26/07/2020

1999541 9 27/07/2020

2000060 5 28/07/2020

2000224 39 28/07/2020

2000387 34 28/07/2020

2000644 24 29/07/2020

2000645 25 29/07/2020

2000646 26 29/07/2020

2000647 27 29/07/2020

2000648 28 29/07/2020

2000649 29 29/07/2020

2002429 41 02/08/2020

2002432 35 02/08/2020

2002433 35 02/08/2020

2002434 41 02/08/2020

2002435 41 02/08/2020

2002436 41 02/08/2020

2002520 25 02/08/2020

2002521 25 02/08/2020

2002751 17 03/08/2020

2002927 9 03/08/2020

2002928 9 03/08/2020

2003002 10 03/08/2020

2003114 5 03/08/2020

2003116 12 03/08/2020

2003452 29 04/08/2020

2004010 30 04/08/2020

2004613 99 05/08/2020

2004640 16 05/08/2020
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2004939 24 06/08/2020

2005278 24 06/08/2020

2005873 5 09/08/2020

2006137 7 09/08/2020

2006578 24 10/08/2020

2006579 24 10/08/2020

2006580 24 10/08/2020

2007957 35 11/08/2020

2009296 6 16/08/2020

2009387 5 16/08/2020

2009721 25 17/08/2020

2009833 7 17/08/2020

2010861 30 18/08/2020

2011652 16 20/08/2020

2012336 20 20/08/2020

2012484 19 23/08/2020

2012485 19 23/08/2020

2012495 5 23/08/2020

2012831 5 23/08/2020

2012833 5 23/08/2020

2013112 35 23/08/2020

2013513 99 24/08/2020

2013689 5 25/08/2020

2013690 5 25/08/2020

2013691 5 25/08/2020

2013692 5 25/08/2020

2013694 5 25/08/2020

2014332 30 26/08/2020

2014729 45 27/08/2020

2015105 38 27/08/2020

2015300 41 27/08/2020

2015302 41 27/08/2020

2016118 25 30/08/2020

2016737 5 31/08/2020

2016738 5 31/08/2020

2016791 12 31/08/2020

2016792 7 31/08/2020

2016963 99 31/08/2020

2017140 5 01/09/2020
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2017141 5 01/09/2020

2017251 99 01/09/2020

2017252 99 01/09/2020

2017432 35 01/09/2020

2018543 31 03/09/2020

2018549 99 03/09/2020

2018550 99 03/09/2020

2018843 35 06/09/2020

2019283 30 06/09/2020

2020052 41 08/09/2020

2020106 42 08/09/2020

2020144 5 08/09/2020

2020146 5 08/09/2020

2020147 5 08/09/2020

2021122 33 09/09/2020

2022181 29 13/09/2020

2022450 7 14/09/2020

2023043 35 15/09/2020

2023821 31 16/09/2020

2024494 35 16/09/2020

2024932 25 17/09/2020

2024950 99 17/09/2020

2025598 5 20/09/2020

2025821 7 20/09/2020

2026827 18 22/09/2020

2027072 32 23/09/2020

2027586 9 23/09/2020

2028112 35 24/09/2020

2028117 34 24/09/2020

2028118 34 24/09/2020

2029037 5 27/09/2020

2029080 30 27/09/2020

2029302 5 27/09/2020

2029607 41 28/09/2020

2029608 42 28/09/2020

2029714 25 28/09/2020

2029801 19 28/09/2020

2029802 1 28/09/2020

2029820 12 28/09/2020
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2029821 12 28/09/2020

2030123 5 29/09/2020

2030177 7 29/09/2020

2030248 2 29/09/2020

2030259 30 29/09/2020

2031171 16 30/09/2020

2031172 35 30/09/2020

2031173 42 30/09/2020

2031174 16 30/09/2020

2031177 16 30/09/2020

2031178 35 30/09/2020

2031179 42 30/09/2020

2032012 11 02/10/2020

2032785 30 05/10/2020

2032883 35 05/10/2020

2033372 99 06/10/2020

2033382 44 06/10/2020

2033448 41 06/10/2020

2033683 99 06/10/2020

2034001 30 07/10/2020

2034694 33 08/10/2020

2036247 35 12/10/2020

2036514 30 12/10/2020

2036835 29 12/10/2020

2036836 30 12/10/2020

2036837 35 12/10/2020

2036838 43 12/10/2020

2036885 31 12/10/2020

2037120 10 13/10/2020

2037291 17 13/10/2020

2037554 11 13/10/2020

2037609 43 14/10/2020

2037610 39 14/10/2020

2037753 35 14/10/2020

2037864 5 14/10/2020

2038818 41 18/10/2020

2038819 41 18/10/2020

2039167 33 18/10/2020

2040069 5 19/10/2020
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2041240 5 21/10/2020

2041435 9 21/10/2020

2041438 35 21/10/2020

2041439 6 21/10/2020

2041440 9 21/10/2020

2041441 35 21/10/2020

2041938 5 21/10/2020

2043740 5 25/10/2020

2043741 5 25/10/2020

2044994 1 27/10/2020

2044996 9 27/10/2020

2045312 31 27/10/2020

2045344 39 27/10/2020

2045346 39 27/10/2020

2045347 43 27/10/2020

2045348 43 27/10/2020

2045360 99 27/10/2020

2045361 99 27/10/2020

2046249 35 28/10/2020

2046294 18 28/10/2020

2048233 5 01/11/2020

2048261 5 01/11/2020

2048797 41 02/11/2020

2049372 36 03/11/2020

2049656 30 03/11/2020

2050168 35 04/11/2020

2050220 1 04/11/2020

2050223 1 04/11/2020

2050224 1 04/11/2020

2050443 19 08/11/2020

2050586 7 08/11/2020

2050928 25 09/11/2020

2051157 8 09/11/2020

2051158 20 09/11/2020

2051160 24 09/11/2020

2051161 25 09/11/2020

2051162 26 09/11/2020

2051163 27 09/11/2020

2051166 21 09/11/2020
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2051167 24 09/11/2020

2051168 25 09/11/2020

2051169 26 09/11/2020

2051170 27 09/11/2020

2051740 12 10/11/2020

2051758 5 10/11/2020

2051759 5 10/11/2020

2051761 5 10/11/2020

2051818 21 10/11/2020

2051895 16 10/11/2020

2052030 18 10/11/2020

2052509 5 11/11/2020

2052510 5 11/11/2020

2052511 5 11/11/2020

2053921 44 16/11/2020

2055365 31 18/11/2020

2055627 30 19/11/2020

2056265 9 20/11/2020

2056266 9 20/11/2020

2056267 9 20/11/2020

2056268 9 20/11/2020

2056538 35 22/11/2020

2056539 35 22/11/2020

2057702 41 23/11/2020

2057774 24 23/11/2020

2058457 35 24/11/2020

2058459 20 24/11/2020

2059818 36 26/11/2020

2059819 42 26/11/2020

2060135 5 29/11/2020

2060137 5 29/11/2020

2060138 5 29/11/2020

2060139 5 29/11/2020

2060140 5 29/11/2020

2060660 24 29/11/2020

2060661 24 29/11/2020

2060853 35 30/11/2020

2061041 7 30/11/2020

2061042 6 30/11/2020
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2061426 43 30/11/2020

2061508 44 30/11/2020

2062264 28 02/12/2020

2062502 5 02/12/2020

2062814 5 03/12/2020

2062815 5 03/12/2020

2064575 30 07/12/2020

2064675 41 07/12/2020

2065070 33 08/12/2020

2065071 33 08/12/2020

2065093 16 08/12/2020

2065837 29 09/12/2020

2065839 3 09/12/2020

2066258 99 10/12/2020

2066375 29 10/12/2020

2066376 30 10/12/2020

2066377 31 10/12/2020

2066378 32 10/12/2020

2066379 33 10/12/2020

2066380 34 10/12/2020

2066381 35 10/12/2020

2066382 36 10/12/2020

2066383 37 10/12/2020

2066384 38 10/12/2020

2066385 39 10/12/2020

2066386 40 10/12/2020

2066387 41 10/12/2020

2066388 42 10/12/2020

2066389 43 10/12/2020

2066390 44 10/12/2020

2066391 45 10/12/2020

2067367 29 13/12/2020

2067368 30 13/12/2020

2067369 31 13/12/2020

2067370 32 13/12/2020

2067371 33 13/12/2020

2067372 34 13/12/2020

2067373 35 13/12/2020

2067374 36 13/12/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

2067375 37 13/12/2020

2067377 39 13/12/2020

2067378 40 13/12/2020

2067379 41 13/12/2020

2067380 42 13/12/2020

2067381 43 13/12/2020

2067382 44 13/12/2020

2067383 45 13/12/2020

2068209 16 14/12/2020

2068212 41 14/12/2020

2068213 41 14/12/2020

2068214 41 14/12/2020

2068215 25 14/12/2020

2068223 25 14/12/2020

2068255 45 14/12/2020

2068277 16 14/12/2020

2068318 5 15/12/2020

2068319 5 15/12/2020

2068320 5 15/12/2020

2069524 7 16/12/2020

2069525 7 16/12/2020

2070263 7 20/12/2020

2071911 12 21/12/2020

2071933 35 21/12/2020

2071934 36 21/12/2020

2071935 43 21/12/2020

2072267 35 22/12/2020

2072268 35 22/12/2020

2073700 30 23/12/2020

2073925 12 23/12/2020

2073927 7 23/12/2020

2073959 13 23/12/2020

2073960 13 23/12/2020

2073981 43 23/12/2020

2074180 9 23/12/2020

2074247 5 24/12/2020

2074413 24 24/12/2020

2074552 10 24/12/2020

2074554 10 24/12/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

2074650 31 24/12/2020

2075022 43 25/12/2020

2075068 25 27/12/2020

2076147 11 28/12/2020

2076346 9 28/12/2020

2076453 99 28/12/2020

2076745 19 29/12/2020

2076825 5 29/12/2020

2076826 5 29/12/2020

2076829 5 29/12/2020

2077234 9 29/12/2020

2077258 29 29/12/2020

2077467 30 29/12/2020

2077469 19 29/12/2020

2077723 33 30/12/2020

2077898 36 30/12/2020

2077899 36 30/12/2020

2077900 36 30/12/2020

2078037 35 30/12/2020

2078038 40 30/12/2020

2078039 14 30/12/2020

2078040 40 30/12/2020

2078041 35 30/12/2020

2078227 6 30/12/2020

2078228 20 30/12/2020

2078229 22 30/12/2020

2078314 10 31/12/2020

2078827 33 31/12/2020

2078947 29 31/12/2020

2079210 5 31/12/2020

2081223 41 06/01/2021

2081527 3 06/01/2021

2082364 1 07/01/2021

2082366 35 07/01/2021

2082377 7 08/01/2021

2082378 35 08/01/2021

2082872 99 10/01/2021

3744904 99 14/05/2020

4206801 10 16/09/2019
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  

944967 - 14, 610823 - 18: Proprietor Altered to HUGO BOSS TRADE MARK MANAGEMENT GMBH 
& CO. KG , Dieselstrasse 12, D-72555, Metzingen, Germany. 
EUROCOS COSMETICS GMBH, HUGO BOSS AG

634585 - 9: Proprietor Altered to FISHER SCIENTIFIC COMPANY L.L.C., , 300 INDUSTRY DRIVE, 
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15275 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
FISHER SCIENTIFIC COMPANY L.L.C.,

908358 - 12: Proprietor Altered to VIJENDER KUMAR JAIN,DEEPAK JAIN trading as GOYAL 
SALES CORPORATION , 850 TILAK STREET, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI - 6 
GOYAL SALES CORPORATION.

442221 - 7: Proprietor Altered to HUSQVARNA AB . , Drottninggatan 2, SE-561 82 Huskvarna, 
Sweden. 
HUSQVARNA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY HOLDING AB

908357 - 11: Proprietor Altered to VIJENDER KUMAR JAIN,DEEPAK JAIN trading as GOYAL 
SALES CORPORATION , 850 TILAK STREET, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI - 6 
GOYAL SALES CORPORATION.

880394 - 5, 1067620 - 5, 1067621 - 5, 1049396 - 5: Proprietor Altered to WANBURY LIMITED , 10TH 
FLOOR-B WING, BSEL TECH PARK, SECTOR NO-30 A, OPP.VASHI RAILWAY STATION, VASHI, 
NAVI MUMBAI-400705 
WANDER PRIVATE LIMITED

1256020 - 32: Proprietor Altered to UNITED BREWERIES LIMITED , UB TOWER, UB CITY, NO. 24, 
VITTAL MALLYA ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001. 
AURANGABAD BREWERIES LIMITED

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE 
FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  

1256020 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to Plot H 8-H 11 & H 3 (Part), MIDC Industrial Area, Waluj, 
Aurangabad - 431 136. 
AURANGABAD BREWERIES LIMITED
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

214097 3 05/02/2020 12:15:45

294425 31 03/02/2020 15:52:37

323205 3 03/02/2020 11:19:47

546438 2 05/02/2020 16:43:10

568174 9 04/02/2020 11:15:59

568324 11 04/02/2020 11:29:24

568355 9 04/02/2020 16:40:17

568356 16 04/02/2020 16:41:39

568389 3 04/02/2020 16:42:14

568452 8 05/02/2020 10:21:42

568624 9 05/02/2020 16:39:19

568723 3 05/02/2020 16:39:46

568928 7 06/02/2020 14:03:19

656667 7 04/02/2020 11:17:23

657138 5 05/02/2020 15:10:14

1081372 16 03/02/2020 11:21:09

1081399 30 03/02/2020 11:21:39

1081543 12 03/02/2020 11:22:27

1081594 5 03/02/2020 11:10:32

1081597 5 03/02/2020 11:13:42

1081598 5 03/02/2020 11:14:39

1081611 24 03/02/2020 11:15:06

1081619 16 03/02/2020 11:15:28

1081620 25 03/02/2020 11:15:50

1081623 16 03/02/2020 11:16:12

1081624 1 03/02/2020 11:16:32

1081637 29 03/02/2020 11:16:55

1081638 29 03/02/2020 11:17:16

1081639 7 03/02/2020 11:17:36

1081640 34 03/02/2020 11:17:58

1081644 9 03/02/2020 11:18:21

1081680 5 03/02/2020 11:23:06

1081681 5 03/02/2020 11:23:38

1081682 5 03/02/2020 11:24:04

1081683 5 03/02/2020 11:24:28

1081686 5 03/02/2020 11:24:51

1081689 32 03/02/2020 11:25:18

1081691 5 03/02/2020 11:25:45

1081692 5 03/02/2020 11:26:09

1081710 1 03/02/2020 11:30:02
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1081714 1 03/02/2020 11:30:28

1081719 28 03/02/2020 11:32:11

1081744 24 03/02/2020 11:32:41

1081750 9 03/02/2020 11:33:06

1081761 19 03/02/2020 11:33:35

1081763 19 03/02/2020 11:34:03

1081774 5 03/02/2020 11:34:25

1081775 28 03/02/2020 11:34:53

1081776 25 03/02/2020 11:35:22

1081777 12 03/02/2020 11:35:44

1081778 25 03/02/2020 11:36:07

1081783 25 03/02/2020 11:37:16

1081785 31 03/02/2020 11:37:47

1081800 34 03/02/2020 11:38:10

1081801 30 03/02/2020 11:38:35

1081809 2 03/02/2020 11:39:09

1081817 16 03/02/2020 11:40:00

1081819 30 03/02/2020 11:44:37

1081838 10 03/02/2020 11:53:16

1081850 18 03/02/2020 11:54:00

1081855 29 03/02/2020 11:54:33

1081856 32 03/02/2020 11:55:26

1081857 23 03/02/2020 11:55:54

1081877 30 03/02/2020 11:56:30

1081878 30 03/02/2020 11:58:21

1081883 16 03/02/2020 11:59:14

1081884 16 03/02/2020 11:59:38

1081885 16 03/02/2020 12:00:02

1081899 5 03/02/2020 12:00:26

1081902 3 03/02/2020 12:00:55

1081905 21 03/02/2020 12:04:45

1081906 21 03/02/2020 12:05:13

1081913 31 03/02/2020 12:05:50

1081919 3 03/02/2020 12:06:16

1081922 25 03/02/2020 12:06:42

1081923 5 03/02/2020 12:07:03

1081924 5 03/02/2020 12:07:27

1081931 11 03/02/2020 12:07:50

1081937 9 03/02/2020 12:08:14
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1081947 5 03/02/2020 12:08:45

1081948 5 03/02/2020 12:09:08

1081949 5 03/02/2020 12:09:35

1081950 5 03/02/2020 12:10:06

1081952 5 03/02/2020 12:10:28

1081953 5 03/02/2020 12:10:50

1081954 5 03/02/2020 12:11:26

1081955 5 03/02/2020 12:11:47

1081956 11 03/02/2020 12:12:13

1081958 5 03/02/2020 12:12:40

1081959 5 03/02/2020 12:13:09

1081962 7 03/02/2020 12:14:34

1081963 11 03/02/2020 12:14:56

1081972 5 03/02/2020 12:15:24

1081976 30 03/02/2020 12:16:31

1081984 21 03/02/2020 12:16:55

1081985 28 03/02/2020 12:17:18

1081986 29 03/02/2020 12:17:40

1081987 30 03/02/2020 12:22:12

1081990 8 03/02/2020 12:22:38

1081992 3 03/02/2020 12:23:06

1081993 10 03/02/2020 12:23:35

1081994 18 03/02/2020 12:24:03

1081995 20 03/02/2020 12:24:27

1081997 9 03/02/2020 12:24:54

1081998 6 03/02/2020 12:25:21

1081999 9 03/02/2020 12:25:44

1082003 7 03/02/2020 12:26:15

1082007 18 03/02/2020 12:27:07

1082008 18 03/02/2020 12:27:46

1082010 25 03/02/2020 12:28:10

1082014 25 03/02/2020 12:28:38

1082015 25 03/02/2020 12:29:02

1082016 25 03/02/2020 12:29:53

1082017 25 03/02/2020 12:30:15

1082018 30 03/02/2020 12:30:38

1082020 30 03/02/2020 12:31:06

1082023 30 03/02/2020 12:35:11

1082025 16 03/02/2020 12:35:35
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1082052 7 03/02/2020 12:36:30

1082056 28 03/02/2020 12:36:54

1082057 23 03/02/2020 12:37:26

1082058 20 03/02/2020 12:38:16

1082060 14 03/02/2020 12:38:50

1082061 5 03/02/2020 12:39:26

1082062 4 03/02/2020 12:39:55

1082066 30 03/02/2020 14:05:49

1082078 29 03/02/2020 14:06:16

1082082 23 03/02/2020 14:06:39

1082093 29 03/02/2020 14:07:12

1082095 30 03/02/2020 14:08:02

1082097 5 03/02/2020 14:08:25

1082112 25 03/02/2020 14:08:55

1082123 16 03/02/2020 14:09:37

1082126 3 03/02/2020 14:10:36

1082127 5 03/02/2020 14:11:02

1082129 9 03/02/2020 14:14:34

1082130 16 03/02/2020 14:15:08

1082131 16 03/02/2020 14:15:36

1082145 11 03/02/2020 14:16:06

1082146 11 03/02/2020 14:19:48

1082148 11 03/02/2020 14:20:21

1082153 5 03/02/2020 14:21:12

1082165 16 03/02/2020 14:21:40

1082173 34 03/02/2020 14:22:05

1082216 9 03/02/2020 15:53:24

1082217 3 03/02/2020 14:33:31

1082218 3 03/02/2020 14:34:27

1082220 3 03/02/2020 14:34:55

1082221 3 03/02/2020 14:39:16

1082223 3 03/02/2020 14:39:49

1082225 3 03/02/2020 14:40:53

1082247 5 03/02/2020 15:53:50

1082252 11 03/02/2020 14:41:57

1082253 11 03/02/2020 14:43:21

1082263 24 03/02/2020 14:44:25

1082264 17 03/02/2020 14:44:53

1082266 31 03/02/2020 14:46:33
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1082268 30 03/02/2020 14:47:43

1082269 7 03/02/2020 14:48:17

1082270 9 03/02/2020 14:50:00

1082273 30 03/02/2020 14:50:30

1082278 30 03/02/2020 14:51:06

1082291 24 03/02/2020 14:51:31

1082292 24 03/02/2020 14:52:03

1082293 30 03/02/2020 14:52:26

1082294 30 03/02/2020 14:52:53

1082295 30 03/02/2020 14:53:20

1082317 30 03/02/2020 15:06:57

1082343 25 03/02/2020 15:07:50

1082348 3 03/02/2020 15:08:22

1082349 5 03/02/2020 15:08:45

1082353 5 03/02/2020 15:10:15

1082354 5 03/02/2020 15:10:41

1082358 5 03/02/2020 15:11:15

1082360 2 03/02/2020 15:11:39

1082363 7 03/02/2020 15:12:01

1082364 11 03/02/2020 15:12:24

1082365 7 03/02/2020 15:12:46

1082367 11 03/02/2020 15:13:12

1082368 9 03/02/2020 15:13:40

1082371 16 03/02/2020 15:14:08

1082378 3 03/02/2020 15:54:27

1082381 9 03/02/2020 15:14:38

1082390 5 03/02/2020 15:15:06

1082400 5 03/02/2020 15:15:31

1082411 16 03/02/2020 15:15:54

1082415 9 03/02/2020 15:16:16

1082416 9 03/02/2020 15:16:39

1082417 3 03/02/2020 15:17:02

1082422 9 03/02/2020 15:17:26

1082424 3 03/02/2020 15:17:51

1082425 3 03/02/2020 15:18:16

1082426 3 03/02/2020 15:18:36

1082443 18 03/02/2020 15:18:59

1082444 25 03/02/2020 15:19:20

1082459 7 03/02/2020 15:56:20
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1082485 7 04/02/2020 11:18:42

1082489 20 03/02/2020 15:56:54

1082493 11 03/02/2020 15:57:21

1082501 21 03/02/2020 15:57:50

1082502 28 03/02/2020 15:58:12

1082503 14 03/02/2020 15:58:36

1082517 1 04/02/2020 11:22:15

1082519 5 03/02/2020 15:59:02

1082520 5 03/02/2020 15:59:28

1082524 1 04/02/2020 11:23:02

1082551 5 03/02/2020 16:05:52

1082552 9 03/02/2020 16:06:13

1082553 6 03/02/2020 16:06:38

1082582 11 03/02/2020 16:08:04

1082583 11 03/02/2020 16:08:26

1082584 16 03/02/2020 16:08:46

1082586 34 03/02/2020 16:09:07

1082587 34 03/02/2020 16:09:28

1082591 6 04/02/2020 11:26:53

1082593 3 03/02/2020 16:09:53

1082597 19 03/02/2020 16:10:16

1082598 12 03/02/2020 16:10:40

1082604 16 03/02/2020 16:11:14

1082606 29 03/02/2020 16:13:49

1082607 19 03/02/2020 16:14:24

1082609 16 03/02/2020 16:14:47

1082614 25 03/02/2020 16:15:09

1082616 25 03/02/2020 16:15:33

1082621 25 04/02/2020 10:59:03

1082623 17 04/02/2020 10:59:46

1082624 11 04/02/2020 11:00:10

1082625 9 04/02/2020 11:00:36

1082626 6 04/02/2020 11:00:59

1082630 12 04/02/2020 11:01:27

1082633 5 04/02/2020 11:01:51

1082639 31 04/02/2020 11:02:15

1082640 31 04/02/2020 11:03:15

1082641 5 04/02/2020 11:04:08

1082643 5 04/02/2020 11:04:33
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1082644 32 04/02/2020 11:05:34

1082671 5 04/02/2020 11:06:05

1082695 5 04/02/2020 11:06:37

1082696 25 04/02/2020 11:07:10

1082697 25 04/02/2020 11:07:52

1082699 25 04/02/2020 11:08:38

1082702 9 04/02/2020 11:09:09

1082705 9 04/02/2020 11:27:40

1082711 31 04/02/2020 11:10:08

1082712 29 04/02/2020 11:10:29

1082713 32 04/02/2020 11:10:52

1082714 30 04/02/2020 11:11:18

1082734 10 04/02/2020 11:30:00

1082737 10 04/02/2020 11:30:25

1082739 5 04/02/2020 11:30:49

1082744 16 04/02/2020 11:31:14

1082745 16 04/02/2020 11:31:38

1082746 16 04/02/2020 11:32:50

1082747 16 04/02/2020 11:36:03

1082750 6 04/02/2020 11:36:27

1082751 3 04/02/2020 11:36:52

1082756 5 04/02/2020 11:37:15

1082757 24 04/02/2020 11:37:37

1082770 16 04/02/2020 11:38:02

1082771 25 04/02/2020 11:38:37

1082774 9 04/02/2020 11:39:01

1082775 9 04/02/2020 11:39:31

1082776 9 04/02/2020 11:40:27

1082781 28 04/02/2020 11:40:50

1082782 11 04/02/2020 11:41:15

1082793 24 04/02/2020 11:42:06

1082798 4 04/02/2020 16:42:53

1082800 24 04/02/2020 11:42:52

1082801 5 04/02/2020 11:43:22

1082802 4 04/02/2020 11:43:48

1082803 30 04/02/2020 11:44:23

1082804 3 04/02/2020 11:45:20

1082810 31 04/02/2020 11:45:44

1082811 31 04/02/2020 11:46:33
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1082813 5 04/02/2020 11:47:18

1082818 25 04/02/2020 11:47:45

1082820 25 04/02/2020 11:48:13

1082821 11 04/02/2020 11:48:47

1082822 16 04/02/2020 11:49:17

1082823 30 04/02/2020 11:50:19

1082824 16 04/02/2020 12:14:05

1082825 16 04/02/2020 12:15:00

1082826 16 04/02/2020 12:15:23

1082836 12 04/02/2020 12:16:04

1082839 16 04/02/2020 12:16:36

1082842 25 04/02/2020 12:17:02

1082844 34 04/02/2020 12:17:39

1082847 21 04/02/2020 12:18:03

1082850 11 04/02/2020 12:18:31

1082852 16 04/02/2020 12:18:54

1082865 5 04/02/2020 16:43:38

1082870 9 04/02/2020 12:19:48

1082872 34 04/02/2020 12:20:23

1082878 30 04/02/2020 12:20:51

1082880 16 04/02/2020 12:21:44

1082883 29 04/02/2020 12:22:20

1082884 31 04/02/2020 12:22:44

1082887 31 04/02/2020 12:23:06

1082888 31 04/02/2020 12:27:31

1082889 31 04/02/2020 12:27:58

1082890 31 04/02/2020 12:29:01

1082891 31 04/02/2020 12:29:24

1082892 31 04/02/2020 12:29:49

1082893 31 04/02/2020 12:30:20

1082894 31 04/02/2020 12:30:42

1082896 1 04/02/2020 12:31:06

1082898 5 04/02/2020 12:31:30

1082900 11 04/02/2020 12:31:54

1082903 29 04/02/2020 12:32:22

1082905 29 04/02/2020 12:33:18

1082910 11 04/02/2020 12:33:45

1082912 7 04/02/2020 12:34:10

1082915 11 04/02/2020 12:35:33
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1082921 24 04/02/2020 12:35:59

1082922 24 04/02/2020 12:38:02

1082923 24 04/02/2020 14:42:39

1082924 24 04/02/2020 14:43:13

1082927 25 04/02/2020 14:44:00

1082928 9 04/02/2020 14:44:30

1082936 32 04/02/2020 14:45:46

1082940 16 04/02/2020 14:46:23

1082950 5 04/02/2020 14:47:16

1082951 30 04/02/2020 14:48:00

1082952 31 04/02/2020 14:48:53

1082953 29 04/02/2020 14:49:56

1082957 1 04/02/2020 16:44:09

1082966 30 04/02/2020 14:50:26

1082969 14 04/02/2020 16:45:03

1082974 9 04/02/2020 14:51:26

1082975 9 04/02/2020 14:52:14

1082977 25 04/02/2020 14:53:02

1082991 16 04/02/2020 14:53:26

1082993 30 04/02/2020 14:56:57

1083009 16 04/02/2020 14:57:23

1083010 5 04/02/2020 14:58:16

1083011 5 04/02/2020 14:58:42

1083012 5 04/02/2020 14:59:27

1083013 5 04/02/2020 14:59:51

1083014 5 04/02/2020 15:00:14

1083018 29 04/02/2020 15:00:49

1083023 9 04/02/2020 15:02:10

1083025 12 04/02/2020 15:03:08

1083026 12 04/02/2020 15:03:48

1083027 18 04/02/2020 15:04:42

1083029 30 04/02/2020 15:05:24

1083030 30 04/02/2020 15:05:50

1083047 3 04/02/2020 15:06:26

1083060 5 04/02/2020 15:06:53

1083061 5 04/02/2020 15:07:19

1083068 30 04/02/2020 15:07:46

1083069 2 04/02/2020 15:08:14

1083084 5 04/02/2020 16:46:03
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1083085 9 04/02/2020 15:08:51

1083088 7 04/02/2020 15:09:32

1083089 6 04/02/2020 15:10:16

1083093 7 04/02/2020 15:11:12

1083095 12 04/02/2020 15:11:37

1083096 25 04/02/2020 15:12:28

1083098 25 04/02/2020 15:13:16

1083099 16 04/02/2020 16:46:24

1083100 16 04/02/2020 15:13:50

1083101 6 04/02/2020 15:14:16

1083102 8 04/02/2020 15:14:50

1083103 9 04/02/2020 15:15:32

1083104 30 04/02/2020 16:52:22

1083106 16 04/02/2020 16:52:50

1083107 9 04/02/2020 16:53:11

1083146 34 04/02/2020 16:53:32

1083147 34 04/02/2020 16:53:52

1083154 11 04/02/2020 16:54:14

1083155 16 04/02/2020 16:54:35

1083156 9 04/02/2020 16:54:55

1083159 6 04/02/2020 16:55:16

1083160 6 04/02/2020 16:55:42

1083163 24 04/02/2020 16:56:03

1083164 24 04/02/2020 16:56:22

1083188 30 04/02/2020 16:56:51

1083204 28 04/02/2020 16:57:12

1083206 16 04/02/2020 16:57:36

1083208 3 04/02/2020 16:57:56

1083211 12 04/02/2020 16:58:17

1083213 25 04/02/2020 16:58:36

1083215 30 04/02/2020 16:58:56

1083216 1 04/02/2020 16:59:17

1083217 5 04/02/2020 16:59:35

1083219 30 04/02/2020 16:59:59

1083250 12 05/02/2020 10:23:05

1083259 12 04/02/2020 17:08:43

1083260 17 04/02/2020 17:09:32

1083262 16 04/02/2020 17:09:55

1083264 29 04/02/2020 17:10:17
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1083265 29 04/02/2020 17:10:36

1083266 30 04/02/2020 17:10:54

1083308 3 04/02/2020 17:11:14

1083318 3 04/02/2020 17:11:33

1083320 16 04/02/2020 17:11:54

1083328 10 04/02/2020 17:12:16

1083342 5 04/02/2020 17:12:38

1083348 5 04/02/2020 17:12:57

1083351 5 04/02/2020 17:14:39

1083355 5 04/02/2020 17:15:00

1083356 5 04/02/2020 17:15:22

1083369 25 05/02/2020 10:23:55

1083379 9 05/02/2020 10:47:47

1083391 12 05/02/2020 10:48:16

1083423 16 05/02/2020 12:16:40

1083457 5 05/02/2020 10:48:44

1083462 5 05/02/2020 10:54:27

1083469 32 05/02/2020 10:54:48

1083470 30 05/02/2020 10:55:21

1083505 16 05/02/2020 10:55:46

1083513 16 05/02/2020 10:56:19

1083514 16 05/02/2020 10:56:50

1083529 32 05/02/2020 10:57:43

1083541 16 05/02/2020 10:58:47

1083551 25 05/02/2020 11:00:30

1083554 21 05/02/2020 11:01:53

1083555 30 05/02/2020 11:02:23

1083557 7 05/02/2020 11:02:47

1083558 7 05/02/2020 11:03:10

1083561 1 05/02/2020 11:03:41

1083562 1 05/02/2020 11:04:21

1083564 1 05/02/2020 11:05:00

1083565 2 05/02/2020 11:08:14

1083566 3 05/02/2020 11:11:26

1083567 4 05/02/2020 11:12:24

1083568 5 05/02/2020 11:13:21

1083569 6 05/02/2020 11:15:14

1083570 7 05/02/2020 11:17:50

1083571 8 05/02/2020 11:18:38
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1083572 10 05/02/2020 11:19:35

1083573 11 05/02/2020 11:20:19

1083574 12 05/02/2020 11:20:45

1083575 13 05/02/2020 11:21:07

1083576 14 05/02/2020 11:21:28

1083577 15 05/02/2020 11:21:57

1083578 16 05/02/2020 11:25:16

1083579 17 05/02/2020 11:25:38

1083580 18 05/02/2020 11:26:34

1083581 19 05/02/2020 11:26:56

1083582 20 05/02/2020 11:27:25

1083583 21 05/02/2020 11:28:14

1083584 22 05/02/2020 11:28:36

1083585 23 05/02/2020 12:17:33

1083586 24 05/02/2020 11:30:17

1083587 25 05/02/2020 12:18:40

1083588 26 05/02/2020 11:32:43

1083589 27 05/02/2020 11:33:39

1083590 28 05/02/2020 11:34:01

1083591 29 05/02/2020 11:35:47

1083592 30 05/02/2020 11:36:08

1083593 31 05/02/2020 11:36:32

1083594 32 05/02/2020 11:36:53

1083595 33 05/02/2020 11:37:12

1083596 34 05/02/2020 11:37:41

1083598 24 05/02/2020 11:38:02

1083599 5 05/02/2020 11:38:26

1083600 5 05/02/2020 11:39:08

1083605 9 05/02/2020 11:39:34

1083607 1 05/02/2020 11:39:57

1083608 6 05/02/2020 11:40:43

1083609 7 05/02/2020 11:41:13

1083610 9 05/02/2020 11:41:51

1083611 12 05/02/2020 11:42:39

1083612 16 05/02/2020 11:43:25

1083613 1 05/02/2020 11:44:11

1083615 7 05/02/2020 11:44:36

1083616 9 05/02/2020 11:45:02

1083618 16 05/02/2020 11:45:55
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1083620 9 05/02/2020 11:46:24

1083625 27 05/02/2020 11:47:17

1083626 20 05/02/2020 11:47:41

1083636 14 05/02/2020 11:48:05

1083637 9 05/02/2020 11:48:28

1083639 29 05/02/2020 11:49:03

1083640 16 05/02/2020 11:49:39

1083644 16 05/02/2020 11:55:40

1083645 16 05/02/2020 11:56:02

1083656 16 05/02/2020 11:56:38

1083665 34 05/02/2020 11:57:01

1083673 5 05/02/2020 12:19:49

1083677 5 05/02/2020 12:20:21

1083678 5 05/02/2020 12:20:50

1083682 5 05/02/2020 12:21:55

1083684 5 05/02/2020 12:22:31

1083685 5 05/02/2020 12:24:15

1083687 5 05/02/2020 12:25:00

1083688 5 05/02/2020 12:25:29

1083693 5 05/02/2020 12:26:11

1083695 5 05/02/2020 12:26:49

1083696 5 05/02/2020 12:27:23

1083697 5 05/02/2020 12:27:47

1083699 5 05/02/2020 12:28:24

1083723 5 05/02/2020 14:25:30

1083726 5 05/02/2020 14:26:01

1083727 5 05/02/2020 14:26:29

1083738 12 05/02/2020 14:26:56

1083739 12 05/02/2020 14:27:41

1083747 10 05/02/2020 14:28:14

1083807 9 05/02/2020 14:36:09

1083808 32 05/02/2020 14:36:33

1083822 16 05/02/2020 14:37:42

1083823 16 05/02/2020 14:38:03

1083830 21 05/02/2020 14:38:26

1083831 16 05/02/2020 14:38:56

1083833 30 05/02/2020 14:39:33

1083834 9 05/02/2020 14:39:53

1083846 9 05/02/2020 14:40:16
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1083847 3 05/02/2020 14:40:44

1083861 5 05/02/2020 14:41:14

1083867 5 05/02/2020 14:41:57

1083872 9 05/02/2020 14:43:14

1083883 34 05/02/2020 14:43:53

1083885 3 05/02/2020 14:44:45

1083890 30 05/02/2020 14:45:38

1083891 12 05/02/2020 14:46:16

1083892 12 05/02/2020 14:47:05

1083896 28 05/02/2020 14:47:36

1083897 16 05/02/2020 14:48:13

1083898 9 05/02/2020 14:51:45

1083899 28 05/02/2020 14:52:08

1083900 16 05/02/2020 14:52:32

1083901 9 05/02/2020 14:52:54

1083902 28 05/02/2020 14:53:16

1083903 9 05/02/2020 14:53:38

1083905 9 05/02/2020 14:53:58

1083906 16 05/02/2020 14:54:21

1083907 34 05/02/2020 14:54:48

1083914 24 05/02/2020 14:55:19

1083917 18 05/02/2020 14:56:03

1083918 25 05/02/2020 14:56:26

1083923 3 05/02/2020 14:56:51

1083929 5 05/02/2020 14:57:29

1083936 5 05/02/2020 14:57:52

1083937 33 05/02/2020 14:58:24

1083938 33 05/02/2020 14:59:03

1083939 33 05/02/2020 15:00:54

1083940 32 05/02/2020 15:01:51

1083947 2 05/02/2020 15:02:15

1083962 16 05/02/2020 15:02:44

1083963 16 05/02/2020 15:04:54

1083969 9 05/02/2020 15:05:23

1083993 21 05/02/2020 15:05:45

1084003 12 05/02/2020 15:06:16

1084004 30 05/02/2020 15:06:59

1084006 16 05/02/2020 15:07:33

1084011 9 05/02/2020 15:08:28
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1084013 9 05/02/2020 15:08:57

1084047 11 05/02/2020 16:15:40

1084049 11 05/02/2020 16:16:09

1084051 25 05/02/2020 16:16:34

1084065 5 05/02/2020 16:16:54

1084070 5 05/02/2020 16:17:14

1084071 9 05/02/2020 16:17:37

1084087 5 05/02/2020 16:17:57

1084090 5 05/02/2020 16:18:24

1084092 5 05/02/2020 16:18:44

1084094 5 05/02/2020 16:22:22

1084097 6 05/02/2020 16:22:52

1084098 25 05/02/2020 16:23:15

1084100 21 05/02/2020 16:23:38

1084101 21 05/02/2020 16:24:01

1084102 6 05/02/2020 16:24:23

1084104 25 05/02/2020 16:25:12

1084105 25 05/02/2020 16:25:35

1084114 25 05/02/2020 16:25:56

1084120 12 05/02/2020 16:26:53

1084123 6 05/02/2020 16:27:18

1084124 6 05/02/2020 16:27:39

1084125 5 05/02/2020 16:27:58

1084126 3 05/02/2020 16:28:18

1084137 16 05/02/2020 16:28:43

1084138 16 05/02/2020 16:29:10

1084140 9 05/02/2020 16:29:32

1084141 5 05/02/2020 16:29:54

1084143 5 05/02/2020 16:30:22

1084144 2 05/02/2020 16:30:44

1084146 34 05/02/2020 16:40:26

1084147 34 05/02/2020 16:35:55

1084150 3 05/02/2020 16:40:48

1084152 5 05/02/2020 16:41:14

1084153 5 05/02/2020 16:41:35

1084154 25 05/02/2020 16:36:28

1084174 10 05/02/2020 16:36:53

1084175 10 05/02/2020 16:37:14

1084184 1 05/02/2020 16:43:43
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1084189 29 05/02/2020 16:44:06

1084190 30 05/02/2020 16:44:31

1084191 31 05/02/2020 16:44:49

1084192 19 05/02/2020 16:45:10

1084195 9 05/02/2020 16:45:30

1084205 12 05/02/2020 16:45:52

1084206 5 05/02/2020 16:46:16

1084207 10 05/02/2020 16:46:39

1084208 10 05/02/2020 16:47:02

1084209 5 05/02/2020 16:47:23

1084215 12 05/02/2020 16:47:43

1084234 20 06/02/2020 11:00:14

1084236 9 06/02/2020 11:02:15

1084242 9 06/02/2020 12:12:37

1084243 9 06/02/2020 11:02:41

1084259 5 06/02/2020 11:03:03

1084260 7 06/02/2020 11:03:23

1084261 9 06/02/2020 11:03:42

1084262 11 06/02/2020 11:04:03

1084263 17 06/02/2020 11:04:22

1084264 3 06/02/2020 11:05:34

1084278 3 06/02/2020 11:06:04

1084279 29 06/02/2020 11:06:22

1084280 29 06/02/2020 11:06:41

1084282 16 06/02/2020 11:07:04

1084285 25 06/02/2020 11:07:24

1084287 12 06/02/2020 11:07:45

1084291 5 06/02/2020 11:08:08

1084292 11 06/02/2020 11:08:29

1084293 24 06/02/2020 11:08:49

1084294 11 06/02/2020 11:15:44

1084295 24 06/02/2020 11:16:07

1084296 14 06/02/2020 11:16:29

1084297 14 06/02/2020 11:16:48

1084299 5 06/02/2020 11:17:05

1084300 5 06/02/2020 11:17:25

1084301 5 06/02/2020 11:17:45

1084302 16 06/02/2020 11:18:03

1084306 18 06/02/2020 11:18:41
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1084308 9 06/02/2020 11:19:29

1084313 9 06/02/2020 11:19:52

1084321 29 06/02/2020 11:20:43

1084322 5 06/02/2020 11:21:18

1084332 32 06/02/2020 11:22:18

1084334 32 06/02/2020 11:22:52

1084336 30 06/02/2020 11:23:15

1084337 29 06/02/2020 11:23:39

1084338 32 06/02/2020 11:25:49

1084340 30 06/02/2020 11:26:15

1084342 29 06/02/2020 11:26:39

1084362 26 06/02/2020 11:26:59

1084363 24 06/02/2020 11:27:22

1084364 25 06/02/2020 11:27:47

1084365 30 06/02/2020 11:28:09

1084366 7 06/02/2020 11:28:32

1084367 12 06/02/2020 11:29:29

1084369 32 06/02/2020 11:30:28

1084371 9 06/02/2020 11:30:56

1084375 16 06/02/2020 11:31:20

1084378 25 06/02/2020 11:32:00

1084381 26 06/02/2020 11:32:30

1084384 16 06/02/2020 11:33:05

1084385 30 06/02/2020 11:33:27

1084407 3 06/02/2020 11:33:56

1084431 16 06/02/2020 11:34:27

1084437 16 06/02/2020 11:35:12

1084446 5 06/02/2020 11:36:02

1084447 5 06/02/2020 11:36:37

1084449 30 06/02/2020 11:36:59

1084456 25 06/02/2020 11:37:30

1084459 5 06/02/2020 11:46:28

1084460 16 06/02/2020 11:47:14

1084475 24 06/02/2020 12:13:44

1084476 24 06/02/2020 11:48:15

1084477 25 06/02/2020 11:48:40

1084481 25 06/02/2020 11:49:08

1084483 16 06/02/2020 11:49:31

1084487 30 06/02/2020 11:49:51
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1084488 11 06/02/2020 11:50:38

1084489 25 06/02/2020 11:51:15

1084490 32 06/02/2020 11:51:39

1084502 5 06/02/2020 11:52:09

1084583 5 06/02/2020 11:52:43

1084585 7 06/02/2020 12:01:29

1084595 9 06/02/2020 12:03:56

1084604 25 06/02/2020 12:05:08

1084606 24 06/02/2020 12:06:25

1084609 12 06/02/2020 12:07:00

1084613 34 06/02/2020 12:07:56

1084614 25 06/02/2020 12:08:22

1084617 9 06/02/2020 12:14:36

1084628 25 06/02/2020 12:15:27

1084638 16 06/02/2020 12:16:07

1084667 29 06/02/2020 14:04:37

1084679 7 06/02/2020 14:05:12

1084737 32 06/02/2020 12:16:36

1084743 30 06/02/2020 12:17:57

1084775 19 06/02/2020 12:18:24

1084778 29 06/02/2020 12:19:00

1084780 3 06/02/2020 12:19:27

1084781 16 06/02/2020 12:19:58

1084786 16 06/02/2020 12:20:36

1084792 24 06/02/2020 12:21:09

1084793 25 06/02/2020 12:27:04

1084794 24 06/02/2020 12:27:38

1084795 25 06/02/2020 12:28:02

1084797 17 06/02/2020 12:28:29

1084798 9 06/02/2020 12:28:56

1084806 9 06/02/2020 12:29:27

1084807 16 06/02/2020 12:29:47

1084808 16 06/02/2020 12:30:13

1084809 30 06/02/2020 12:30:41

1084810 30 06/02/2020 12:31:39

1084811 30 06/02/2020 12:32:25

1084843 23 06/02/2020 12:32:53

1084844 25 06/02/2020 12:33:14

1084845 27 06/02/2020 12:33:59
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1940 ,   10/02/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1084846 28 06/02/2020 12:34:28

1084850 33 06/02/2020 12:34:52

1084851 34 06/02/2020 12:35:20

1084862 34 06/02/2020 12:35:45

1084863 34 06/02/2020 12:36:17

1084881 30 06/02/2020 12:36:43

1084882 30 06/02/2020 12:37:11

1084889 16 06/02/2020 14:05:56

1084895 9 06/02/2020 12:37:50

1084913 3 06/02/2020 12:38:34

1084936 5 06/02/2020 12:39:09

1084937 5 06/02/2020 12:40:01

1084939 5 06/02/2020 12:40:53

1084973 2 06/02/2020 12:41:33

1085012 9 06/02/2020 14:09:02

1085014 25 06/02/2020 14:09:24

1085026 24 06/02/2020 14:09:51

1085028 24 06/02/2020 14:10:18

1085029 17 06/02/2020 14:11:04

1085032 5 06/02/2020 14:11:47

1085037 9 06/02/2020 14:12:16

1085041 34 06/02/2020 14:12:50

1085045 31 06/02/2020 14:13:40

1085050 30 06/02/2020 14:14:34

1085057 1 06/02/2020 14:29:00

1085060 1 06/02/2020 14:29:35

1085065 29 06/02/2020 14:30:24

1085066 5 06/02/2020 14:31:06

1085067 5 06/02/2020 14:32:42

1085068 5 06/02/2020 14:33:47

1085071 5 06/02/2020 14:34:14

1085072 5 06/02/2020 14:34:56

1085073 5 06/02/2020 14:35:29

1085074 5 06/02/2020 14:36:00

1085075 5 06/02/2020 14:36:26

1085076 5 06/02/2020 14:48:43

1085077 14 06/02/2020 16:15:50

1085078 14 06/02/2020 14:49:59

1085080 5 06/02/2020 14:49:09
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1085081 5 06/02/2020 14:53:07

1085082 5 06/02/2020 14:53:32

1085083 5 06/02/2020 14:54:11

1085086 5 06/02/2020 14:54:40

1085089 5 06/02/2020 14:55:21

1085090 5 06/02/2020 14:55:44

1085092 5 06/02/2020 14:56:54

1085093 5 06/02/2020 16:16:21

1085099 5 06/02/2020 14:57:34

1085102 5 06/02/2020 14:59:32

1085111 25 06/02/2020 15:00:44

1085120 16 06/02/2020 16:16:46

1085121 5 06/02/2020 15:02:55

1085122 7 06/02/2020 15:04:59

1085125 9 06/02/2020 15:05:30

1085129 30 06/02/2020 15:06:03

1085132 9 06/02/2020 15:06:39

1085133 16 06/02/2020 16:17:11

1085135 29 06/02/2020 15:08:06

1085143 30 06/02/2020 15:08:45

1085144 30 06/02/2020 15:09:14

1085145 30 06/02/2020 15:09:39

1085146 30 06/02/2020 15:10:03

1085147 30 06/02/2020 15:10:48

1085148 30 06/02/2020 15:11:14

1085149 16 06/02/2020 16:17:58

1085150 9 06/02/2020 15:11:50

1085151 31 06/02/2020 15:20:52

1085155 6 06/02/2020 15:21:13

1085157 25 06/02/2020 15:21:36

1085158 25 06/02/2020 15:22:02

1085159 11 06/02/2020 15:22:26

1085162 30 06/02/2020 15:23:37

1085167 3 06/02/2020 15:24:22

1085168 29 06/02/2020 15:57:07

1085169 29 06/02/2020 15:57:29

1085170 29 06/02/2020 15:57:56

1085173 9 06/02/2020 16:18:21

1085187 4 06/02/2020 15:58:21
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1085193 21 06/02/2020 15:59:01

1085194 21 06/02/2020 16:18:51

1085195 21 06/02/2020 15:59:25

1085198 30 06/02/2020 15:59:48

1085201 9 06/02/2020 16:00:11

1085202 9 06/02/2020 16:00:31

1085203 16 06/02/2020 16:01:20

1085204 9 06/02/2020 16:01:43

1085205 11 06/02/2020 16:04:14

1085207 5 06/02/2020 16:04:39

1085210 25 06/02/2020 16:05:16

1085225 9 06/02/2020 16:07:55

1085228 24 06/02/2020 16:08:17

1085230 29 06/02/2020 16:08:46

1085231 30 06/02/2020 16:09:09

1085232 34 06/02/2020 16:09:30

1085236 25 06/02/2020 16:10:31

1085244 5 06/02/2020 16:10:53

1085250 5 06/02/2020 16:11:17

1085259 31 06/02/2020 16:11:39

1085274 5 06/02/2020 16:19:41

1085286 25 06/02/2020 16:12:32

1085303 3 06/02/2020 16:13:25

1085314 25 06/02/2020 16:13:08

1085321 7 06/02/2020 16:28:27

1085328 16 06/02/2020 16:28:49

1085329 26 06/02/2020 16:29:11

1085330 4 06/02/2020 16:29:35

1085331 9 06/02/2020 16:29:59

1085335 30 06/02/2020 16:30:23

1085339 9 06/02/2020 16:31:00

1085340 9 06/02/2020 16:31:27

1085341 26 07/02/2020 10:28:45

1085342 26 07/02/2020 10:29:27

1085343 3 07/02/2020 11:32:26

1085349 7 07/02/2020 10:29:52

1085350 8 07/02/2020 10:30:13

1085351 9 07/02/2020 10:30:42

1085352 11 07/02/2020 10:31:04
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1085366 30 07/02/2020 10:31:28

1085369 30 07/02/2020 10:31:55

1085383 17 07/02/2020 10:32:20

1085384 18 07/02/2020 10:33:27

1085385 19 07/02/2020 10:36:07

1085395 11 07/02/2020 10:36:49

1085396 7 07/02/2020 10:37:19

1085397 11 07/02/2020 10:45:00

1085401 9 07/02/2020 10:45:41

1085402 9 07/02/2020 10:46:15

1085406 16 07/02/2020 10:46:39

1085407 16 07/02/2020 10:47:01

1085410 3 07/02/2020 10:52:51

1085423 5 07/02/2020 11:03:46

1085427 5 07/02/2020 11:04:23

1085429 5 07/02/2020 11:32:51

1085432 5 07/02/2020 11:04:53

1085434 11 07/02/2020 11:05:15

1085457 21 07/02/2020 11:05:44

1085458 21 07/02/2020 11:06:20

1085459 14 07/02/2020 11:06:44

1085460 24 07/02/2020 11:07:10

1085461 25 07/02/2020 11:07:37

1085467 25 07/02/2020 11:08:09

1085468 25 07/02/2020 11:08:45

1085470 12 07/02/2020 11:20:12

1085474 12 07/02/2020 11:20:39

1085475 25 07/02/2020 11:21:02

1085477 24 07/02/2020 11:21:26

1085478 11 07/02/2020 11:21:50

1085479 7 07/02/2020 11:22:14

1085482 32 07/02/2020 11:22:38

1085493 9 07/02/2020 11:23:38

1085494 25 07/02/2020 11:23:58

1085497 30 07/02/2020 11:24:20

1085498 5 07/02/2020 11:24:41

1085499 5 07/02/2020 11:26:11

1085500 5 07/02/2020 11:27:29

1085523 9 07/02/2020 11:28:15
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1085524 6 07/02/2020 11:28:47

1085546 16 07/02/2020 11:33:24

1085560 5 07/02/2020 11:33:56

1085561 5 07/02/2020 11:34:18

1085563 5 07/02/2020 11:34:39

1085568 5 07/02/2020 11:35:02

1085575 12 07/02/2020 14:30:06

1085580 5 07/02/2020 11:36:10

1085584 5 07/02/2020 11:36:36

1085585 5 07/02/2020 11:36:58

1085586 5 07/02/2020 11:38:27

1085587 5 07/02/2020 11:38:51

1085588 5 07/02/2020 11:39:21

1085589 5 07/02/2020 11:39:45

1085590 5 07/02/2020 11:40:29

1085591 5 07/02/2020 11:40:52

1085592 5 07/02/2020 11:41:11

1085594 5 07/02/2020 11:41:37

1085595 5 07/02/2020 11:42:44

1085599 5 07/02/2020 11:43:07

1085600 5 07/02/2020 11:44:22

1085622 16 07/02/2020 11:44:52

1085627 17 07/02/2020 11:46:46

1085629 31 07/02/2020 11:47:09

1085630 34 07/02/2020 11:47:29

1085636 30 07/02/2020 11:47:48

1085642 7 07/02/2020 14:30:51

1085643 24 07/02/2020 11:56:10

1085644 24 07/02/2020 11:56:38

1085652 16 07/02/2020 11:57:01

1085655 30 07/02/2020 11:57:31

1085657 25 07/02/2020 11:57:58

1085670 12 07/02/2020 11:58:35

1085684 3 07/02/2020 11:59:00

1085687 16 07/02/2020 11:59:29

1085688 5 07/02/2020 12:03:29

1085691 5 07/02/2020 12:05:56

1085693 5 07/02/2020 12:06:32

1085698 5 07/02/2020 12:06:57
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1085704 34 07/02/2020 12:07:19

1085705 34 07/02/2020 12:07:44

1085706 5 07/02/2020 12:08:05

1085707 14 07/02/2020 12:08:26

1085708 30 07/02/2020 12:08:48

1085710 30 07/02/2020 12:09:20

1085711 30 07/02/2020 14:31:18

1085724 25 07/02/2020 12:10:56

1085725 30 07/02/2020 12:14:09

1085726 11 07/02/2020 12:14:38

1085727 12 07/02/2020 12:15:08

1085728 7 07/02/2020 12:15:35

1085729 9 07/02/2020 12:16:01

1085733 3 07/02/2020 12:16:35

1085746 5 07/02/2020 12:17:00

1085757 32 07/02/2020 12:17:24

1085758 6 07/02/2020 12:17:51

1085773 25 07/02/2020 12:18:25

1085774 16 07/02/2020 12:24:46

1085775 24 07/02/2020 12:25:23

1085777 31 07/02/2020 12:26:16

1085778 9 07/02/2020 12:26:59

1085779 16 07/02/2020 12:28:19

1085786 9 07/02/2020 12:29:24

1085791 18 07/02/2020 14:31:57

1085792 25 07/02/2020 12:29:51

1085794 3 07/02/2020 12:30:16

1085799 16 07/02/2020 14:32:30

1085805 3 07/02/2020 14:22:18

1085811 9 07/02/2020 14:22:52

1085818 16 07/02/2020 14:23:13

1085821 19 07/02/2020 14:23:38

1085826 24 07/02/2020 14:24:05

1085832 30 07/02/2020 14:24:26

1085834 32 07/02/2020 14:24:53

1085843 9 07/02/2020 14:32:56

1085845 28 07/02/2020 14:33:36

1085857 34 07/02/2020 14:25:25

1085858 34 07/02/2020 14:25:50
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1085862 5 07/02/2020 14:26:20

1085863 5 07/02/2020 14:26:43

1085864 5 07/02/2020 14:27:06

1085865 5 07/02/2020 14:27:42

1085888 29 07/02/2020 14:28:11

1085891 5 07/02/2020 14:49:03

1085892 5 07/02/2020 14:59:06

1085894 5 07/02/2020 15:00:12

1085896 5 07/02/2020 15:00:34

1085899 5 07/02/2020 15:01:30

1085900 5 07/02/2020 15:01:49

1085901 5 07/02/2020 15:02:13

1085904 5 07/02/2020 15:02:48

1085906 5 07/02/2020 15:03:10

1085907 5 07/02/2020 15:03:32

1085908 5 07/02/2020 15:04:04

1085909 5 07/02/2020 15:04:32

1085922 5 07/02/2020 15:05:01

1085944 9 07/02/2020 15:05:25

1085951 29 07/02/2020 15:05:53

1085952 32 07/02/2020 15:06:25

1085954 3 07/02/2020 15:06:49

1085955 25 07/02/2020 15:07:15

1085970 9 07/02/2020 15:07:42

1085986 9 07/02/2020 15:08:07

1085995 3 07/02/2020 15:08:36

1086003 14 07/02/2020 15:09:13

1086006 25 07/02/2020 15:09:59

1086021 30 07/02/2020 15:10:27

1086028 19 07/02/2020 15:10:49

1086029 9 07/02/2020 15:11:24

1086030 9 07/02/2020 15:11:47

1086038 16 07/02/2020 15:12:19

1086042 25 07/02/2020 15:13:31

1086055 21 07/02/2020 15:20:39

1086060 9 07/02/2020 15:21:02

1086062 16 07/02/2020 15:21:26

1086106 19 07/02/2020 15:50:08

1086113 10 07/02/2020 15:50:33
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1086114 5 07/02/2020 15:51:07

1086115 10 07/02/2020 15:51:32

1086117 25 07/02/2020 15:51:56

1086123 31 07/02/2020 15:52:20

1086124 31 07/02/2020 16:05:37

1086125 31 07/02/2020 16:06:01

1086126 31 07/02/2020 16:06:23

1086127 31 07/02/2020 16:06:43

1086128 16 07/02/2020 16:07:03

1086135 9 07/02/2020 16:07:23

1086144 34 07/02/2020 16:07:45

1086146 1 07/02/2020 16:08:11

1086150 12 07/02/2020 16:08:34

1086151 25 07/02/2020 16:08:57

1086152 25 07/02/2020 16:09:23

1086153 25 07/02/2020 16:09:44

1086154 25 07/02/2020 16:10:05

1086155 25 07/02/2020 16:10:30

1086156 25 07/02/2020 16:10:51

1086157 25 07/02/2020 16:11:41

1086171 16 07/02/2020 16:12:20

1086172 9 07/02/2020 16:12:43

1086173 21 07/02/2020 16:13:05

1086176 12 07/02/2020 16:13:36

1086177 6 07/02/2020 16:13:57

1086178 8 07/02/2020 16:14:20

1086180 30 07/02/2020 16:14:40

1086181 30 07/02/2020 16:15:00

1086183 5 07/02/2020 16:15:54

1086184 5 07/02/2020 16:17:22

1086187 5 07/02/2020 16:17:48

1086188 5 07/02/2020 16:18:31

1086189 16 07/02/2020 16:43:17

1086194 19 07/02/2020 16:43:45

1086195 25 07/02/2020 16:44:03

1086200 9 07/02/2020 16:44:25

1086201 9 07/02/2020 16:44:51

1086206 7 07/02/2020 16:45:11

1086207 31 07/02/2020 16:45:29
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1086209 9 07/02/2020 16:45:53

1086210 16 07/02/2020 16:46:19

1086216 30 07/02/2020 16:46:39

1086223 16 07/02/2020 16:47:01
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1940,   10/02/2020

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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